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ABSTRACT
The physical and human aspects of the environment of eastern Botswana are discussed.
The soils are described and classified. A system for mapping the irrigation potential,
based on airphoto interpretation of the geology and geomorphology, is explained;
criteria for the classification of irrigable land are defined; the distribution of soils in,
and the irrigation potential of, the geological-geomorphological mapping units, or land
facets, are described. Areas of high irrigation potential are listed whilst others with
potentially irrigable land are discussed in terms of the available water. The climatic, soil
and water requirements of crops suitable for irrigation are described. Ways of obtaining
maximum economy of water are discussed. The text is accompanied by three map
sheets to the scale of 1:500 000 showing land facets, and three map sheets at the same
scale, showing irrigation potential. Ten photomosaics of semi-detailed soil surveys and
one map of a detailed soil survey accompany the text.
RÉSUMÉ
Les aspects humain et physiques de I'environnement dans le Botswana oriental sont
discutés. Les sols sont décrits et classes. Un Systeme pour dresser les cartes montrant
('irrigation potentielle, base sur Interpretation des photographies aériennes de la
geologie et de la géomorphologie, est expliqué; les critères se rapportant a la classification des terres irrigables sont definis; la repartition des sols dans les unites cartographiques gêologiques-géomorphologiques (facies de terrain) et leur irrigation
potentielle sont décrits. Les zones présentant un important potentiel d'irrigation sont
cataloguées tandis que les autres zones, dotées de terres potentiellement irrigables sont
discutées en fonction de l'eau disponible. Les besoins climatiques, géologiques et
hydrologiques des cultures convenant a l'irrigation sont catalogues. Des methodes
visant a obtenir un maximum d'économie en matière d'eau sont discutés. Le tèxte est
accompagné de 3 coupures de cartes a l'échelle de 1:500.000 montrant les facies de
terrain, et de 3 coupures de cartes a la mime échelle montrant le potentiel d'irrigation.
Dix photographies aréseaumosaique d'études du sol semi-détail lees et une carte d'une
étude détaillée du sol accompagnent le texte.

DESCRIPTORS FOR CO-ORDINATE INDEXING
Airtemperature/climate/evaporation/humidity/radiation/rainfall/geology/geomorphology/soil analysis/soil classification/soil mechanics/hydrology/irrigation/crop
science/crop variety/fibre crop/fodder crop/oil cropy'Triticum/Zea mays/Vegetation
(general)/administration/communications/demography/export and import/land
tenure/marketing/services (publicl/Botswana.
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Parti
Introduction

PREFACE
The project was initiated in November 1964 and fieldwork was completed in
December 1967. A draft report was submitted in October 1968 to the Botswana
Government who gave permission for this Study to be published. In 1973 the
author supplied a Supplementary Report Field guide to the soils and irrigation
potential of eastern Botswana (Mitchell, 1973). In view of the fact that the Botswana
Government had already received the necessary information and maps, publication of
the final Land Resource Study was postponed — until 1976 — and some of this period
of delay was used to improve and amplify the report.
Soil descriptions and analyses relevant to the Land Resource Study have been made
available to the Botswana Government in a Supplementary Report (Mitchellf1976).
Place names are written in the revised spelling style, but it should be noted that
accompanying maps were printed long before the present report and include older
spellings such as Gaberones for Gaborone.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The writer is greatly indebted to the Director and members of the Department of
Agriculture, Botswana, for their help, advice and co-operation throughout the fieldwork.
He would also like to thank the Director of the Geological Survey, Botswana, for the
provision of facilities for, and co-operation in, the analysis of soil samples; The Director
and many members of the Geological Survey, Botswana, for information on the geology
of Botswana; P.J. Joy for his work on the analysis of soil samples in the laboratory of
the Geological Survey, Botswana; J.G. Thompson, Senior Soil Scientist, Ministry of
Agriculture, Rhodesia, for advice on the soils; J.A. Varley for his work on the analysis
of soil samples at the Tropical Soils Analysis Unit, Reading; and colleagues at the Land
Resources Division for their help and advice in the writing of this report. The section
on Geology and some other data in Part 3 of this report are taken from The Land
Resources of Eastern Bechuanaland (Bawden and Stobbs, 1963).
Finally he is indebted to his wife for much valuable mapping work in the field stage of
the project, and for her willing endurance of the discomforts of camp life.
THE PROJECT
Origin
Botswana lies in southern Africa between latitudes 18° and 27° south of the Equator.
It is bounded by the Republic of South Africa, South West Africa and Rhodesia and
has a common frontier with Zambia at a point on the Zambezi River. The Kalahari, a
3

flat waterless sandy plain, covers most of the 570 000 k m z (220 000 m r ) of Botswana.
Nearly three-quarters of the 590 000 population (1967 census) live in an area of
10 000 k m 2 (40 000 mi 2 ) to the east of the Kalahari, where perennial water is available,
and the railway from South Africa to Rhodesia has opened up the territory for trade.
This area was the subject of a reconnaissance survey by the'Land Resources Division of
the Directorate of Overseas Surveys (Bawden and Stobbs, 1963) which emphasised the
difficulties of arable agriculture arising from the semi-arid climate of most of the region.
These difficulties stem from uncertain rainfall, a high evaporation rate, and the low
moisture-holding capacity of much of the soil. However, the report pointed out that
the acreage under dry-land cultivation could be increased, and yields per hectare raised
by the use of improved methods. Certain areas in which the soils appeared suitable for
the development of irrigation schemes were also indicated, and in particular it was noted
that there was scope for the development of small-scale irrigation schemes on a wide
range of soil types.
The successful development of irrigated farming depends on a sound knowledge of the
environment, in particular of the soils and hydrology of the area, and also on legislation
to enable limited water supplies to be adequately and fairly controlled. A t the time of
writing Botswana had no water law, and until about 1960 there was no clear need for
^such a law. A t that point, however, there was considerable development along the
: Limpopo River by the farmers in the Tuli Block, who began to realise that profits could
be made from irrigated agriculture. A t about the same time the South African Government initiated plans to develop all its water resources, including dam construction in
the Limpopo catchment area.
A t a meeting held in Mafeking in October 1963, between Her Majesty's High Commissioner for Bechuanaland and the Adviser to the Department of Technical Co-operation,
concerning land drainage and irrigation, the need for a water law was established on the
basis that a water court was needed to settle farmers' differences following the recent
developments on the Limpopo; and that negotiations with neighbouring countries concerning the use of water could be satisfactorily carried out only if such a law existed.
The need for a programme of hydrological investigations and agricultural research, to
enable the country to assess its possible water requirements from the rivers which
would be the subject of international negotiations, was also stressed. Without this basic
information Botswana's bargaining position would be weak.
In order to carry out the hydrological investigations and agricultural research discussed
at the Mafeking meeting, and t o investigate the potentially irrigable land in eastern
Botswana, mentioned by Bawden and Stobbs (1963), the then Bechuanaland Government applied in 1964 to the British Ministry of Overseas Development for the following specialists: a hydrologist, an irrigation engineer, an agronomist, and a soil surveyor.
Their broad terms of reference were to assess the water resources and irrigation
potential of the rivers of the Shashi-Limpopo catchment.
This report describes the soil survey investigations of the catchment. The fieldwork was
done by the writer, a member of the then Land Resources Division of the Directorate
of Overseas Surveys, between January 1965 and December 1967.
Purpose
The survey had two main objectives. The first was to produce maps of the land suitable
for irrigation along the main rivers in the Shashi-Limpopo catchment area, which could
be used by the hydrologist, irrigation engineer, and agronomist to plan and cost possible
irrigation developments.
The area covered is large, about 18 800 k m 2 (7 250 m i 2 ) , and as a result the maps produced can show the distribution of irrigable land only in very general terms. They
indicate which sections of the rivers are worth intensive engineering studies, which
areas should be included within the water-command limits, and the estimated acreage
of land with a certain irrigation potential occurring within the above stated areas.
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Before any development can proceed on a possible scheme, a semi-detailed soil survey
must be done to confirm the amount of irrigable land present, and to delimit the units
of irrigable land, so that the scheme can be accurately costed, and the best type of
development chosen.
Ten semi-detailed surveys were done during and after the completion of the reconnaissance survey, in areas where the indicated irrigable soil potential was high, and where
there seemed reasonable prospects of obtaining water for irrigation. The maps and
detailed legends for these surveys accompany this study as separate maps. The locations
of the areas surveyed are shown in t e x t Map 10.
Once the feasibility of a scheme has been established by semi-detailed soil survey and
engineering studies, it is usually necessary to make a soil survey in greater detail of the
actual land to be developed, in order to define field boundaries and small pockets of
non-irrigable land. One such detailed soil survey was made in order to assist in the
reorganisation of the Mogobane irrigation scheme.
The second objective of the survey, following the broad recommendations of Bawden
and Stobbs (1963), was to describe and classify the predominant soil types in eastern
Botswana, and to assess their value for irrigation and the problems that might accompany
the development of irrigation schemes.
Procedure
The survey area was defined as all the land lying within 5 km (3 mi) of the banks of the
main rivers in the Shashi-Limpopo catchment, in other words the land which could be
reasonably commanded from these rivers.
In order to assess the irrigation potential of land in the large surveyed area of the
Shashi-Limpopo catchment, a geomorphological approach was adopted, and the method
of survey is based on the concept of land systems developed by the Division of Land
Research and Regional Survey of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation in Australia (Christian and Stewart, 1964; Beckett and Webster, 1965). The
principle of land system mapping is that different types of country can be recognised on
aerial photographs by their distinctive patterns, and that survey information obtained
from an area of one clearly defined type of country will be applicable to other areas of
the same type of country. For the specialised purpose of this survey the concept has
been applied in considerable detail.
In eastern Botswana the major factors influencing soil development are the parent
materials (either the underlying rock or transported material), and the topography or
landform (the steepness, the shape of the slopes, and the position of a site on a slope).
The aim during this reconnaissance survey was to define these two factors within
sufficiently narrow limits to provide a reasonably consistent estimate of the proportion
of irrigable to non-irrigable land within each physiographic mapping unit, described as
a land facet.
Although there are small differences in the climate in eastern Botswana, they are of
comparatively little significance in terms of soil formation, and it did not appear necessary to include climatic data in the land classification criteria for reconnaissance
mapping.
The land facets were first recognised from their different patterns on aerial photographs.
Boundaries were drawn on the basis of (a) variations in the landform, i.e. relief, degree
of dissection, steepness and shape of slope; and (b) lithological differences between
geological formations depending on their inferred influence on soil formation. These
land facets are thus areas of land with similar.drainage density and slope characteristics,
with similar lithology and, consequently, similar soils.
Aerial photography at a scale of about 1:40 000 covering the whole of the ShashiLimpopo catchment area was done by Fairey Air Surveys Ltd. in 1963 and 1964, and
this was made available for the survey. Information plotted on this photography was
5

transferred to transparent base maps provided by the Directorate of Overseas Surveys,
enlarged from existing maps at scales of 1:125 000 or 1:50 000 to the scale of the
aerial photography. The mapped information has been synthesised and published at
1:125 000 scale (maps of the series DOS (LR) 3048) which have been lodged with the
Director of Agriculture, Botswana. Reduced copies of these maps, at a scale of
1:500 000, accompany this study as separate maps.
The preliminary stage of this project consisted of a study of existing literature on the
area and the field data from the survey by Bawden and Stobbs (1963), together with
a study of the aerial photography in the Shashi—Ramaquabane area where fieldwork
was to start. This preliminary work was done between November 1964 and January 1965.
Reconnaissance survey
Fieldwork started on the Shashi River in March 1965 after a brief period of familiarisation with the project area. Initially, an area representative of a particular range of landform and geology was selected and surveyed at semi-detailed level based on traverses
540 m (600 yd) apart, with auger holes at 180 m (200 yd) intervals along the traverses.
The auger holes were dug to a depth of 120 cm (4 ft) except where gravel or bedrock
made this impossible, and samples taken at 15 cm (6 in) intervals were assessed with
regard to texture, colour and mottling, structure (where visible), porosity, root distribution, pH (using La Motte reagents), and free lime ( using dilute hydrochloric acid). Profile pits were dug at sites representative of the main soil types to a depth of 180 cm
(6 f t ) , fully described, and samples taken for chemical analysis. The soils were classified
and mapped with particular reference to their irrigation potential. The aerial photographs of the survey area were then re-examined stereoscopically, and a relationship
was established between the distribution of soils and the expression on the aerial
photographs of differences in landform and geology. After a number of these sample
surveys had been done in this way on different types of country, it was possible to
assess the relationship between the landform and geological boundaries drawn on the
aerial photographs during the preliminary interpretation, and the distribution of soil
types mapped during the fieldwork. Landform and geological boundaries which
separated areas with significantly different proportions of irrigable land were then
selected as the basis of land-facet mapping throughout the survey area. A system of
terrain classification having thus been established, the aerial photography of the whole
survey was studied stereoscopically and land-facet boundaries were marked on the
photographs. As airphoto interpretation progressed, further sample surveys and reconnaissance work were done to confirm the accuracy of the airphoto interpretation and
the consistency of the relationship between mapping units and irrigation potential, as
well as to identify new landform patterns and their associated soils.
Semi-detailed and detailed surveys
Ten semi-detailed surveys were made, two in areas where engineering studies had been
made of proposed storage reservoirs, at Tonota and Mahalapye, and eight in areas of
potentially irrigable land mapped during the reconnaissance, where there were also
possibilities of providing irrigation water in storage reservoirs or by other means.
Since no engineering studies had been done and,in some instances/the possibility of
pumping water had to be considered, the semi-detailed surveys were extended to cover
the full area of potentially irrigable land indicated in the reconnaissance. The procedure
was similar t o that used in the sample areas surveyed during the reconnaissance. Traverses ranged from 270-540 m (300-600 yd) apart, with auger holes 90-180 m (100200 yd) apart along the traverses; the spacings depended on the expected complexity
of soil patterns within the survey area. This gave sampling densities of 10 to 30 auger
holes per square kilometre (25-75/mi2). Profile pits were sampled at sites representative of the main soil types. Where available, aerial photographs at 1:10 000 scale
(Fairey Air Surveys, Contract 87, 1966) were used to compile a base map. Otherwise
photographs at 1:40 000 (Fairey's 1963 and 1964) were enlarged to approximately
1:20 000 scale and used as base maps. The data from the surveys were compiled and
published on photomosaics at approximately 1:20 000.
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A detailed survey was made of an existing irrigation scheme at Mogobane near Lobatsi,
where waterlogging and salinity had resulted in a serious reduction in crop yields. This
survey was done at a scale of 1:2 500. Traverses were 90 m (300 ft) apart, with auger
holes 60 m (200 ft) apart along the traverses, giving a sampling density of approximately
1 auger hole per 0.56 ha (1.4 ac). Profile pits were described and sampled at sites
representative of the main soil types. Since no suitable base map was available, the
boundary fence of the scheme was plotted by means of a prismatic compass and 100 ft
chain, and used as a framework for siting the traverses and auger holes.
Supplemental procedures
Permeability tests were done in the field by the pour-in method in selected horizons of
profile pits. Infiltration tests were done using a double ring infiltrometer on selected
profiles. The methods used for these tests are described in Appendix 2.
Laboratory studies
Permeability tests were done on both disturbed and undisturbed soil samples in order
to test the reliability of the laboratory techniques against those used in the field. The
methods are described, and the results discussed in Appendix 2.
Samples for analysis were taken from 223 profile pits on representative soil types
throughout the survey area. Of these, 500 samples from 124 profile pits were analysed
by P.J. Joy at the laboratory of the Botswana Geological Survey. A further 400 samples
from 99 pits were analysed at the Land Resources Division's Tropical Soils Analysis
Unit at Reading. In order to ensure consistent results in view of some differences in the
analytical methods, the samples analysed in Botswana were also analysed at Reading.
The methods of analysis are given in Appendix 3.
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Part 2
Summary of conclusions

The estimated area of land suitable for irrigation in the survey area is 90 200 ha
(223 000 ac). A further 25 000 ha (62 000 ac) of land has been classed as irrigable
subject to further studies of salinity, drainage, or the difficulty of cultivating certain
soils.
Only a small proportion of this area of irrigable land, 10 000 ha (25 000 ac), has any
potential for the development of irrigation schemes in the foreseeable future, owing
partly to the lack of water throughout much of the country, and partly to the very
high cost of water storage on most rivers.
Seventeen areas are selected as having relatively high irrigation potential either where
water is or soon will be made available from a dam constructed for other purposes, or
where the land is suitable and there are prospects for water storage.
1.

The headwaters of the Shashi and Ramaquabane Catchment. Smal I bl ocks of
irrigable land up to 25 ha (60 ac) with some prospects for the development of
irrigation schemes based on small dams

2.

The Vukwe Hills area. A number of blocks of irrigable land on the Shashi and
Vukwe Rivers of up to 200 ha (500 ac), but no potentially large dam sites have
been reported in this area. Smaller blocks of irrigable land and small potential
dam sites also exist

3.

Shashi Siding. A dam site on the Shashi River has been surveyed for industrial
purposes. Blocks of up to 80 ha (200 ac) of irrigable land occur on the valley
sides, and a total of about 600 ha (1 500 ac) could be commanded by a canal
50 km (30 mi) long from the dam site along the south bank of the river

4.

Tsamaea (Madabe Weir). Sufficient water to irrigate 20 ha (50 ac) is available on the
Ramaquabane River opposite Tsamaea siding, although the soils are unsuitable

5.

Tobane. A dam site has been surveyed for industrial purposes hear Tobane village
on the Maclautsi River and a total of 330 ha (815 ac) of irrigable land has been
mapped in a semi-detailed soil survey

6.

Bobonong. The sandy bed of the Maclautsi River near Bobonong village appears
to be suitable for water storage, and blocks of irrigable land of up to 70 ha
(180 äc) occur close t o the river bank

7.

Upper Turn' River. A possible dam site appears to exist near Masia-dieme and a
total of 200 ha (500 ac) of irrigable land were mapped in a semi-detailed soil
survey
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8.

Lower Tum' River. A possible dam site appears to exist near Mmaikowane and a
total of 870 ha (2 670 ac) of irrigable land were mapped in a semi-detailed soil
survey. This area is an alternative to no. 7

9.

The Lower Limpopo, Maclautsi and Shashi Rivers. The sandy river beds are
suitable for water storage in the area from near the confluence of the Maclautsi
and Limpopo Rivers to the Limpopo-Shashi junction and there exists a possible
dam site from which over 1 600 ha (4 000 ac) of irrigable land could be
commanded

10. Palapye. A dam site has been surveyed near Palapye on the Lotsani River for
domestic and industrial purposes, and sufficient water to irrigate 80 ha (200 ac)
of land may be made available, although the soils are unsuitable
11.

The Lotsani River downstream of Maunatlala. Blocks of irrigable land of up to
80 ha (200 ac) occur on the valley sides. Parts of the valley appear to have some
potential for dam construction

12.

The Limpopo River between the Mahalapshwe Junction and the Lotsani Junction.
Large blocks of irrigable land occur on terraces and the valley sides. Weirs can be
built across the river bed with sufficient storage to irrigate up to 120 ha (300 ac)
of land

13. Mahalapye. A dam site has been surveyed for domestic purposes near Mahalapye
on the Mahalapshwe River and over 570 ha (1 400 ac) of irrigable land were
mapped in a semi-detailed soil survey
14.

The Notwani River at Gaborone. A dam has been built for domestic and
industrial purposes and sufficient water to irrigate up to 160 ha (400 ac) of land
may be made available. A large area of irrigable land exists on alluvial terraces
below the dam

15.

77?e Limpopo River from the Marico Junction to the Notwani Junction. A site
exists for a dam with a capacity of 60 000 ha-m/ (500 000 ac-ft/), which could be
used to supplement the water in weirs further downstream, from which several
blocks of land on alluvial terraces could be irrigated

16.

777e Marico River. A possible dam site exists at Derdepoort, from which sufficient
water to irrigate up to 1 600 ha (4 000 ac) may be available. Large areas of
irrigable land occur, including an estimated 1 500 ha (3 800 ac) on a terrace close
to the dam site

17.

The Metsemotlhaba River. There are three possible dam sites near Moshupa in the
Metsemotlhaba catchment, and at the junction of the Kolobeng and
Metsemotlhaba Rivers, below which a total of 385 ha (950 ac) of irrigable land
were mapped in semi-detailed soil surveys

The remaining irrigation potential of eastern Botswana is discussed on a regional basis
in relation to the availability of water.
The crops which appear suitable for cultivation under irrigation in eastern Botswana
include maize, wheat, barley, sorghum, rice, field pea, soya bean, groundnut, safflower,
linseed, sunflower, cotton, kenaf, luceme,lespedeza, kudzu, potato, onion, tobacco,
citrus and vegetables. The possibility of cultivating wheat, barley, sorghum and rice
may be severely restricted in certain areas because of attacks from quelea birds
(Queiea que tea).
The likely costs and other difficulties of developing schemes of different sizes are
discussed. It is pointed out that with one possible exception the cost of water storage
for schemes of over 200 ha (500 ac) will be very high as these will necessitate the
construction of expensive storage dams. On the other hand schemes of less than 200 ha
(500 ac) can often be supplied by pumping from the sandy beds of certain rivers, or
10

from weirs constructed inexpensively across suitable river beds, at a very much lower
cost per unit of water supplied. A further advantage of the smaller type of scheme is
that, in a country where knowledge of irrigation is very limited, it will be necessary to
recruit and train only a few farmers for the development of a scheme.
The importance of water economy is stressed, and the following ways of saving water
are suggested:
1.

Careful control of the amount of irrigation water applied, and the use of
methods such as furrow or sprinkler irrigation with which this control is
facilitated

2.

Irrigation to produce maximum yields per unit of water applied

3.

The diversion of runoff water into fields, or its retention in fields by
bunding, in order to improve the reliability and yields of rainfed crops

4.

The conservation of runoff water in underground catchment tanks, and its
use for the irrigation of small plots, i.e. 'microirrigation'

The hazards of agricultural development on certain poorly structured soils mainly
derived from sedimentary rocks are stressed. The medium- and fine-textured soils are
prone to surface capping, and the sandy soils are susceptible to wind erosion, so that
agricultural development not accompanied by measures t o preserve the soil structure
may lead to serious deterioration and erosion of the soil.

11
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Part 3
The Environment

Physical aspects
LOCATION OF THE SURVEY AREA
This reconnaissance was confined to the following main rivers within the ShashiLimpopo basin shown in Text Map 3:
Shashi
Ramaquabane
Tati and Inchwe
Maclautsi
Tuni
Limpopo

Lotsani
Mahal apshwe
Bonapitse
Notwani
Metsemotlhaba
Marico

The boundary of the area is a line enclosing all land up to approximately three miles
from each of the rivers. The headwaters of the rivers, where there appeared to be
insufficient water for irrigation, were excluded from the survey. Photo-interpretation
was continued beyond the boundaries of the survey area, particularly where there is
land of relatively high irrigation potential, but estimates of the acreage of irrigable land
have been made only for land within the boundary. The total area within the
boundaries of the reconnaissance is 18 800 km2 (7 250 mi2).
CLIMATE
Botswana lies within a sub-tropical semi-arid region with summer rainfall. The climate
shows only minor differences in temperature and rainfall over large areas, but these
differences have a significant effect on agricultural potential.
Rainfall and temperature statistics have been collected at a number of stations for over
40 years. More recently, many more rainfall stations have been set up, giving a detailed
coverage of eastern Botswana. Most of these have been operating for only a few years,
and the data do not yet cover a sufficiently long period to be useful in calculating rainfall averages. Evaporation pans have been set up at Francistown, Mahalapye and
Gaborone, and sunshine hours have been recorded at Gaborone.
Rainfall
Average rainfall
The average rainfall in Botswana ranges from over 500 mm (20 in) in the north and
south of the survey area to under 400 mm (16 in) in the lower reaches of the Shashi,
Maclautsi and Limpopo rivers in the east of the survey area. Text Map 4 shows the
rainfall distribution in eastern Botswana.
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The mean monthly and annual rainfall for 1921-1950 at Gaborone, Mahalapye and
Francistown, and at Tuli for 40 years to 1941 (in Rhodesia, close to the
Shashi-Limpopo confluence) are shown in Table 1. The annual rainfall figures for
Gaborone, Mahalapye and Francistown are available for the years 1959-1967
(Anderson, 1968) and these are included for comparison.
TABLE 1

Month

Mean monthly and annual rainfall at Gaborone. Mahalapye, Francistown and Tuli *

Gaborone

Mahalapye

Tuli* #

Francistown

mm

in

mm

in

mm

in

94.7
85.6
97.0
33.3
12.2
5.6
2.0
6.1
14.7
42.4
60.4
94.0

3.73
3.37
3.82
1.31
0.48
0.22
0.08
0.24
0.58
1.67
2.38
3.70

92.2
68.6
80.8
22.1
10.9
4.6
1.5
2.5
7.4
28.5
66.3
78.0

3.63
2.70
3.18
0.87
0.43
0.18
0.06
0.10
0.29
1.12
2.61
3.07

106.1
78.7
71.1
18.0
4.1.
2.5
0.3
1.0
1.3
22.1
55.9
87.1

4.18
3.10
2.80
0.71
0.16
0.10
0.01
0.04
0.05
0.87
2.20
3.43

81.0
68.1
39.6
15.0
7.9
1.3
2.8
1.3
4.3
18.3
62.2
70.6

3.19
2.68
1.56
0.59
0.31
0.05
0.11
0.05
0.17
0.72
2.45
2.78

Annual
average
1921-50

548.0

21.58

463.4

18.24

448.2

17.65

372.4

14.66

Annual
average
1959-67

478.5

18.84

339.1

13.35

418.1

16.46

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

mm

-

in

-

* Original measurement in inches
* * 40-year average, to 1941
Sources: Bawden and Stobbs (1963) and Anderson (1968)

The rainy season starts in November, though in most years there are showers in
September and October, and ends in April. It would appear from Table 1 that the
rainy season at Mahalapye and Gaborone is slightly longer than that at Francistown
and Tuli. The 9-year averages to 1967 at Gaborone, Mahalapye and Francistown are
lower than the thirty-year means owing to a series of drought years.
Rainfall reliability
The reliability of the rainfall is more important to the farmer than the annual average.
Table 2 shows the average, maximum and minimum rainfall at ten stations over a
thirty-year period to 1950. Essex Vale, Tuli and Tjompani are in Rhodesia close to the
Botswana border.
The lowest annual rainfall is usually about half the average, and the highest is from
one-and-a-half times to double the average. Seasonal distribution of rainfall is even
more variable, and it is not uncommon for the start of the rains to be delayed till
December or later, which is often too late for cotton and the slower-maturing sorghums
to be planted.
The expectation of rainfall of 50 mm (2 in) or more in any month at 4 Rhodesian
stations close to the Botswana border is shown in Table 3 below.
Rainfall totalling less than 50 mm (2 in) in a month is likely to be lost by evaporation
and so makes no contribution to moisture reserves in the soil. This means that even in
areas with over 500 mm (20 in) annual rainfall there are likely to be drought conditions
in one year in four in any month during the summer. An analysis of rainfall distribution
at the above stations showed that at Tuli, Kezi and Empandeni, the first month with
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over 50 mm (2 in) of rain is November about one year in two, December one year in
four, and January one year in ten. At Tjompani, near Plumtree, the rains are later, and
the first month with 50 mm (2 in) of rain is December one year in two, and January
one year in two.
TABLE 2

Average, maximum and minimum annual rainfall at ten stations (1921-50) -

'Maximum

Average

Minimum

Station

Essex vale
Tuli*
Palapye
Dikgatlong
Francistown
Serovwe
Mahal apye
Kanye
Gaborone
Lobatsi
Tjompane

mm

in

mm

in

346
372
422
447
448
460
463
546
547
564
631

13.62
14.66
16.62
17.62
17.65
18.15
18.24
21.52
21.58
22.19
24.83

580
653
702
580
833
894
826
775
884
833
1 100

22.82
25.72
27.62
22.82
32.80
35.20
32.50
30.50
34.80
32.78
43.32

mm
142
187
137
. - 142
246
128
193
321
333
319
330

'n.
5.59
7.38
5.41
5.59
9.73
5.02
7.60
12.62
13.10
12.58
13.00

* 40 year average

TABLE 3

The percentage probability of rainfall exceeding 50 mm (2 in) in a month at four Rhodesian stations,
up to 1945 (after Southern Rhodesian Meteorological Department, 1952)

Tuli

Kezi

Empandeni

Tjompane

40

30

45

30

373 mm
(14.66 in)

554 mm
(21.83 in)

562 mm
(22.12 in)

631 mm
(24.83 in)

0
0
0
7.5
50
55
70
50
25
7.5
5
0

0
0
3
3
60
67
83
77
53
13
3
3

0
0
0
13
58
78
76
76
53
11
4
2

0
0
0
7
60
90
93
87
73
17
13
0

Station
No. of years
recording
Annual
average
rainfall
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June

Rainfall confidence graphs have been prepared for 14 stations (Rose, 1966), giving
upper and lower confidence limits of the amount of rain occurring in 20 day periods
at 10 day intervals. The graphs show that the periods in which a minimum of 25 mm
(1 in) of rain can be expected in three out of four years in any period of 20 days are:
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Lobatsi

20 Nov. - 31 Dec.
and 20 Jan. - 10 Feb.

Gaborone

10-20 Dec.
and 10 Jan. - 10 Feb.

Mahalapye

10 Nov. — 20 Dec.
and 1—10 Jan.

Francistown

1—10 Dec.
and 20 Dec. - 10 Jan.

Under these conditions maize and cotton both run a high risk of failure, and even
hardy sorghums and millets often fail.
Rainfall intensity
Thunder showers with falls of short duration and high intensity are common in
Botswana, and much of the rainfall is consequently lost as runoff. Table 4 shows the
frequency of showers exceeding various amounts per hour at Mahalapye over a 3-year
period.
TABLE 4

Percentage frequency of duration of rainfall exceeding specified amounts, at Mahalapye, 1948-60
(South African Weather Bureau, 1965b)

Percentage frequency of rainfall exceeding
Duration
(min)

15
30
45
60

4.0 mm
(0.15 in)

8.0 mm
(0.31 in)

12.0 mm
(0.47 in)

24.0 mm
(0.94 in)

36.0 mm
(1.41 in)

239
31.7
33.4
35.8

8.0
14.3
16.7
19.1

5.6"
7.2
9.6
10.4

0.8
1.6
32
4.0

0.8
0.8
0.8

The figures in italics indicate a rainfall intensity of over 13 mm (0.5 in) per hour

It has been the experience of irrigators in the Tuli block that the application of water
by sprinklers at a rate of over 13 mm (0.5 in) per hour - an even lower rate on many
soils - usually leads to runoff and surface capping. In Table 4 it can be seen that at
Mahalapye over 23% of all rainfall occurrences of 15 minutes duration exceed this rate.
Hail
Hail is of localised occurrence, accompanying thunder storms, and sometimes causes
widespread havoc amongst growing crops. Records of days with hail have been supplied
for 36 stations in Botswana for periods of up to 10 years (Anderson, 1968). In these,
a total of 29 occurrences of hail were recorded in 220 station-years, or an average of
one day with hail every 7.6 years. The most frequent occurrences of hail are in October
and November, with 14 out of 29 occurrences, the remainder being scattered more or
less uniformly throughout the rainy season, with a slight possible rise in April. This
distribution is shown in Table 5 below. The writer observed an even higher occurrence
of hail during fieldwork.
TABLE 5

Occurrences of hail at 36 stations in Botswana, over a total of 220 station-years up to 1967

Month

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

No. of occurrences

8

6

2

2

3

2

Percentage of total

28

21

7 .

7

10

7

Feb. i Mar.

April

May—Sept.

Total

4

2

29

14

7

Temperature
The temperature in Botswana ranges from maximum daily temperatures of over 30°C
(86°F) in the summer to below freezing point on many nights during the winter. The
annual range of temperature at Francistown, Mahalapye and Lobatsi is shown in
Figure 2 taken from Bawden and Stobbs (1963). There is comparatively little variation
between stations at any one time. The highest mean maximum temperatures occur in
October in Francistown, and in December and January in other parts of the country,
and average 31-32°C (88-90°F). The maximum daily temperature in the winter
months drops to 22-23°C (71-73°F) over most of the area, but is lower, 19°C
(66°F) at Lobatsi, and higher, 24°C (75°F) in the Limpopo valley. The daily range of
temperature averages 16°C (29°F), being greatest in winter, 18-20°C (32-36°F),
20

FIGURE 2

Annual air temperature variations at Francistown, Mahalapye and Lobatsi.
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and least from January to March. The greatest daily ranges of temperature are at '
Dikgatlong and Gaborone. The mean of maximum and minimum daily temperature is
20.5°C (68.9°F) at Mahalapye, 20.8°C (69.4°F) at Francistown, and 18.4°C (65.1°F)
•at Lobatsi.
Frost occurs throughout the area. Table 6 shows the average first and last dates of frost
at ten stations.
TABLE 6

Incidence of frost at ten stations in eastern Botswana up to 1950 (South African Weather
Bureau, 1954)

Station

Average duration of
frost period

Duration
of records
(years)

No. of years
with frost

28
26
25
24
27
27
30
26
7

28
26
22
22
22
27
27
24
7

29 May - 8 Aug.
3 June — 10 Aug.
22 June — 15 July
13 June —24 July
18 June — 10 July
4 J u n e - 1 2 Aug.
10 June —25 July
13 June —21 July
13 June - 2 7 July

72
69
24
42
23
70
46
39
45

29

22

14 June — 14 July

31

Lobatsi
Gaborone
Kenye
Mochudi
Molepolole
Dikgatlong
Mahalaype
Palapye
Swanepoel 's Drift
(Near Baines' Drift)
Francistown

Dates

Days

Average
no. of days
with frost

19.7

20.8
6.3

2.8

In the south, frost was recorded in every year of records being kept at Lobatsi,
Gaborone and Dikgatlong, but not at Kanye, Mochudi or Molepolole. This reflects the
low-lying positions of the former towns, and similar frost conditions may be expected
on low-lying land throughout the Notwani, Metsemotlhaba, Marico and upper Limpopo
catchments.
It is interesting that a high incidence of frost has been recorded near Baines Drift,
although only 48 km (30 mi) further down the Limpopo, at the Maclautsi junction,
frost-sensitive crops such as potatoes can be grown successfully in most winters. The
difference in altitude between these places is about 150 m (500 ft).
Sunshine
Table 7 shows the mean daily sunshine hours at Gaborone and the figures for Maun are
given for comparison.
TABLE 7

Mean daily sunshine hours at Gaborone for 1958-9 and at Maun for 1951-60 (South African Weather
Bureau. 1965)

Maun

Gaborone

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Average
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Mean
daily hours

% of possible

Mean
daily hours

% of possible

7.2
9.6
8.5
9.1
9.3
8.9
8.8
10.3
9.2
9.7
9.7
8.7

53
74
70
73
85
83
82
92
77
77
73
64

7.9
7.4
8.3
9.4
10.0
10.0
10.1
10.7
10.5
9.4
8.8
6.9

60
58
68
81
90
91
91
94
88
75
67
52

9.1

76

9.1

76

There is no difference between the overall sunshine amounts at the two stations, and
although the figures for Gaborone cover only two years they should give a fair picture
of sunshine hours in eastern Botswana.
Relative humidity
Measurements of the relative humidity have been made at Dikgatlong, Francistown, and
Gaborone at 08.00 hours and at Mahalapye at 08.00 and 14.00 hours (Bawden and
Stobbs, 1963). In the morning, at 08.00 hours, humidity averages 65 to 68% through- .
out the year, rising to over 70% from February to June. It is lowest in September when
it is 55-58% (62% at Dikgatlong). Humidity in the afternoon, at 14.00 hours is lower
but follows a similar trend. It averages 37% throughout the year, being highest in
January to March (44-46%) and lowest in September (27%).
Evaporation
The rate of evaporation is very high in Botswana, and even during the rainy season the
evaporation, measured in a Class A pan, greatly exceeds the rainfall in most years. The
monthly and annual means of evaporation and rainfall at Gaborone are shown in
Table 8. Here it can be seen that even in the rainiest months, from December to
February, the evaporation is nearly three times the rainfall.
TABLE 8

Monthly and annual means of evaporation, measured in a Class A pan, and rainfall at Gaborone, 1958-1967 (after
Anderson, 1968)

Month
Jan.

Feb.

Evaporation mm 208.3 184.2
in
8.20
7.25
Rainfall

mm
in

83.6
3.29

78.2
3.08

Mar.

April

May

June

180.3 142.0 121.9 93.0
7.08
4.80 3.66
5.59
50.3
1.98

67.8
2.67

13.5
0.53

4.8
0.19

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Year

144.5 194.1 235.7 224.5 237.2 2 080.0
114.3
9.34
7.64
9.28
8.84
81.87
5.69
4.50
2.8
0.11

1.3
0.05

5.6
0.22

43.4
1.71

64.0
2.52

76.2
3.00

491.5
19.35

Directly comparable figures for other stations are not available, but the average annual
evaporation at Mahalapye for an eight year period to 1957 (Department of Agriculture
Annual Report, 1957) is 1 955 mm (77 in). Evaporation figures for Francistown fora
three-and-a-half year period to 1960 (South African Weather Bureau, 1965) are
exceptionally high, at 3 200 mm (126 in). No explanation is available for this.
Data kindly supplied by Mr Craib of Gesond Farm at the Limpopo-Maclautsi junction
for the period October 1965 to July 1966 are compared with the data from Gaborone
for the same period (Anderson, 1968) in Table 9.
TABLE 9

Comparative mean daily evaporation from a Class A pan at Gaborone and at Gesond Farm for a period
of 10 months in 1965/6

Average
evaporation

1965

1966

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

April

May

June

July

Gesond Farm mm
in

9.4
0.37

9.1
0.36

11.4
0.45

9.9
0.39

7.4
0.29

7.1
0.28

5.3
0.21

4.6
0.18

3.1
0.12

3.8
0.15

Gaborone

8.4
0.33

6.6
0.26

9.1
0.36

8.1
0.32

4.8
0.19'

5.3
0.21

5.1
0.20

4.3
0.17

2.8
0.11

3.8
0.15

mm
in

This period is too short for any reliable interpretation, but it seems that the average
rate at Gesond is higher in the summer, though about the same in the winter.
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Conclusions
The semi-arid climate of Botswana makes rainfed agriculture extremely unreliable, and
generally restricts it to drought-tolerant sorghums and millets. Cotton can be grown,
but this runs a high risk of failure and, owing to the additional, cost of spraying to
prevent pest damage, serious money losses can occur. The climate is suitable, however,
for the cultivation of a wide range of crops under irrigation.
Although the rainfall is low, periods of prolonged heavy rain sometimes occur, and it
is necessary for provision to be made in irrigation schemes for protection from runoff,
and for the disposal of surplus surface water. Hail occasionally causes widespread
damage to crops, but the frequency of its occurrence appears to be comparatively low.
The high.incidence of frost over much of the country limits the crops that can be
grown in the winter. Parts of the lower Limpopo, Maclautsi and Shashi rivers, however,
are virtually frost-free, and here frost-sensitive crops such as potatoes thrive under
irrigation. Other vegetable and cereal crops requiring a temperate climate can be grown
in the winter, while subtropical and tropical perennial or annual summer crops can also
be grown under irrigation.
The water requirements of irrigated crops are high, particularly during the summer,
owing to the high rate of evaporation.
GEOLOGY
A large amount of information has been and is being collected by the Botswana
Geological Survey, whose reconnaissance maps were used extensively in this project.
Geological succession
The following account of the geological succession in eastern Botswana is quoted
directly from Bawden and Stobbs (1963) except that the map and table numbers have
been altered to conform with this report.
'The geological succession showing the currently accepted age relations between the rock formations
in eastern Botswana is shown in Table 10 and the distribution of these rocks is shown on the geological map (Text Map 5). On the basis of rock type and its effect on topography and soils four main
divisions can be made corresponding to the major age divisions within the succession. These divisions
are shown in column three of Table 10 and are: (I) Precambrian granitic and metamorphic rocks;
(II) unmetamorphosed Precambrian sediments and lavas; (III) Karroo sediments and basaltic lavas;
(IV) geologically recent deposits of the Kalahari. The rocks which occur in these divisions are
described briefly in the following paragraphs.
I.

Precambrian granitic and metamorphic rocks

The oldest Precambrian rocks are those of the Basement Complex. This Complex probably represents
granitised and metamorphosed products of several cycles of sedimentation. While as yet largely
undifferentiated by geological mapping, it has been divided into two broad groups (Bechuanaland
Protectorate, Geological "Survey Department, 1961): the first and most-widespread group consists of
granitic gneisses, migmatites, granulites, meta-sediments or paragneisses and older undifferentiated
granites. In some areas the meta-sediments and paragneisses can be differentiated from the rest of
this rather complex group because they give rise to a topography consisting of many low parallel
ridges which is distinct from the flatter, predominantly granitic areas. The second group consists
mainly of various schists derived to a large extent from the metamorph ism of mafic or ultramafic
lavas and igneous rocks. Associated with these schists are sedimentary rock types of varying metamorphic grades including limestones, banded ironstones and quartzites. (This group includes the
Bulawayan and Messina systems, mentioned in Part 5 of this report).
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TABLE 10

Geological succession in eastern Botswana

Composition

Age

Rock type

Sands, limestones, silcretes, marls

Kalahari System

IV

Basaltic lavas, with minor inter-bedded
sandstones
Sandstone, shale, mudstone, marl
Shale, mudstone, grit, sandstone, coal,
limestone, tillite

Karroo System

'•»

Quartzite, sandstone, shale,
conglomerate

Waterberg System

Shale, quartzite, si Its tone

Loskop System

Quartzite, shale, limestone, banded
ironstone, andesitic lava
Banded ironstone and chert, dolomite,
quartzite, arkose

Transvaal System

Quartzite, tuff, conglomerate, quartz
felspar porphyry, basic lava

Ventersdorp System

Acid lava and porphyry, pyroclasts

Dominion Reef System

Amphibolites, limestone, banded
ironstone, quartzite, metamorphosed
basic and ultrabasic rocks
Granitic gneisses, migmatites,
granulites, meta-sediments, older
granites

Basement Complex

Intrusive rocks
Gaborones, Kanye and Mathethe
granites
Dolerite, syenite, diorite, gabbro

II.

Post-Dominion Reef System
in part pre-Ventersdorp System
Pre-Karroo System

II

1

II

Unmetamorphosed Precambrian sediments and lavas

The oldest rocks of this type are assigned to the Dominion Reef System (Wright, 1958; Cullen, 1958).
They are composed essentially of massive felsitic lavas and they outcrop in the south-east of the
country. In the Lobatsi-Ramoutsa area conglomerates, grits, sandstones, tuffaceous rocks, dark
slates and shales, and associated quartz felspar porphyries and andesitic lavas are correlated with the
Ventersdorp System. South-east of Kanye lithologically similar sediments, with conglomerates
containing pebbles of Dominion Reef System felsite, are also assigned to the Ventersdorp System. In
the Lobatsi area both the felsites of the Dominion Reef System and the quartz felspar porphyries of
the Ventersdorp System give rise to a distinct topography of rounded hills.
The Transvaal System outcrops in the south-east of Botswana and in the centre of the survey
area west of Mahalapye (Cullen, 1961). Several series have been recognised within it. The component
rocks are massive quartzites, dolomite, chert and banded ironstone, limestone, bedded shales and
quartzites, sandstones and arkosic grits. A persistent horizon of andesitic lava is associated with these
sediments. It is relatively thick and in places is thicker than certain of the banded ironstone and limestone horizons.
At the present time there is some uncertainty about the correlation of the rocks assigned to the
Waterberg and Loskop Systems. The rocks of the Waterberg System are dominantly arenaceous; those
of the older Loskop System include thick argillaceous beds and frequent developments of felspathic
sandstones. Rocks assigned to the Loskop System outcrop in the Limpopo Valley east of Debeeti and
extend westwards to north of Molepolole. In the Kanye-Gaborone and Molepolole-Mochudi areas
continental deposits, consisting of flat-lying, coarsely graded sediments and pebbly quartzitic sandstone, form thin cappings over older rocks, and are assigned to the Waterberg System. The quartzitic
sandstones and conglomerates and purple shales and flagstones which occur around Palapye probably
belong either to the Loskop System or to the younger formations of the Waterberg System.
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There are two important Precambrian intrusive formations in eastern Bechuanaland: the Gaborone
granite which has been described by Poldervaart (1952); and dolerites, syenites and diorites which
occur north of Molepolole, east of Gaborone and in conjunction with rocks of the Transvaal System
near Shushong.
III

Karroo sediments and basaltic lavas

Rocks of the Karroo System outcrop in the extreme east of the Protectorate; between Palla Road and
Debeeti, with deeper developments south of Debeeti; and along the western margin of the area
covered by the present survey, from west of Francistown to west of Molepolole. They consist of two
main divisions, (1) sediments: shale, sandstone, grit, coal, mudstone, marl and til lite; overlain by (2)
basaltic lavas with minor in ter bedded sandstones. Within the sediments the Cave Sandstone forms a
distinct unit both lithologically and topographically. It is a massive, false bedded, aeolian sandstone
which is white, cream or pink in colour. Coal-bearing strata exist within the sandstones and mudstones
of the Ecca Series west of Foley siding, between Palapye Road and Serowe, and between Palla Road
and Mamabule (Green and Poldevaart, 1953). These strata contain considerable reserves of coal but
none have been exploited. The basaltic lavas give rise to a distinct landscape in the extreme east of the
survey area. Over most of the western margin they are overlain by deposits of the Kalahari System.
Between Foley and Seruli and in the valley of the Tuni river the Karroo formations contain numerous
dolerite intrusions.
IV

Kalahari sands and associated deposits

McConnell (1955) followed A. W. Rogers (1936) and adopted the term Kalahari System for the
predominantly sandy Tertiary and Pleistocene deposits which cover much of Bechuanaland. Although
these deposits have been given the status of a System, the knowledge of the inter-relationships
between the various units is very limited and Boocock and van Straten (1962) have preferred the term
Kalahari Beds.
In the central Kalahari Basin the Kalahari Beds seldom exceed 90 m (300 ft) in thickness. Greater
thicknesses (over 150 m (500 ft) in some localities) have been recorded, particularly in the vicinity of
fossil drainage grooves in the headwaters of the Molopo river in the south-east of the country. These
beds have been formed under aterrestrialenvironment and show marked variation in detail both
laterally and vertically. When they are treated as units distributed over a wide area, both the lithology
and the general succession are however remarkably constant. The various lithological types have been
described by Boocock and van Straten {op. cit) and their descriptions have been summarised below:
Kalahari Marls
These consist of reddish, calcareous, clayey sands. In Botswana no natural exposures of these marls
have been seen and they have been recorded only from boreholes, normally in the vicinity of ancient
drainage lines.
Calcareous and silicified sand and sandstone
These deposits occur widely throughout the Kalahari but their full north-easterly extension in the
country has not yet been traced. They are most frequently exposed in ancient drainage lines and
occasionally in the vicinity of pans.
Sands of Kalahari Type
Reddish-brown and greyish-white aeolian sands occur over most of the Kalahari, except where there
are pans, drainage lines or outcrops of older rocks. There are also areas of harder, more consolidated
sand of darker hue and higher dust and clay fraction, as well as less consolidated lighter coloured sand.
The thickness of the sand cover is very variable. In certain areas it is less than 3 m (10 ft), in others it
may be more than 30 m (100 ft).'It is, however, definite that the thicker deposits are related to the
ancient drainages where the older sands may be either of aeolian or fluviatile origin' (Boocock and
van Straten, op. cit).
Sands óf more than one age are included in the Kalahari type sands and some of the more recent
deposits are thought to be re-worked sands from older cycles of deposition. Poldervaart (1955) has
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described the petrographic nature of the more recent sands. In many instances it seems that the
younger sands have been derived from the disintegration of the Cave Sandstone.'

Geological categories used in this survey
The aboye discussion of the geological categories is based on the stratigraphic succession
of rocks, and rocks of very different chemical composition are often included within
one stratigraphic series. For the purposes of this survey it was considered that a rock
classification was needed based not oh stratigraphic considerations but on criteria which
are considered to have a direct influence on soil formation. These are ease of weathering; richness in weatherable minerals; grain size; and the porosity, degree of fracturing
and angle of dip of the strata, as these affect potential soil drainage. A classification of
eight rock types was adopted as follows:
1.

Miscellaneous acid gneisses, granites and lavas; Basement Complex,
Dominion Reef and Ventersdorp Systems

2.

Basic gneisses and schists; Basement Complex including Bulawayan System

3.

Basic intrusive rocks; dolerite and gabbro of various ages, mainly pre-Karroo

4.

Mixed schists, marble and quartzite; Messina System of the Basement
Complex

5.

Central Gaborone granite; post-Dominion Reef System

6.

Basalt; Karroo System

7.

Quartz sands and sandstones; Waterberg, Karroo and Kalahari Systems

8.

Miscellaneous sandstones, grits and shales; Karroo and other Systems

These geological categories are described in Part 5.
GEOMORPHOLOGY
Bawden and Stobbs (1963) have summarised the geomorphology of Botswana, and
particularly of eastern Botswana which includes this survey area. The following extract
from their report describes the present erosion surfaces in eastern Botswana:
'Four erosion surfaces are currently recognised: (a) Remnants of the pre-African
surface; (b) the African or early Tertiary surface running west-south-west from west of
Francistown to Kanye which is overlain to the west by Kalahari deposits; (c) the late
Tertiary surface which covers most of the area of pre-Cambrian rocks along the line of
the railway; (d) a poly-cyclic Quartemary surface along the lines of the Limpopo, Tuni,
Shashi and Maclautsi Rivers.' (See Text Map 6)
This survey is concerned mainly with the late Tertiary and Quartemary erosion cycles.
The African land surface lies to the west of the Shashi-Limpopo Catchment, and
outlying remnants encircle theMetsemotlhaba Catchment in the south, and at Shushong
and south-east of Palapye where they form upstanding hills. Other remnants occur on
the Rhodesian border at the source of the Shashi River. Between the Tertiary and
African surfaces is a scarp which is particularly striking south of the Metsemotlhaba
River.
In general the Tertiary surface is a flat or gently undulating plain with occasional hills,
but in the upper reaches of the Shashi-Ramaquabane catchment it becomes dissected,
probably due to upwarping of the land surface along the Kalahari-Rhodesia axis in the
late Tertiary and early Quaternary period (King, 1963). The eastern boundary of the
Tertiary land surface is marked by a break of slope to the steeper, relatively more
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dissected valley sides of the major rivers. This break marks the limit of the encroachment of the Quaternary erosion cycles up the river valleys.
There appear to have been several Quaternary erosion cycles which have resulted in a
series of alluvial river terraces. The picture is further complicated by the presence of
bands of hard rock which have interrupted the normal development of the longitudinal
profiles of the river valleys, and by remnants of older terraces which take the form of
alluvial gravels on the valley sides.
Landform units
For the purposes of the survey landforms are divided into two broad categories:
erosional surfaces and depositional surfaces. The two categories are further divided
giving five major landform units; these will be described in detail in Part 5.
HYDROLOGY
Botswana is divided into three main drainage regions. The largest is the internal
drainage area of the Kalahari covering most of the country. Over most of this area the
only rivers are fossil stream beds, but active rivers consist of the Okavango which rises
in the Angola Highlands and ultimately drains into the Makarikari salt pan, and a
number of rivers, notably the Nata, rising on the watershed to the north and west of
Francistown, and draining into the Makarikari. A second region lies in the south,
consisting of the Nossob and Molopo Rivers which form the southern and southwestern borders of Botswana, and drain south-westwards to the Atlantic. The watershed between the Molopo River and the Limpopo Catchment runs from south of
Lobatsi to south of Kanye. The third region, the Shashi- Limpopo Catchment, lies to
the east of the Kalahari and drains eastwards to the Indian Ocean. The survey area lies
within this catchment.
None of the rivers in the Shashi-Limpopo Catchment have a perennial flow. The
Limpopo, which rises in the Transvaal, carries large quantities of water in the summer
and usually flows for about two months, although pools of water remain throughout
the year. The Marico and Notwani Rivers flow for shorter periods, but may continue
to flow for several months after a year of good rains. The other rivers all flow for only
a few days at a time, often in torrential floods.
Lund (1965a) gives an estimate of mean annual runoff for the catchments in this area,
based on findings by Professor D C Midgeley, and indicates a number of possible dam
sites with estimated storage capacities. Areas of land with an above-average irrigation
potential below some of these dam sites were included in the semi-detailed soil surveys
published as separate maps with this report
During the reconnaissance survey a few general observations were made about the
rivers. There appears to be a major separation of the rivers into two distinct types;
those with sandy beds and those with non-sandy beds. This seems to be related partly
to the geology and partly to the gradient of the rivers.
Sandy rivers
The sandy rivers occur mainly in the areas of igneous and metamorphic rocks on
undulating to dissected country, and their beds are characteristically wide and shallow
with a continuous cover of coarse sand of variable depth up to about 5 m (15 ft). This
sand is valuable in many areas as a perennial water reservoir. The potential yield of
water from the sand is very high in some rivers; up to 60 ha (150 ac) are being irrigated
from a single well point in parts of the lower Shashi River.
The value of the sand as a reservoir varies from place to place and it was noticed that
in certain areas all the water appeared to drain out of the sand during the dry season.
This was observed particularly on the Maclautsi River some miles upstream from the
junction with the Tuni River, on much of the Tuni River, and on the Mahalapshwe
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River for a few miles upstream of the Tuli Block boundary. All these areas lie where
the rivers pass over basalt or sandstone and it is possible that the water drains away into
the porous underlying rock. In other basalt areas on the Maclautsi, Limpopo and lower
Shashi Rivers, however, the water level is maintained in the sand throughout the winter.
Several irrigation schemes, recently established on the lower Shashi and Limpopo
Rivers, depend on this source of water. In the tribal areas, perennial water close to the
surface is indicated by the presence of shallow wells scooped in the sand and fenced to
keep out stock.
The following rivers have sandy beds in which there may be some prospects for water
storage: Shashi, Ramaquabane, Tati and Inchwe, Maclautsi, Tuni, Lotsani (downstream
of Maunatlala), Mahalapshwe, Metsemotlhaba (upstream of the Gaborone-Molepolole
Road), Limpopo (pockets of sand between Oliphant's Drift and the Notwani Junction,
and between Martin's Drift and the Maclautsi Junction; good sand downstream of the
Maclautsi Junction)
The Limpopo River is not a typical sandy river in any part, as its bed is deep and
narrow, and sand occurs mainly where it has been introduced from a tributary. This
may be due to the fact that the long flat stretches upstream of Oliphant's Drift and
between the Notwani Junction and Martin's Drift tend to even out the flow and so
eliminate the sudden very high floods that flow down the sandy rivers. While the
Limpopo flows for about two months in a normal year, the Shashi, for instance, rarely
flows significantly for more than a week or two at a time.
Non-sandy rivers
Non-sandy rivers occur mainly in areas of sedimentary rocks, particularly on flat to
gently undulating country- This is not always so, as parts of the Notwani close to the
LimpopoJunction flow through quite dissected country. Characteristically, the river
channels are narrow and deep and, in the flatter areas, meander widely over broad
floodplains. Although there is no sand storage, there are some perennial pools,
particularly on the Limpopo River, and many farmers on the Marico and Limpopo
Rivers have constructed low weirs up to 2-3 m (6-8 ft) high which hold water throughout the dry season. Some of these weirs store sufficient water to irrigate several
hundred acres of land, although the acreage under winter crops may have to be
curtailed in dry years.
The following rivers are non-sandy, and there may be prospects for the construction of
low weirs in parts of all these rivers: Lotsani (upstream of Maunatlala), Bonapitse,
Metsemotlhaba (downstream of the Gaborone-Molepolole Road), Notwani, Marico,
Limpopo.
The non-sandy characteristics of these rivers may be related partly to their flat profile
and partly to the low runoff from the sandy soils which comprise their watersheds. No
data are available on the gradients of the non-sandy rivers, but some indication of their
flatness is given by the altitudes of the South African Meteorological Stations at
Stockpoort (opposite Parr's Halt) and Tom Burke (opposite Martin's Drift). These are
about 100 km (60 mi) apart on the Limpopo, yet Tom Burke is only 7 m (23 ft) lower
than Stockpoort. Conversely, the gradient of a sandy river the Shashi (Lund, 1965a),
ranges from about 1.2 m to 7 m/km (7-30 ft/mi).
SOILS
The soils of eastern Botswana are described in detail in Part 4 of this study. To
summarise, the classification divides the soils into three soil orders on the basis of the
degree of development of the soil and the degree of weathering of the soil minerals. The
soils within each soil order are separated into soil groups based again on soil development as influenced largely by age and climate, and to a lesser extent by the rock type
and soil-site characteristics. Further subdivisions are described in Part 4. The soil orders
and soil groups are as follows:
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Soil order

Soil group

Weakly developed soils

I.
II.

Calcimorphicsoils

III. Vertisols
IV. Siallitic soils

Kaolinitic soils

V.

Regosols
Lithosols

Fersiallitic soils

VEGETATION
The vegetation of eastern Botswana has been classified on a regional basis by de Beer
(1962) and by Bawden and Stobbs (1963). No specific studies were made of the vegetation during the present survey, but the dominant tree and shrub species were recorded
at each of 6 000 auger holes and 181 profile pit sites, when the vegetation was classified physiognomically according to its height and density. Descriptions of the grass and
herb layer were also made at some sites, but owing to severe drought conditions during
most of this survey the grass cover was sparse and barely recognisable. Since the vegetation was described only for the areas selected for studies of irrigation potential they are
of limited value when the distribution of the different vegetation types in eastern
Botswana is considered.
The physiognomic vegetation types recognised are based largely on the vegetation types
of Bawden and Stobbs (1963), and are described below. The soil-vegetation correlations
which were established during the survey are also discussed, as these will be of assistance
in recognising the distribution of certain soil types.
A check list of the species recorded during this survey and the classification used in the
field descriptions will be found in Appendix 1. The proformae containing the field
vegetation descriptions are being kept in the archives of the Land Resources Division.
Physiognomic vegetation types
The distribution of the main physiognomic vegetation types among 181 profile pits is
shown in Table 11. The physiognomic units are:
Woodland
1.
2.
Savanna
3.
4.
5.

Trees over 6 m (20 ft) high, no more than 30 m (100 ft) apart
Mixed dry deciduous woodland
Riparian woodland
Trees, if present, are less than 6 m (20 ft) high and/or more than
30 m (100 ft) apart
Semi-arid shrub savanna
Tree savanna
Thicket

Miscellaneous
6.

Secondary regenerating vegetation on formerly cultivated land

The soil groupings in Table 11 are on the basis of the age and drainage of the soil, and
the differences in the distribution of vegetation types in these groupings is probably
related mainly to the availability of moisture.
Areas with high levels of available moisture are found on lower slopes where runoff
accumulates, and on present floodplains and recent alluvial terraces where groundwater
at a depth of 6-9 m (20-30 ft) is replenished annually. The associated soils are young
siallitic and immature well-drained alluvial and colluvial soils, and siallitic soils with
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restricted drainage or permeability. Riparian woodland occurs at 21 out of 29 welldrained sites under vegetation, while riparian or dry deciduous woodland occurs at only
10 out of 26 sites with restricted drainage or permeability, a further 12 sites being
under tree savanna. The drier type of vegetation on the latter soils may be due to compactness of the soil, reducing the availability of moisture for plant roots. This is further
demonstrated in tha occurrence of a higher proportion of shrub savanna, mainly low
mopane coppice, on the Halomorphic soils, also found in low-lying areas.
Further from the rivers, on terraces and valley sides with older siallitic colluvial and
alluvial soils and upland siallitic soils, the vegetation is drier, mainly tree savanna.
Fersiallitic soils occur on more gently sloping land that loses less water in runoff and
supports a taller type of vegetation; 8 out of 19 sites are under dry deciduous woodland.
A characteristic tree or shrub savanna of uniform height, often mopane coppice or low
Acacia spp. shrub, is found on vertisols, except in periodically flooded situations where
the characteristic vegetation is Acacia spp. parkland.
TABLE 11

The distribution of the main physiognomic vegetation types related to major soil differences at
181 profile pits
Vegetation type

Soil /category (for
descriptions of soil
series see Part 4 of
this report)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Mixed
deciduous
woodland

Riparian
woodland

Semi-arid
shrub
savanna

Tree
savanna

Thicket

Regenerating
vegetation

Young siallitic and
immature, welldrained alluvial/
colluvial soils
IA. IVA, IVB

1

21

-

Older siallitic
alluvial or colluvial
well-drained soils
IVC, IVD

1

1

Lithomorphic
vertisols
IMA

-

-

Topomorphic
vertisols
1MB, IMC

-

Siallitic soils with
impeded drainage
or restricted
permeability
IVE, IVF, IVG, IVL

5

2

12

2

8

3

3

-

-

5

4

4

-

2

6

4

3

12

1

5

Siallitic
halomorphic soils
IVH

2

4

7

4

1

2

Siallitic
upland soils
IVM, IVN, IVP

-

-

-

8

-

6

Fersiallitic
well-drained Soils
VA, VB

3

-

1

-

16

Fersiallitic soils with
impeded drainage
VC, VD*

5

1

9

-

3

-

* VE is not listed here, since most profiles were on cultivated land
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Relationship between soil conditions and plant species and communities
The correlations which emerged from the classification of vegetation types at soil
profiles are discussed below.
1.

Colophospermum mopane shows striking differences in its growth habits in
different environments, and it has received a good deal of attention (Ellis, 1950;
Thompson, 1960). Ellis observed that in middle and high veld areas mopane was
associated with soils with a high level of exchangeable sodium. In the Sabi valley,
however, under drier conditions, mopane was found on a wide range of soil types,
in bands alternating with Acacia spp. The distribution of these two species
appears to be related to minor differences in drainage and water-holding capacity
of the soil; mopane,with its shallow rooting system.oceurred chiefly on soils with
impeded drainage or where the water is mostly retained close to the surface of
the soil.
Thompson (1960) observed that mopane is essentially xerophytic, and when it is
found in areas of relatively high rainfall it is usually associated with low availability of moisture, for example in shallow soils over impermeable sodic horizons.
In drier regions it cannot establish itself on soils which have a good grass cover,
owing to competition by the grass roots near the surface, but when it is established the massed mopane roots close to the surface tend to inhibit the growth
of grass. Mopane grows best as tall, park-like woodland on deep, permeable
medium-textured soils with no adverse drainage or alkaline conditions. On deep
sandy soils it grows as similar park-like woodland, but lower and more widely
spaced. On soils with impermeable subsoils it grows as smaller trees 6-8 m
(20-25 ft) high, close together with gnarled stems usually forked near the ground,
and many seedlings grow up t o produce dense thickets.
In the survey area there is some correlation between the climate and the distribution of mopane. North of Tsamaea, where the rainfall is over 500 mm (20 in), it
occurs mainly on lower slopes with sodic soils and sandy fersiallitic soils over
impermeable clay (soil series VD 4, described in Part 4 of this report). South of
Tsamaea, mopane is dominant as woodland or tree savanna on a wide range of
soil types. It occurs as woodland, usually with other species such as Commiphora
spp, Kirkia acuminata, Acacia nigrescens, Lonchocarpus capassa and Sclerocarya
caffra, on fersiallitic soils on uplands and on siallitic colluvial soils with impeded
drainage. It is usually dominant on the more poorly drained sites while other
species are dominant on well drained soils; on ridge tops with lithosols over
porous or jointed rock mopane is often replaced by other species.
Mopane tree savanna occurs widely on valley sides, and is usually mixed with
Acacia spp, Terminalia prunioides, Combretum spp, and Boscia spp. It often gives
way to Acacia spp, thicket or riparian woodland on lower slopes and along drainage lines. Pure stands of mopane with few or no other species and no grass cover
were seen on badly drained, probably sodic soils on Ecca shales near Seruli.
Mopane shrub savanna was noted in the drier parts of the area, on the lower
Maclautsi and Tuni rivers. It occurs on shallow vertisols on basalt, on soils formed
on Cave sandstone, and on old alluvial terraces which would support Acacia spp.
shrub and tree savanna in moister regions. There appears to be no impeded drainage or salinity in the terrace and sandstone soils under mopane; its growth can
presumably be associated with the low rainfall, most of which is retained close to
the surface of the soil. There is often a moderate cover of annual grasses associated
with mopane shrub. On the valley sides mopane shrub is replaced by open tree
savanna of mixed species including mopane. On younger terraces where deeprooted trees can tap the groundwater mopane gives way to riparian woodland.
Mopane is never found in true riparian woodland, though on the lower Tuni and
Maclautsi rivers it is sometimes found growing with Acacia spp., Combretum spp.,
and Lonchocarpus capassa on recent alluvial terraces.
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Mopane coppice is a particular growth habit associated with sodic soils and other
badly drained sites. The mopane grows in clumps, with a number of sterns rising
vertically from the same rootstock, and the height of the coppices is very uniform.
Grass is usually absent and other plant species occur only as isolated shrubs. In a
number of coppice areas there were stumps of taller trees, and it seemed that conditions had deteriorated recently. Possibly overgrazing had led to the removal of
thé grass cover and loss of the topsoil by erosion — conditions which would favour
the growth of mopane coppices at the expense of taller trees. Low mopane
coppice always indicates adverse soil conditions, either sodic soils or vertisols. Tall
mopane coppice, over 4.5 m (15 ft) high, usually indicates impeded drainage,
but does not necessarily occur on sodic soils. It is found on vertisols in the
moister parts of the country, eg the Vukwe hills. It was also occasionally found on
well-drained soils on valley sides. Mopane does not occur at all south of the
Mokoro hills, although it is among the dominant species only a short way north.
Combretum apiculatum ('Mohudiri') is commonly found as an understorey of
small trees 6-8 m (20-25 ft) high in woodland or tree savanna. It does not occur in
riparian woodland or on well-drained alluvial or colluvial soils. It is commonly
found on shallow, sandy upland siallitic soils. Its occurrence on fersiallitic soils is
more widespread, and it was recorded at profile pits on a wide range of textures,
on both well-drained and badly drained soils. This distribution indicates a
preference for lime-free soils.
Terminalia sericea ('Mogonono') grows as a shrub or small tree on sandy soils. It
was recorded at three profile pits, all with sand or loamy sand textures. It is not
found on young alluvial or colluvial soils and is mainly associated with
fersiallitic sands over granite and with Kalahari and other very sandy soils. It is
often found on shallow sandy soils over iron pans or over impermeable rock. It
was noted at auger holes in most areas, but not on the Limpopo, Maclautsi and
Tuni rivers, or the Shashi river downstream of Tonota. It was noted on sandy
soils at Palapye and was most common, becoming dominant in places, north of
Tsamaea and at Mochudi and other areas to the south. This distribution suggests
that it cannot survive in the drier parts of the country, the limiting annual rainfall
level being about 400 mm (16 in). The reason for its absence from the upper
Limpopo river which has an annual rainfall of over 400 mm (16 in) is not clear.
Kirkia acuminata ('Modumela') and Commiphora spp. ('Mokomoto') woodland
was noted at four profile pits, three of them on fersiallitic soils with impeded
drainage. It is widespread on fersiallitic soils, both well-drained and with impeded
drainage, on old land surfaces between the Vukwe hills and Foley. It is usually
associated with mopane which becomes dominant on the more poorly drained
soils and disappears on the shallow, excessively drained soils over porous or
jointed rock on the crests of ridges. On valley sides the place of Kirkia and
Commiphora spp. is taken by Acacia spp. Terminalia prunioides and Boscia spp.
and the vegetation becomes lower and more open.
Acacia giraf fae ('Mohotlo') was the dominant species in riparian woodland at
four profile pits, all on excessively drained, sandy alluvial soils, it is a characteristic tree of sandy soils and was noted at auger holes on alluvial and colluvial
siallitic sands, and on regosols and similar sandy soils derived from sandstones,
but not on soils with impeded drainage.
Acacia tortilis and A. karroo parkland consisting of trees 6-8 m (20-25 ft) high
with few or no shrubs and a well-developed grass cover was recorded at five
profile pits on topomorphic vertisols, particularly in low-lying areas subject to
periodic flooding. Similar parkland, but with gnarled, stunted trees and poor grass
cover, is sometimes found on sodic soils.
Hyphaenecrinita is found on alluvial soils, but only in the hotter parts of the
country, on the lower Shashi, Maclautsi, Tuni and Limpopo rivers. Thompson
(1965) describes it as growing as a tall slender palm on deep fertile siallitic soils in
sites where it is able to tap free water at depth, though usually the soil or the

groundwater is slightly to moderately saline; and as a shrub with leaves at ground
level on truncated, strongly sodic soils.
Data from auger hole descriptions are not sufficient to confirm this observation,
though H. crinita was frequently recorded at sites on well drained, fertile alluvial
soils. Its presence is not necessarily an indication of soils unsuitable for irrigation,
but may be a deterrent as when it is growing in dense stands it is almost
impossible to clear.

Human aspects
POPULATION
The 1964 census showed the population of Botswana to be 543 105, nearly threequarters of whom live in the Shashi-Limpopo Catchment Table 12 shows the population of the districts in which the reconnaissance area falls.
TABLE 12

Population óf tribal and other areas in eastern Botswana (1964 census)

Population
Area
Total

European

Tribal areas
Kgatleng
Kweneng
Ngwaketse
Ngwato
Bamalete
Tlokweng

32118
73 088
71 289
201 007
13848
3 735

78
44
116
541

34 685

770

4 749

464»

9 744
5 854

670t
317

_•
__*

Other areas
Francistown District
Gaborone Block and
township
Lobatsi Block and
township
Tuli Block

* European population for Gaborone includes Bamalete and
Tlokweng tribal areas
t European population for Lobatsi includes Barolong farms

A more recent estimate of the population, in 1967, puts the total population of
Botswana at 593 000.
The uneven distribution of population (see Text Map 2) in the tribal areas in eastern
Botswana is due partly to the availability of perennial water and partly to the custom
of living in large central villages. Most of these villages have a population of 500 to
2 000 inhabitants, though the largest, Serowe and Kanye, each have populations of
over 30 000. Each village has its area of cultivated land and its grazing lands, which are
often many miles apart, and many miles from the village. This means that some
members of each family must be permanently away at their cattle posts, while from
December to June other members must be at their cultivated land, known locally as
'lands', planting, weeding and harvesting their crops. This custom is less rigid than in
the past, and in recent years groups of people have started to live permanently in small
villages near their 'lands' and cattle posts. The recent very severe drought may have
been a contributing factor to this, as some people's herds have been so drastically
reduced that they find they can keep their few remaining beasts near their 'lands'.
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This is especially noticeable in the Kgatleng area, where many cattle posts have been
abandoned for several years.
In the non-tribal areas, the land is mainly divided into freehold blocks, most of which
are owned by European farmers, though some are owned by African co-operative
groups or tribes, and in the north of the Tati Territory (Francistown District) a large
block of land is rented by the Government for members of the Kalanga Tribe. This
tribe has never followed the Tswana custom of living in centralised villages, and the
people live permanently in small villages among their 'lands', and graze their cattle
nearby. A smaller block of land in the Tati Territory is occupied by a small offshoot
of the Barolong Tribe living at Matsiloje.
LAND TENURE
In each tribal territory, land is vested in the Chief and Tribe, and allocations are made
to individuals or groups of individuals by the Chief. There is no written title to land
which is allocated, but in practice occupation of the land is secure provided it remains
in use and, on the death of an occupier, his heirs usually continue to occupy the same
area.
Cultivated land is customarily grazed during the winter, but the idea of permanent
fencing to keep stock out and so reduce erosion is becoming accepted by the more
advanced farmers, and a number of plots have been fenced and brought under irrigation,
notably near Tonota on the Shashi River.
The Tuli, Gaborone and Lobatsi Blocks (see Map 2), granted in perpetuity to the
British South Africa Company, are divided into farms, most of which have been sold
with freehold title. Most of the farms are grazed and have small areas of cultivation, but
recently considerable investment has taken place in irrigation schemes in the Tuli Block,
and some small-scale development has also started in the Gaborone Block.
The Tati concession is owned by the Tati Company Limited, who have full power to
sell or lease any portion except for an area of about 830 km2 (320 mi2) leased by the
Government for the Tati federated tribes. Most of the land is used for extensive
grazing, with areas of cultivated land, and there are a number of small irrigated plots,
mainly under lucerne and vegetables, near Francistown.
In the area occupied by the Tati federated tribes, the land is allocated to individuals or
families by the Chiefs. This area is so densely populated, however, that the normal
custom of having separate grazing and cultivated land is not usually followed, and
people have their grazing areas and cultivated lands close to the villages.
ADMINISTRATION
Central government
At present irrigation development is controlled partly by the Ministry of Agriculture
and partly by the Ministry of Mines, Commerce, and Industry. The latter controls the
collection of engineering and hydrological data, and the construction of storage dams
larger than those which could be built by the Department of Agriculture's soil conservation unit. Any major irrigation scheme will also involve other ministries who might
be concerned with economic effects, settlement problems, communications and
priorities for the use of water in the catchment area.
Local government
Since 1966 this has been carried on by nine District Councils and three Town Councils.
The Town Councils, at Francistown, Gaborone and Lobatsi, each consist of eight
elected and four nominated members, while the District Councils vary in size from
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twelve to thirty-eight members, most of whom are elected. Revenue is provided mostly
from a local government tax levied on people of all races resident in a council area.
District and Town Councils have been encouraged to produce development plans, and
capital projects include construction of class rooms, clinics, roads and dams by 'selfhelp' methods.
COMMUNICATIONS
Rail
The main railway line from Cape Town to Rhodesia passes through the survey area
from south to north. It is administered by Rhodesia Railways and runs daily passenger
and regular freight services.
Botswana is fortunate in having regular rail services to Johannesburg and the sea ports
of Cape Town and Durban.
Road
The main road network in Eastern Botswana consists of the north-south trunk road
connecting Bulawayo and Mafeking, and main roads to the major centres at Kanye,
Molepolole, Mochudi, Shushong, Serowe, Madinare and Totome, and to South African
border posts at Pioneer Gate, Derdepoort, Palla Ranch, Parr's Halt and Martin's Drift,
and through the Tuli Block to Gesond Farm. These roads are all maintained regularly
by the Ministry of Works and district administrations, and most of the north-south
trunk road has an all-weather gravel surface.
Direct road routes connect various places in Botswana with Mafeking, Zeerust,
Johannesburg and Pretoria, Potgietersrust and Pietersburg in the Transvaal and Cape
Province. Roads in South Africa are well maintained, and most are bitumenised to
within a short distance of the border.
The north-south trunk road also runs from Francistown to Bulawayo, with tarred
strips from the border town of Plumtree and connecting at Bulawayo with good
bitumen roads to all parts of Rhodesia. The only direct link with Zambia, via a ferry at
Kazungula, is now connected to Francistown via Nata by an all-weather road.
Commercial road services to South Africa and Rhodesia are confined to lorries owned
by traders, who bring in some of their supplies by road. Also the South African Railways road-transport service arranges to collect produce from certain farms in the Tuli
Block.
There is also a network of small district roads connecting the smaller villages, and it is
possible to travel in four-wheel drive vehicles through most of the country, as tracks
have been worn by people travelling with wagons and sledges to and from cattle posts
and cultivated areas. Some tracks may be cut off completely at times during the rainy
season.
Bus and transport services between the main centres and the larger villages are run by a
number of local traders.
Air
Botswana National Air Lines, formed in 1965, operate aircraft carrying passengers,
freight and mail. Flights connect Gaborone, Mahalapye, Serowe and Francistown with
other parts of Botswana and Johannesburg, Bulawayo and Livingstone. The flights
to Johannesburg connect with international flights to all parts of the world.
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Radio
Radio Botswana, which started broadcasting from Gaborone in 1966, carries news and
other programmes in Tswana and English and includes regular features on agriculture.

SERVICES AND AMENITIES
There are small trading stores in many villages, and in addition to selling a range of .food stuffs, clothing and other requirements, they provide local markets for garden
produce, small stock, poultry, etc, which pass on to the towns. The larger centres,
notably Lobatsi, Kanye, Gaborone, Mahalapye, Palapye, Serowe, Tonota and
Francistown, have garages for motor maintenance, and the distribution and servicing of
agricultural machinery and irrigation equipment.

MARKETS
Local markets
Cereals
The principal food in Botswana is sorghum, which depends on rainfall. As this is very
unreliable yields fluctuate widely and, while in some years Botswana has a large
exportable surplus, in others most of the people's requirements have t o be imported.
A second cereal, maize, is rapidly gaining importance in Botswana, and since the
climate is rarely suitable for its production, increasing quantities are being imported. It
is estimated (Department of Agriculture, 1966) that in the year 1965-66, the population of Botswana consumed a total of 764 227 bags of 91 kg (200 lb) of food grains,
which included maize, sorghum and beans. Of this, 534 389 bags had to be imported.
Yet in 1961, Botswana was able t o export nearly 180 000 bags of sorghum, and less
than 100 000 bags of cereals and beans were imported. The fluctuations in the exports
and imports of sorghum and in the imports of maize are shown in Figure 1.
While sorghum is the staple food in Botswana, it appears that there is an increasing
preference for maize, which can be bought ready-milled and so is a convenient and
labour-saving form of food (Biggs, 1967). The market for maize is therefore likely t o
continue to expand, even in years with good rainfall, particularly with the anticipated
increase in the urban population as a result of the mining developments on the Shashi
and Maclautsi Rivers. The market for sorghum will continue to fluctuate with the rainfall, though it is hoped that with improved methods of cultivation and grain storage
the import requirements in drought years will be reduced.
Beans and cowpeas
These are rainfed, and a small and variable amount is exported each year. During the
recent drought years, however, the exports have been balanced by imports of beans.
The variation in exports and imports of these commodities over a 10-year period is
shown in Table 13.
TABLE 13
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Exports of beans and cowpeas, and imports of beans, 1957-66 (Dept of Agriculture, Botswana, 1966)

Year

Exports of beans and cowpeas
20Ó lb bags

Imports of beans
200 lb bags

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

36 061
36 167
15 963
5 731
68 112
1 280
1 107
189
7 911
13210

10
1
22
870
220
722
1 452
3 600
9 819
12 377

FIGURE I

Imports and exports of cereals over a ten year period, 1957-1966.
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1964
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It would seem that there is little or no local market for any expansion in the production of beans and cowpeas, as in years of normal rain there is already a considerable
surplus.
Fruit and vegetables
The demand for these is increasing in the towns and larger villages and at present most
of this produce is imported from South Africa. A number of producers, particularly in
the Francistown area, have started small irrigation schemes to take advantage of this
market, and there should be increasing prospects for small producers, particularly in
areas of future mining developments.
Dairy produce
Demand for fresh milk and dairy produce in the towns has encouraged the establishment of small plots of lucerne, irrigated with water pumped from boreholes or wells in
the sandy beds of certain rivers. Most of these are in the Francistown area. A creamery
at Francistown was, up to 1965, the centre of the dairy-processing industry supplied by
many small producers in the eastern Bamangwato tribal territory. The milk for this
project was supplied by cattle grazing the natural veld without any supplement from
irrigation. Up to 1959-60 the industry had paid its way without any subsidies and
supplied all the domestic requirements of Botswana and also exported some butter and
cream to South Africa and South-west Africa (Biggs, 1967). Since then, the severe
drought has stopped the milk supply, and the creamery was forced to close down in
1965. The buildings have since been sold. A possible revival of this scheme, which
brought a small regular income to a large number of people as well as the valuable byproduct of skim-milk fed to the children, could be based more reliably on irrigation.
Large parts of the Shashi and Maclautsi Rivers have deep sandy beds with large reserves
of water, and the adjoining narrow flood plains are well suited t o growing lucerne or
other fodder crops.
Export markets
Botswana is fortunate in having a nearby market in South Africa where favourable
prices can be obtained for many agricultural products.
Cotton
The production of rainfed cotton has been encouraged amongst the African farmers
for a number of years. Initially, this was a profitable cash crop, but recently the high
and apparently increasihg cost of pest control has severely reduced the profit margin in
most years. When cotton is grown under irrigation, the greatly increased returns fully
justify the cost both of irrigation and of pest control, largely owing to an assured
market in South Africa. Cotton grown in Botswana is sold direct to ginneries in South
Africa, either by individual growers or through the Department of Agriculture. Under
the cotton-marketing arrangements in South Africa, ginners undertake to buy half of
their requirements at a price equal to the cif Liverpool (mean March/October) price
plus 2V2d per lb for lint (Biggs, 1967). This enables good prices to be paid for seed
cotton in Botswana, and if this favourable agreement continues there should be room
for a considerable expansion of cotton production under irrigation.
Maize
If the present level of maize consumption in Botswana continues, a large acreage would
need to be grown under irrigation before there would be an exportable surplus. The
amount of maize and maize products imported in 1966 was 343 574 bags of 91 kg
(200 lb) (Department of Agriculture, 1966); on the basis of an average yield of 74
bags/ha (30 bags/ac) this would require a total of 4 650 ha (11 500 ac) of maize grown
under irrigation. In the event of there being an exportable surplus, it may be possible
to market this in South Africa, although South Africa itself is an exporter of maize,
with exports of 326 100 t in 1965, and 46 400 t in 1966 (FAO, 1968).
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Groundnuts, sunflowers and other oil seeds
Under an agreement between the Botswana Government and the Oil Seeds Control
Board of South Africa, all groundnuts produced in Botswana and available for disposal
should be sold to the Board. It appears that the Board would be prepared to accept
groundnuts even in years when South Africa had a good crop, as Botswana's contribution would represent only a small proportion of the total production (Biggs, 1967). The
agreement extends to sunflower seed, and would presumably also cover other oil seeds
which might be grown under irrigation.
Wheat
Up till now, only a small quantity of wheat has been grown as a winter crop after
seasons of heavy rainfall, but with the introduction of irrigation, wheat could become
an important export crop. There is a potential market for wheat in South Africa, which
imported 645 400 t of wheat in 1966 (FAO 1968).
Citrus
A t present citrus grown in the Tuli Block is exported mainly to Rhodesia. This market
is becoming increasingly competitive as production in Rhodesia increases, and the
market in South Africa is already over-supplied with local produce (Biggs, 1967). The
market in Botswana is also supplied by South African producers at highly competitive
prices. Applications by Tuli Block producers for their citrus to be included in the
export and marketing pools of the South African Co-operative Citrus Exchange have
been unsuccessful, and there is little or no prospect of future inclusion. It would seem,
therefore, that citrus can be grown profitably only on a small scale, supplying local
village markets where transport costs reduce the competitiveness of imported produce.
Vegetable and other crops
A t present a speculative market in South Africa, Rhodesia and Zambia is supplied by
Tuli Block farmers growing potatoes and onions. The low incidence of frost in the
northern Tuli Block makes it possible to grow potatoes throughout the winter, and
onions planted in February often come on to the market at a time when the prices are
inflated by scarcity. These crops demand high inputs of fertilisers and are costly to
cultivate and harvest; high returns in some years must be set against losses in others.
Gladiolus corms have also been grown as a speculative venture.
Vegetable seed
A study of plant pathology in Botswana (Hampson, 1968) indicates that, owing to its
dry climate, Botswana is remarkably free from plant pathogens. This makes it a very
suitable area for the production of vegetable seed under irrigation.
Tobacco
Although the climate is suitable, the large surplus of tobacco building up in Rhodesia
makes the market for this crop very uncertain at present.
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Part 4
Soils

CLASSIFICATION
Although the climate throughout the survey area is relatively uniform, there is a wide
range of soil types. Their variability results mainly from the interaction of three
factors: (a) the nature of the parent material, (b) the age of the land surface, and
(c) the soil site in relation to the topography. There are also less marked soil variations
due to differences in the climate.
The soil classification developed during this survey is based on a classification of the
soils of Rhodesia, adapted from that used by the Inter-African Pedological Service
(Thompson, 1965). In this classification the soils are first separated into three soil
orders on the basis of the degree of development of the soil and the degree of
weathering of the soil minerals. This is affected chiefly by the age of the land surface
and the climate, and in turn reflects the potential nutrient and water-holding capacity
of the soils. The soils within each soil order are separated into soil groups based again
on soil development as influenced largely by age and climate, and to a less extent by
the rock type and soil-site characteristics. The soil groups are subdivided into families
on the basis of site characteristics, age and rock type where these affect soil depth,
drainage and fertility or potential nutrient-holding capacity. Within each family, soils
are separated into soil series, mainly on the basis of texture, which is a reflection of the
parent material, and also on structure and internal drainage. In the preparation of semidetailed and detailed soil survey maps, soil series are further subdivided into soil types
on the basis of minor textural variations, and into phases on the basis of differences in
depth, rockiness, stoniness, erosion and flood hazard.
Soil orders
The soils of Botswana are classified into three orders:
Weakly Developed Soils These comprise all soils with little or no development of genetic
horizons, because of either extreme paucity of weatherable minerals in the parent
material, or extremely rapid removal of the products of weathering, or because the soils
are of very recent origin (alluvium and colluvium)
CalcimorphicSoils These are unleached soils with large reserves of weatherable
minerals. Base saturation is high and the clay minerals are predominantly of the 2:1
lattice type. The bases present consist almost entirely of calcium and magnesium, though
sodium may be important in areas where ground-water accumulates. The distinguishing
feature of these soils is that some part of the soil or the immediate underlying weathered
rock is richer in lime or gypsum than is the parent rock, indicating that there has been
some accumulation of lime or gypsum during, and as a result of, the soil-forming
processes. This corresponds with Marbut's definition of Pedocals (Marbut, 1951, quoted
in Stephens, 1962). Iron concretions are rarely found except occasionally in colluvium
from iron-rich sedimentary or metamorphic rocks
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Kaolinitic Soils These are leached soils with relatively low reserves of weatherable
minerals. Clay minerals are predominantly kaolinite with appreciable amounts of free
sesquioxides of iron and aluminium. These soils are distinguished from siallitic soils
in that the soil contains less lime than the parent rock, indicating that any lime present
has been continually leached during the soil-forming process. This corresponds with
Marbut's definition of Pedalfers
Soil groups
The three soil orders are divided into five soil groups as follows:
Weakly Developed Soils
Calcimorphic Soils
Kaolinitic Soils

I Regosols
II Lithosols
III Vertisols
IV Siallitic Soils
V

Fersiallitic Soils

Group I Regosols These are soils developed on unconsolidated or only weakly consolidated deposits with a very low degree of genetic horizon differentiation. In the survey
area these consist mainly of recent deposits of alluvium or colluvium, though some soils
on old aeolian sands are also found
Group II Lithosols This group includes all soils less than 30 cm (12 in) deep over
gravel or weathering rock. Many of these soils could be classified into other groups,
but their extreme shallowness is an over-riding consideration from the point of view of
agricultural development. They occur chiefly on hilly ground with slopes over about
5%, but may be widespread on almost level ground on certain rock types, particularly
the shales and basic gneisses and in the drier parts of the survey area
Group III Vertisols These are soils which contain sufficient swelling clay to give
appreciable churning under conditions of alternate wetness and dryness. They are
characterised by wide vertical cracks when dry and the formation in the subsoil of
slickensides, polished and grooved surfaces produced by one soil mass sliding against
another. These are oriented diagonally and intersect forming wedge-shaped or parallelepiped structural aggregates (USDA, 1960). Base saturation is high, and the cationexchange capacity of the clay (CEC) exceeds 60 meq % clay. The predominant clay
mineral is montmorillonite, a 2:1 lattice clay. Vertisols occur mainly on flat or gently
sloping upland on basic gneisses, dolerite and basalt, and in low-lying areas on parent
materials derived from these rocks and shales
Group IV Siallitic Soils This group includes all unleached soils other than vertisols
which have an appreciable degree of horizon development. The clay minerals are predominantly of the 2:1 lattice type, and the CEC exceeds 40 meq % clay. These soils
occur on all rock types, and tend to be replaced by fersiallitic soils on the older land
surfaces over much of the country and on all but the youngest surfaces in the areas with
rainfall over 500 mm (20 in) in the north and south of the survey area
Group V Fersiallitic Soils This is the least leached group of the kaolinitic soils, and is
the only one which occurs in Botswana. Clay minerals are predominantly kaolinite, a
1:1 lattice clay, but include some 2:1 lattice clays, and the soil contains appreciable
amounts of weatherable minerals. The CEC is between 15 and 40 meq % clay. Separation of free iron oxides is often apparent, and these may be precipitated as concretions
in the lower part of the profile. Fersiallitic soils are found on all rock types on the older
land surfaces and in the moister parts of the country
Soil families and series
The divisions of the soil groups into soil families and soil series are shown in Table 14.
In all the soil descriptions which follow, the terms used are those defined in the Soil
Survey Manual (United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Survey Staff, 1951).The
definitions are given in Appendix 4.
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TABLE 14

Soil families and series;

Soil group

Femily

Series

1 Regosols

A. Immature alluvial or colluvial
soils; typically over 120 cm
(4 ft) deep

1. Well drained coarse gravelly sand; no impeded drainage to at least 180 cm (6 ft); excessively permeable
2. Well drained medium to fine sand and loamy sand;
this may merge to finer textures below 45 cm (18 in)
but no impeded drainage
3. Well drained medium textured soils (sandy loam to
sandy clay loam) with less than 45 cm (18 in) of
sand or loamy sand in the top soil
4. Fine textured soi Is (sandy clay to clay)

B. Soils formed on old unconsolidated sandy material, typically
over 120 cm (4 ft) deep

No series differentiated

II Lithosols

(Miscellaneous soils less than
30 cm (12 in) deep to weathering
rock)

No series differentiated

III Vertisols

A. Lithomorphic vertisols
1. Relatively deep soils with chromas less than 1.5
(vertisols developed over basic
formed under relatively high rainfall over most of
igneous and metamorphic rocks.
the country; typically over 120 cm (4 ft) deep
and shales; no mottles in
2. Relatively shallow soils with chromas exceeding 1.5
the subsoil; exchangeable
formed in relatively dry parts of the country; these
sodium percentage (ESP) is
soils generally have marked lime accumulation at
generally less than 15; soils
the base of the profile and in the underlying rock;
directly overlie weathering
typically 30-120 cm (1 -4 ft) deep
rock
B. Topomorphic vertisols with
ESP below 15 and electrical
conductivity (EC) below
4 mmhos within 90 cm (3 ft)
of the surface; typically over
120 cm (4 ft) deep

1. Dark grey or black soils with cnromas less"than 1.5
with a granular surface mulch infilling cracks; these
soils are rarely covered by standing water
2. Dark grey or black soils with chromas less than 1.5
with a hard uneven surface and discontinuous
granular mulch which only partly infills surface
cracks; these soils are seasonally flooded
3. Very dark greyish brown to brown soils with chromas
exceeding 1.5 with a granular mulch infilling surface
cracks
4. Very dark greyish brown to brown soils with chromas
exceeding 1.5 with a firm crusty surface

C. Topomorphic vertisols with
ESP 15 or more and/or EC
above 4 mmhos within 90 cm
(3 ft) of the surface; typically
over 120 cm (4 ft) deep

1. Dark grey or black soils with chromas less than 1.5
with a granular surface mulch infilling cracks; these
soils are rarely covered by standing water
2. Dark grey to black soils with chromas less than 1.5
with a hard uneven surface and discontinuous
granular mulch which only partly infills surface
cracks; these soils are seasonally flooded
3. Very dark greyish brown to brown soils with chromas
exceeding 1.5 with a granular mulch infilling surface
cracks
4. Very dark greyish brown to brown soils with chromas
exceeding 1.5 with a firm crusty surface

IV Siallitic
Soils
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1. Sand to loamy fine sand; textures may merge to
A. Young well drained soils on
sandy loam or heavier below 45 cm (18 in) but no
alluvium or colluvium. Soil
colours are black to dark brown;
impeded drainage
if colours are reddish brown or
2. Medium textured soils; sandy loam to sandy clay
redder, then soils lack marked
loam with less than 45 cm (18 in) of sand or loamy
textural changes; visible lime
occurs within 120 cm (4 ft) of
sand in the topsoil
the surfaceasfine'mycelia" or 3. Sandy clay to clay soil with no impeded drainage
deposits detectable with hydrochloric acid which may merge
downwards to hard concretions;
typically over 120 cm (4 ft)
deep, but may be shallower
over cal crete

TABLE 14 (continued)
Soil group

Family

Series

IV Siallitic
Soils
(Contd)

B. Young well drained soils on
alluvium or colluvium, similar
to above but no free lime
detectable in the field within
120 cm (4 ft) of the surface;
soil pH is neutral to slightly
acid; typically over 120 cm
(4 ft) deep

1. Sand to loamy fine sand; textures may merge to
sandy loam or heavier below 45 cm (18 in) but no
impeded drainage

Older well drained soils on
alluvium or colluvium; colour
dark reddish brown to
yellowish red but not redder
than the 5 YR (Munsell) hue;
lime is present within 120 cm
(4 ft) of the surface as a distinct break to hard concretions

2. Sandy loam to sandy clay loam with less than 4 5 cm
(18 in) of sand or loamy sand in the topsoil
3. Sandy clay to clay soils with no impeded drainage
4 . Medium textured soils with loosely packed iron
concretions within 180 cm (6 ft) of the surface; no
indications of impeded drainage (roots freely penetrate the layer of iron concretions and no mottles);
pH slightly to medium acid and no detectable lime
1. Sand or loamy sand to at least 4 5 cm (18 in) which
. may merge to heavier textures
2. Sandy loam or sandy clay loam with less than 45 cm
(18 in) of sand or loamy sand in the topsoil
3. Sandy clay to clay with less than 45 cm (18 in) of
sand or loamy sand in the topsoil
4. Fine sand to loamy sand with very weak structure
derived from quartz sands and sandstones
5. Fine sandy loam to clay loam with weak structure
derived from sandstones and shales; the soil surface
is very prone to capping

D. Older well drained soils on
alluvium or colluvium, similar
to above, but with no free lime
detectable in the field; typically
over 120 cm (4 ft) deep, but
may be shallower over gravel
on eroded terraces

1. Sand or loamy sand to at least 45 cm (18 in) which
may merge to heavier textures
2. Sandy loam or sandy clay loam with less than 45 cm
(18 in) of sand or loamy sand in the topsoil
3. Sandy clay to clay with less than 4 5 cm (18 in) of
sand or loamy sand in the topsoil
4 . Fine sand to loamy sand with very weak structure
derived from quartz sands and sandstones
5. Fine sandy loam to clay loam with weak structure
derived from sandstones and shales; the soil surface
is very prone to capping

Soils formed on colluvium or
alluvium with restricted
permeability and/or drainage;
ESP is less than 5, and lime
occurs as 'mycelia' or hard
concretions within 120 cm
(4 ft) of the surface

1 . Dark brown to reddish brown soils with compact
generally angular blocky or prismatic structure;
texture is sandy clay loam to clay; no mottles or
break to an impermeable horizon within 120 cm
(4 f t ) of the surface
2. Very dark grey to brown soils with compact
generally angular blocky or prismatic structure;
texture sandy clay loam to clay; commonly mottled
below 4 5 cm (18 in)
3. Very dark grey to brown soils with weak to
moderate sub-angular blocky structure, not compact;
texture sandy loam to clay; commonly mottled
below 45 cm (18 in); lime occurs as fine 'mycelia'
which may merge to hard concretions
4 . Very dark grey to brown sandy soils overlying hard
lime pan (calcrete)

Soils formed on colluvium or
alluvium, similar to above,
but with no lime detectable in
the field within 120 cm (4 ft)
of the surface

1. Dark brown to reddish brown soils with compact
generally angular blocky or prismatic structure;
texture sandy clay loam to clay; no mottles or break
to an impermeable horizon within 120 cm (4 ft) of
the surface
2. Very dark grey to brown soils with compact
generally angular blocky or prismatic structure;
texture sandy clay loam to clay; commonly mottled
below 4 5 cm (18 in)
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14 (continued)
Soil group

Family

IV Siallitic
Soils
(Contd)

F. (Contd)

I

Series
3. Very dark grey to brown soils with weak to moderate
sub-angular blocky structure, not compact; texture
sandy loam to clay; commonly mottled below
45 cm (18 in)
4. Sand or loamy sand with a sharp break to a mottled
waterlogged horizon; commonly overlying impermeable rock; no detectable lime
5. Medium textured reddish brown soils with a sharp
break to a mottled waterlogged horizon; no detectable lime
6. Grey soils with variable texture and pronounced pale
grey and rust mottles, subject to prolonged waterlogging

G. Soils on colluvium or
alluvium with restricted
permeability and/or drainage.
and ESP between 5 and 15
within 120 cm (4 ft) of the
surface, lime generally occurs
as 'mycelia' or as hard concretions within 120 cm
(4 ft) of the surface
H. Halomorphic soils; soils with
ESP 15 or more, and/or
EC 4 mmhos or more within
120 cm (4 ft) of the surface

1. Very dark grey to brown soils with compact generally
angular blocky or prismatic structure; texture sandy
clay loam to clay; commonly mottled below 45 cm
(18 in)
2. Porous or only slightly compacted medium to fine
textured soils generally calcareous throughout

1. Soils with ESP 15 or more within 60 cm (2 ft) of the
surface; texture, colour and structure vary considerably but the sodium-influenced horizons are
generally poorly permeable
2. Soils with ESP 15 or more between 60 cm and
120 cm (2 ft and 4 ft)
3. Soils with ESP less than 15, but EC 4 mmhos or
more within 120 cm (4 ft) of the surface

L. Soils on colluvium or alluvium
with fine textures and little or
no textural change down the
profile; structure of the top
soil is fine granular merging
downwards to pronounced
blocky or prismatic structure
and slickensides may occur but
the soils lack wide cracks;
transitional to vertisols; ESP
less than 15 and EC less than
4 mmhos within 120 cm
(4 ft) of the surface
M. Reddish brown clays formed on
basic rocks; typically less than
60 cm (2 ft) deep to gravel or
weathered rock; the colour is
not redder than the 5 YR
(Munsell) hue

N. Calcareous soils formed on
calcium-rich rocks; typically
less than 60 cm (2 ft) deep to
calcrete or weathered rock

1. Dark greyish brown to dark reddish brown sandy
clay to clay with strong prismatic structure and
moderately to severely restricted permeability; lime
may occur as 'mycelia' or concretions within 120 cm
(4 ft) of the surface; structure merges from weak to
moderate fine angular blocky topsoil to strong prismatic subsoil; some slickensides may occur below
about 30 cm (12 in)
2. Very dark brown to black clay loam to clay with
pronounced fine blocky or granular topsoil merging
to fine blocky or prismatic subsoil; the soil is
calcareous throughout and overlies whitish highly
calcareous material
1. Compact sandy clay to clay with strong prismatic
structure overlying tightly packed quartz drift or
weathered rock; moderately restricted permeability;
no detectable lime; some small black iron or
manganese stains may be present in the subsoil
2. Loam to clay with weak structure, generally shallow
over weathered rock or quartz drift; silt content is
generally high, and permeability is restricted,
particularly in the topsoil
1. Very dark brown to very dark greyish brown sand
or loamy sand which may be calcareous overlying
calcrete or highly calcareous weathered rock; very
permeable
2. Similar to No. 1 but sandy loam or sandy clay loam
with less than 30 cm (12 in) of sand or loamy sand
in the topsoil
3. Similar to No. 1 but sandy clay to clav; generally
formed over basalt in dry areas

T A B L E 14 (continued)
Soil group

Family

Series

IV Siallitic
Soils
(Contd)

P. Generally shallow siallitic
soils formed over miscellaneous
rocks; typically less than 60 cm
(2 ft) deep to gravel or
weathered rock; the soil colour
is not redder than the 5 YR
(Munsell) hue

1. Dark brown to yellowish red sand to loamy sand
over weathered schist or gneiss; no detectable lime;
permeable and freely draining
2. Soils similar to No. 1 but sandy loam to sandy clay
loam with less than 30 cm (12 in) of sand or loamy
sand in the topsoil
3. Dark brown sandy loam to sandy clay loam with
less than 30 cm (12 in) of sand or loamy sand in the
topsoil; permeable with weak sub-angular blocky
structure but sharply overlying massive granite or •
impermeable clayey weathered granite; the subsoil
is distinctly mottled; no detectable lime
4 . Dark brown to dark reddish brown fine sand to
Idamy fine sand over quartz sand or sandstone; very
weak structure and very susceptible to wind
erosion; lime may occur below 120 cm (4 ft) in the
subsoil or in the underlying rock
5. Similar to No. 4 but sandy loam to clay loam
formed over miscellaneous sandstones and shales;
weak structure leads to severe capping of the surface

V Fersiallitic
Soils

A. Dark reddish brown to red
well drained soils formed over
intermediate to basic igneous
or metamorphic rocks; typically over 60 cm (2 ft) deep to
gravel or weathered rock; the
colour of the subsoil is
normally redder than the
5 Y R (Munsell) hue

1 . Compact sandy clay to clay soils with strong prismatic or angular blocky structure formed over basic
rocks in areas of relatively high rainfall or on slopes
that receive runoff water; shiny surfaces on peds
may be due partly to pressure as a result of expansion
and contraction on wetting and drying; scattered
small black iron concretions may occur in the subsoil
or in the underlying weathered rock
2. Sandy clay loam to clay with less than 45 cm (18 in)
of sand to sandy loam in the topsoil formed over
intermediate to basic rocks; porous with weak to
moderate blocky or prismatic structure; no shiny ped
faces; scattered small black iron concretions may
occur in the subsoil or in the underlying weathered
rock
3. Similar to No. 2 but sandy loam formed over intermediate rocks
4 . Sandy clay loam to clay with less than 45 cm (18 in)
of sand to sandy loam in the topsoil overlying a layer
of black iron concretions or a porous black ironpan
with red soil in the interstices; the concretionary
layer is freely permeable and overlies permeable
weathered intermediate to basic rock
5. Similar to No. 4 but sandy loam formed over intermediate rocks

Light grey to dark reddish
brown well drained sands
formed over acid rocks;
typically over 60 cm (2 ft)
deep, merging to loose gravelly
weathered rock

C. Soils with impeded drainage
derived from intermediate to
basic igneous and metamorphic
rocks

1 . Light grey to yellowish brown sand merging to loose
gravelly weathered granite; no iron concretions;
formed in areas of relatively high rainfall on very
acid rocks
2. Dark reddish brown sand overlying loose gravelly
weathered granite; iron concretions are scattered or
absent; formed in relatively dry areas or on young
land surfaces
1. Dark reddish brown sandy clay loam to clay overlying a brown or greyish brown mottled horizon at
6 0 - 1 2 0 cm ( 2 - 4 ft) with associated red and yellow
or black iron concretions; the soil is porous with weak
to moderate blocky or prismatic structure above the
mottled zone; commonly overlying impermeable
rock
2. Similar to No. 1 but sandy loam derived from intermediate rocks
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TABLE 14 (continued)
Soil group

Family

Series

V Fersiallitic
Soils (Contd)

C. (Contd)

3. Dark b r o w n to dark greyish brown sandy clay loam
t o clay w i t h distinct m o t t l i n g and associated iron
concretions at 6 0 - 1 2 0 c m (2-4 f t ) , and appreciable
ESP levels, usually 3 or more

D. Soils w i t h impeded drainage
derived f r o m acid rocks

1. Dark greyish brown to brown sand to sandy loam
overlying a hard black and red or b r o w n ironpan, or
iron concretions underlain by impermeable clayey
weathered granite
2 . Similar t o N o . 1 b u t the ironpan or concretions are
underlain by bleached sand
3. Greyish brown t o yellowish brown sand w i t h a hard
subsoil cemented by silica and underlain by gravelly
weathered granite w i t h iron stains and scattered
black iron concretions
4 . Dark greyish brown to brown sand t o sandy loam
sharply overlying impermeable grey clay which in
turn overlies massive granite

E. Soils derived f r o m sedimentary
rocks w i t h impeded drainage
and poor structure leading t o
capping of the topsoil

1 . Brown t o reddish brown sandy clay loam to clay;
porous w i t h weak sub-angular blocky structure
grading t o a yellowish b r o w n or olive brown mottled
horizon w i t h black nodular iron concretions at
6 0 - 1 2 0 c m (2-4 f t ) underlain by grey weathered
shale; the topsoil of land not recently cultivated is
usually compact and slightly porous w i t h weak platey
structure in the t o p 2.5-5 cm (1 -2 in)
2. Soils similar to N o . 1 but sand to sandy loam

* Definitions in Appendix

CORRELATION WITH OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
The soil classification systems discussed in this section are the Soil Map of Africa
(D'Hoore, 1964) and the 7th Approximation (United States Department of Agriculture,
Soil Survey Staff, 1960 and i967). The soil classes in these classifications are shown in
Table 15 in relation to the soil families defined in this report. The mapping units of the
Soil Map of Africa are mostly intermediate in detail between the soil groups and soil
families, while in the 7th Approximation the equivalent units to the soil families are
subgroups. In some instances it is not possible to equate soil families, particularly in the
Vertisols, at more detail than the suborder level, and certain soil families cut across two
soil orders.
Correlation with the Soil Map of Africa
The mapping units of the Soil Map of Africa form a general legend within which the
many different classifications used in different parts of Africa have been brought
together. The mapping units are grouped together into 12 groups of which 6 are
represented in eastern Botswana, namely the weakly developed soils, calcimorphic soils,
vertisols and similar soils, brown and reddish brown soils of arid and semi-arid regions,
ferruginous tropical soils (fersiallitic soils), and halomorphic soils. Minor areas of 2
other groups, hydromorphic soils and high veld pseudopodzolic soils, also occur.
The weakly developed soils defined in this report agree well with those of the Soil Map
of Africa though the Lithosols, not separated into families in this report, are subdivided
in the Soil Map of Africa on the basis of the underlying material.
The calcimorphic soils include a number of the groups of the Soil Map of Africa,
including calcimorphic soils, vertisols and similar soils, brown and reddish brown soils
of semi-arid tropical regions, and halomorphic soils. D'Hoore (1964, p. 75) defines
calcimorphic soils fairly narrowly, as soils whose development has been influenced by
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the presence of large quantities of relatively soluble compounds of calcium; they still
retain appreciable amounts of free calcium carbonate at all depths.
The ferruginous tropical soils of the Soil Map of Africa correspond well with the
fersiallitic soils defined in this report. However, one soil series, VD4 (fersiallitic sand
over impermeable clay) agrees more closely with a separate group, the sols lessivés or
high veld pseudopodzolic soils, in the Soil Map of Africa.
Correlation with the 7th Approximation
The chief difficulty found in attempting to correlate the Botswana soil classification
with that of the 7th Approximation is the lack of analyses necessary for the confirmation of certain diagnostic characteristics.
The weakly developed soils are directly comparable to the Entisols of the 7th
Approximation, and within the calcimorphic soils the Vertisols are directly comparable
in both classifications. However, the Siallitic soils include a variety of soils in the soil
orders of Aridisols, Mollisols, and possibly Alfisols. In these soils and the fersiallitic
soils it is not always possible on the available evidence to decide whether or not an
argillic horizon (an illuvial clay horizon) exists. The increase in clay content with depth,
particularly in the siallitic soils, is often due more to the loss of clay from the surface
in runoff water, combined with the activities of termites bringing the subsoil material
to the surface, than to the translocation of clay down the profile. Another factor which
may tend t o destroy the evidence of clay translocation is that in many soils the entire
profile above the underlying gravel or stone line has been reworked by termites.
The fersiallitic soils correspond fairly closely to the Alfisols of the 7th Approximation.
Most come within the suborder of Xeralfs (soils of semi-arid regions), except one soil
series, VD4, the leached sands over clay, whose indications of periodic wetness place
them in the suborder of Aqualfs.
TABLE 15

The classification of soils in eastern Botswana in relation to the mapping units of the Soil Map of
Africa and the 7th Approximation soil classification

Eastern Botswana

Soil Map of Africa

7th Approximation

Soil Order

(Weakly developed soils)

Soil Order Entisols

Weakly developed
soils

Soil Group I Regosols
IA

Immature alluvial or
colluvial soils

Bo

Juvenile soils on riverine
and lacustrine alluvium

Torrifluvents (drier areas)
Xerofluvents (moister areas)

I B

Soils formed on old
unconsolidated sands

Bh

Weakly developed soils on
loose sediments not recently
deposited

Quartzipsammems

Bb

Lithosols on rocks rich in
ferromagnesian minerals

Bd

Lithosols, undifferentiated

Very shallow soils less than 36 cm
(14 in) deep are separated at the
family and series levels within all
soil orders

Soil Group II

Lithosols

(No subdivisions)

Minor occurrences of:
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Bc

Lithosols on ferruginous
crusts (in association with
fersiallitic soils)

B c'

Lithosols on calcareous
crusts (in association with
Regosols - I B)

TABLE 15 (continued)
Eastern Botswana

Soil Map of Africa

7th Approximation

Soil Group III Vertisols

(Vertisols and similar soils)'

Soil Order Vertisols

IMA Lithomorphic vertisols

Da

Vertisols of lithomorphic
origin derived from rocks
rich in ferromagnesian
minerals

Torrerts (drier areas)
Xererts (moister areas)

Ob

Vertisols of lithomorphic
origin derived from
calcareous rocks

HIB ,.
. ,
- Topomorph ic vertisols
II it*

Dj

Vertisols of topographic
depressions

Soil Group IV Siallitic soils

Gb

Brown soils of arid and
semi-arid tropical regions,
not differentiated except
as described below

Soil Order Calcimorphic soils

Uderts

IVA
..,_ Young well drained soils
IVB

Calcic Haploxerolls
Typic Haploxerolls

IVC Older alluvial and colluvial
IVD soils

Typic Camborthids

IVE Alluvial and col lu vial soils
IVF with impeded drainage
IVG

Na

Mineral hydromorphic
soils (Series IV F6)

Aquic Calcic Haploxerolls
Aquic Haploxerolls
Aquic Calcic Argixerolls
Aquic Argixerolls
Xeric Argialbolls
Paleorthids (Series IV E4; sandy soils
over calcrete)

IVH Halomorphic soils

Ma

Solonetz and solodised
solonetz

Natragids
Natralbolls

Mb

Saline soils, alkali soils
and saline alkali soils

Natrixerols
Salorthids

Cb

Soils with calcareous pans
(Series IV L2)

Haploxerolls .
Calcic Haploxerolls
Calcixerolls

IVL Fine textured alluvial and
col lu vial soils

Lithic Camborthids
Lithic Haploxeralfs

IVM Fine textured upland soils
on basic rocks
IVN Calcareous upland soils

Ca

Rendzinas and/or brown
calcareous soils

Calcixerolls
Lithic Camborthids
Lithic Haploxeralfs

IVP Miscellaneous upland soils

Soil Order Kaolinitic soils
Soil Group V Fersiallitic soils

Ferruginous tropical soils
(fersiallitic soils)

VA

Well drained medium to
fine textured soils

Jb

-Ferruginous tropical soils
on rocks rich in ferromagnesian minerals

Typic Rhodoxeralfs

V B Well drained sandy soils

Jc

Ferruginous tropical soils
on crystalline acid rocks

Ultic and Typic Haploxeralfs
UlticPalexeralfs

V C Medium to fine textured
soils with impeded drainage

Jd

Ferruginous tropical soils
not differentiated (also
J b and J c)

Typic and Aquic Palexeralfs
Typic and Aquic Haploxeralfs

V D Sandy soils with impeded
drainage

J c and J d
(Series V D4 is similar to the sols
lessive's or High veld pseudopodzolic soils (Fa), though these are
normally associated with a more
humid climate)

Ultic Palexeralfs
Typic and Aquic Haploxeralfs
Durixeralfs (Series V 0 3 ; sandy soils
with silica-cemented subsoils)
Mollic Albaquaifs (Series V D4; sand overlying clay)

V E Soils with impeded drainage
derived from sedimentary
rocks

Jd

Typic Haploxeralfs
Typic Palexeralfs
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Alfisols

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOIL FAMILIES
The most important characteristics of the soil families are discussed in this section, and
are summarised in Table 16
Where the physical and chemical characteristics of soil families are similar, they have
been grouped together for convenience in the descriptions which follow. The groupings
are as shown below.
Family IA
Family IB
Soil Group II
Family IIIA
Families IIIB and MIC
Families I V A and IVB
Families IVC and IVD
Families IVE, IVF and IVG
Family IVH
Family I V L
Families I V M , IVN and IVP
Families V A and VB
Families VC and V D
Family VE

Immature alluvial or colluvial soils
Soils formed on old unconsolidated sandy
material
Lithosols
Lithomorphic vertisols
Topomorphic vertisols
Young well drained siallitic soils on alluvium
or colluvium
Older well drained siallitic soils on alluvium
or colluvium
Siallitic soils with impeded drainage and/or
restricted permeability
Halomorphic soils
Fine-textured siallitic soils on alluvium or
colluvium
Upland siallitic soils
Well drained fersiallitic soils derived from igneous
and metamorph ic rocks
Fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage derived
from igneous and metamorphic rocks
Fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage derived
from sedimentary rocks

The characterisitcs common to soils in each soil family are discussed under the following
headings: site and vegetation; texture and structure; colour; concretions; soil reaction
(pH); organic matter; cation exchange capacity in relation t o the clay content (CEC);
exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) and salinity (measured as the electrical conductivity (EC) of the saturation extract); nutrient status. The terms used in these descriptions are defined in the United States Department of Agriculture Soil Survey Manual
(1951), and the definitions are given in Appendix 4. The chemical data are based on the
analyses done on samples from 215 profile pits. The numbers shown are of representative profiles, descriptions of which are given in a Supplementary Report (Mitchell,
1975).
Family IA

Immature alluvial or colluvial soils (Profile 64)

Site and vegetation These soils occur on floodplains and other areas where soil
accumulation is continuing by deposition from flood waters or wash from surrounding
higher ground. Vegetation is generally denser than on surrounding land, and consists
typically of tall riparian woodland with a dense shrub layer. This appears to be due t o the
annual recharge by the rivers of groundwater below the surface of the floodplains, that
can be tapped by the tree roots.
Texture and structure Texture is variable, depending on the type of material originally
laid down. Evidence that very little alteration has taken place since the alluvium was
deposited is shown by the presence of bedding planes and thin layers of materials of
differing textures. Structure is absent in the sandier soils, though the topsoil may have
a weak crumb or subangular blocky structure. More clayey soils may have a moderate
subangular or angular blocky structure in the subsoil.
Colour The range of colour is from very dark greyish brown t o brown; mottling was not
observed in any profile, though it could occur in soils subject t o periodic flooding.
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TABLE 16

Summary of the differentiating characteristics of the soil families

Soil family

Site

Vegetation

Colour (Munsell)

Texture

Structure

Drainage

IA

Recent alluvium

Riparian woodland

Very dark greyish brown to
brown

Variable, often stratified

Moderately blocky in clays

Variable !

Reddish brown to yellowish
brown

Sand, uniform

IB

Upland on loose sand

Tree or shrub savanna

Special features and concretions
No concretions. Deep soils on alluvium

i
None

Excessive,

i

No concretions, but the soils may be
associated with calcrete outcrops or sand over
calcfete (Series I V F ) in depressions

II

Upper slopes and steep
land

Tree or shrub savanna

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable 1

Shallow soils less than 3 0 cm (1 ft) deep. Iron
or lime concretions may occur

IMA

Gently sloping uplands
on basic rocks and shales

Thicket or shrub savanna

Black to dark brown

Clay, uniform

Strong, prismatic with a
surface mulch and wide cracks

Impeded/and moderately to
severely restricted permeability

Wide cracks and diagonal shiny surfaces
(slickensides) are diagnostic. Lime usually
occurs. Gravel and stones often present on
the surface

IIIB
MIC

Flat lowlying areas

Savanna woodland
[Acacia spp.)

Black to dark brown; mottled
subsoil

Clay, uniform

Strong prismatic with or without a surface mulch

Impeded,;and severely restricted
permeabi ity

Wide cracks and slickensides are diagnostic
Lime usually occurs. Gravel and stones may
be present, but only scattered.
IHChas ESP over 15

IVA
IVB

Recent alluvial terraces
and colluvium

Riparian woodland

Black to dark brown

Variable, gradational*

Weak to moderate blocky or
prismatic

Good

I V A has lime mycelia within 120 cm (4 ft)
of the surface. Deep soils, CEC is over 4 0

IVC
IVD

Old alluvial terraces and
colluvium

Tree or shrub savanna

Dark reddish brown to
yellowish red (5 Y R )

Variable, gradational*

Weak to moderate blocky or
prismatic

Good

IVC has hard lime concretions within
120 cm (4 ft) of the surface. Moderately
deep to deep soils, CEC is over 40

IVE
IVF
IVG

Lower slopes, f loodplains
and terraces

Riparian woodland or tree
savanna

Dark reddish brown to dark
greyish brown

Variable, gradational*
or texture contrastt

Variable; series are separated
on structural differences

Variable;[either drainage or
permeability is restricted

I V E has lime within 120 cm (4 ft) of the
surface
I V F has no lime.
I V G has ESP 5-15 and may or may not have
lime. CEC is over 40

IVH

Lower slopes, floodplains
and terraces

Sparse, or mopane coppice,
or Acacia spp. savanna

Variable

Variable, often texture
contrast t

Variable

Impeded: and severely restricted
permeability

ESP is over 15 and/or EC is over 4 mmhos/cm

IVL

Gently sloping alluvium or
colluvium

Shrub savanna

Black to dark brown

Sandy clay to clay, uniform

Moderate to strong blocky or
prismatic

Moderately impeded and
moderately restricted permeability
|

The wide cracks characteristic of vertisols are
lacking; the soils are not self-mulching. CEC
over 4 0

IVM

Uplands, particularly ridge
crests and valley sides;
Rock Type 2

Shrub savanna

Dark reddish brown (5 Y R )

Clay, occasionally loam,
uniform or gradational*

Moderate to strong blocky or
prismatic

Good (but restricted permeability)

No lime or iron concretions. Typically shallow
soils less than 6 0 cm (2 ft) deep. CEC is óver
40

IVN

Uplands as I V M ; basalt
(Rock Type 6) and
calcareous rocks

Shrub savanna

Dark greyish brown to brown

Variable, gradational*

Weak to moderately blocky or
prismatic

Good

Lime present in the subsoil or throughout the
soil. Typically shallow soils less than 6 0 cm
(2 ft) deep. CEC is over 4 0

IVP

Uplands as I V M ; miscellaneous rocks

Shrub savanna

Dark greyish brown to
yellowish red (5 Y R )

Variable, gradational*

Weak to moderately blocky or
prismatic

Good except on certain rock
types

Lime may occur in the underlying rock.
Typically shallow soils less than 6 0 cm (2 ft)
deep; CEC is over 4 0

VA

Uplands, on old land surfaces or in higher rainfall
areas, intermediate to basic
rocks

Woodland or tree savanna

Dark red (2.5 Y R )

Sandy loam to clay,
gradational *

Weak to moderate blocky

Good

Series V A 1 has strong prismatic structure and
restricted permeability. Typically over 6 0 cm
(2 ft) deep. Iron concretions may occur. CEC
is less than 40

VB

Uplands as V A ; acid rocks

Woodland or tree savanna

Dark red to pale brown or grey

Sand and loamy sand,
gradational*

None

Excessive

Typically over 6 0 cm (2 ft) deep. Iron concretions may occur. CEC is less than 4 0

VC

Lower slopes of uplands;
intermediate to basic rocks

Woodland or tree savanna

Dark reddish brown to dark
brown with greyer or mottled
subsoil

Sandy loam to clay
gradational*

Weak blocky or prismatic

Impeded 1

Typically over 6 0 cm (2 ft) deep. Iron concretions may occur. CEC is less than 4 0

VD

Lower slopes of uplands:
acid rocks

Woodland or tree savanna

Greyish brown to yellowish
red. Underlying clay, if present,
is grey with yellowish mottles

Sand to sandy loam, uniform
or texture contrast over clay

None

Impeded

Impeded drainage due to ironpan, impermeable clay, cemented sand or hard rock. Soil
depth is variable. CEC is less than 4 0

VE

Uplands and terraces;
sedimentary rocks

Tree or shrub savanna

Brown to yellowish red

Variable, gradational*

None to weak blocky

Impeded

Impeded drainage due to underlying shale.
Typically more than 6 0 cm (2 ft) deep. Iron
concretions may be present. CEC is less than
40. The surface is very prone to capping

•Gra dational:

clay content of th e soil increases gradually down 1he profile

t T e x ture contrast:
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a sharp break 1rom coarse to fine texture

Exchangeable sodium percentage. See Appendix 4 fo ' definition

ESP

=

EC

=

Electrical conductivity . See Appendix 4 for definitiorl

CEC

=

Cation exchange caps city, meq% clay. See Appendix 4 for definition

-

Concretions Lime concretions may be present, particularly in association with bands
of sandy or gravelly alluvium, and appear to have been transported rather than formed
in situ.
So/7 reaction The pH ranges from slightly acid to mildly alkaline, and is generally
uniform down the profile.
Organic matter The organic matter content varies from 1 to 4% in the surface horizon
and is about 0.5-1% in the subsoil, decreasing with depth. The carbon/nitrogen (C/N)
ratio is about 10 throughout the profile.
Cation-exchange capacity (CEC) This is high, over 50 meq% clay. The exchange complex is always over 80% saturated, and usually fully saturated with metallic cations.
Exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) and salinity The ESP is low, less than 5. Higher
ESP levels within 120 cm (4 ft) of the surface would be considered sufficient evidence
of soil-forming processes for the soil to be classed with the siallitic soils. These soils are
non-saline; the EC of the saturation extract is less than 2 mmhos/cm.
Nutrient status The level of available phosphorus is moderate to high both in the surface horizon and in the lower horizons. Total phosphorus is about 0.015-0.03%
throughout the soil profile. Exchangeable potassium ranges from 0.3 to 1.08 meq%
soil in the topsoil, decreasing to about 0.17 meq% in the deep subsoil. Total potassium
is about 0.12-0.18%, constant throughout the profile.
Family IB

Soils formed on old unconsolidated sandy material

These soils were not examined in detail. Thompson (1965a) gives the following
description:
"The main feature of these sands is their very low or non-existent reserve of
weatherable minerals and their low silt/clay ratio. On normal uplands subsoil
colour, which in most instances appears to be inherited from the parent material,
is either reddish brown or yellowish brown. The general absence of horizon
development below the A is undoubtedly due to paucity of clay-producing
minerals in the original materials."
In these soils the silt plus clay content is always less than 15% in all horizons above
180 cm (72 in), and there are no marked or sudden changes in clay content in any
horizon within this depth.
Family II

Lithosols

These include all shallow soils less than 30 cm (12 in) deep to gravel or weathered rock.
No profile pits were described as the shallowness of the lithosols makes any possibility
of agricultural development unlikely. Apart from the common characteristic of shallowness the soils vary widely according to their parent rock. They occur on upper slopes or
steeply sloping land, generally as a complex with shallow siallitic soils.
Family IIIA

Lithomorphic vertisols (Profiles 39, 4 9 , 1 2 4 , 1 9 2 )

Site and vegetation When these soils occur on basic schists and gneisses and on basalt
they are confined to flat or very gently sloping land with slopes of less than 1% giving
way to shallow red clays on steeper slopes. On dolerite, however, vertisols may also
occur on steeper slopes, becoming more stony and merging into lithosols on slopes of
over about 5%.
• .
The vegetation is characteristically low mopane (Colophospermum mopane) coppice
in the northern half of the survey area, and moshu {Acacia tortilis) thicket or shrub
savanna and grassland in the southern half. Other plant species include Dichrostachys
cinerea, Acacia karroo and other Acacia spp.
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Texture and structure Vertisols are by definition clay soils and they always contain
over 35% (usually 50-70%) clay throughout the soil. The clay is predominantly montmorillonite, with a marked tendency to swell when moistened. In the dry season the
soil cracks widely as the clay shrinks and the surface breaks up into a mulch of fine
crumbs or granules which fall down the cracks and partly infill them. When the soil
swells in the wet season considerable stresses are set up in the subsoil which cause the
soil to shear, producing shiny surfaces or slickensides at angles of 10°-60° to the
horizontal which intersect to produce diamond-shaped or 'parallellepiped' structures.
Thus the structure of the dry soil is a surface mulch of fine granules to a depth of up
to 5 cm (2 in) merging to pronounced prismatic structure with vertical cracks at least
1 cm (0.5 in) wide, and intersecting slickensides below about 30 cm (1 ft). The selfmulching process due to wetting and drying of these soils results in a uniform texture,
and little leaching can take place since the enriched subsoil is continually being returned
to the surface. An additional effect is that pieces of unweathered rock, quartz etc. are
moved upwards and deposited on the surface. On basalt and most basic schists and
gneisses these consist of gravel and small stones.which should not impede cultivation,
but on dolerite they may include large rounded boulders in such quantities as to make
cultivation very difficult.
Colour Lithomorphic vertisols are generally black or very dark greyish brown to
brown, and the colour is very uniform throughout. There are no mottles and the soil
merges to a lighter grey zone of weathered rock. In drier areas the colours tend to be
brown, while in moister areas they are grey or black.
Concretions In the deep subsoil and the weathered rock lime usually occurs as hard
concretions surrounded by soft whitish deposits up to 5 cm (2 in) across. The selfmulching action distributes small hard concretions up to 1 cm (0.5 in) across throughout the soil.
So/7 reaction The pH ranges from neutral to moderately alkaline in the surface
horizon, and is slightly higher in the subsoil.
Organic matter The content of organic matter is higher than in other upland soils,
ranging from 1 -2% at the surface, decreasing gradually to 1 -1.5% in the deep subsoil.
The carbon-nitrogen ratio is in the range 10-16, and is fairly constant throughout the
profile.
CEC Vertisols have a high cation-exchange capacity, which is always over
60 meq% clay, and the exchange complex is over 90% saturated with metallic cations.
In the four profiles for which complete analyses are available the cation-exchange
capacity was over 90 meq% clay.
ESP and salinity The ESP is generally low, though in the deep subsoil of some profiles,
levels of up to 15 were measured. In vertisols, high levels of exchangeable sodium do
not appear to have the deleterious effects on structure that they have on other soils,
and evidence from the Sudan (Hunting Technical Services, 1964) has shown that satisfactory crops can be grown in soil with an ESP of 20 or higher. The salinity is low to
moderate, and the EC of the saturation extract is normally about 1-2 mmhos/cm in the
subsoil. The EC in profile 39 was higher, reaching 5.8 mmhos/cm below a depth of
81 cm (32 in).
Nutrient status Available phosphorus is very low in most soils, though a high level was
recorded in profile 124. Total phosphorus ranges from 0.007% to 0.015% in most
profiles, but up to 0.045% was recorded in profile 124, derived from basalt. Exchangeable potassium ranges from 0.5 to 1.6 meq% soil in the surface horizon, decreasing to
0.1 -0.7 meq% in the deep subsoil. Total potassium is generally in the range 0.14-0.3%,
though higher levels of 0.4-0.8% were recorded in profile 124.
Family NIB
IMC

Non-sodic, Non-saline topomorphic vertisols (Profiles 126, 195, 215)
Sodic and/or saline topomorphic vertisols (Profiles 53, 75, 88, 98,158)

Site and vegetation Topomorphic vertisols occur in flat, low lying areas where fine
textured alluvium or colluvium has accumulated. Since they occupy areas of water
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accumulation, the vegetation is taller and denser than that of lithomorphic vertisols.
Usually it consists of tall open savanna or woodland of Acacia karroo and Acacia
tortilis with a well developed grass cover and scattered shrubs of Acacia spp.,
Diospyros sp., and Ziziphus mucronata. On drier sites low Acacia spp. shrub or thicket,
or mopane coppice may occur.
Texture and structure These characteristics are similar to those of the lithomorphic
vertisols. On annually flooded sites, however, the surface mulch is usually poorly
developed and the surface tends to break up into hard, uneven blocks which do not
absorb water readily and become badly puddled on moistening. This contrasts with a
deep mulch formed on sites not subject to annual flooding that breaks up into a friable
tilth when cultivated provided it is not too moist. On very dry sites (e.g. profile 158
near the lower Maclautsi river) the surface mulch may be replaced by a firm crust with
a compact angular biocky structure to a depth of about 5 cm (2 in). Since topomorphic
vertisols are usually formed on fine transported material, stones and pebbles are not
found on the surface in any quantity and would not be any impediment to cultivation.
Colour This ranges from black or very dark grey on wet sites to dark brown on drier
sites. Weak or moderate brown or greyish brown mottling generally occurs in the subsoil and the soil merges to a paler grey to brown clay parent material.
Concretions Lime frequently occurs as soft white deposits and hard concretions up to
about 5 cm (2 in) in diameter in the subsoil, with small hard concretions up to 1 cm
(0.5 in) in diameter scattered throughout the profile. Gypsum occurs in certain profiles
derived from shales, and in the Limpopo floodplains,it occurs as small brownish lenticular crystals a few millimetres in diameter in the subsoil.
So/7 reaction The reaction in most profiles is neutral to moderately alkaline in the topsoil, becoming more alkaline with depth in the subsoil. Very high pH levels, over 9.0,
are found only in sodic soils. Profile 215 on a floodplain at Mogobane was slightly to
medium acid.
Organic matter Like the lithomorphic vertisols, these soils have a high organic-matter
content, ranging from 1.1% to 3.7% in the topsoil, decreasing gradually to about 1% in
the deep subsoil. In hotter and drier areas (profiles 88, 98, 126 and 158) the organic
matter decreased from 1.5-1.9% in the topsoil to 0.2-0.3% in the deep subsoil. The
average carbon-nitrogen ratio is 14, though it ranged from 4 to 28 in individual samples.
CEC This is high, being always over 55 meq% clay, and the exchange complex
is over 90% saturated with metallic cations except in profile 215, where the saturation
percentage is 83-85.
ESP and salinity These soils are often sodic, with ESP levels of more than 15, and may
also be saline. However, good crops can be grown on topomorphic vertisols with high
ESP levels; this appears to be so in the Matsiloje area on Ramaquabane River (profile
75), where the local farmers claim that they obtain better yields of sorghum under the
natural rainfall on the vertisols than on other soils. The difficulty of draining these soils
may result in a build-up of salinity under irrigation. If the EC of the saturation extract
is above 4 mmhos/cm, the concentration of soluble salts present is likely to affect the
yield of many crops.
Nutrient status Available phosphorus ranges from low to high in the topsoil, and is low
in the subsoil of most profiles. Total phosphorus is 0.02% to 0.05% in most profiles,
though exceptionally high levels of 0.13%-0.14% were found in profile 126, derived
from basalt, and exceptionally low levels of 0.009%-0.013% were found in profile 195,
derived from dolerite. Very high total phosphorus levels were also found in other soils
derived from basalt (Families IMA and IVA). The exchangeable potassium level is high
in the topsoil, averaging 1 meq% (range 0.5-2.5 meq%), decreasing to 0.8 meq% (range
0.4-1.5 meq%), in the subsoil. Total potassium was in the range of 0.3%-0.6%, though
an exceptionally high level of 1.2% occurred in profile 158.
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Familys I V A Young well-drained siallitic soils on alluvium or colluvium with lime
(Profiles 58, 59, 9 9 , 1 1 6 , 1 5 0 , 1 6 2 , 1 S 9 , 204, 206, 209, 210)
IVB Siallitic soils similar to IVA, without lime (Profiles 2, 4 , 5, 6, 18, 100,
189,191,203)
Site and vegetation These soils occur on recently formed alluvial terraces and on
certain well-drained piedmonts. On the alluvial terraces the vegetation is riparian woodland and reflects the presence of groundwater fairly near the surface. Tree species are
predominantly Acacia tortilis, A. karroo, Combretum hereroense, C. imberbe, and
Ziziphus mucronata. On very sandy soils Acacia giraffae is often dominant, and in the
hotter regions of the lower Shashi, Maclautsi, Tuni and Limpopo Rivers Acacia albida
and Lonchocarpus capassa are among the dominant species; dense stands of Hyphaene
crinita (Molala palm) may occur. On colluvial soils, the vegetation consists of mixed
dry deciduous woodland, taller and denser than on neighbouring upland soils, but with
similar species — commonly mopane in the north of the area and mixed species
including Acacia spp., Pe/tophorum africanum, and Combretum spp., in the south.
Texture and structure Texture ranges from sand to sandy clay or clay, and there is
generally an increase in clay content from the topsoil to the upper subsoil. This almost
universal feature of siallitic soils in Botswana is not likely to be due to the leaching of
clay down the profile; evidence in the form of clay skins on pebbles and structural
aggregates was not found. The most probable reason is the effect of the rainfall and
runoff water in removing large amounts of silt and clay from the surface which is often
bare, particularly at the beginning of the rainy season; a thin discontinuous layer of
sand is found on the surface of most soils in Botswana. A second probable cause of the
increase in clay content down the profile is the activity of termites, which bring up
large quantities of subsoil material to build their mounds. This material is usually
poorly flocculated and infertile; the mounds and the soil around them are consequently
bare of vegetation and particularly susceptible to the erosive action of raindrops which
wash out the silt and clay, leaving the sand behind. The soil structure is normally weak
subangular blocky, but may be more pronounced in clay soils, while very sandy soils
often have little or no structure. All the soils are porous, with many termite holes and
small tubular root channels. Permeability of medium and fine textured soils is good,
but that of sandy soils is often excessive.
Colour These soils are normally dark brown to black, with no mottling. The surface
horizon is normally darker or greyer than the subsoil due to staining with organic
matter, and in calcareous soils the subsoil merges to a light grey to yellowish brown
calcareous parent material. Redder soil colours are found in some colluvial soils, and
are probably a reflection of the colour of the material deposited rather than the effect
of weathering in situ (profile 99).
Concretions Lime often occurs as fine white mycelia which may merge downwards
with large soft white accumulations and hard concretions up to 5 cm (2 in) in diameter.
In other soils free lime may be detected by effervescence with hydrochloric acid.
Generally lime appears to be absent from at least the top 120 cm (4 ft) of well-drained
soils in the moister parts of the country, to the north of Francistown and south of
Mochudi. Iron concretions occur in a few soils and appear to have been transported.
They are found in soils derived from ironstones and ferruginous sandstones.
Soil reaction The soils with lime (Family IVA) are neutral to mildly alkaline in the
topsoil and mildly to moderately alkaline in the subsoil. Soils without lime (IVB) are
slightly acid to neutral in the topsoil and from slightly acid to moderately alkaline in
the subsoil.
Organic matter The organic matter content is 0.5-2.1% in the topsoil, and 0.2-0.7%
in the deep subsoil, (in profile 6 it is constant throughout, between 1.1 and 1.4%).
Organic-matter contents of uncultivated soils under riparian woodland are normally
over 1% in the topsoil, while lower levels are found in cultivated soils.
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CEC This is high, over 60 meq% clay, and the exchange complex is usually
over 90% saturated with metallic cations. The percentage saturation is slightly lower in
some non-calcareous soils (profiles 18, 189, 191).
ESP and salinity The ESP is low, and not generally over 2, though a level
of over 5 was noted in one profile (190). Salinity is also very low, and the EC of the
saturation extract is usually less than 1 mmho/cm. Since these soils are well drained
there should be no salinity problems under irrigation.
Nutrient status Available phosphorus levels are moderate to high in all alluvial soils,
but low in certain colluvial soils (profile 18). Total phosphorus is 0.008-0.15%. Levels
of over 0.04% were all found in soils derived partly or wholly from basalt on the lower
Maclautsi and Limpopo Rivers, apart from profile 5 derived from Messina schists.
Exchangeable potassium is 0.1-1.7 meq% soil in the topsoil, the higher levels mostly
occurring in calcareous soils. The average total potassium content is 0.24%, though
levels range from 0.05 to 0.68% in individual profiles.
Familys I VC Older well drained siallitic soils on alluvium or colluvium with lime
(Profiles 125, 202, 208)
IVD Older well drained siallitic soils on alluvium or colluvium, without lime
(Profiles 3, 8 , 1 0 , 8 7 , 1 3 0 , 1 4 4 , 1 4 5 , 1 4 6 , 1 5 3 , 1 6 4 , 1 8 5 , 1 8 8 , 1 9 0 , 1 9 3
197, 201 \
Site and vegetation Old alluvial terraces where most of these soils are found are
typically convex in cross-section, with gentle slopes up to 2%. This type of soil also
occurs, but less commonly, on well drained piedmonts. The vegetation is typically
semi-arid shrub savanna, or tree savanna. Dominant species are usually Acacia tortilis
and A. mellifera, though in the Mahalapye area A. erubescens, and on parts of the
Limpopo Boscia albitrunca may be dominant. On the lower Maclautsi and Tuni Rivers
the vegetation usually consists of low Colophospermum mopane shrub savanna. In
most areas there is an under-cover of mixed shrubs, mainly Grewia spp.
Texture and structure Texture ranges from sand to sandy clay or clay and there is
generally an increase in clay content from the topsoil to the upper subsoil. There is no
clear evidence that this is due to downward movement of clay, though weak clay skins
were noted in a few profiles. The reasons are most likely the removal of silt and clay
in the runoff water, as in the younger siallitic soils (Families IVA and IVB). The soil
structure is weak to moderate prismatic breaking to subangular or angular blocky, and
is usually more pronounced in sandy clay or clay soils. Permeability is good, though it
may be excessive in sandy soils.
Colour These soils are dark reddish brown to yellowish red in the upper subsoil and
the topsoils are usually very dark brown. There is no mottling, but below about 120 cm
(4 ft) the soil generally becomes less red in colour. Coarse sand consisting of partly
weathered rock fragments often appears as whitish specks contrasting with the red soil
colour.
Concretions Lime may occur within 120 cm (4 ft) of the surface as a layer of hard
white concretions, with no visible free lime in the soil above them. Below 120 cm
(4 f t ) , lime may appear as fine mycelia in the same way as in younger siallitic soils
(IVA and B). Iron concretions are not found, though there may be some red and
black iron staining in underlying gravel and weathered rock.
Soil reaction The pH of the topsoil ranges from neutral to medium acid. Generally the
sandier the soil, the more acid is the surface horizon. The pH usually increases slightly
below the surface and ranges from slightly acid to mildly alkaline at a depth of
60-90 cm (2-3 ft).
Organic matter These soils have a lower organic-matter content than the younger
siallitic soils (Families IVA and B), averaging about 0.7% in the surface horizon, and
decreasing gradually to about 0.4% in the deep subsoil. The carbon-nitrogen ratio is
8 to 10 in most profiles.
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CEC capacity The cation-exchange capacity is normally over 40 meq% clay, though
levels of 35-40 meq% clay were found in several profiles (144, 146, 185) which could
be regarded as transitional to fersiallitic soils.
ESP and salinity The ESP is low, though levels of up to 5 occur in a few profiles.
Salinity is also very low, the EC of the saturation extract generally being less than
0.5 mmhos/cm.
Nutrient status The available phosphorus level is medium in most profiles. Total phosphorus levels are lower than in younger siallitic soils, the average content being 0.015%
in the surface horizon decreasing to 0.013% in the lower subsoil. Exchangeable potassium
ranges from 0.24 to 1.09 meq%( average 0.48 meq%) in the surface horizon, decreasing
to an average of 0.38 meq% at 60-90 cm (2-3 ft). The average level of total potassium is
0.17% in the surface horizon, increasing to 0.25% at a depth of 60-90 cm (2-3 ft).
Family IVE Siallitic soils formed on alluvium or colluvium with restricted permeability and/or drainage and ESP less than 5, with lime (Profiles 41,122,
198,219)
IVF Siallitic soils similar to IVE, without lime (Profiles 1,12,13, 43, 60,
1 3 1 , 1 3 2 , 1 3 5 , 1 4 7 , 1 6 0 , 207, 216)
IVG Siallitic soils formed on alluvium or colluvium with restricted permeability and/or drainage and ESP between 5 and 15 (Profiles 2 6 , 4 2 , 74,
205)
Site and vegetation These soils occur widely on floodplains and alluvial terraces,
particularly in old river channels and other low-lying areas. Together with halomorphic
soils they form the dominant soil type on certain flood plains derived from granite in
the north of the survey area. They also occur on the lower slopes of valley sides and in
broad low-lying areas on uplands.
Where these soils occur on floodplains the vegetation consists of riparian woodland or
tree savanna. The dominant species include Acacia spp., Combretum imberbe,
C. hereroense, and Ziziphus mucronata. Mopane is dominant on certain floodplains
derived from granite in the north. Where these soils occur on older terraces and other
areas, the vegetation is generally shrub or tree savannah of Acacia spp., or A. mellifera
and A. tortilis thicket. Mopane coppice may also be found.
Texture and structure Texture ranges from sand to clay, and the surface horizon is
generally sandier than the underlying soil; the possible reasons for this are discussed
earlier (Soil Families IVA; IVB). The soil structure is also variable, ranging from strong
prismatic or columnar in soils which appear t o have been sodic at one time (profile
160) to weak subangular blocky (profile 122). Soils are included in these three
families on the basis of either compact, angular blocky or prismatic structure indicating
restricted permeability, or mottled colours indicating impeded drainage.
Colour These soils range in colour from dark reddish brown (profile 160) to dark
greyish brown (profile 122). Impeded drainage is indicated by mottles of various shades
from olive to strong brown.
Concretions Lime may occur as fine mycelia, as soft whitish accumulations up to
5 cm (2 in) in diameter or as hard white or grey concretions up to 1 cm (0.5 in) in
diameter. Iron concretions are not found, though there may be some black or yellow
iron staining in the mottled subsoil.
Soil reaction The reaction of the surface horizon ranges from medium acid to mildly
alkaline and generally becomes slightly less acid or more alkaline down the profile.
The subsoils of the calcareous soils and slightly sodic soils (Families IVE and IVG) are
moderately to strongly alkaline.
Organic matter The average organic-matter content is 1.1%, and this decreases to 0.6%
in the lower subsoil. There is no clear evidence that the organic-matter content is lower
in cultivated land.
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CEC The cation-exchange capacity averages 60 meq% clay. The exchange complex is
90-100% saturated in the calcareous and slightly sodic soils (Families IVE and IVG),
but averages 80% saturated in the non-calcareous soils (Family IVF).
ESP and salinity The ESP is variable, but where it exceeds 15 within 120 cm (4 ft) of
the surface, the soil is classed as halomorphic (Family IVH). Generally the ESP is low
(1 or less) at the surface, and increases gradually down the profile. The conductivity
(EC) of the saturation extract may be up to 4 mmhos/cm within 120 cm (4 ft) of the
surface, but if it is higher than this the soil is classed as halomorphic (Family IVH).
Nutrient status Available phosphorus levels of soils formed on alluvium are predominantly medium or high, though low levels were found particularly in the soils of floodplains derived from granite in the north of the survey area. In soils of the valley sides
and upland areas, available phosphorus is low to medium. Total phosphorus in most
profiles is 0.01 -0.02% throughout the profile. Exchangeable potassium averages
0.65 meq% soil.at the surface, and decreases with depth to about 0.50 meq% soil.
Total potassium averages about 0.25% at the surface, increasing slightly with depth.
Family IVH

Halomorphic siallitic soils (Profiles 24, 25, 6 1 , 1 6 3 , 1 8 7 , 200)

Site and vegetation Halomorphic soils occupy low lying areas in floodplains and old
alluvial terraces, and particularly the depressions which normally occur between floodplains and valley sides. They are also common in upland areas with impeded drainage,
particularly on granites and on shales of the Ecca and Dwyka Series (Karroo System).
On floodplains, the vegetation is normally sparse, with scattered Acacia tortilis,
A. karroo, and Combretum imberbe trees which often appear stunted, and few small
wiry Acacia spp., and Ziziphus mucronata shrubs. Tall mopane coppice or woodland
is sometimes found on floodplains in the north of the area. On uplands, the vegetation
is typically mopane coppice in the north and Acacia spp., shrub savanna or thicket in
the south. Usually only a few species occur in any particular area, and the height of
the shrubs or trees is very uniform. Dichrostachys cinerea is also found, sometimes as
a pure stand of low spindly shrubs. There is often a sharp break in upland areas from
the well-drained soils of the ridge tops, supporting woodland of mixed species, to the
badly-drained halomorphic soils on the middle and lower slopes, which support low
mopane or other shrubs, sometimes only 30-60 cm (1-2 ft) high; the soil surface is
often completely bare or with only a sparse grass cover.
Texture and structure In halomorphic soils formed on alluvium or colluvium the texture varies according to the nature of the material laid down and there is often little
sign of profile development. Halomorphic soils formed on some older alluvial terraces
(profile 200) and on uplands, usually have a sharp break from a sandy surface horizon
to a dense, very hard horizon of finer textured soil with columnar or prismatic structure. This horizon is almost impermeable and is usually dry below a few inches even
after heavy rain. The deflocculated sodic soil horizons absorb water very slowly and
break down to a sticky semi-liquid mass, contrasting with a friable tilth in wellflocculated soils. Non-sodic, saline soils are found only where irrigation has led to a
build-up of salinity. In these the soil remains we 11-flocculated and permeable, and
sodium domination of the exchange complex is prevented by the high proportion of
calcium and magnesium ions to sodium ions in the soil solution.
Colour The colour of halomorphic soils is variable, but greyish brown or olive colours
are most common and the subsoil is usually mottled. Dark reddish-brown or yellowishred colours are found in some soils, particularly on old alluvial terraces. A uniform
reddish soil colour usually indicates good drainage, the colour being due to iron oxides
which form only under conditions of good aeration. Where it occurs in a sodic soil,
either the colour or the high sodium content of thé soil may be the result of soilforming conditions which no longer exist. In either case, however, the high exchangeable-sodium level makes the soil deflocculated and therefore impermeable.
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Concretions Lime is often found as fine mycelia, as soft whitish accumulations, or as
hard white or grey concretions. Some halomorphic soils on floodplains are calcareous
throughout, but in sodic soils on uplands the sandy surface horizon is non-calcareous
while the deflocculated subsoil may have fine lime mycelia or small hard concretions.
Iron concretions are not found.
Soil reaction In sodic soils on floodplains and colluvium the surface horizon is usually
alkaline, occasionally very strongly alkaline, and the pH increases with depth. pH
values of over 10 were recorded in a number of profiles. On uplands and older alluvial
soils the sandy surface horizon is slightly acid and the deflocculated subsoil is
moderately or strongly alkaline.
Organic matter The content of organic matter ranges from 0.3 to 2% in the topsoil,
averaging 1%, and decreases to an average of 0.5% at 60-120 cm (24ft). The carbonnitrogen ratio is about 10 in most profiles.
CEC This is high, being over 50 meq% clay in the 14 profiles for which analyses are
available. The exchange complex is 100% saturated with metallic cations in all but 5
out of 18 profiles. Lower saturation levels of 60-90% are found in the upper horizons
of soils formed on uplands or old colluvium.
ESP and salinity By definition, halomorphic soils have either over 15% exchangeable
sodium or electrical conductivity of the saturation extract over 4 mmhos/cm within
120 cm (4 ft) of the surface. In many profiles on alluvium the ESP is high throughout
the profile, and levels up to over 80% were recorded. On uplands and older or betterdrained alluvium, there is generally a non-sodic layer a few inches to several feet thick
with a sharp break to a sodic layer, accompanied by a marked change to a heavier texture and/or compact structure.
Nutrient status Available phosphorus is low in most profiles; medium to high values
were found in a few profiles on alluvium. Total phosphorus content ranges from
0.008 to 0.06%, averaging 0.02%. Exchangeable potassium ranges from 0.13 to 1.92
meq% in the surface horizon; the average of 18 profiles was 0.59 meq%, and the level
increases slightly below the surface horizon in most profiles. Total potassium content
averages 0.25% in the topsoil, ranging from 0.09 to 0.55%, and increases slightly with
depth.
Family IVL Fine-textured siallitic soils on alluvium or colluvium, transitional to
vertisols (Profiles 143,149,196)
Site and vegetation These soils occupy flat or gently sloping areas of colluvium or
alluvium and are formed on materials derived from shales or basic igneous or metamorphic rocks, or were laid down under conditions of still or very gently flowing water.
The latter conditions are found extensively on the Limpopo and Marico Rivers, and to
a less extent the Notwani River. The vegetation generally consists of semi-arid shrub
savanna, and dominant species include Acacia tortilis, A. karroo, and other Acacia spp.
Other species occurring on the lower Maclautsi and Limpopo Rivers are Hyphaene
crinita and a large shrub locally called salt-bush (Salvadora persica?).
Texture and structure The texture is generally clay, but may be sandy clay or clay
loam, and is uniform throughout the soil profile, though alluvial layers of slightly
different textures may be found. The structure is moderate to strong prismatic or
angular blocky, but without the wide, deep cracks associated with vertisols. The surface is generally somewhat compact with fine angular blocky structure, though sometimes there may be a shallow granular surface mulch (profile 196). Weakly developed
slickensides may be found in the subsoil below a depth of about 30 cm (1 ft).
Colour These soils range in colour from black to dark brown and mottling may occur
in the subsoil. In calcareous soils the subsoil becomes lighter coloured and may merge
to a white or pale brown zone of lime concretions.
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Concretions Lime is usually found as soft mycelia or large accumulations, and hard
concretions which in some soils may be transported. In soils on the Limpopo River
gypsum may be found as small brownish lenticular crystals in the subsoil.
Soil reaction The surface horizon is neutral to mildly alkaline, while the subsoil is
mildly to moderately alkaline. One profile (143) has a medium acid reaction
throughout.
Organic matter The content of organic matter is 1 -3% at the surface, decreasing with
depth to 0.5-1%. The carbon-nitrogen ratio is about 10 throughout the profile.
CEC This is high, comparable to that of vertisols, and the exchange complex is over
90%, generally fully saturated.
ESP and salinity The ESP is variable, and may be up to 15 or more at a depth óf over
120 cm (4 ft). Where the ESP is 15 or more within 120 cm (4 ft), the soil is classed as
halomorphic (see profile 163, in Family IVH). Since these soils lack the self-mulching
properties of vertisols, irrigation may lead to structural breakdown where high levels
of exchangeable sodium occur, unless a soil amendment such as gypsum is applied.
None of the profiles analysed were saline; the EC of the saturation extract was less
than 1 mmho/cm.
Nutrient status Available phosphorus is adequate to high. Total phosphorus ranges
from about .005% in a soil derived from dolerite (Rock Type 3) to 0.17% in a soil
derived from basalt (Rock Type 6). Exchangeable potassium ranges from 0.65 to 1.20
meq% at the surface, but is much less (0.20-0.42 meq%) in the subsoil. Total potassium is in the range of 0.31 -0.61% in two profiles and 0.02-0.2% in two other profiles.
Family

IVM Siallitic red clays formed on basic rocks {Profiles 76,142)
IVN Calcareous soils formed on calcium-rich rocks (Profile 119)
IVP Generally shallow siallitic soils formed over miscellaneous rocks
(Profile 47)

Site and vegetation These three families comprise the upland soils formed on relatively
young land surfaces, or on upper slopes on older land surfaces, or under conditions of
low rainfall in the lower Shashi and Limpopo areas. They occur chiefly on middle and
upper slopes, giving way to colluvial soils on lower slopes and lithosols on ridge-tops.
The vegetation ranges from dry deciduous woodland to semi-arid shrub savanna
depending on rainfall and the availability of groundwater. In the north, mopane is
found on most soil types. It occurs as coppices on poorly drained soils, giving way to
tall mopane-dominated or mixed species woodland on moderately or well-drained soils.
Other species include Acacia karroo, A. tortilis, A. nigrescens, Terminalia prunioides
etc. On sandy soils Combretum apiculatum occurs as an understorey up to 6m (20 ft)
high. On shallow soils on ridge-tops, mopane may give way to Commiphora spp. and
Kirkia acuminata woodland. On old cultivated land Acacia tortilis is often the first
species to regenerate.
South of the Mokoro hills (which are between Palapyleand Mahalapye) the dominant
species are Acacia nigrescens, A. tortilis and A. erubescens on medium textured soils,
giving way to Boscia sp. in drier areas. On sandy soils the dominant species are
Combretum apiculatum, Peltophorum africanum and Acacia giraffae.
Texture and structure These characteristics vary according to the site and parent
material. Generally fine-textured soils are associated with basic igneous and metamorphic rocks and shales and tend to occur on middle slopes while the upper slope soils
are sandier. Structure varies according to texture and parent material. The red clays
derived from basic rocks have strong angular blocky or prismatic structure and slickensides may be found in the subsoil (profile 76). Often the lower part of the soil contains
numerous small stones which appear to have been moved up from the underlying rock
in the same type of churning process as that found in vertisols. The surface is compact
with fine angular blocky structure. Medium textured soils usually have weak or moderate subangular or angular blocky structure in the subsoil, with a more sandy structureless
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top soil. They overlie either weathering rock or a layer of densely packed quartz
pebbles a few inches to a foot or more thick above the weathered rock; the pebbles are
derived from quartz veins which are resistant to weathering. Soils formed from sandstones and shales tend to develop very weak structure. The clays are compact and the surface forms a hard impermeable crust which prevents water infiltration. The soils formed
on the Cave Sandstone in the Maclautsi area are particularly susceptible to wind erosion
due to lack of structure in the topsoil.
Colour The clays formed on basic rocks are dark red to dark reddish brown in colour,
while soils formed on miscellaneous rocks range from dark reddish brown on basic or
intermediate rocks to dark brown or very dark greyish brown on acid rocks. Soils
formed on calcium-rich rocks are generally dark brown to very dark greyish brown,
and those formed on sandstones and shales range from yellowish red to dark greyish
brown, often paler in colour than soils formed on igneous or metamorphic rocks.
Siallitic upland soils are normally well drained, though on granite or gneiss impeded
drainage and mottled subsoils may be found in soils which are transitional to halomorphic soils.
Concretions In soils formed over calcium-rich rocks (Family IVN) there is generally
a layer of white lime accumulation and concretions in the subsoil and the underlying
rock, and sometimes in the entire soil profile except that a few inches at the surface is
calcareous. In other soils (Families IVM, IVP) there is no lime, but sometimes a weak
effervescence is detectable with hydrochloric acid in the underlying rock. Iron staining
and sometimes small iron concretions may be found in red clays over basic rocks
(Family IVN), in the underlying gravel and weathered rock.
Soil reaction The pH of the surface horizon is neutral or slightly acid, occasionally
medium acid and increases slightly down the profile to neutral or mildly alkaline
(moderately alkaline in calcareous soils).
Organic matter These soils are low in organic matter; the content is usually less than
1% at the surface, decreasing to about 0.3% in the subsoil and underlying gravel. Higher
levels, up to 1.9%, were found in a few profiles, particularly red clays on basic rocks
(Family I VM) and soils on calcium-rich rocks (Family IVN). The carbon-nitrogen
ratio is about 10 throughout the profile.
CEC capacity This is variable, but higher than 40 meq% clay. Levels close to this
figure are found in soils transitional to fersiallitic soils. Saturation with metallic cations
is also variable and levels below 80% of the exchange complex occur mainly in soils
derived from intermediate or acid rocks.
ESP and salinity The ESP is low, though levels of up to 4 were noted in profiles on
calcareous rocks and in soils with impeded drainage on granite. These soils are nonsaline, the EC of the saturation extract being less than 1 mmho/cm.
Nutrient status Available phosphorus levels are moderate in most profiles. Total
phosphorus levels range from 0.004% to 0.13%, the latter value occurring in a soil
formed on basalt. The average for 13 profiles is 0.023%. Exchangeable potassium
averages 0.44 meq% at the surface and generally decreases slightly down the profile.
There appears to be little difference in the amount in soils on different rock types.
Total potassium averages 0.19% at the surface, increasing downwards to about 0.25%.
Family

V A Well drained fersiallitic soils formed over intermediate to basic igneous
or metamorphic rocks (Profiles 7 , 1 5 , 1 9 , 23, 2 8 , 4 4 , 4 8 , 50, 96,134,
175,176,177,194.211)
VB Well drained fersiallitic soils formed over acid igneous or metamorphic
rocks (Profiles 9 , 1 6 , 1 0 1 )
Site and vegetation These are mature soils, developed on upland and colluvial sites.
In the moister parts of the survey area, roughly north of Tsamaea and south of
Mochudi, they may be found on young land surfaces on slopes of 3-4%, but elsewhere
they are confined to gentle slopes of 1 -2% on older land surfaces. The well-drained
sandy soils formed over acid rocks occur on upper slopes only, giving way to soils with
iron pans or impermeable clay horizons on the middle and lower slopes. The vegetation
varies according to the climate. North of Tsamaea it consists of woodland, of mixed
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species including Peltophorum africanum, Albizia harveyi, Sclerocarya caffra,
Terminalia sericea, Burkea africana, Rhus lancea, Combretum apiculatum and other
species. On sandy soils Terminalia sericea is often dominant, while it does not occur
on medium or fine textured soils. Between Tsamaea and the Mokoro hills north of
Mahalapye the woodland becomes dominated by mopane and Commiphora spp., with
Lonchocarpus capassa, Acacia nigrescens and Combretum apiculatum. Between the
Mokoro hills and Mochudi Acacia nigrescens woodland with mixed species is found,
and south of Mochudi the vegetation is similar to that north of Tsamaea.
Texture and structure The texture ranges from sand to clay; the clay content increases
below the surface horizon. In the field, these soils feel slightly less sticky for a given
texture than do siallitic soils, due to a lower proportion of montmorillonite in the clay
fraction. The structure of the sandier soils is weak subangular blocky or absent. The
medium and fine textured soils are separated at the series level into those with weak or
moderate subangular blocky structure and good permeability, and those with strong,
compact, angular blocky structure and restricted permeability. The latter usually have
distinct shiny surfaces on structural units in the subsoil; this may be due partly to
downward clay movement and partly to pressures caused by expansion of the clay on
wetting (profile 134). The surface horizon of sandy soils is structureless and soft or
loose, while in medium textured soils it is firm and slightly compacted to 2.5-5 cm
(1-2 in), with a weak or moderate blocky structure below.
Colour The medium and fine textured soils are very dark brown to dark reddish brown
at the surface, merging to dark red in the subsoil. The deep subsoil may be lighter in
colour, yellowish red or reddish brown, with a few dark mottles associated with iron
concretions. The coarse sand fraction, consisting of quartz and some partly weathered
rock fragments, is usually stained to the same colour as the soil, though sometimes
unstained coarse material is found. The sandy soils (Family VB) are separated into dark
red or dark reddish brown soils formed on moderately acid rocks, and pale brown to
grey soils formed on very acid rocks. Good examples of the latter are found extensively
around Tsessebe in the north of the survey area. In these, the surface horizon is dark
grey or dark greyish brown, while the subsoil is very pale brown or white, loose sand.
Concretions Iron concretions are usually, though not always, found in the deep subsoil and underlying gravel or weathered rock. Soil series are classified according to
whether iron concretions are scattered or absent, or form a continuous layer. Even
where they form a continuous layer this is porous and easily penetrated by plant roots,
with no indication of impeded drainage. In very sandy soils iron concretions are
scattered or absent, and the pale subsoil merges to coarse, crumbling, excessively
permeable weathered rock. Lime is not found in these soils.
So/7 reaction The soils are slightly to medium acid at the surface, and the reaction is
more or less constant down the profile, though some profiles become slightly more
acid with depth. No profile pits were sampled on the pale sandy fersiallitic soils, but
from colorimetric tests on auger samples it appears that the surface horizon is slightly
to medium acid, and the soilbecomes slightly more acid, to medium or strongly acid,
down the profile.
Organic matter In most areas, these soils are low in organic matter, the average content
being about 1.1% at the surface decreasing to 0.7% in the deep subsoil. A number of
profiles from around the Vukwe hills have a higher content, ranging from 1.1 to 1.6%
at the surface. The carbon-nitrogen ratio is about 10 in the surface horizon, and
decreases with depth to 7 or 8.
CEC This is lower than in siallitic soils, being less than 40 meq% clay in the upper subsoil. It is often higher in the surface horizon due to the effect of the organic matter, and
often rises slightly in the deep subsoil and parent material. Percentage saturation of the
exchange complex with metallic cations is 70-80% in the upper subsoil, and increases
to over 80% in the lower subsoil and parent material.
ESP and salinity The ESP is low, normally 1 or less throughout the profile. The
electrical conductivity is also low, less than 0.5 mmhos/cm throughout the profile.
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Nutrient status Available phosphorus is moderate in most profiles. The total phosphorus content in 24 profiles averaged 0.016% at the surface with a very slight decrease
down the profile. The level of exchangeable potassium ranges from 0.26 to 1.08 meq %
(average 0.54 meq %) at the surface, decreasing to an average of 0.28 meq% in the lower
subsoil. The total potassium content averages 0.18% at the surface, increasing to 0.26%
in the lower subsoil
Families VC

Fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage derived from intermediate or
basic igneous or metamorphic rocks (Profiles 1 1 , 20, 2 1 , 22, 27, 97,
102,103, 148)
VD Fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage derived from acid igneous or
metamorphic rocks (Profiles 1 4 , 1 3 3 , 1 4 0 , 1 6 9 , 1 7 4 )

Site and vegetation When they occur on intermediate and basic rocks these soils occupy
the lower slopes of pediments and broad, almost flat low lying areas on old land
surfaces. When they occur on acid rocks they may be found on the upper, middle or
lower slopes where the soil is underlain by impermeable rock, and usually give way
to siallitic soils with impeded drainage and halomorphic soils in low-lying areas. The
vegetation is generally lower and more open than that on well-drained fersiallitic soils,
though it consists of tall mixed-species woodland in some areas with moderately
impeded drainage. Tall mopane coppice is found at many sites in the northern half of
the area, often accompanied by Combretum apiculatum, which is also found as an
understorey in tall mixed species woodland. On sandy soils Terminalia sericea is
commonly found, particularly on shallow sands over ironpans. Around Mahalapye the
vegetation consists of mixed Acacia erubescens, A. tortilis, A. nigrescens and
Peltophorum africanum woodland, with Combretum apiculatum understorey on sandy
soils.
Texture and structure Soils derived from intermediate and basic rocks are medium to
fine-textured, with the clay content increasing below a sandy surface horizon. The
structure of the surface horizon is weak, slightly compacted and platy to about 2.5 cm
(1 in), but porous below. The subsoil is weak prismatic or subangular blocky, with
moderate to good permeability. A t a depth of 60-120 cm (2-4 ft) the soil may merge
or change abruptly to a poorly structured, more compact zone of mottling and iron
accumulation. Soils derived from acid rocks are sandy, and there may be no detectable
increase in clay content below the surface horizon. The structure is weak or absent, and
the soils are excessively permeable. A t a depth ranging from a few inches to 120 cm
(4 ft) or more there may be an abrupt transition to a hard iron pan or discontinuous
iron concretions, or to impermeable clay. In some soils (profile 14) there is a hard,
compact sand horizon which appears to be cemented with silica. Where there is an ironpan it is usually permeable, but it is underlain by impermeable granite or clayey
weathered granite, or sometimes by a layer of bleached sand which in turn overlies
impermeable rock.
Colour Soils derived from intermediate or basic rocks are dark reddish brown to dark
brown in the upper subsoil, and the colour changes to brown or yellowish brown with
many greyish and reddish coloured mottles in the zone of waterlogging. Soils derived
from acid rocks are dark greyish brown to yellowish red, becoming paler with depth.
The ironpan or concretions are brown and the soil is not mottled, though the
interiors of the concretions may be brown, black, yellow and red. Sand underlying
the ironpan ranges from greyish brown to strong brown in colour. Where present the
impermeable clay layer is grey or dark grey, with olive or yellowish brown mottles.
Concretions Iron concretions are normally found. In soils derived from intermediate
or basic rocks they are associated with red and yellow mottling and are dark brown or
black in colour. They do not usually form a continuous pan except in some colluvial
soils overlying impermeable rock (profile 22). In soils derived from acid rocks, the
abrupt change to a hard ironpan often underlain by bleached sand indicates that it was
formed under a fluctuating watertable. From the lack of mottles associated with many
of these ironpans it seems that they may have been formed under moister conditions
than those existing at present. Free lime is not found, except occasionally as a weak
effervescence in the impermeable clay underlying soils on lower slopes above acid
rocks.
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So/7 reaction The soil is slightly to medium acid at the surface, and the pH is usually
uniform or decreases slightly down the profile. One profile (169) near Mahalapye was
strongly acid at the surface, becoming extremely acid at 48 cm (19 in), while in several
profiles the lower subsoil was neutral or mildly alkaline.
Organic matter The organic-matter content is generally low, averaging 0.8% at the
surface and decreasing down the profile to 0.5%. The carbon-nitrogen ratio is about
10 throughout the profile.
CEC This is normally less than 40 meq% clay in the subsoil. Saturation with metallic
cations is about 70-80% at the surface, increasing slightly to 80-85% in the lower subsoil. In the sandy soils (Family VD) the saturation percentage decreases from 70-80%
at the surface.
ESP and salinity The ESP is usually low, though appreciable levels of 5 or more were
found in the lower horizons of some soils, and in one profile (140) an ESP of 20 was
recorded in the underlying clayey weathered granite. If such soils were common there
might be a case for creating a separate family of halomorphic fersiallitic soils. However,
this would not have much practical significance as this type of clay seems to be almost
completely impermeable irrespective of the exchangeable sodium level.
Nutrient status Available phosphorus levels are moderate in most medium to fine
textured soils, but low in the sandy soils. The total phosphorus of the sandy soils
(Family VD) averages 0.008% in six profiles, while in the medium to fine textured
soils it averages 0.015%. Exchangeable potassium content averages 0.6 meq% in the
topsoil of the medium-to-fine textured soils, decreasing slightly in the subsoil. In the
sandy soils it is lower, averaging 0.3 meq'% in the topsoil. The total potassium content
shows a similar trend, averaging 0.2-0.4% in the medium and fine textured soils against
0.1% in the sandy soils.
Family VE

Fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage derived from sedimentary rocks
(Profiles 214, 217, 218, 220, 2 2 1 , 222, 223)

Site and vegetation All the profile pits in this type of soil were sited on relatively deep
alluvium or colluvium derived from a variety of sedimentary rocks of the Transvaal,
Waterberg and Karroo Systems in the south of the survey area. Large areas were
mapped on the old alluvial terraces in the Taung valley at Mogobane. Here they occur
on the upper and middle slopes where their impeded drainage is due to the impermeable underlying shale; the lower slopes are occupied by siallitic soils with impeded
drainage or by halomorphic soils. In other areas, where the underlying rock is more
permeable, these soils occupy the lower slopes and the bottoms of depressions, grading
into well-drained fersiallitic soils (Family VA) on higher ground. No profile pits were
described on uplands on this type of soil, as in the areas surveyed the upland soils were
mostly lithosols, too shallow and stony to be of any agricultural value. Most soils of
this family are under cultivation; one profile in grazing land was under mixed species
shrub savanna. The vegetation consists of shrub or tree savanna with Peltophorum
africanum and Acacia spp. On the sandier soils, Combretum apiculatum or Terminalia
sericea may become dominant.
Texture and structure The soil texture ranges from loamy sand to clay. The clay content generally increases down the profile; this may be due partly to the effects of
runoff water in removing clay and silt in suspension, and also to the effects of termites.
It may also be due to the leaching of clay down the profile; clay linings were noted in
pores and on the surfaces of structural aggregates in a number of profiles. The structure
of the subsoil is either absent altogether or weak subangular to angular blocky; the finetextured soils show little difference from the medium- and coarse-textured soils in this
respect. A common characteristic of these soils is the poor structure of the surface
horizon. Where there is a good cover of grass the surface is porous, with a crumb structure, but if the grass cover is removed by excessive grazing the surface rapidly becomes
compacted, with a hard crust and weak platy structure to a depth of up to 5 cm (2 in).
This prevents the germination of grass seeds and also seriously reduces the infiltration
of water; a number of auger holes described at Mogobane early in 1967, after rains
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totalling about 400 mm (16 in) had fallen, were wet to only 15-30 cm (6-12 in). A
second effect of the poor structure of the surface horizon is the formation of a plough
pan which was particularly noticeable in seven profile pits in different parts of the
Mogobane irrigation scheme.
Colour These soils are generally paler in colour than soils derived from igneous and
metamorphic rocks. The surface horizon is dark brown, merging to a brown, reddish
brown or yellowish red subsoil; there is little difference in colour between the dry and
the moist soil. A t a depth of 60-120 mm (2-4 ft) the soil colour merges to brown or
olive with reddish brown or light olive brown mottles and black or red and yellow iron
concretions.
Concretions Iron concretions are usually found in the subsoil, at depths ranging from
60 cm (2 ft) to 180 cm (6 f t ) , depending on the depth of a zone of intermittent waterlogging either in low lying land or over impermeable rock. The iron concretions range
in colour from black to a combination of red, black and yellow and are rounded or
nodular in appearance. They range in quantity from a few small concretions up to 1 cm
(0.5 in) across to a continuous layer of concretions or a continuous ironpan. Lime
concretions, or free lime in any form, are not found in these soils.
So/7 reaction The surface horizon is slightly to medium acid, occasionally strongly acid,
and the pH increases slightly down the profile to a neutral or slightly acid subsoil. The
surface horizon of some profiles at Mogobane was neutral or even slightly alkaline,
possibly induced by applications of calcareous fertilisers; there was no evidence of
salinity.
Organic matter These soils are generally low in organic matter, with an average content
of 1.1% in the surface horizon, decreasing down the profile to 0.5% in the lower subsoil.
The carbon-nitrogen ratio is about 10 throughout the profile.
CEC The CEC of these soils is between 25 and 40 meq% clay, and includes some of the
lowest levels found in the soils of Botswana. The exchange complex is 80-90% saturatedwith metallic cations; this saturation percentage is slightly higher than in other fersiallitic
soils.
ESP and salinity The ESP of most profile pits is low, rising from 1 or less at the surface
to between 2 and 4 in the subsoil. The soils are non-saline in their natural state, though
there was evidence of a slight accumulation of salts in parts of the Mogobane irrigation
scheme.
Nutrient status The level of available phosphorus is moderate to high in the surface
horizon and low to moderate in the subsoil. The level of total phosphorus averages
0.02% in the topsoil, decreasing slightly in the subsoil. The average amount of exchangeable potassium is 0.5 meq% soil in the surface horizon, decreasing slightly down the
profile. The total potassium content ranges from 0.16-0.38% in the topsoil, averaging
0.27%, and increases down the profile to an average of 0.38% at 60-90 cm (2-3 ft).

DISCUSSION OF SOIL ANALYTICAL DATA
Comparison of the analytical data of soil families
Table 17 lists the most important analytical data of the main soil families within each
soil group
The base saturation and cation-exchange capacity reflect a greater degree of both
weathering and leaching from the halomorphic soils, vertisols and immature soils at
one extreme, through the calcareous siallitic soils to the non-calcareous siallitic soils,
and finally to the fersiallitic soils at the other extreme.
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TABLE 17

Analytical data in relation to soil families: means and standard deviations

Characteristic

Vertisols

Regosols

Family

IA

MIA
1MB

No. of profiles analysed

4

10

Mean

S.D.

Mean

Soil reaction

6.7
6.7
6.7

0.4
0.3
0.2

7.7
8.0
8.4

Organic matter %

2.0
0.8
0.6

1.4
0.1
0.1

1.9
1.4
1.3

CEC meq % clay
(lower subsoil)* til)**
Exch. Na meq%*

Base sat. %

>50
1
1
1
100
100
100

0
0
0

-

I
S.D.)
0.7 |
0.9
0.3;
I'0.7 ,
0.3 i
0.3

Siallitic soils

Fersiallitic soils

IIIC

IVA

IVB

IVD

IVE

IVF

IVH

VA

VC

VD

VE

14

20

13

25

12

18

18

24

14

6

12

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

8.1
8.6
8.7

0.8
0.6
0.7

7-3
7.4
7.6

0.4
0.5
0.5

6.6
6.9
7.1

0.6
0.5
0.7

6.4
6.5
6.8

0.6
0.5
0.5

7.2
7.6
7.9

0.4
0.6
0.6

6.7
6.6
6.9

0.6
0.6
0.7

7.9
9.0
9.3

1.2
1.0
0.8

6.3
6.3
6.5

0.5
0.4
0.3

6.3
6.3
6.4

0.3
0.4
0.5

6.0
5.8
5.8

0.3
0.4
0.7

6.4
6.4
6.6

0.7
0.4
0.2

2.1
1.6
1.2

0.6
0.4
0.5

1.1
0.7
0.6

0.5
0.2
0.2

0.9
0.7
0.5

0.2
0.1
0.1

0.7
0.6
0.4

0.3
0.2
0.2

1.4
0.9
0.6

0.7
0.2
0.2

1.0
0.7
0.6

0.5
0.3
0.3

1.0
0.7
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2

1.1
0.8
0.6

0.5
0.3
0.2

0.9
0.6
0.5

0.3
0.2
0.1

0.7
0.4
0.4

0.2
0.1
0.2

1.1
0.6
0.5

0.7
0.2
0.1

110

70

70

75

45

70

55

65

35

35

41

30

1
4
8

11
26
31

1
2
2

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
2
2

1
1
2

17
3?
47

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
2

1
2
2

97
98
100

I

99
100
100

1

2
0
0

98
97
99

5
5
2

88
92
91

14
9
8

84
87
91

15
12
8

98
96
100

5
5
1

80
82
85

16
16
14

12
6
3

93
98
99

79
81
83

12
10
10

77
81
80

10
11
13

74
74
65

26
20
23

82
83
87

12
6
5

...,. ....

'Available' P (topsoil) t

Medium-high

Low-high I

Low-high

Medium-high

Medium-high

Total P%

0.025 0.006
0.023 0.006
0.021 0.006

0.033 0.035
0.031 0.036
0.032 0.039

0.041 0.021
0.035 0.019
0.036 0.016

0.037 0.29
0.036 0.29
0.035 0.33

0.024 0.005
0.021 0.004
0.021 0.003

0.015 0.005
0.014 0.004
0.013 0.003

0.028 0.013
0.025 0.013
0.023 0.014

0.017 0.005
0.014 0.004
0.014 0.004

0.020 0.011
0.018 0.009
0.020 0.013

0.017 0.005
0.016 0.003
0.015 0.004

0.015 0.006
0.015 0.005
0.014 0.007

0.009 0.003
0.007 0.002
0.007 0.002

0.020 0.004
0.016 0.003
0.015 0.003

Exch. K meq % soil

0.63
0.38
0.25

0.61
0.33
0.15

0.98
0.64
0.73

0.30!
0.19 1
0.31 |

l:09
0.83
0.81

0.50
0.28
0.31

0.80
0.47
0.41

0.45
0.28
0.23

0.48
0.31
0.25

0.23
0.15
0.14

0.46
0.41
0.37

0.19
0.16
0.18

0.77
0.53
0.52

0.23
0.25
0.26

0.46
0.37
0.37

0.20
0.20
0.22

0.59
0.72
0.54

0.48
0.82
0.60

0.54
0.31
0.27

0.23
0.16
0.13

0.62
0.55
0.32

0.36
0.33
0.44

0.26
0.20
0.17

0.09
0.11
0.13

0.50
0.42
0.37

0.23
0.30
0.31

Total K %

0.15
0.15
0.14

0.03
0.02
0.02

0.39
0.36
0.33

0.19 i
0.18
0.12 |

0.47
0.45
0.43

0.24
0.17
0.15

0.25
0.27
0.25

0.14
0.17
0.16

0.18
0.24
0.23

0.09
0.15
0.15

0.16
0.24
0.25

0.07
0.14
0.11

0.32
0.33
0.31

0.13
0.12
0.14

0.22
0.28
0.30

0.09
0.12
0.14

0.25
0.32
0.32

0.15
0.17
0.16

0.18
0.24
0.25

0.06
0.07
0.08

0.24
0.32
0.38

0.13
0.15
0.18

0.09
0.09
0.15

0.04
0.04
0.02

0.27
0.33
0.38

0.08
0.09
0.10

ClayV

7
8
12

52
57
58

1

1
1

49
54
49

12
21
22

9
17
17

Medium

10
17
22

Medium-high

20
29
26

Medium

18
30
29

Low

23
29
30

Medium

20
37
39

Medium

16
28
32

Low

8
13
23

Medium

19
27
33

Figures are given for three soil layers; the topsoil, approx 0-15 cm (0-6 in); the upper subsoil, approx 30-60 cm (12-24 in); and the lower subsoil, approx 60-120 cm (2-4 ft).
*

Standard deviations were not calculated for cation-exchange capacity (CEO and clay percentage owing to the limited mechanical-analysis data, and for exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) as this was used as a criterion in classifying soil families,

t

See Appendix 4 for definitions of high, medium and low available phosphorus.
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The base saturation figures given in Table 17 are slightly misleading in soil families
IMA, NIB, MIC, IVA, IVE and IVH, where the modal value is 100% throughout the
profile, but low values of 80-90% in a few profiles have affected the mean.
The soil reaction is alkaline, as would be expected, in the halomorphic soils, the
vertisote and those siallitic soils in which free lime is present. The lack of lime accumulation in the regosols is indicated by the near neutral reaction. The non-calcareous
siallitic soils and the fersiallitic soils are neutral to slightly acid, though the sandy
fersiallitic soils. Family VD, are medium acid.
The organic-matter content is highest in the vertisols, where its uniformity with depth
is evident. High values in families IA and IVE are influenced by individual profiles. An
attempt to relate the organic-matter content to land use is shown in Table 18. Land
use is characterised according to whether the land is currently under cultivation or
shows signs of having been cultivated during the past ten years or not.
TABLE 18

Organic matter content of the soil in relation to land use*
Organic matter %

Soil family
Cultivated/abandoned land

IVA

IVC, I V D

IVE, I V F . I V G

VA.VB

VC.VD

Uncultivated land

Mean

S.D.

No. sites

Mean

S.D.

No. sites

0.9
0.6
0.5

0.3
0.2
0.2

7

1.2
0.7
0.6

0.5
0.3
0.3

13

0.6
0.5
0.4

0.3
0.2
0.1

14

0.7
0.6
0.5

0.3
0.3
0.2

13

1.0
0.8
0.6

0.4
0.3
0.4

10

1.2
03
0.6

0.6
0.3
0.2

22

1.1
0.7
0.7

0.3
0.2
0.2

19

1.1
0.7
0.5

0.7
0.3
0.2

8

0.7
0.5
0.4

0.1
0.1
0.1

6

0.9
0.6
0.5

0.3
0.2
0.1

14

* Figures are given for three soil layers: the topsoil, approx 0 - 1 5 cm ( 0 - 6 in),
the upper subsoil, approx 3 0 - 6 0 cm (12-24 in); and the lower subsoil approx
6 0 - 1 2 0 cm (24-48 in).

The table shows that in four out of the five groups of soils listed the mean organic
matter content is 0.1-0.2% higher in uncultivated land. The variation between individual sites is high however.
The phosphorus and potassium data are not very closely related to the soil families
except in a few instances. The high total phosphorus levels in families IIIA and B, IIIC,
IVA and IVE are due to the influence of a few augerholes, mainly derived from basalt,
that contain up to 0.19% phosphorus (profiles 149, 150). Available phosphorus levels
are consistently low only in the halomorphic soils (Family IVH) and the sandy
fersiallitic soils. Elsewhere they are variable, with the highest levels being found in soils
derived from basalt. The exchangeable potassium content is consistently high in the
vertisols, averaging around 1 meq%, but is very variable in other soils. Comparatively
low levels are found in the sandy fersiallitic soils, in which the low levels of total
phosphorus and potassium are a reflection of their relatively high degree of weathering
and consequent lack of weatherable minerals. In most soils the total potassium content
bears some relationship to the clay content.
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The relationship between soil chemical characteristics and the origin of the soil
There is an apparent relationship between certain chemical soil characteristics and the
rock from which the soil is derived, and the origin of the soil, whether residual, colluvial or alluvial. This was noticed particularly in the phosphorus content of soils
derived from basalt.
Table 19 relates the phosphorus and potassium content, and the calcium-magnesium
ratio, to the parent rock of the 78 profiles which can be ascribed to a single parent
material. There is wide variation between individual profiles on all rock types, but some
trends can be observed. The total phosphorus level is markedly higher in soils formed
on basalt than on other soils, and lowest in the soils formed on granite. In general the
extractable phosphorus levels, particularly measured by Method A * , are lower in the
soils derived from Basement Complex gneisses, granites and dolerite than in those
derived from the Messina System, basalt and sedimentary rocks.
TABLE 19
Rock
type

Chemical characteristics of upland and colluvial soils in relation to their parent rock

No. of
profiles

Extractable P(ppm)*

Total P%t

Mean and S.D.
Methpd A Method B

Mean S.D.

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Exch. K t
meq%

Total K%t Ca/Mg ratio * *

1

19

1.4 ± 0.7
(4)tt

10.2 ±8.4
(15)

0.012 0.006
0.012 0.007
0.009 0.004

0.39
0.37
0.36

0.36
0.40
0.31

0.14
0.22
0.25

0.09
0.16
0.15

1.7

0.7

2

21

3.7 ± 3.6
(10)

9.1 ± 2.4
(10)

0.024 0.011
0.022 0.010
0.022 0.011

0.69
0.41
0.40

0.28
0.24
0.24

0.27
0.28
0.28

0.11
0.13
0.14

1.7

0.6

3

6

1.5 ± 1.6
(4)

9.1
(2)

0.016 0.005
0.012 0.004
0.011 0.003

0.91
0.51
033

0.32
0.25
0.24

0.27
0.28
0.28

0.08
0.09
0.12

13

0.4

4

8

10.1
(2)

14.8 ±5.4
(6)

0.023 0.014
0.022 0.012
0.024 0.014

0.78
0.53
0.48

0.19
0.19
0.25

0.25
0.29
0.28

0.07
0.06
0.03

2.7

1.2

5

NIL

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

7

0.98
0.43
0.60

0.34
0.24
0.35

0.34
0.29
0.33

0.24
0.21
0.19

15

1.6

0.38
0.38
0.37

—

0.18
0.22
0.22

—

9.1

—

0.76
0.51
0.47

0.61
0.38
0.41

0.37
0.38
0.40

0.26
0.18
0.17

2.3

1.9

7

2

8

15

9.2 ±4.1
(5)

—

8.4 ±8.1
(6)

-

-

-

57.6
(2)

0.092 0.059
0.089 0.052
0.089 0.044

12

0.11
0.12
0.10

—

16.7 ±10.5 0.022 0.008
0.017 0.004
(9)
0.017 0.005

*

Extractable P is measured by two methods; Olsen's method A on alkaline soils, and the dilute
acid-fluoride method B on acid soils. See Appendix 4 for descriptions

t

Total P%, exchangeable K and total K% are given at 3 depths; the topsoil, approx 0-15 cm
(0-6 in), the upper subsoil, approx 30-60 cm (12-24 in), and the lower subsoil, approx 60-120cm
(24-48 in)

**

The Ca/Mg ratio is calculated from the exchangeable cations in the upper subsoil

tt

Numbers in brackets show number of profiles

The total potassium levels show a very wide variation in most soils, with a tendency to
be higher than average in soils derived from basalts and miscellaneous sandstones, and
lower in soils derived from granite and acid gneisses. These trends can be accounted for
by similar trends in the clay contents of the soils. The exchangeable potassium levels
are also extremely variable, though rather lower in soils derived from granites and acid
gneisses than in other soils.
There is no definite relationship between the calcium-magnesium ratio and rock types,
though it shows a markedly greater variability in soils derived from Messina system,
basalt and sedimentary rocks (Rock Types 4, 6, 7, 8) than in other soils.
* Method A is described in Appendix 4
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TABLE 2 0

Soil origin

Chemical characteristics of soils in relation t o their origin

No of
sites

Extractable P (ppm)
Mean and S.D.

Total P t

Exch. K t

%

%

Total K t

%

Ca/Mg ratio

Method A

Method B

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Upland
(residual)

66

4±4
(11)*

11 ± 7
(56)

0.018
0.017
0.015

0.016
0.015
0.009

0.57
0.40
0.40

0.35
0.27
0.27

0.21
0.25
0.28

0.13
0.13
0.13

2.4

1.7

Col lu vial

81

6 + 5
(36)

14 + 15
(43)

0.025
0.02Ó
0.023

0.027
0.025
0.024

0.65
0.50
0.47

0.40
0.30
0.36

0.27
0.32
0.32

0.17
0.17
0.17

1.9

1.1

Alluvial

69

9±7
(32)

37 ± 5 2
(35)

0.027
0.025
0.024

0.019
0.019
0.021

0.65
0.56
0.46

0.39
0.51
0.36

0.24
0.29
0.28

0.14
0.18
0.15

2.5

1.5

Average

216

7
(79)

19
(134)

0.023
0.022
0.021

0.62
0.49
0.44

0.24
0.29
0.29

2.2

* Numbers in brackets show number of profiles
t See Table 19

The variability of the figures is again apparent, and no trends can be seen except in the
total phosphorus content which is lower in upland soils than in colluvial or alluvial
soils, and available phosphorus where there is a slight apparent increase from uplands
to colluvial soils to alluvial soils. However, the mean figures for colluvial and alluvial
soils are considerably influenced by the high values of individual profiles derived from
basalt.
TABLE 21

Mean, median and modal levels of available phosphorus related to soil origin
Available P

Soil origin

Method A
Mean Median

Method B

Modal

Mean Median

Modal

Upland

4

3

2

11

9

8

Colluvial

6

4

3

14

10

9

Alluvial

9

8

3

37

20

9

Here it can be seen that the modal value, that about which the greatest number of
individual values is grouped, is much the same irrespective of the soil origin, but there
is a greater proportion of high values occurring in soils of colluvial and alluvial origin,
as indicated by the median and arithmetic mean values.

SOIL PERMEABILITY
Field permeability tests were done, using the 'pour-in' method, at 43 profile pits,
whilst infiltration tests were done with double-ring infiltrometers at 25 profile pits.
The methods used in these tests and their results are given in Appendix 2.
Subsoil

The tests by the 'pour in' method were designed to establish ranges of permeability for
different types of soil which could be used in the design of field drainage systems,
should these become necessary in an irrigation scheme. The relationship between the
permeability readings and certain groupings of soil series is shown in Table 22. As would
be expected, a clear correlation emerges between the permeability reading and the soil
texture, structure and drainage.
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TABLE 22

Tfio relationship between permeability, soil structure, and the soil families and series
(See Appendix 2, Table 1)

Soil family/series

Texture

No of
sites

Average perm.

Range of perm.

m/d

in/h

m/d

-

in/h

-

Vertisols
IMC

Clay

1

0.02

0.03

Well drained alluvial or
colluvial siallitic soils
I V A , B, D

Loamy sand
Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam

2
4
9

1.5
1.5
0.7

2.5
2.5
1.2

0.8-2.1
1.3-1.8
0.3-1.2

1.3-3.4
2.2-3.0
0.5-2.0

Siallitic soils with restricted
permeability and impeded
drainage
IV F 1 . 2 , 4 ; G 1

Sandy clay loam

3

0.2

0.3

0.07-0.3

0.11 -0.5

Sandy clay

2

0.01

0.02

0.00-0.02

0.00-0.04

Siallitic soils with impeded
drainage only
IV E3; F3; L

Sandy clay loam

6

0.23

0.4

0.10-0.4

1.16-0.7

Clay loam

1

0.2

0.3

Loamy sand
Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam

1
1
2

0.07
0.12
0.01

0.12
0.2
0.02

0.00-0.02

0.00-0.03

Upland siallitic soils
IV N, P

Sandy clay loam

2

0.9

1.5

0.10-1 a

0.17-2.9

Fersiallitic soils with
restricted permeability
VAI

Sandy clay loam

1

0.3

0.5

Clay

1

0.09

0.14

Well drained fersiallitic
soils
VA2.4

Sandy clay

3

0.6

1.0

Fersiallitic soils with
impeded drainage
VC;D

Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam

1
1

0.6
0.4

0.9
0.7

Sandy clay
Iron pan

1
1

0.2
0.2

0.4
0.4

Halomorphic soils
IV H

—

0.3-0.8

—

0.4-1.4

-

Most of the tests were done on sandy clay loam or sandy clay soils, and in these the
effect of differences in structure and drainage can be seen most clearly. When they are
well-drained (Families and Series IV A, B, D; V A 2 , 4), their permeability is 0.6 m/d
(1 in/h) or more. Soils with impeded drainage (Families and Series IV E3; F3; L;
V C , D) have permeabilities of 0.2-0.6 m/d (0.3-0.9 in/h), while those with restricted
permeability, indicated by their compact structure (Familes and Series III C; IV F 1 , 2,
4, G 1 , V A 1 ) , have permeabilities of 0.01 -0.3 m/d (0.02-0.5 in/h). Within each family
the coarser textured soils are more permeable, except halomorphic soils, which are very
slowly permeable regardless of the texture.
From the limited data obtained during this survey there appears to be no relationship
between the permeability of the soil and the soil orders; calcimorphic soils with a given
texture, structure and drainage status have the same permeability as have kaolinitic soils
with the same characteristics of texture, structure and drainage.
Surface horizon
The infiltrometer tests were done using a 5-7.5 cm (2-3 in) head of water above the
soil surface, that would simulate the conditions occurring in surface irrigation. The
time taken for the water level in the infiltrometer t o drop from 7.5 cm (3 in) t o 5 cm
(2 in) above the soil surface was measured, and water was then added to bring the level
back to the 7.5 cm (3 in) mark. Readings were continued for two days and the initial
rate was taken as the number of inches of water entering the soil in the first hour, and
the final rate was taken as the average over the last four hours of the second day.
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The results of these tests indicate that the final infiltration rate under surface irrigation
on most Botswana soils ranges from 0.5 m/d (1 in/h) to 1.4 m/d (2.3 in/h). The
relationship between the initial and final infiltration rates and the texture and drainage
status of vertisols and siallitic soils is shown in Table 23. As only two tests were done
on fersiallitic soils at profiles 148 and 2 1 1 , these are excluded from this table.
TABLE 23

Infiltration rate in relation to soil texture and drainage*

Soil category and texture
of the upper subsoil

Vertisols (III)

No of
profiles

2

Average initial rate

Average final rate

m/d

in/h

m/d

in/h

0.6

1.0

0.09

0.15

Siallitic soils ( I V )
(a) Well drained, ( I V A . B ,
D) loamy sand or sandy
loam upper subsoil t

10

23

4.8

1.4

2.3

(b) Well drained ( I V A . B ,
D) sandy clay loam upper
subsoil

5

2.1

3.5

0.9

1.4

(c) With impeded drainage
( I V E , F)

3

2.2

3.6

1.0

1.7

(d) Fine-textured (IV L)

1

1.6

2.7

0.5

0.9

(e) Halomorphic (IV H)

2

1.5

2.4

0.5

0.8

* See Appendix 2,Table 2
t Upper subsoil at 1 5 - 3 0 c m (6-12 in) below the surface

The upper subsoil appears to have more influence on the infiltration rate than does the
surface horizon itself, which is usually toamy sand or sandy loam. Some correlation between
the soil texture and infiltration rate is apparent; well-drained sandy loams or loamy
sands have an average final rate of 1.4 m/d (2.3 in/h), while in sandy clay loams the
rate is 0.9 m/d (1.4 in/h). The comparatively high infiltration rates in soils with
impeded drainage and in halomorphic soils are sometimes due to relatively deep,
permeable upper horizons of the soil, and in profile 200 to lateral seepage of water in
the sandy topsoil above an impermeable layer.
The ponding of water and lateral seepage in porous surface horizons can lead to
temporary waterlogging under irrigation, with serious damage to sensitive crops such as
citrus, and is difficult to avoid with surface irrigation. When sprinkler irrigation is used
the rate of application can be reduced to allow for this.
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Part 5
Irrigation potential

Classification of irrigable land

The principles on which the reconnaissance survey was based are discussed in Part 2 of
this report, and general accounts of the geology and geomorphology of the survey area
are given in Part 3. In the following sections these factors are considered in relation to
their effect on the distribution of irrigable land, and the geological and landform
characteristics used to identify the land facets are described. The soil irrigability classification is discussed.

GEOLOGICAL CATEGORIES
Descriptions of the rock types
Rock Type 1
Miscellaneous acid gneisses , granites; Basement Complex, Dominion Reef and
Ventersdorp Systems. This category includes the majority of the Basement Complex
rocks as well as acid lavas and granites of later systems. They are composed mainly of
quartz and felspars and are poor in ferromagnesian minerals. The felspars release
sodium on weathering, resulting in the formation of sodic soils in low-lying areas. The
upland soils derived from these rocks are sandy, usually with ironpan over an
impermeable layer of clayey weathered rock. These acid granites and gneisses are the
dominant parent material of soils in the northern half of the country, and are also
important on the upper Limpopo and Marico Rivers, the Metsemotlhaba west of
Mochudi, and the Notwani south of Gaborone. The granites north of Francistown
appear to be more acid than those elsewhere, and give rise to very pale brown or white
fersiallitic sands on uplands. On many of the older land surfaces the soils formed on
granites appear to be influenced by blown sand from neighbouring areas of Karroo or
Kalahari System rocks. The areas where this influence is most marked have been
mapped as a complex of rock types.
Rock Type 2
Basic gneisses and schists; Basement Complex including Bulawayan System. This category comprises the basic and ultra-basic schists and gneisses, predominantly of the
Bulawayan System in the Francistown area, where they occur as a broad belt extending
from Matsiloje to Francistown and as a large outcrop on the Shashi and Vukwe Rivers
around Kalakamati.
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The very shallow soils often found on these rocks, even on gently sloping land, may be
due to the fine texture of the products of weathering. In particular, the high silt
content in certain soils (Profile 76) makes the soil easily eroded and also helps to reduce
the percolation of rainfall. This consequently slows down the weathering of the parent
rock.
Complexes consisting of basic gneisses and schists and other rocks, mainly acid gneisses
and quartz sands and sandstones, occur over large areas, particularly on the upper Tuni
River, the lower Lotsani, the Mahalapshwe and the middle reaches of the Limpopo
River. In these areas the soils contain a higher proportion of coarse sand than do the
shallow rocks and are therefore more permeable, leading to deeper weathering of
the parent rock. The development of the soils on the thin band of basic gneisses and
schists extending across the headwaters of the Shashi, Tati, Inchwe and Ramaquabane
Rivers (land facet 2 c (see Plate 4)) has also been influenced by material derived from
the surrounding granites. These soils are comparatively deep and permeable.
Rock Type 3
Basic intrusive rocks; dolerite and gabbro of various ages, mainly pre-Karroo. The
typical soils on this category of rocks are vertisols. These develop even on sloping
ground, grading into lithosols where the slope exceeds about 5%. The characteristic
spheroidal weathering which distinguishes dolerite and gabbro from other basic rocks
produces rounded stones and boulders, which are moved upwards by the churning
process of the vertisols (see Part 4 of this report) and are scattered on the soil surface
in varying amounts often sufficient to impede cultivation. By contrast the soil surface
of vertisols developed on other types of rock is scattered with small pieces of weathered
rock and quartz pebbles.
The occurrence on sloping land of vertisols derived from dolerite contrasts with the
distribution of vertisols derived from basic gneisses and schists (Rock Type 2) which
are found only on almost flat land with slopes of less than 1%. This may be due to two
factors; the compactness of the parent rock resulting in poor internal drainage, and the
comparative richness in calcium of dolerites which would encourage the formation of
montmorillonite clay. It is noteworthy that free lime was not found in the red upland
soils developed on basic gneisses and schists (Rock Type 2) and small iron concretions
were common.
In areas where sand from surrounding granite or sandstone has been washed over
dolerites, the effect has been to improve the permeability of the soil, with the resulting
formation of red clays and medium-textured soils. In these areas dolerite has been
mapped as a complex with other rock types.
Large outcrops of dolerite occur at Francistown, near Mochudi on the Notwani River,
near Notwani siding and near Manyana on the Kolobeng River. Dolerite also occurs as
numerous small dykes scattered throughout the survey area. Gabbro occurs extensively
between Gaborone and the Marico River.
Rock Type 4
Mixed schists, marble and quartzite; Messina System of the Basement Complex. These
rocks are distinguished from those mapped as a complex of acid to basic gneisses (Rock
Types 1 + 2 ) because they are more jointed and permeable, and give rise to well drained
soils even in low-lying areas. Medium textured, comparatively deep soils have developed
on them, owing to the porosity and resistance to erosion of the sandy top soil, and the
permeability and easily weatherable nature of the rock. Rocks of the Messina System
occur south of Tonota, in a belt extending from the Shashi River to the Maclautsi
River near Foley; in a broad belt extending from the Shashi River north of Bobonong
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to the Maclautsi River from Madinare to Tobane; and in a complex outcrop extending
from Baine's Drift to the upper Tuni River and north-eastwards along the Limpopo
River.
Rock Type 5
Central Gaborone granite; post-Dominion Reef System. This granite has been separated
from others, as it gives rise to a higher proportion of medium textured, comparatively
well-drained soils than do other granites. It differs from other granites and acid gneisses
in that it has a very coarse-grained porphyritic structure, and a relatively high proportion
of ferromagnesian minerals. (Wright, 1958). It is noticeable that comparatively
permeable siallitic soils (Series IV E 3, and IV F 3; see Part 4 of this report) have
developed in low-lying areas over the Central Gaborone granite, compared to the sodic
soils (Series IV H) developed over other granites in similar situations. This may be due
to a higher proportion of calcium felspars in the Centra! Gaborone granite. As its name
implies, this granite outcrops around Gaborone and extends north as far as the
Notwani-Metsemotlhaba junction and westwards beyond Moshupa.
Rock Type 6
Basalt; Karroo System. This rock is similar in composition to dolerite, but is finergrained and more finely jointed. Its weathering does not produce the large boulders
associated with dolerite. Vertisols are formed over basalt on flat land, on land with very
gentle slopes of less than 2%, and as colluvial soils on lower slopes. On steeper uplands
and valley sides brown to very dark greyish brown siallitic soils develop, and these
grade into stony lithosols on slopes of more than about 5%. The soils are usually
calcareous and medium-to-fine textured (Series IV N 3). Small pieces of basalt, quartz
pebbles and pieces of agate are usually scattered on the surface of both the vertisols
and the shallow siallitic soils. Within the survey area, basalt occupies a large area of predominantly dissected country extending from Bobonong, south to the Tuni River and
east to the Shashi River. The southern and western margins of the basalt are mapped as
a complex with quartz sands and sandstones (Rock Type 7).
Rock Type 7
Quartz sands and sandstones; Waterberg, Karroo and Kalahari Systems. These include
fine-grained sands of the Kalahari System and the Cave Sandstone of the Karroo
System, as well as coarser-grained sandstones of the Waterberg System. These sands and
sandstones are very poor in weatherable minerals of any kind, and consequently the
soils are deep sandy regosols with little or no indication that any soil-forming processes
are taking place. The lack of soil structure makes these soils particularly susceptible to
wind erosion. Quartz sands and sandstones are the dominant soil parent material from
the Mahalapshwe-Limpopo Junction south to Mochudi, and on the Lotsani River
upstream of Maunatlala. The Limpopo south of the Notwani Junction has cut down
through the thin cover of sand to the underlying metamorphic rocks. In the Bobonong
and Tuni River areas the Cave Sandstone outcrops around the basalt and is in alternating bands with the basalt. The sandstone of the Waterberg System overlies Gaborone
granite and other rocks to the south west of Gaborone and between Mochudi and
Molepolole, forming flat-topped hills with steep scarps. Sand from these hills is washed
over the granite on the lower slopes, and these have been mapped as a complex of rock
types.
Rock Type 8
Miscellaneous sandstones,grits and shales; Karroo and other systems. This group
includes the sedimentary rocks, predominantly shales and sandstones, which are
comparatively rich in weatherable minerals. Being sedimentary, these rocks are
composed of minerals which are already partly weathered, and the texture of the soils
formed on them is conditioned more by the grain size of the rock than by differences
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in chemcca! composition. This contrasts with igneous and metamorphic rocks, where
for example a coarse grained basic rock such as Gabbro will give rise to vertisols in a
situation where on a granite of very similar grain size a sandy fersiallitic soil would
develop. Generally, the soils formed on rocks of this group are medium to fine textured
and compact, with restricted permeability and impeded drainage. The surface soil is
particularly liable to compaction, and almost impermeable surface crusts are often
found where the soil is bare. Plough pans are also easily formed, and may seriously
impede water infiltration and root development. Certain shales, particularly of the
Dwyka and Ecca series, are rich in sodium and give rise to extensive areas of sodic soils.
Rocks of this group outcrop around 'Ramoutsa on the Notwani and Taung Rivers, on
the Bonapitse and lower Notwani Rivers, on the Lotsani River between Palapye and
Maunatlala, on the Tuni River and the Maclautsi River below the Tuni Junction, and on
the Maclautsi River upstream of Foley.
Rock comp!e«es
In addition to the eight rock types described above, a further five rock complexes were
also recognised. Soils formed on these complexes may be intermediate in character
between those of the 'pure' rocks, or they may be considerably different; complexes of
dolerite with other rocks are a good example of this. In other complexes, soils
associated with the individual rocks may occur together in complex patterns.
Complex of Rock Types 2 and 1, 2 and 7
A complex of acid to basic schists and gneisses (Rock Types 1 and 2), and basic gneisses
with quartz sand overlay (Rock Types 2 and 7) includes a wide range of intermediate
rocks of the Basement Complex, and the associated soils range from leached fersiallitic
sands to shallow red siallitic clays over basic rock. There are substantial areas, however,
of medium textured, moderately to well-drained siallitic and fersiallitic soils. Soils
formed on the lower slopes usually have impeded drainage owing to the compact,
massive or poorly jointed parent rock, and halomorphic soils are common. This is in
contrast to the rocks mapped as Rock Type 4, which comprises well jointed and very
well-drained schists, marble and quartzite. A similar soil distribution is found in places
where there is a shallow overlay of windblown sand and the underlying rocks consist
of basic gneisses and schists.
Complexes of Rock Type 3 and other rocks
In areas of dolerite rocks on to which sand has been washed from surrounding areas of
rocks rich in quartz, the added sand has improved the permeability of the soils. The
vertisols normally associated with dolerites are confined to the lower slopes, while on
the middle and upper slopes well-drained dark red fersiallitic or siallitic soils are found.
The large boulders produced by the characteristic weathering of dolerite are found at
various depths in the red clays, and may seriously impede cultivation. Dolerite (Rock
Type 3) has been mapped in complexes with miscellaneous acid granites and gneisses
(Rock Type 1), Gaborone granite (Rock Type 5) and quartz sands and sandstones
(Rock Type 7).
Complexes of Rock Types 6 and 7
This complex of basalt (Rock Type 6) with quartz sands and sandstones (Rock Type 7)
occurs in the low rainfall area of the lower Maclautsi and Tuni rivers. The soils
associated with this complex occur in a complicated pattern of shallow medium-to-finetextured siallitic soils derived from basalt and deeper sandy regosols, and siallitic soils
derived from the sandstones. The colluvial soils on lower slopes are either vertisols or
compact, poorly drained medium-to fine-textured soils.
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Complexes of Rock Types 1 and 7, 5 and 7
Complexes of acid granites and gneisses (Rock Type 1) and Gaborone granite (Rock
Type 5) with quartz sands and sandstones (Rock Type 7) have been mapped in areas
where granite or gneiss is overlain by varying depths of windblown sand or colluvial
sand derived from neighbouring areas of sandstones. The associated soils are deep,
sandy and excessively permeable, with a waterlogged zone above the granite. Watertables are often found in these soils after heavy rain, notably on the colluvial soils
below the sandstone-capped hills between Moshupa and Gabane where they give rise to
a number of seasonal springs including those feeding the Kolobeng River.
Complexes of Rock Types 8 and 7, 8 and 1
Complexes of miscellaneous sandstones and shales (Rock Type 8) with quartz sands
and sandstones (Rock Type 7) and acid granites, and granites and gneisses (Rock Type
1) have been mapped together. The influence of the shales seems to be dominant, giving
rise to poorly drained, poorly structured, medium-to fine-textured siallitic and
fersiallitic soils.

LANDFORM UNITS
The landform units described here were first recognised from their different patterns on
air photographs, and were adopted after it had been established by field survey of a
number of sample areas that there was significant variation between the different landf o m units in the amount and distribution of irrigable soil on them. The validity and
usefulness of the units was further checked during the subsequent reconnaissance and
semi-detailed soil surveys. The landforms can be divided into two broad categories:
erosional surfaces resulting from the continualremoval of the products of weathering,
and depositional surfaces resulting from the accumulation of material brought in from
elsewhere. The two categories are further divided into five main groups of landform
shown in Table 24.
'TABLE 24

Major groups of landforms

Land surface
Erosional

Depositional

Landform group

Description

Uplands

Land with slopes not directly
related to the present major
drainage lines

Valley sides

Land with a general slope to
a major drainage line

Alluvial terraces

Old and recent river terraces

Flood plains

The present river floodplains
and some recent terraces

Miscellaneous

Piedmonts and pans

In general the areas described as upland conform to the limits of the Tertiary erosion
surface, while the valley sides conform to those of the Quaternary surfaces. This is not
always so, however, as the late Tertiary surface becomes more dissected where it is
being eroded near its junction with the African surface, and in the basalt and sandstone
country near Bobonong parts of a Quaternary surface have the characterises of
uplands.
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TABLE 25
Landform
group

Definitions of landfoim units: erosional surfaces snd piodmonts

Landform unit

Map
symbol

Uplands

Land with slopes not directly related to the
present major drainage lines.
Very gently undulating upland

a

Land with little or no discernible slope, and no
drainage lines visible on the ground; on aerial
photographs a pattern of very diffuse drainage
areas 1.6—3.2 km (1—2 mi) apart may be seen,
indicated only by their slightly denser vegetation

Gently undulating upland

b

Land with slopes up to 2%, which are generally
concave; diffuse drainage areas 1.6—3.2 km
(1—2 mi) apart, are visible on the ground as
areas with relatively dense vegetation and poorly
drained soils, and small discontinuous watercourses; the amplitude* of relief is low, up to
6 m (20 ft)

Gently undulating upland
with incised valleys

q

Land very similar to b, but with the valleys
incised, apparently by more recent erosion; the
interfluves are broad, with gentle slopes of up to
2% towards the drainage lines, which are 1.6—
3.2 km (1—2 mi) apart, and are indicated by a
break to steeper (5%), slightly eroded land
sloping down to clearly defined stream beds; the
amplitude of relief is 6—9 m ( 2 0 - 3 0 ft)

Undulating upland

k

Land with slopes up to 5%, which are concave
towards widely-spaced diffuse drainage lines
1.6—3.2 km (1—2 mi) apart; this land form
consists of mature pediments, often below
steeper rocky land; the amplitude of relief may
be up to 30 m (100 f t ) .

Undulating upland with
incised valleys

c

Land with slopes of up to 5% on the interfluves,
towards drainage lines which are 0.4—1.6 km
(0.25—1 mi) apart, and indicated by a break to
steeper eroded slopes at the edge of the valleys
which contain clearly defined stream beds ;the
amplitude of relief is normally about 18 m
(60 ft) but may be up to 30 m (100 f t ) ; in
granite country, scattered 'castle' kopjes, outcrops of large blocks of granite, are a feature of
this landform.

Moderately dissected upland

m

Land with flat or gently undulating plateaux
above steep scarps up to 6 m (20 ft) high, and
eroded pediments below the scarps sloping
towards incised stream beds; slopes on the
plateaux are up to 2%, and drainage lines are
diffuse, while slopes on the pediments may be
up to 10% and drainage lines consist of clearly
defined stream beds 2 0 0 - 6 0 0 m ( 2 0 0 - 6 0 0 yd)
apart; the amplitude of relief is up to 30 m
(100 ft)

Undulating to rolling upland
with scattered rock outcrops

h

Land with slopes up to 10%, predominantly
convex in shape, with incised stream beds up to
1.6 km (1 mi) apart; the amplitude of relief is
up to 3 0 m (100 f t ) ; rock outcrops may cover
up to about 10% of the surface; this landform
usually occurs above more gently sloping
pediments (landform b or k)

'Defined in Appendix 4
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Definition

TABLE 25 (continued)
Landform

Landform unit

group
Uplands
(contd.) '

Rolling to rugged upland with
many rock outcrops

Map
symbol
r

Land which is predominantly rocky and broken.
' with steep, uneven slopes of 10% or more; the
amplitude of relief may be as much as 150 m
(500 ft) or more, and rock outcrops cover more
than 10% of the surface; drainage may be in
clearly defined stream beds, or a diffuse outwash
on to pediments or piedmonts
Land with a general slope to a major drainage
line; the break between uplands and valley sides
is marked by scallop-shaped heads of drainage
lines.

Valley
sides

(Depositional
surface)
miscellaneous

Definition

Gently undulating valley
sides

n

Land with even to concave slopes of up to 2%,
and convex rounded ridge crests; drainage lines
are diffuse, or may have slightly incised stream
beds, and are up to 1.6 km (1 mi) apart; the
amplitude of relief between the ridge crests and
the drainage lines may be up to 6 m (20 ft)

Undulating valley sides

d

Land with even to concave slopes usually of
about 2%, occasionally up to 5%, and convex
rounded ridge crests; drainage lines are 300—
600 m (300-600 yd) apart, and contain incised
stream beds with alluvial strips a few yards wide;
the amplitude of relief between the ridge crests
and the drainage lines may be up to 9 m (30 ft)

Moderately dissected valley
sides

e

Land with slopes ranging from 2—10%, with
rounded to sharp ridge crests and drainage lines
200—400 m (200—400 yd) apart with incised
stream beds; the ridge crests and upper slopes
are eroded, with frequent rock exposures, while
pockets of colluvium occur on the lower slopes;
the amplitude of relief between the ridge crests
and the drainage lines may be up to 15 m (50 ft)

Moderately dissected valley
sides with many rock outcrops

f

This landform occurs in certain granite areas.
where there are many residual outcrops of
jointed rocks. Between the small rocky hills the
landform is the same as e

Dissected valley sides

g

Land with steep, even or concave slopes of
5—20%, sharp ridges, and drainage lines 200—
400 m (200—400 yd) apart with incised stream
beds; the upper slopes are eroded with much
exposed rock, while pockets of colluvium occur
on the lower slopes; the amplitude of relief
between the ridge crests and the drainage lines
may be up to 30 m (100 ft)

Piedmonts

i

Land with even slopes of up to 5% and a diffuse
drainage pattern; watercourses draining from
higher ground become diffuse on the piedmonts,
and material is deposited uniformly over the
surface

LAND FACETS
A land facet is here defined as a physiographic mapping unit where the two soilforming factors of rock type and landform are defined within sufficiently narrow limits
to provide a reasonably consistent estimate of the proportion of irrigable or nonirrigable land within it.
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The landforms and associated soils of erosional surfaces are influenced to a large extent
by the underlying geology and therefore the land facets on these surfaces are mapped
using two symbols: one denoting the rock type and one denoting the topography. A
description of the land facets on erosional surfaces is obtained by combining the
descriptions of landforms in Table 25 with the description of the appropriate underlying rock type.
On the depositional surfaces the way in which the sediments were laid down, whether
in still or fast flowing water, has influenced the topography and drainage, while the
influence of geology is more indirect. However, in some instances the underlying
geology may affect drainage, as in certain terraces on shales (land facet TE Table 26),
but normally the only influence of the geology is on the mineral content of the sediments laid down, and hence on the soils formed on these sediments. This limited effect
of geology and the fact that most depositional surfaces contain sediments brought in
from a wide area including many rock types, makes the use of the separate symbols
denoting rock types, as applied to the erosional surfaces, inappropriate. Therefore each
depositional land facet is given a combined symbol denoting both the topography and
the geological influence inferred from the soils. The depositional land facets are
described in Table 26.
TABLE 26

Definitions of land facets: depositional surfaces

Landform
group
Old and recent
alluvial
terraces

Flood plains
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Land facet

Map
symbol

Definition

Old terraces derived from
mixed, mainly igneous or
metamorphic rocks

TA

Gently sloping terraces with a convex cross
section, and slopes of up to 2%; the soils are
mature siallitic, well drained and predominantly
medium textured

Old terraces derived from
mixed igneous rocks and
quartz sandstones

TB

Terraces with similar topography to TA; the soils
are mature siallitic, and well drained, with a high
proportion of sandy soils

Old terraces derived mainly
from quartz sandstones

TC

Terraces with similar topography to TA; the soils
are predominantly excessively permeable sands,
with small areas of medium-textured soils

Old terraces derived from quartz
sandstones

TD

Terraces with similar topography to TA; the soils
consist almost entirely of excessively permeable
sand

Old terraces derived from mixed,
predominantly sedimentary
rocks, and underlain by poorly
permeable shales

TE

Terraces with similar topography to TA; the soils
are mature siallitic and fersiallitic, with poor
surface structure and impeded drainage due to
the underlying shales

Terraces formed in association
with still or slowly moving
water

TF

Almost flat terraces with slopes of less than 1%,
consisting of fine textured alluvium giving rise to
vertisols and other fine textured soils

Recent terraces of material
derived from mixed,
predominantly igneous or
metam orphic rocks

TG

Gently undulating terraces with a convex cross
section and slopes of up to 2%; the soils are
young siallitic, well drained and predominantly
medium textured

Recent terraces of material
derived mainly from basalt and
sedimentary rocks

TH

Terraces with similar topography to TG; the soils
are young siallitic, well drained and predominatly
medium textured, but are moderately to strongly
alkaline

Recent terraces of material
derived mainly from basalt
and sedimentary rocks

TJ

Terraces with similar topography to TG; the soils
are young siallitic, well drained, and moderately
to strongly alkaline, with a high proportion of
excessively permeable sands

None;
overprinted
in
black

These include the present river flood plains and
some recent alluvial terraces, which could not be
separated clearly by photo interpretation. The
soils and drainage conditions vary considerably,
and these are described separately

TABLE 26 (continued)
Landform
group
Miscellaneous

Land facet
Pans

Map
symbol
P

Definition
Broad shallow depressions a few feet deep, and
. ranging from a few yards to over a mile across;
they are subject to prolonged flooding during
the rainy season

Among the depositional surfaces the piedmonts are exceptional in that the contributing
material is transported from a short distance and can usually be ascribed to a single rock
type or complex of rock types. The piedmonts are therefore given a symbol to denote
rock type and a symbol to denote the topography. Piedmonts are therefore included
with the erosional surfaces in Table 25.
Typical land facets are illustrated in Plates 1—8 and their characteristics summarised in
Tables 27a, b and c.
THE FLOODPLAINS
The present floodplains were not subdivided into land facets in the same way as the
older alluvial terraces were, because their small size and often intricate pattern makes
this difficult at the mapping scale of the reconnaissance survey. Therefore the floodplain areas were simply shaded in on the map to indicate their distribution.
While the soil pattern of an individual floodplain is often complex, there are regularly
occurring features by which floodplains can be characterised, associated with the
gradients of the rivers and the terrain over which they flow. Six different types of
floodplain have been distinguished and their distribution and characteristics are
described below. Their distribution is shown in Text Map 8 within the section
'Irrigation potential of the floodplains' (Part 5).
Type 1
Poorly drained colluvial or alluvial soils along the upper reaches of most rivers flowing
over granites and gneisses, particularly Rock Type 1. These are found on the Shashi,
Tati, Inchwe and Ramaquabane rivers north of Ramatangwan, Francistown and
opposite Tsamaea respectively; the Maclautsi River upstream of Foley; the Tuni River
upstream of Sefhophe.
In all these areas the floodplains and terraces are composed mainly of medium-to finetextured compact soils with moderate to high levels of exchangeable sodium (Profiles
41 and 42). The parent material of the soils is probably as much colluvial as alluvial in
origin, and is often being actively eroded. The vegetation of these terraces is sometimes
tall riparian or mopane woodland, though the more sodic soils may have only scattered
shrubs and show up on aerial photographs as bare, whitish areas (Plate 3). Narrow
levées a few yards wide, composed of sandy alluvium, are usually found along the river
banks.
Type 2
Narrow well-drained floodplains along the middle and lower reaches of most rivers
flowing over granites, schists and gneisses; Rock Types 1. 2.4 and 5. They occur on the
Shashi and Tati rivers from Ramatangwan and Francistown to near the Shashi-Limpopo
confluence; the Ramaquabane River from opposite Tsamaea to Matsiloje; the Maclautsi
River from Foley to Madinare; the Tuni River from Sefhophe eastwards to about longitude 28 30'; the Limpopo River from Oliphant's Drift to the Notwani Junction and
from Martin's Drift to the Shashi Junction; the Lotsani River from Maunatlala to the
Limpopo; the Mahalapshwe R iver upstream of the Taupse Junction.
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In this type of floodplain along the river bank there is a well defined levee, composed
usually of sandy alluvium. The floodplain slopes gently away from the levee to a
depression between the floodplain and the valley side, and the soils grade from sandy,
well-drained alluvium on the levee to compact medium-or fine-textured soils, which are
usually sodic, in the depression. The floodplain varies in width up to about 200 m
(200 yd) from the river bank to the valley side.

Type3
Broad, well-drained, mainly sandy floodplains on the lower reaches of certain rivers,
mainly on granites, schists, gneisses and basalt; (Rock Types 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.) These
occur on the Ramaquabane River from Matsiloje to the Shashi; the Maclautsi River
from Madinare to the Limpopo; the Tuni River eastwards from longitude 2 8 ° 30' to the
Maclautsi; the Mahalapshwe River from the Taupse Junction to the Limpopo; the
Metsemotlhaba River upstream of the Kolobeng Junction.
These usually consist of the present floodplains, similar to the Type2 floodplains above,
and a series of levees of recent origin separated by depressions. The levees are usually
sandy, but soils on the lower lying areas range from well-drained sandy or medium
textured alluvium t o compact, impermeable sodic soils. These floodplains and recent
terraces vary in width up to 0.8 km (0.5 mi) or more, particularly on the Maclautsi
River,.and support tall riparian woodland. Flooding is rare except on the most recent
floodplains and in the depressions on the terraces.

Type 4
Broad floodplains with medium-to fine-textured soils and variable drainage formed on
the following rivers which have gentle gradients: the Limpopo River from Parr's Halt to
Martin's Drift; the Notwani River upstream of Mochudi; the Metsemotlhaba River from
the Kolobeng Junction to the Notwani; the Marico River for about 10 miles downstream
of Derdepoort.
These are generally broad flat floodplains up to 0.8 km (0.5 mi) wide through which
the rivers meander considerably. The Limpopo and Marico Rivers meander less and
their channels are deeper than those of the other rivers. The rivers often overflow their
banks after rain, and floodwaters are diverted into old channels and broad depressions
or pans, some of which hold water throughout the winter. The higher-lying parts of
these floodplains support thicket and riparian woodland vegetation, while the
despressions are under grass. The soils consist mainly of mèdium-textured siallitic soils
with impeded drainage. Limited areas of sandy alluvium may occur as levées along the
river banks, and vertisols or clay alluvium and halomorphic soils are found in the low
lying areas. Small areas of well-drained medium textured siallitic soils are also found.

Typs 5
Broad clay floodplains formed along the following rivers which have very gentle
gradients: the Limpopo River from the Notwani Junction to Parr's Halt; the Marico
River from 10 miles downstream at Derdepoort to the Limpopo; the Taung River from
Mogobane to Ramoutsa.
Like those of Type 4, these floodplains are typically flat and they may be up to two
miles wide. The rivers meander considerably. The soils are topomorphic vertisols and
clay alluvium with areas of halomorphic soils particularly next to the valley sides. The
vegetation consists of Acacia spp. thicket and shrub savanna on the higher-lying parts
with a belt of trees lining the river banks and open grassland covering the broad lowlying areas. The Taung River is particularly liable to overflow its banks as its channel is
blocked with reeds and parts of its floodplain may be waterlogged for most of the
summer.
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Type 6
Narrow clay floodplains on rivers with gentle gradients f lowing mainly over quartz
sands and sandstones; Rock Type 7. These floodplains occur on the Lotsani River from
Palapye to Maunatlala; the Bonapitse River; the Notwani River from Mochudi to the
Limpopo.
These floodplains, like those of Type 5,are flat with meandering rivers. Their mode of
formation is similar; deposition from slowly moving floodwaters of fine sediments
brought down from the headwaters of the rivers. The coarser sediments have been
deposited further upstream where the river gradient begins to flatten out and, owing to
the lack of runoff on the sands over which they flow, little or no silt is contributed
locally. The soils are topomorphic vertisols, clay alluvium and halomorphic soils, and
the vegetation consists öf Acacia spp. thicket and tree or shrub savanna, with open
grassland in low-lying areas.
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TABLE 27a

Summary of the differentiating characteristics of the landform units

Map
symbol*

Landform unit

Amplitude of relief

Range of slopes

Type of slopes

Drainage density (distance
apart of drainage lines)

Type of drainage (whether
clearly defined stream beds
or diffuse areas where water
flows)

Erosional surfaces: Uplands
Very gently undulating

a

Very low

Less than 1%

Gently undulating upland

b

Up to 6 m (20 ft)

Up to 2%

Gently undulating upland
with incised valleys

q

6-9 m (20-30 ft)

Undulating upland

k

Undulating upland with
incised valleys

-

Wide: 1.6-3.2 km (1-2 mi)

Very diffuse; not visible on the
ground

Concave

Wide; 1.6-3.2 km (1.2 mi)

Diffuse areas

2% on interfluves; break to
5% on valley sides

Concave on interfluves; break
to even slopes on valley sides

Wide; 1.6-3.2 km (1-2 mi)

Clearly defined stream beds

Up to 30 m (100 ft)

Up to 5%

Concave

Wide: 1.6-3.2 km (1-2 mi)

Diffuse areas

c

18-30 m (60-100 ft)

5% on interfluves; break to
steeper valley sides

Concave on interfluves; break
to even slopes on valley sides

Medium 0.4-1.6 km
(0.25-1 mi)

Clearly defined stream beds

Moderately dissected
upland

m

Up to 30 m (100 ft)

Plateau with slopes up to
2%; steep scarps; pediments
with slopes up to 10%

Concave on plateau and
pediments

Close to medium; 200-600 m
(200-600 yd) on pediments

Clearly defined stream beds

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered rock
outcrops

h

Up to 30 m (100 ft)

Up to 10%

Predominantly convex

Medium: up to 1.6 km (1 mi)

Clearly defined stream beds

Roiling to rugged upland
with many rock outcrops

R

Up to 150 m (500 ft)

More than 10%

Broken, rockyland with uneven
slopes

Variable

Variable

n

Up to 6 m (20 ft)

Up to 2%

Even to concave with convex
ridge crests

Medium; up to 1.6 km (1 mi)

Diffuse areas or clearly defined
stream beds

Undulating valley sides

d

Up to 9 m (30 ft)

Usually 2%, occasionally
up to 5%

Even to concave with convex
ridge crests

Close to medium 300-600 m
(300-600 yd)

Clearly defined stream beds

Moderately dissected
valley sides

e

Up to 15 m (50 ft)

2-10%

Even to concave with rounded
to sharp ridge crests

Close: 200-400 m
(200-400 yd)

Clearly defined stream beds

Moderately dissected
valley sides with
many rock outcrops

f

Up to 15 m (50 ft)
but rock outcrops may be
higher

"

"

Dissected valley sides

g

"

"

Erosional surfaces: Valley sides

—- Gently undulating valley
sides

Up to 30 m (100 ft)

'The letter x, following any symbol, indicates an exceptionally eroded slope

"
5-20%

Even to concave with sharp
ridge crests

TABLE 27b

Summary of the differentiating characteristics of the land facets
Map
symbol

Land facet

Associated soils

Topography

Depositional surfaces: Alluvial terraces
Mature siallitic, well-drained predominantly
medium-textured soils

Old terraces derived from mixed
mainly igneous or metamorphic
rocks

TA

Old terraces derived from mixed
igneous rocks and quartz sands
and sandstones

TB

Old terraces derived mainly from
quartz sands and sandstones

TC

„

Predominantly excessively permeable sands with
small areas of medium-textured soils

Old terraces derived from quartz
sands and sandstones

TD

"

Excessively permeable sands

Old terraces derived from mixed
predominantly sedimentary rocks,
and underlain by shales

TE

Terraces formed in association
with still or slowly moving water

TF

Almost flat, with slopes of
less than 1%

Fine-textured siallitic soils with impeded drainage,
and vertisols

Recent terraces derived from
mixed, predominantly igneous
or metamorph ic rocks

TG

Gently sloping with a
convex cross section and
slopes up to 2%

Young siallitic, well-drained, predominantly
medium-textured soils

Recent terraces derived mainly
from basalt and sedimentary
rocks

TH

Young siallitic, well-drained, predominantly
medium-textured soils, which are moderately to
strongly alkaline

Recent terraces derived mainly
from basalt and sedimentary
rocks

TJ

Young siallitic, well-drained, moderately to
strongly alkaline soils with a high proportion of
excessively permeable sands

TABLE 27c

Gently sloping with a convex
cross section and slopes up
to 2%

Mature siallitic well-drained soils, with a high proportion of sandy textures

Mature siallitic and fersiallitic soils with poor
surface structure and impeded drainage

Summary of the differentiating characteristics of the floodplains

Floodplain

Characteristics

Depositional surfaces: Floodplains
Type 1

Poorly drained areas with alluvial or colluvial soils along the upper reaches of most rivers flowing over granite or gneiss

Type 2

Narrow well-drained floodplains up to 200 m (200 yd) wide along the middle and lower reaches of most rivers flowing
over granite, schists and gneisses; consisting of well defined narrow levees, with depressions between the levees and the
valley sides

Type 3

Broad, well-drained, predominantly sandy floodplains up to 0.8 km (0.5 mi) wide in the lower reaches of certain
rivers, mainly on granites, schists and gneisses, consisting of a series of levees of recent origin separated by depressions

Type 4

Broad floodplains up to 0.8 km (0.5 mi) wide with medium-to fine-textured soils and variable drainage along rivers
with gentle gradients: the rivers meander considerably, and normally flood into old channels and pans, some of which
may hold water throughout the year

Type 5

Broad clay floodplains up to 3.2 km (2 mi) wide along rivers with very gentle gradients: flat floodplains with
meandering river channels and clay alluvium vertisolic and halomorphic soils

Type 6

Narrow clay floodplains on rivers with general gradients flowing mainly over quartz sandstones: flat floodplains with
clay alluvium, vertisols and halomorphic soils

TABLE 27d
Landform unit

Summary of the differentiating characteristics of piedmonts and pans
Map symbol

Topography

Associated Soils

Depositional surfaces: Miscellaneous
Piedmonts

i

Sloping land with even slopes of up to 5%,
and diffuse drainage

Pans

p

Broad shallow depressions a few feet deep
and up to a mile across, subject to annual
flooding
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' Deep siallitic soils with textures varying according
to the parent rocks, and usually with impeded
drainage
Topomorphic vertisols and clay alluvium

PLATES 1 - 8
Stereo-pairs showing the relationship between landforms, geology and soils
On each stereo-pair the land facets have been mapped using continuous lines as
boundaries, and the soil mapping units have been superimposed using dotted
boundaries. The scale of the photographs is 1:40 000.
The mapping symbols used are explained in the report as follows:
Land facets

Numerals refer to Rock Types 1—8

Letters refer to landform units
Soil series

Roman capital numerals I—V and arabic numerals refer to soil
series described in Part 4

Soil types

Only one subdivision has been made at the level of soil type,
and this is indicated by a lower case letter following the soil
series identification. See mapping unit IVD2b iii, in Plate 6.
Information on other soil types identified is given in Appendix
5.

Soil phases

Roman lower case numerals i—iv refer to soil depth:
i

less than 30 cm (12 in) deep

ii

3 0 - 6 0 cm ( 1 2 - 2 4 in) deep

iii

6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 4 - 3 6 in) deep

iv

more than 90 cm (36 in) deep

Lower case letters refer to secondary factors affecting
irrigability:

Irrigability class

(e)

moderate erosion

e

severe erosion

(f)

moderate flood hazard

f

severe flood hazard

(r)

moderate rockiness

r

severe rockiness

(s)

moderate stoniness

s

severe stoniness

A

Good irrigable land capable of sustained production

B

Irrigable land requiring careful management or corrective
measures
Marginally irrigable land with severe limitations to
production of most crops
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D

Unsuitable for irrigation

S

Excessively permeable sandy soils requiring special
irrigation techniques

Plate "a Soil series and phases

Map symbol

Description

Irrigability
class

Lithosols; soils less than 30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

III A 1 iv

Black lithomorphic vertisols, over 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

IV B 1 ii-iv

Sandy young siallitic colluvial soils,
3 0 - > 9 0 cm ( 1 - > 3 ft) deep

S

IV D 1 Mi

Sandy colluvial or alluvial siallitic soils,
6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 - 3 ft) deep

S

IV E i-ii(r)

Medium textured siallitic soils with impeded drainage,
up to 60 cm (2 ft) deep; scattered rock outcrops

D

IV H iv

Halomorphic soils, over 90 cm (3 ft) deep

D

Lithosols and red loam to clay upland siallitic soils,
up to 30 cm (1 ft) deep; severely eroded

D

IV M 2 i-ii

Dark red loam to clay upland siallitic soils, up to
60 cm (2 ft) deep

C

IV P 1/V D

Sandy upland siallitic soils and sandy fersiallitic soils
with impeded drainage, up to 30 cm (1 ft) deep;
scattered rock outcrops

II

II/IVM2

Mr)

ie

D

VA 1 iii-iv

Dark red compact medium - to fine - textured
fersiallitic soils, 6 0 - > 9 0 cm ( 2 - > 3 ft) deep

B

VA2

ii

Dark red medium to fine textured fersiallitic soils, up
to 60 cm (2 ft) deep

C

VA2

ii-iv

As above, but 3 0 - > 9 0 cm (1 - > 3 ft) deep

B

Sandy fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage, up to
60 cm (2 ft) deep

D

V D i-ii
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PLATE 1

Land facets
1b

Uplands and valley sides on Basement Complex rocks; in the Vukwe Hills on the
Shashi River

Gently undulating upland on acid gneisses; less than 5% of this land facet
is irrigable

1d

Undulating valley sides on acid gneisses; less than 5% is irrigable

2a

Very gently undulating upland on basic schists and gneisses; at least 50% is
irrigable, subject to further studies of drainage and cultivation problems

2b

Gently undulating upland on basic schists and gneisses; at least 30% is
irrigable

2d

Undulating valley sides on basic schists and gneisses; less than 10% is
irrigable

2R

Rolling to rugged uplands on basic schists and gneisses; no irrigation
potential

FP
Profile pits
Note:
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Floodplain Type 1; poorly drained colluvial and alluvial soils
39, 47, 48
Profile 47 is atypical of the soil mapping unit in which it occurs, due to
its coarse texture. Profile 48 is marginal between Soil Series V A1 and V A2

Plate 2 Soil series and phases

Map symbol

Description

Irrigability
class

III C 1 iv

Black topomorphic vertisols with high salinity or
exchangeable sodium percentage, over 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

IV E 3 iv

Dark brown siallitic soils with impeded drainage,
over 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

II/IVP1 i

Lithosols and dark brown to dark reddish brown
non-calcareous sandy upland siallitic soils, up to
30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

IV P 1 ii

Dark brown to dark reddish brown non-calcareous
sandy upland siallitic soils, 30—60 cm (1—2 ft) deep

D

IV P 2 i(r)

Dark brown to dark reddish brown non-calcareous
medium-textrued upland siallitic soils, up to
30 cm (1 ft) deep; scattered rock outcrops

D

IV P 2 ii

As above, but 30—60 cm (1 —2 ft) deep; no rock
outcrops

C

IV P5/IV H
ii-iv

Complex of dark brown poorly structured mediumto-fine textured siallitic soils derived from sandstones
and shales, and halomorphic soils 30—>90 cm
(1->3ft)deep

C

V A 2 ii-iv

Dark reddish brown medium textured fersiallitic soils,
60->90 cm ( 2 - > 3 ft) deep

B

V A 2 iv

As above, but over 4 ft deep

A

V C 1 iv

Dark reddish brown medium textured fersiallitic
soils with impeded drainage, over 90 cm (3 ft)deep

B

V C 3 iii-iv

Dark brown medium textured fersiallitic soils with
impeded drainage

C
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PLATE 2

Land facets
1 &2b

-

Gently undulating uplands on schists, gneisses, sandstones and shales; between
the Maclautsi and Seswe Rivers west of Foley

Gently undulating uplands on mixed acid to basic schists and gneisses;
about 30% is irrigable

4b

Gently undulating uplands on Messina System schists; about 40% is
irrigable

8b

Gently undulating uplands on miscellaneous sandstones and shales; about
20-30% of this land facet is irrigable, subject to further studies of drainage
and salinity problems

Profile pits
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Plate 3 Soil series and phases

Map symbol
1

Description

Irrigability
class

Recent alluvium

—

Lithosols; soils less than 30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

IV D 2 iii(e)

Dark reddish brown medium-textured siallitic
alluvial soils 60-90 cm ( 2 - 3 ft) deep; slightly eroded

B

IVG/IVH
iv

Siallitic soils with impeded drainage and 5—15%
exchangeable sodium, and halomorphic soils, over
90 cm (3 ft) deep

D

MA/A 2 i

Lithosols and dark reddish brown medium textured
fersiallitic soils, up to 30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

V A 2 ii-iv

Dark reddish brown medium textured fersiallitic
soils, 30->90 cm ( 1 - > 3 ft) deep

B

l l / V D i-ii

Lithosols and sandy fersiallitic soils with impeded
drainage, up to 60 cm (2 ft) deep

D

II
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PLATE 3

Land facets
1k
1c

Undulating uplands and valley sides on Basement Complex rocks; on the Shashi
River near Kalakamati

Undulating upland on acid gneisses; less than 5% is irrigable
Undulating upland with incised valleys on acid gneisses; less than 5% is
irrigable

1 &2k

Undulating upland on mixed acid to basic schists and gneisses; about
20% is irrigable

1 &2d

Undulating valley sides on mixed acid to basic schists and gneisses; about
20% is irrigable

2k

Undulating uplands on basic schists and gneisses; about'20% is irrigable

FP

Floodplain Type 1; consisting of poorly drained alluvial and colluvial
soils

Profile pits
Note:

41,42,43,44
Profile 43 occupies a small area of Soil Series IV F3, too small to map,
between Mapping Units V A 2 ii-iv and IVG / IVHiv

Plate 4 Soil series and phases

Map symbol

II

Description

Irrigability
class

Lithosols; soils less than 30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

IV E iv

Dark greyish brown siallitic soils with impeded drainage,
over 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

ll/IV H i-ive

Lithosols and halomorphic soils up to more than
90 cm (3 ft) deep; severely eroded

D

IV H ive

Halomorphic soils more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep;
severely eroded

D

IV P 1 ii

Dark reddish brown sandy non-calcareous siallitic
upland soils, 3 0 - 6 0 cm (1 —2ft) deep

D

IV P 2 i-ii

Dark reddish brown medium-textured non-calcareous
siallitic upland soils, up to 60 cm (2 ft) deep

C

VA 1 ii

Dark red compact medium to fine textured fersiallitic
soils 3 0 - 6 0 cm (1 - 2 ft) deep

B

VA 1 iii

As above, but 6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 - 3 ft) deep

B

V A 1 iii-iv

As above, but more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

B

V B 1 iii

Light grey or brown well-drained sandy fersiallitic
soils, 6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 - 3 ft) deep

S

V B 1 iv

As above but more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

S

V C 3 iii

Dark brown medium to fine textured fersiallitic
soils with impeded drainage, up to 90 cm (2—3 ft)
deep

C

VD4

Dark greyish brown sandy fersiallitic soils with a sharp
break to an impermeable clay subsoil; 60—>90 cm
( 2 - > 3 ft) deep

C

As above, more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

iii

V D 4 iv
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PLATE 4

Land facets
1c

Undulating uplands with incised valleys over Basement Complex rocks; near Ramaquabane
in the headwaters of the Inchwe River

Undulating uplands with incised valleys on acid gneisses; less than 5% is
irrigable

1 & 2c

Undulating uplands with incised valleys on mixed acid to basic schists and
gneisses; less than 20% is irrigable

2c

Undulating uplands with incised valleys on basic schists and gneisses; about
20% is irrigable

Profile pits
Note:
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133,134,135
Profile 135 is marginal between Soil Series IV F4 and V D 4 , occupying a
lower slope position near the transition to halomorphic soils (Family IVH)

Plate 5 Soil series and phases
Map symbol

Description

Irrigability

III B 1 ii

Black topomorphic vertisols with low salinity and
exchangeable sodium percentage, 30—60 cm
(1-2 ft) deep

C

III B iv

Topomorphic vertisols with low salinity and
exchangeable sodium percentage, over 90 cm
(3 ft) deep

C

IV A 2 iv

Dark greyish brown well-drained medium textured,
siallitic alluvial soils, over 90 cm (3 ft) deep

A

IV H ii-iv

Halomorphic soils 30->90 cm ( 1 - > 3 ft) deep

D

IV H iv

Halomorphic soils more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

D

ll/IV M2
i r

Lithosols and dark red loam to clay upland siallitic
soils up to 30 cm (1 ft) deep; many rock outcrops

D

IV M 2 ii(r)

Dark red loam to clay upland siallitic soils
30—60 cm (1—2 ft) deep; scattered rock outcrops

C

IV M 2 ii

As above, but no rock outcrops

e

IV P 2 i(r)

Dark brown to dark reddish brown non-calcareous
medium textured upland siallitic soils up to
30 cm (1 ft) deep; scattered rock outcrops

D
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PLATE 5

Land facets
1f

Moderately dissected valley sides with many rock outcrops on acid gneisses;
no irrigation potential

2d

Undulating valley sides on basic gneisses; less then 10% is irrigable

FP

Floodplain Type 2; consisting of a narrow levee backed by a depression
between the floodplain and the valley side; sandy and medium-textured
soils suitable for irrigation

Profile pits
Note:

105

Undulating to moderately dissected valley sides on Basement Complex rocks; on
the Tati River near Francistown. Two well-points (arrowed) can be seen being sunk
into the sand of the riverbed, to provide water for irrigation

58, 59, 60, 61
Profile 60 occupies a small area of colluvium. Soil Phase I V F 1 iii, on the
lower slope of the valley side

Plate 6 Soil series and phases
Map symbol
II

Description

Irrigabi I ity
class

Lithosols; soils less than 30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

I V B 2 iv

Dark greyish brown medium textured young siallitic
alluvial soils, more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

B

IV D 2 ii-iv

As above, but 3 0 - > 9 0 cm ( 1 - > 3 ft)

B

IV D 2 iii

As above, but 60-90 cm (2-3 ft) deep

B

IV D 2 iii-iv
(e)

As above, but 6 0 - > 9 0 cm ( 2 - > 3 ft) deep;
moderately eroded

B

IV D 2 iv

As above, but more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

A

IV D 2 iv(f)

As above, but subject to occasional flooding

B

I V D 2 b iii

Similar to IV D 2, but with a sandy surface horizon
more than 30 cm (12 in) deep; soil depth is
6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 - 3 ft)

C

IV E 3 ii (e, f)

Dark brown calcareous siallitic soils with impeded
drainage, 30—60 cm (1—2 ft) deep; moderately
eroded and occasionally flooded

C

IV E 3 iv (f)

As above but more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep;
occasionally flooded

C

IV F 2/IV H
iv

Non-calcareous siallitic soils with impeded drainage
and halomorphic soils; more than 90 cm (3 ft)
deep

D

IV H ive

Halomorphic soils more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep;
severely eroded

D

ll/IVN 1 ir

Lithosols and sandy calcareous upland siallitic soils
up to 30 cm (1 ft) deep; many rock outcrops

D

ll/IV P 1 i-ii
(r.e)

Lithosols and sandy non-calcareous soils up to 60 cm
(2 ft) deep; scattered rock outcrops and moderately
eroded

D

ll/IV P i-ii
(r)e

As above, but severely eroded

D

IV P 1 i-ii

Sandy non-calcareous upland siallitic soils up to
60 cm (2 ft) deep

D

IV P 1 i-11
(e)

As above, but moderately eroded

D

IV P 1 iii

As above, but 6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 - 3 ft) deep

C

IV P 2 i-ii

Medium-textured non-calcareous upland siallitic soils
up to 60 cm (2 ft) deep

C

IV P 2 ii

As above but 3 0 - 6 0 cm ( 1 - 2 ft) deep

C
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PLATE 6

Land facets
1 &2d

1 & 2e

4h

Profile pits
Note

107

Undulating and moderately dissected valley sides on mixed acid to basic schists and
gneisses; on the Shashi River near Tonota

Undulating valley sides on mixed acid to basic schists and gneisses; about
20% is irrigable
Moderately dissected valley sides on mixed acid to basic schists and
gneisses; about 10% is irrigable
Undulating to rolling uplands with scattered rock outcrops on Messina
System schists; about 5% is irrigable
1,2,3,4,87,88
Profiles 2 and 4 are classified as Soil Series IV B2, and occur as local
impurities within Mapping Unit IVD2.
Profile 88 is in a small area of vertisol (Soil Series IIIC1), occupying a
local depression too small to map

Plate 7 Soil series and phases

Map symbol

Description

Irrigability
class

II r

Lithosols; many rock outcrops

D

IV D1 iv

Dark reddish brown non-calcareous sandy siallitic
alluvial soils more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

S

IV D2 ii-iv (f)

Dark reddish brown non-calcareous medium-textured
siallitic alluvial or colluvial soils; depth ranges from
30 cm (1 ft) to over 90 cm (3 f t ) ; moderate flood
hazard due to run-off

C

IV D2 iiiiv (e)

As above, but 6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 - 3 ft) deep; no flood
hazard; moderate erosion

B

IV D2 iv

As above, but more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep; no flood
hazard or erosion

A

IV E3 iv (f)

Dark brown to grey calcareous medium to fine
textured colluvial siallitic soils more than 90 cm
(3 ft) deep with impeded drainage in low-lying areas

C

IV F3 iv

Dark brown to grey non-calcareous medium to fine
textured colluvial siallitic soils more than 90 cm
(3 ft) deep, with impeded draining in low-lying areas

C

ll/IVPI i

Complex of lithosols and dark brown to reddish brown
non-calcareous sandy upland siallitic soils, up to
30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

As above; many rock outcrops

D

IV PI ii

Dark brown to dark reddish brown non-calcareous
sandy upland siallitic soils, 30—60cm (1—2 ft) deep

D

IV PI iii

As above, but 6 0 - 9 0 cm ( 2 - 3 ft) deep

C

II/IVP1
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PLATE 7

Land facets
1 &2d

1 & 2e

2e

1 & 2g

FP

Profile pits
Note:

109

Undulating to dissected valley sides on Basement Complex rocks; on the Shashi River
near the Tati Junction

Undulating valley sides on mixed acid to basic schists and gneisses; about 20%
is irrigable
Moderately dissected valley sides on mixed acid to basic schists and gneisses;
small pockets of irrigable land on up to 10% of this land facet
Moderately dissected valley sides on basic schists and gneisses; small pockets
of irrigable land on up to 5%
Dissected valley sides on mixed acid to basic schists and gneisses; small pockets
of irrigable land on less than 5%
Floodplain Type 2; consisting of a narrow levee backed by a depression
between the floodplain and the valley side; sandy soils suitable for sprinkler
irrigation
130,131,132
Profile 131 is marginal between Soil Series IVD1 and IVF5, due to impeded
drainage at 122cm (48in)

Plate 8 Soil series and phases
Map symbol

Description

Irrigability
class

III A 2 iii-iv

Very dark brown lithormorphic vertisols, 60—90 cm
( 2 - 3 ft) deep

B

l/IV B 1 iv

Dark greyish brown sandy or gravelly alluvium and
young siallitic alluvial soils, more than 90 cm
{3 ft deep)

S

1/IV B 1 iv
(f)

As above, but subject to occasional flooding

S

IVB 1 ii

Dark greyish brown sandy young siallitic alluvial
soils, 30-60 cm (1-2 ft) deep

D

IV D 1 iv

Dark reddish brown sandy siallitic alluvial soils, more
than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

S

IV D 2 iv

Dark reddish brown medium-textured siallitic alluvial
soils, more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

A

IV E 1 iv

Dark reddish brown siallitic soils with restricted
permeability, more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

IV E 3 iv

Dark brown siallitic soils with impeded drainage, more
than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

IV L 1 iv

Dark greyish brown compact fine-textured siallitic
soils, more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

C

IV L 2 iv

Dark greyish brown fine-textured siallitic soils with a
granular surface horizon, more than 90 cm (3 ft) deep

B

II/IVN2 i

Lithosols and very dark brown calcareous mediumtextured upland siallitic soils, up to 30 cm (1 ft) deep

D

M/IV N 2 Kr)

As above, with many rocky outcrops

D

IV N 2 ii

Very dark brown calcareous medium-textured upland
siallitic soils, 30—60 cm (1—2 ft) deep; no rock
ou (.crops

C

IV N 3 ii

Very dark brown calcareous fine-textured upland
siallitic soils 30-60 cm (1-2 ft) deep

C

IV P 4 ii(r)

Dark reddish brown fine sand to loamy sand siallitic
soil over quartz sandstone, 30—60 cm (1—2 ft) deep;
scattered rock outcrops

D

IV P 4 iv

As above, but over 90 cm (3 ft) deep; no rock
outcrops

S
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PLATE 8

Land facets
6n

Alluvial terraces and valley sides on basalt and quartz sandstones; on the Maclautsi
River near Bobonong

Gently undulating valley sides on basalt; at least 50% of this land facet is
irrigable, subject to studies of drainage and cultivation problems

6d

Undulating valley sides on basalt; 20-30% is irrigable, subject to studies
of drainage and cultivation problems

6e

Moderately dissected valley sides on basalt; less than 5% is irrigable

6j

Piedmont derived from basalt; at least 50% is irrigable, subject to studies
of drainage and cultivation problems

7d

Undulating valley sides on quartz sandstones; no irrigable land

TA

Old terraces, derived from mixed igneous and metamorphic rocks; at least
50% is irrigable

FP

Floodplains and recent terraces of Type 3; broad predominantly sandy
floodplains, with pockets of medium-textured soils suitable for irrigation

Profile pits
Note:

120, 122, 124, 125
Profile 122 is marginal between Soil Families I V E and IVG due to moderately
high exchangeable sodium percentage

THE IRRIGABILITY CLASSIFICATION
Introduction
Irrigation involves the subjection of land to an artifically high 'rainfall', and changes in
the soil as an environment for plant growth inevitably take place. An assessment of land
for irrigation therefore includes a forecast of the type of changes that will take place in
the soil over a period of years. The forecast is based on the following considerations:
1.

Stability of the soil structure

2.

The possibility that the groundwater table may rise, causing waterlogging and
salinisation of the soil

3.

The Soil's ability to hold nutrients against leaching and to store adequate
moisture for plant growth between irrigations

In addition, the land surface must be considered with regard to the ease with which
water can be led on to all parts of it by channels or other means, the ease with which
excess water can be removed, and the danger of erosion.
Ideally, forecasts of irrigation potential are based on experience on comparable soils in
neighbouring areas. A t present, except for a number of recently developed plots in the
Tuli Block, very little land in Botswana is under irrigation. These plots have not been
irrigated for very long, and they are mostly on well-drained alluvium, which do not
adequately reflect the range of soil types in the survey areai The experience gained is
therefore of little value in an assessment of the long-term effects of irrigation in
Botswana.
*-*••
However, experience in the Lowveld of Rhodesia covers a much longer period and a
much wider range of soil types and a system of irrigability classification evolved there
(Thomas and Thompson, 1959; Thompson, 1965b) has been tested under climatic
conditions and on soil types similar to those in Botswana. The system was based originally on the methods of the Division of Chemical Services of the Department of Agricultural Technical Services in the Union of South Africa, and progressively adapted t o
meet local needs. A t the same time the irrigability classes were redefined to conform
broadly with the land classes of the United States Bureau of Reclamation (U.S. Department of the Interior, (USDA), 1954). This system has been used in the irrigability
assessment of land in Eastern Botswana.
Definitions of irrigability classes
The following definitions of the irrigability classes, used in the present survey, are quoted
from Thomas and Thompson (1959). There are five classes based on decreasing productive capacity or increasing costs or hazards, and a sixth class of sandy soils which require
special management practices.
Class A. 1 Eminently suitable for irrigation and capable of sustained high productivity. Soils are
deep, medium textured and free draining; available water capacity is good. Topography is even and
slopes are gentle. Provision for disposal of surplus surface water will be relatively simple and
inexpensive.
Class A.2 Suitable for irrigation and capable of sustained productivity. Soils are moderately deep
and free draining; available water capacity is adequate. Topography is moderately favourable, but
more work may be necessary in land preparations and provision for disposal of surplus surface water
than in Class A.1.
Class B
Approaching marginal suitability for irrigation owing to reduced permeability, shallowness
of soil, moderate but correctable salinity, or unfavourable topography. Adequate productivity is
attainable with good management and maximum efficiency in the use of irrigation water, but risks
are greater and special care is necessary. Corrective measures such as leaching and gypsum applications.
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field drainage for the disposal of surplus surface water and sub-surface drainage to control the watertable may be necessary.
C/ass C Of very restricted suitability for irrigation owing to severe limitations in permeability, depth
of soil, or topography, or owing to high salinity. Except in special circumstances, irrigation of this
class is restricted to relatively permanent crops such as pastures or orchards.
Clqßs D Unsuitable for normal irrigation owing to excessive limitations in soils or topography, but
suitable in some cases for irrigation of paddy rice or selected pastures.
ClassS Excessively pervious sands with inadequate available water capacity. Irrigation of this class
is, under normal conditions, unlikely to be economic because of high water-losses, the necessity for
frequent irrigation, the almost certain rapid rise in the watertable, and low inherent fertility.'

In Botswana it was found that separation of land of class A.1 from class A.2 was not
practicable owing to the limited occurrence of class A.1 land. These two classes were
therefore amalgamated as class A land.
The soil profile and topographic criteria used in the above classification were first
established at auger holes sited on a grid pattern to ensure uniform coverage of the area
to be surveyed. The soil profile criteria were subsequently confirmed by the chemical
analysis of samples taken from soil pits dug at sites representative of the main soil types.
A further assessment of the topography was also made by field studies and air photointerpretation, with particular reference to areas with uneven topography unsuitable
for surface irrigation and areas subject to flooding. These soil-profile and topographic
criteria are discussed in the following sections.
Soil-profile criteria
Profile irrigable values
Each soil profile, assessed in an auger hole or profile pit, is given a profile irrigability
value on the basis of soil texture, depth, permeability, depth to seasonal watertable, pH
and salinity. In Table 28 the specifications of minimum requirements for these characteristics are given for six 'profile irrigable values'. Any profiles not meeting the minimum
requirements set out in this table are classed as being unsuitable for irrigation and given
a profile irrigable value of 7. In preparing an irrigability map of an area, the 'profile
irrigable values' of individual auger holes and profile pits are mapped into irrigability
classes as in Table 29.
So/7 texture and effective depth
The soil textural classes adopted were those defined in the Soil Survey Manual (USDA
1951). Effective depth is the depth of soil which can be used by the roots of a crop for
its supply of nutrients and water; it is generally the depth to gravel or weathered rock,
or to conditions unfavourable for root growth, suqh as impermeable or salt-affected
soil. Texture and depth are considered together because the combination of these two
factors controls the maximum amount of water available to plants that can be retained
in the soil.
The textural assessment of a soil profile is carried out in two stages. Initially an estimate
is made of the average texture of the profile to a depth of 90 cm (36 in), or to weathered
rock or gravel if this occurs at a shallower depth. This enables an estimate to be made of
the total available water-holding capacity of the profile. The available water-holding
capacity (A.W.C.) of a soil is defined as the total amount of water which a soil can
retain between its field capacity and the permanent wilting point of plants. The field
capacity of a soil is the highest moisture level at which there is no loss of water from
the soil due to gravity; immediately after rain or irrigation, the soil is saturated with
water which gradually soaks away until field capacity is reached. It is generally considered that the soil remains above field capacity for one or two days after irrigation.
The permanent wilting point is defined as the lower level of the availability of soil
moisture available to plants. (Richards, 1954).
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TABLE 28

Specification* of soil profile characteristics for profile irrigable values (after Thompson (1965b))

Soil characteristics

Specifications for profile irrigable values

Profile irrigable value

1

Average soil texture to a depth
of 90cm (36 in)
Maximum depth of sand or
loamy sand topsoil
Minimum depth of soil to sand,
gravel or rock:
Average texture: C-SC
SCL
SL
VfS or LfS
LS or S

2

6
SorLS

C-VfS or LfS

C-VfS or LfS

•

Nil

10 cm (4 in)

25 cm (10 in)

45 cm (18 in)

•

cm

120
150

48 Sial-Fers
60 Sial

9 0 36 Sial-Fers
150 4 2 Sial-Fers
120 48 Sial-Fers

Average
texture

Depth
cm

Minimum depth to horizon
of moderately restricted
permeability (3)

5

C-SL

in

CSC
SCL

4

C-SCI

cm

Minimum depth to horizon
of moderately restricted
permeability ( 4 ) * *

3

Average
texture

in

cm

in

15
18
24
36

Sial; 45
Sial; 6 0
Sial; 75
Sial

Average
texture

in

cm

in

18 Fers
24 Fers
30 Fers

•30
•38
•38
•38
•60

12
15
15
15
24

Depth
cm

C-SCL
SL
VfS or LfS

60
90
120

24
36
60

C-SCL
SL
VfS or LfS

•
60
90

24
36

C-SC
SCL
SL

120 48
150 60
180 72

C-SCL
SL
VfS or LfS

120
150
180

48
60
72

C-SCL
SL
VfS or LfS

60
90
120

C-SC

180

72

C-SCL
SL-VfS

150
180

60
72

C-SCL
SL-VfS

180

72

180

72

Minimum depth to relatively
impermeable horizon (1)

C-SCL

45
60
75

cm

Average
texture

Depth
cm

in

•

*

90

36

18
36

120

48

C-SCL
SL
S o r LS

*

60
120

24
48

C-SCL
SL
S o r LS

30 12
6 0 24
120 48

90

36

•

8.5

8.5

8.5

8.5

•

Maximum salinity (SC saturation extract, mmhos/cm)

2 mmhos

2 mmhos

2 mmhos

4 mmhos

#

in

24

24
36
48'

45
90

Depth
cm

36

«
60

36

90

C-SCL
SorLS

Maximum pH+
(1:5 suspension in water)

#

in

90

in

9 0 36
120 48
150 6 0

180

72

Depth

38
45
60
90

in

C-SC
SCL
SL

C-SCL

180

Average
texture

cm

12
18
30

Minimum depth to horizon
of severely restricted
permeability (2)

Minimum depth to
seasonal watertable

Depth

Sial-Fers
Sial-Fers
Sial
Sial

in

30
45
75

120 48
150 60

72

6 0 24
75 30
9 0 36
150 6 0

cm

C-SC
. SCL
SL
VfS or LfS

C-SC
SCL

180

in

18
24
30

C-SC
SCL
SL

72

cm

cm

24
30

60
75

In

•

120 48

90

36

8.5

2 mmhos

No direct limiting effect of a soil characteristic on the profile irrigable value. In the case of soils of irrigable value 5, the characteristics marked * must be considered with regard to the requirements of a
particular type of irrigation
" Permeability classes 4, 3, 2, 1 are described under the heading 'Permeability'
+ Maximum pH. See qualification under the heading 'Soil reaction'
VfS = very fine sand, LS = loamy sand, LfS = loamy fine sand, SL = sandy loam, SCL = sandy clay loam, SC = sandy clay, C = clay. For definitions of the soil textural classes see U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Soil Survey Staff, 1951
Any soil profile in which one or more characteristics do not meet the minimum specifications for a particular profile irrigable value are downgraded to the next value; any profile in which one or more
characteristics do not meet the minimum specifications for irrigable value 5 or 6 are classed as irrigable value 7, i.e. not irrigable

TABLE 29

Irrigability
class

The relationship between profile irrigable values and irrigabilrry classasjafter Thomas and
Thompson (1959))
Profile irrigable value

A.1

Majority are 1; a few may be 2; none are 3 or lower

A.2

Majority are 1, 2 or 3; a few may be 4, if not
expected to introduce significant problems

B

Majority are 4 or better; a few may be 5 if not
expected to introduce severe problems

C

Majority are 5 or better; a few may be 7

D

Majority may be 7

S

Majority are 6

The second stage is the estimation of the depth of sand in the top soil. Where this is
deep, it will dry out rapidly after irrigation, and recently-germinated crops will require
frequent irrigation until their roots can tap the water in the deeper layers of the soil.
Less than 10 cm (4 in) of surface sand can easily be mixed with the deeper soil by
ploughing, while over 25 cm (10 in) can be mixed in only by deep ploughing and would
need frequent irrigations until the crop is well established. In addition to their low
water-holding capacity, coarse sand and loamy sand are excessively permeable and
problems of water loss from unlined channels, waterlogging at the transition to finer
textured underlying soil, and excessive leaching of soil nutrients from the surface are
likely to occur.
In soils with gravelly horizons in the subsoil, the effective depth of the gravel layer is
then defined as the total depth of the layer, less the gravel. Thus a layer of gravel 60 cm
(2 ft) deep, containing 30% soil, is equivalent to a layer of soil 20 cm (8 in) deep. This
is taken as its effective depth. However, if a gravel horizon, even if it contains a high
proportion of soil, occurs within 30 cm (12 in) of the surface, the soil is classed as
unsuitable for irrigation because of the difficulty of cultivation, and the likelihood of
exposing gravel during levelling operations. This does not apply to very small plots
which can be watered and cultivated by hand.
Available water-holding capacity (A.W.C.)
Studies of the available water-holding capacity of soils have shown that texture is one
of the most important factors, although others such as compaction, the nature of the
clay minerals and the amount of organic matter can have a considerable effect.
In the specifications for profile irrigable values given in Table 28 the soil depth and
texture inter-relations are designed to give a minimum available water-holding capacity
of 20 cm (8 in) in the profile of a soil with profile irrigable value 1. In terms of irrigation, which is ideally done when the level of available soil water is at half the available
A.W.C, this means that on a soil with irrigable value 1 irrigation can be done at the
optimum intervals in applications of 4 in (10 cm), without any loss of water through
percolation below the root zone. Correspondingly, the minimum A.W.C. of soils with
profile irrigable values of 2, 3 and 4 are 15 cm (6 in), 10 cm (4 in) and 7.5 cm (3 in)
respectively; the maximum permissible applications of irrigation water at optimum
intervals are therefore 7.5 cm (3 in), 5 cm (2 in) and 3.75 cm (1.5 in) respectively. On
these shallower soils, irrigation must therefore be implemented more frequently, with
consequent higher costs, and more demanding requirements in terms of management.
The A.W.C. for the various soil textural classes is shown in Table 30.
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TABLE 30

Theoretical available water-holding capacity (A.W.C.) of different soil textural classes
A.W.C.

Textural class
Loamy fine sand
Sandy loam (siallitic)
Sandy loam (fersialliticl
Sandy clay loam (siallitic)
Sandy clay loam (fersialliticl
Sandy clay, clay (siallitic)
Sandy clay, clay (fersialliticl

cm/m

in/ft

8.5
12.5
10.0
16.5
12.5
20.0
16.5

1.0
1.5
1.2
2.0
1.5
2.4
2.0

The figures in the above table are theoretical, based largely on tests done on soils in
America and Europe, with adjustments based on field experience in irrigation in
Rhodesia. At present there are comparatively few measured values of A.W.C. done on
soils in Rhodesia. The figures in Table 31 give an indication of the variability of the
A.W.C. of soils with similar textures, and also suggest that the inferred A.W.C. levels
used in the classification may be higher than those found in the field. This subject
requires further study; measurements rre needed not only of the available water-holding
capacity of the soils, but also of the length of time after irrigation that the soil will hold
water above the theoretical field capacity. As has been mentioned earlier, this period is
thought to be one to two days; this is an important part of the time between irrigations
especially in the summer.
TABLE 31

Measured values of the A.W.C. of the subsoil at 45-60 cm (18-24 in) depth of some Rhodesian soils
(after Thompson (1968)).

A.W.C.

Soil
cm/m

in/ft

Fersiallitic clay

10.3
11.4

1.23
1.37

Fersiallitic loamy sand

7.0
8.6
12.2
19.0

0.84
1.04
1.46
2.28

Siallitic sandy clay loam
Vertisol

Permeability
The Rhodesian Federal Department of Conservation and Extension has established
seven permeability classes based on field assessments. These were used in the present
survey. They are described in the following quotation from the Manual of Land Use
Planning Procedures (1964) published by the above department.
'Symbol 7 Excessively rapid permeability. Open gravel without soil, and very coarse and gravelly
sands.
Symbol 6 Rapid permeability. Sands and loamy sands only (some very porous light sandy loams are
also given this permeability rating in Botswana: Author).
Symbol 5 Good permeability
i. Sandy loams, sandy clay loams, and sandy clays, provided they are not compacted or
deflocculated
ii. Clays and clay loams of good crumb, granular, or moderate blocky structure, readily
permeable (includes typical red soils)
Symbol 4 Slightly restricted permeability. Soils that are intermediate in permeability between 5 and
3 mainly by reason of somewhat heavy texture or slight compaction or denseness. Some clay skins are
often visible.
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Symbol 3 Moderately restricted permeability.
i. Clays or clay loams, greyish, yellowish or brownish sometimes slightly mottled, massive or
angular blocky, hard consistence and sometimes moderately compacted. Clay skins often
conspicuous. (Includes many subsoils derived from sedimentary rocks)
ii. Sandy clay loams, and sandy clays tending to massive structure; moderately compacted and
usually somewhat mottled or yellower than normal for the type
iii. Self-ploughing clays and heavy clays, dark brownish-grey or black, with moderately strong
grades of structure. (Typical black turf soils on basalt and norite) [Lithomorphic Vertisols
on basalt; Author]
iv. Gravel or lateritic gravel, moderately compacted, but penetrated by roots
v. Solft highly-weathered rock, or relatively unweathered but well-jointed rock; slight pentration by roots
Symbol 2 Severely restricted permeability
i. Clays or heavy clays with very strong grades of blocky prismatic or columnar structure, and
with shiny surfaces; very hard consistence (includes typical vlei clays and the more vlei-like
black turf soils) [Topo morphic vertisols, and lithomorphic vertisols on rocks other than
basalt: Author]
ii. Deflocculated soils
iii. Gravel or lateritic gravel, very compact and partially cemented, with only slight root
penetration
iv. Highly weathered rock that is very clayey and dense, often cracking into large angular blocks
when dry. Signs of waterlogging are often visible in this horizon
Symbol 1 Relatively impermeable
i. Heavy, stiff, sticky clays, with pronounced blocky prismatic or columnar structure, and
with shiny surfaces. Roots, if present, are flattened and occur entirely between structural
elements. Dark yellowish, greyish or black, usually strongly mottled with yellowish and
bluish colours
ii. Severely deflocculated soils
iii. Massive laterite, cemented, not penetrated by roots
iv. Solid unfissured rock; not penetrated by roots'

Field measurements of permeability, using the pour-in method, were made on dry soils
in 43 profiles (see Appendix 2, Table 1, and see also the section on Soil Permeability in
Part 4, Soils). Tests on moist soils gave low, variable readings which were therefore discarded. The results of these field measurements, correlated with permeability assessments using the classification described above, are shown in Table 32.
TABLE 32

The relationship between permeability measured in profile pits and the Rhodesien permeability
classification

Rhodesian
permeability
class
6
5
4
3
2
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Permeability
No. of
profiles
4
15
11
8
6

Average

Range

m/d

in/hr

m/d

in/hr

1.6
1.0
0.33
0.13
0.03

2.4
1.5
0.5
0.2
0.05

0.87 - 2.3
0.13-2.0
0.02 - 0.80
0.09 - 0.24
0.0 - 0 . 0 8

1.3-3.4
0.2 - 3.0
0.03-1.2
0.14-0.36
0.0-0.12

It will be noted that the range of permeability in the soil permeability classes 4 and 5
was greater than in the other soils. In these two classes, however, the majority of
profiles measured had permeabilities near the average. Of the eleven soils with Class 4
permeability, nine had measured permeabilities in the range 0.22-0.45 m/d (0.33-0.67
in/hr), and of the fifteen profiles with permeability Class 5, ten were in the range
0.47-1.3 m/d (0.7-2.0 in/hr). On these admittedly limited figures, permeability ranges
for the different Rhodesian permeability classes can be proposed:
Permeability Class 6
" 5
" 4
" 3
" 2

>1.3 m/day
0.5 -1.3 m/day
0.2 -0.5 m/day
0.07-0.2 m/day
<0.07 m/day

(>2 in/h)
(0.7-2 in/h)
(0.3-0.7 in/h)
(0.1-0.3 in/h)
« 0 . 1 in/h)

So/7 Structure
The use of soil structure in the assessment of irrigation potential is through its interpretation in terms of permeability. However, when development is considered special
care is required on certain soils derived from sedimentary rocks, and on some soils
derived from basic metamorphic rocks of the Bulawayan system around Francistown,
because the weak structure is likely to break down under cultivation. The mediumand fine-textured soils are very prone to capping, resulting in lack of penetration of
rainwater and increased run off. A plough pan is also likely to develop when the soils
are cultivated. Over-grazing of these soils results in compaction of the soil surface, and
the reduced infiltration of rainwater makes it difficult for grass to re-establish itself.
The sandy soils have surface layers which very easily break down to a single grain structure, and when cultivated they are very susceptible to wind erosion. This characteristic
was noted during the fieldwork, particularly on soils derived from cave sandstone north
of Bobonong, where sand drifts had accumulated around the edges of cultivated land.
Minimum depth to the seasonal watertable
It is difficult to assess this in Botswana soils, since in many areas there is very rarely any
groundwater at ail owing to the low rainfall and other factors which prevent water infiltration, such as capping of the soil surface. Irrigation, however, can rapidly alter this
situation. An example of this can be seen in the Mogobane irrigation scheme, which
has existed for about twenty-five years; a watertable has built up over the underlying
shale to within 60-90 cm (2-3 ft) of the surface over large parts of the scheme. On the
unirrigated land nearby, however, even after prolonged heavy rain, no groundwater was
observed in profile pits dug to a depth of 2 m (6 ft). In the absence of a seasonal watertable, any evidence of severely restricted drainage is therefore taken as an indication of
the potential level of the seasonal watertable. Severely restricted drainage may be
indicated by impermeable weathered rock, a sharp break to a pale or mottled horizon,
or an ironpan underlain by bleached sand or impermeable clay.
So/7 Reaction
In strongly alkaline soil with pH values over 8.5, the availability of certain plant
nutrients, particularly phosphorus and the trace elements iron, manganese and boron
(Russell, 1961, p.532) may be reduced. High pH levels usually also indicate the
presence of appreciable amounts of exchangeable sodium. Statistical work on soils in
America has shown that pH levels over 8.5, measured on the saturated soil paste,almost
invariably indicate an exchangeable sodium percentage of 15 or more in the soil
(Richards, 1954). Of the methods of pH measurement used during this survey, that on
a 1:1 suspension of soil in dilute calcium-chloride solution gives similar readings to
measurements on the saturated soil paste, while measurements on 1:2.5 and 1:5 suspension of soil in water usually give higher readings, often up to one pH unit higher.
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In Table 28 a pH value of 8.5, measured on a 1:5 suspension of soil in water, is taken
as the upper limit permissible for all profile irrigable values except 5, i.e, marginally
irrigable soil. This figure should be regarded as provisional; where pH values above 8.5
occur below a depth of 60 cm (2 ft), they can be disregarded provided that there are
not harmful levels pf salinity or exchangeable sodium. Where they occur above a depth
of 60 cm (2 ft), the soil should be given a provisional profile irrigable value of five until
trials can be made to assess the effect of the alkalinity on nutrient uptake by plants.
Salinity and exchangeable sodium
The saline soils in Botswana are almost always sodic; that is, having high levels of
exchangeable sodium, usually over 15%. Where the electrical conductivity of the soil
is over 2 mmhos, the exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) should be measured
before irrigation development is considered.
Many non-saline soils may have high ESP levels, which usually have a marked influence
on soil development. These sodic soils can be recognised in the field by their compact
structure, their impermeability and the deflocculated nature of the clay. These characteristics usually become apparent when the ESP is 15 or more; they are discussed in
Part 4 of this report. Vertisols are exceptional as high levels of exchangeable sodium
are not accompanied by any apparent alteration in the structure and experience,
particularly in the Sudan (Hunting Technical Services, 1964), has shown that satisfactory crops can be grown on soils with more than 15% exchangeable sodium. Cotton
yields may be affected when the ESP in the root zone,0-90 cm (0-3 ft), is over about 25.
High ESP levels below the root zone do not affect yields.
When sodic soils are irrigated, the presence of an impermeable sodic layer in the subsoil
will cause waterlogging and lateral seepage will take place. Salts will accumulate in the
lower-lying areas, where the seepage water comes close to the surface. Soils with more
than 15% exchangeable sodium are therefore given the profile irrigable values shown
below.
TABLE 33

Profile irrigable values of soils with exchangeable sodium percentage of 15 or more
Depth to sodic
horizon

Type of soil
Vertisol

>
Non-vertisol

0-90 cm (0-3 ft)
90 cm (>9 ft)

0 * 0 cm (0-2 ft)
60-120 cm (2-4 ft)

Profile irrigable
value
5
No limitation
7
5

Sodic horizons below 120 cm (4 ft) in non-vertisols, since they are usually impermeable,
are classified as having permeability Class 1, and soils with such horizons are given the
appropriate classification indicated in Table 28.
Topographic criteria
Thomas and Thompson (1959) list the following topographic limitations for surface
irrigation for the irrigability classes. The topographic limitations for sprinkler irrigation
are considered under specific headings below.
Class A 1

Land with an even surface, and a general gradient <2% in reasonably
large bodies sloping in the same plane

Class A 2

Land with an even, general gradient of <3% in reasonably large bodies
or slopes of <2% if the land is rougher or undulating

Class B

Topography that does not meet the specifications of Class A 2 but with
a general gradient not exceeding 5%; uneven or stony ground or topography
that may need considerable drainage to dispose of surplus surface water
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Class C

Land with steep slopes, excessively uneven or stony ground, or low lying
ground that may be seriously affected by seepage or may present serious
problems in the disposal of surplus water

Class D

Excessively broken, or steeply sloping ground

Class S

No topographic limitations are mentioned

Steepness
In Botswana, soil of sufficient depth for irrigation is rarely found on slopes of over 5%,
and soils of Class A suitability for irrigation are rarely associated with slopes of over 2%.
This is due to the dryness of the climate and the high intensity of much of the rainfall,
which combine to cause rapid erosion of the soil. Thus the topographic limitations of
steepness are rarely operative on their own.
Uneven topography
Uneven, broken or undulating land is expensive to prepare for surface irrigation, as
either considerable land levelling must take place with the risk of exposing the gravel
or rock underlying shallow soils, or the fields must be small and uneven in shape, with
short irrigation furrows which are expensive to operate. The precise limiting effect of
unevenness will vary according to the size of the intended irrigation.scheme.
The above discussion of uneven land applies largely to surface irrigation; if sprinkler
irrigation is used, an undulating or uneven surface is not so serious a limiting factor, as
the land levelling costs will usually be eliminated. In some place, however, the unevenness of the surface may result in waterlogging in low-lying areas, and the cheapest way
to prevent this may well be by land levelling rather than by drainage.
Erosion
In the semi-detailed and detailed surveys done during this reconnaissance it was not
usually necessary to downgrade land solely on the grounds of topographic limitations,
except for eroded land. Two erosion classes were considered:
1.

Moderate erosion Land with shallow gulleys < 1 5 cm (6 in) deep, or deeper
gulleys > 2 7 m (30 yd) apart

2.

Severe erosion Land with gulleys>15 cm (6 in) deep, < 2 7 m (30 yd) apart

Moderate erosion was not regarded as a sufficient limitation to down-grade an area
unless other factors were marginal for a particular class. Severely eroded land, however,
was usually downgraded to irrigability Class C as, in addition to the expense of levelling,
there would also be the necessity of preventing further erosion either by providing field
drains, or by diversion of runoff water from higher ground.
Eroded land will require some levelling for sprinkler-irrigation, to enable it to be
cultivated, and this may result in the exposure of underlying gravels.
Flood hazard
The risk of flooding was assessed in the semi-detailed and detailed surveys carried out
during the reconnaissance, and where it existed two classes were established:
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1.

Moderate flood hazard. The likelihood of occasional shallow flooding
either from rivers or by runoff from higher ground; not expensive t o prevent

2.

Severe flood hazard. Deep or prolonged flooding usually from rivers;
difficult or expensive to prevent

Land subject to moderate flood hazard is usually downgraded by one irrigability class
below that indicated by soil-profile characteristics, and land subject to severe flood
hazard is included with Class D, non-irrigable land. Limitation applies equally to surface
or sprinkler irrigation.
Rocky and stony land
Rockiness and stoniness of the land, where they occur, were placed in either of the
following classes:
1.

Moderate rockiness or stoniness. Land with <5% of the surface covered with
rocks or stones of >25 cm (10 in) in diameter'

2.

Severe rockiness or stoniness. Land with 5% or more of the surface covered
with rocks or stones >25 cm (10 in) in diameter

Land with moderate rockiness or stoniness is usually downgraded one irrigability class,
while land with severe rockiness or stoniness is placed in Class C, marginally irrigable
land, if there are no other limiting factors, applying to both surface and sprinkler
irrigation.
Correlation of the Rhodesian irrigability classification with the land classification of
the United States Bureau of Reclamation
The general land classification specifications of the United States Bureau of Reclamation
(USBR) are shown in Table 34. In the application of this classification to particular
projects, more detailed specifications are included for each class, and sub-classes for
special types of irrigation are established. The relationship between the USBR (US
Department of the Interior, 1953) and Rhodesian classifications (Thomas and
Thompson, 1959; Thompson 1965) is discussed below under the headings of texture
and depth, alkalinity, salinity, topography and drainage.
Texture and depth
The USBR classification does not include the texture-depth correlations which have
been adopted in the Rhodesian classification used in this survey. In the general soildepth requirements, the USBR Class 1 land corresponds with Rhodesian profile
irrigable values 1 and 2; Class 2 land corresponds with profile irrigable value 3; and
Class 3 land corresponds with profile irrigable value 4. The USBR system, however,
includes loamy sands in its Classes 2 and 3 which in the Rhodesian system would be
classed separately in profile irrigable value 6. The depth to shale, raw soil from shale
or similar material in the USBR classification corresponds roughly with the depth to
a horizon of severely restricted permeability (permeability Class 2) in the Rhodesian
classification.
Alkalinity
The USBR Land Classes 1-3 have a maximum soil pH of 9.0, measured on the soil paste.
This level is higher than those allowed in the Rhodesian classification except for
irrigability Class C, marginally irrigable land. Such high pH levels, as mentioned earlier
usually indicate harmful levels of exchangeable sodium, and may also impede the uptake
of nutrients by crops; both factors that must be studied before a soil can be classified
as suitable for irrigation.
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TABLE 34

The general land classification specifications developed by the USBR

Land characteristics

Class 1 - arable

Class 2 — arable

Class 3 — arable

Texture

Sandy loam to friable clay loam

Loamy sand to very permeable
clay

Loamy sand to permeable clay

Depth to sand,
gravel or cobble

36 in plus — good free-working
soil of fine sandy loam or finer;
or 42 in of sandy loam

24 in plus — good free-working
soil of fine sandy loam or finer; or
30-36 in of sandy loam to loamy
sand

16 in plus — good free-working soil
of fine sandy loam or finer; or 2430 in of coarser textured soil

Depth to shale, raw
soil from shale or
similar material (6 in
less in each instance
to rock and similar
material)

60 in plus; or 54 in with minimum
of 6 in of gravel overlying impervious material or sandy loam
throughout

48 in plus; or 42 in with minimum
of 6 in of gravel overlying impervious material or loamy sand
throughout

42 in plus; or 36 in with minimum
of 6 in of gravel overlying impervious material or loamy sand
throughout

Depth to penetrable
lime zone

18 in with 6 0 in penetrable

14 in with 48 in penetrable

10 in with 36 in penetrable

Alkalinity

pH less than 9.0 unless soil is
careous, total salts are low and
evidence of black alkali is absent

pH 9.0 or less, unless soil is calcareous, total salts are low and
evidence of.black alkali is absent

pH 9.0 or less, unless soil is calcareous, total salts are low and
evidence of black alkali is absent

Salinity

Total salts not to exceed 0.2%.
May be higher in open permeable
soils and under good drainage
conditions

Total salts not to exceed 0.5%.
May be higher in open permeable
soils and under good drainage
conditions

Total salts not to exceed 0.5%.
May be higher in open permeable
soils and under good drainage
conditions

Slopes

Smooth slopes up to 4% in general
gradient in reasonably large sized
bodies sloping in the same plane

Smooth slopes up to 8% in general
gradient in reasonably large sized
bodies sloping in the same plane;
or rougher slopes which are less
than 4% in general gradient

Smooth slopes up to 12% in general
gradient in reasonably large sized
bodies sloping in the same plane;
or rougher slopes which are less
than 8% in general gradient

Surface

Even enough to require only small
amount of levelling and no heavy
grading

Moderate grading required but in
amounts found feasible at reasonable cost in comparable irrigated
areas

Heavy and expensive grading
required in spots but in amounts
found feasible in comparable
irrigated areas

Cover (loose rocks
and vegetation)

Insufficient to modify productivity or cultural practices, or
clearing cost small

Sufficient to reduce productivity
and interfere with cultural practices. Clearing required but at
moderate cost

Present in sufficient amounts to
require expensive but feasible
clearing

Soil and topographic conditions
such that no specific farm drainage requirement is anticipated

Soil and topographic conditions
such that some farm drainage
will probably be required but with
reclamation by artificial
means appearing feasible at
reasonable cost

Soil and topographic conditions
such that significant farm drainage will probably be required but
with reclamation by artificial
means appearing expensive but
feasible .

Soils

Topography

Drainage
Soil and
topography

Class 4 — Limited arable
Includes lands having excessive deficiencies and restricted utility, but which special economic and engineering studies have shown to
be irrigable
Class 5 — Non-arable

'

"

Includes lands which will require additional economic and engineering studies to determine their irrigability and lands classified as
temporarily non-productivé pending construction of corrective works and reclamation
Class 6 — Non-arable

.

Includes lands which do not meet the minimum requirements of the next higher class mapped in a particular survey and small areas
of arable land lying within larger bodies of non-arable land.

Salinity
The normal method of estimating salinity is by measurement of the electrical
conductivity of the saturation extract, which is expressed as millimhos (mmhos/
cm). In general, a salt content of 0.2% in the soil can be equated to a conductivity
of 4 mmhos/cm of the saturation extract, and 0.5% can be equated with the conductivity of 8 mmhos/cm. In the Rhodesian classification these levels are higher
than any permitted except for. Class C, marginally irrigable land. They are applicable in areas, particularly of old irrigated land, where the soils are saline but have
low levels of exchangeable sodium and are often easily reclaimed by leaching.
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Topography and drainage
The slope limitations of the USBR land classification are less restrictive than those of
the Rhodesian system; the maximum permissible slopes for USBR Class 1 land correspond roughly with the maximum permissible slopes for Rhodesian Class B land. On
the other hand, the limitations for undulating land and drainage of USBR Class 2 land
correspond with those of Rhodesian Class A.2 land, and those for USBR Class 3 land
correspond roughly with Rhodesian Class B land.
Conclusion
In the lower categories of irrigable land, the USBR classification is deliberately nonspecific. Specifications for land classes 4-6 depend on the economic situation of an
area to be studied, and the type of crop to be grown. Land classified in the Rhodesian
system as Class C, marginally irrigable, or Class S, sandy soils requiring special procedures, can be regarded as sub-classes of the USBR Class 4, while Rhodesian Class D
land is equivalent to the USBR Classes 5 and 6, including some land which, while not
suitable for irrigation under present conditions, may be shown to be suitable at a later
date.
The relationships discussed above can be summed up in the general correlation in the
following table:
TABLE 35

The relationship between the Rhodesian irrigability classes and the USBR land classes

USBR land
class

Rhodesian
irribability class

1
2
3
4
5
6

A . 1 , part of A.2
A.2
B
C.S
D

Potential of irrigable areas
THE SOILS AND IRRIGATION POTENTIAL OF THE LAND FACETS
The distribution of soils and irrigation potential of the land facets are shown in
Table 36. The term 'irrigable' is applied to both Class A and Class B irrigable land. It
does not include certain other areas of land regarded as irrigable subject to further
studies of problems such as alkalinity, salinity, drainage or the difficulty of cultivation.
These areas are placed provisionally in Class C until trials have shown them to be
irrigable. The soil-profile characteristics of these areas observed in the field would
enable the land to be classed as irrigable, but field tests of the soil reaction indicate
that the soils are alkaline, and may be saline or contain harmful levels of exchangeable
sodium. Vertisols have an apparently friable topsoil and are cultivated in some areas
but they often become intractable for some time after rain, and irrigation may lead to
a permanent deterioration of the structure.
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TABLE 36

Land facets, associated soils and irrigation potential

Rock Type 1 — Miscellaneous acid gneisses; granites and lavas; Basement Complex, Dominion Reef and Ventersdorp System
Land
Facet

Slope divisions and associated soil series
Landform
Crests

Middle slopes

Upper slopes

1b

Gently undulating upland;
slopes < 2 %

Deep excessively drained
sandy fersiallitic soils —
VB

Ik

Undulating upland; slopes
<5%

as above, and Lithosols
- II
Shallow sandy siallitic
soils IV P 1

as above

as above

as above

1c

1h

1r

Undulating upland with
incised valleys; slopes
< 5 % on the interfluves
Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%
Rolling to rugged
upland with many rock
outcrops; slopes > 1 0 %

In

Gently undulating valley
sides; slopes < 2 %

Id

Undulating valley sides;
slopes 2-5%

1e

Moderately dissected
valley sides, and

If

Moderately dissected
valley sides with many
rock outcrops; slopes
2-10%

ig

Dissected valley sides;
slopes 5-20%

lj

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes
<5%

Moderately deep fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage
over cemented sand, iron pan, or impermeable clay —
VD

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage IV E 2,
IV F 2 , 4 ; IV G 1
Halomorphic soils — IV H

as above

as above, and lithosols — II

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land)
Minor areas of colluvial
siallitic soils IV E 3, IV F 3;
Less than 5% irrigable

as above

as above

Lithosols and shallow sandy siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 1, 3

as above

none

Lithosols — II

as above

none

Shallow sandy siallitic soils — IV P 1 , 3 Moderately
deep sandy fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage
VD

Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage — IV E 2; IV F 2, 4; IV G 1
Halomorphic soils — IV H

Lithosols and shallow sandy siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 1, 3

Moderately deep siallitic soils with impeded
drainage IV E 2; IV F 2, 4; IV G 1
Halomorphic soils — I V H

as above

as above

as above

as above

Lithosols — II

Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage — IV E 2; IV F 2 , 4 ; IV G 1

Lithosols and moderately deep siallitic soils
with impeded drainage — I I ; IV E 2; IV F 2, 4;
IV G 1
Halomorphic soils - IV H
Halomorphic soils — IV H

Less than 5% irrigable, in
minor areas of colluvial
siallitic s o i l s - I V E 3, IV F 3
as above

none

none
Less than 10% irrigable, in
minor areas of colluvial
siallitic soils - IV E 3, IV F 3

TABLE 36
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Crests

Upper slopes

Lower slopes

Middle slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land)

Rock Type 2 — Basic gneisses and schists; Basement Complex including Bulawayan System
2a

Very gently undulating
upland; slopes less than
1%

50% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage and cultivation problems

Deep lithomorphic vertisols — IIIA

Gently undulating upland; slopes < 2 %

Lithosols and shallow
siallitic soils — I I ;
IV P 2

2k

Undulating upland;
slopes < 5 %

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 2

Moderately deep well-drained red fersiallitic soils —
V A 1,2, 4
Shallow siallitic red clays in dry areas — IV M

Deep Halomorphic soils
20% irrigable- IV M; V A 1,
— IV H, and topomorphic 2,4
vertisols-III B; III C

2c

Undulating upland with
incised valleys; slopes
< 5 % on the interfluves

Moderately deep well-drained red fersiallitic soils
- V A 1, 2 Minor areas of lithosols and
shallow siallitic soils - II, IV R 2

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 2

Deep siallitic soils with
20% irrigable - V A 1 . 2
impeded drainage —
IV E; I V F ; IV G;
Halomorphic soils — IV H

2h

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils— I I ; IV P 2

2R

Rolling to rugged
upland with many rock
outcrops; slopes >10%

2d

Undulating valley sides;
slopes 2-5%

2e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes
2-10%

2g

Dissected valley sides;
slopes 5-20%

2j

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes
<5%

Shallow siallitic red clays in dry areas — IV M
Moderately deep well-drained red fersiallitic soils —
V A 1,2, 4

Deep lithomorphic and topomorphic vertisols

At least 30% irrigable - IV M;
V A 1,2,4

2b

Deep colluvial siallitic soils — IV L
and lithosols — II

Lithosols — II
Lithosols, shallow siallitic soils and shallow siallitic red clays I I ;
IVP2;IVM

as above
Lithosols — 11

as above

Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil — IV L

none

Less than 10% irrigable, on
Deep colluvial siallitic soils — IV L Topomorphic
vertisols — 111 B, 111 C Halomorphic soils — 1V H pockets of colluvial soils and
red clays
as above
Moderately deep colluvial siallitic soils — IV L
Lithosols 11

Deep topomorphic vertisols and colluvial siallitic soils — III B; III C; IV L

Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil
none
50% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage, cultivation
and salinity problems

TABLE 36
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Crests

Middle slopes

Upper slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (%
of Class A and B irrigable land)

Rock Type 3 — Basic intrusive rocks; dolerite and gabbro of various ages, mainly pre-Karroo
3b

3h

Gently undulating upland;
slopes < 2 %
Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes < 1 0 %

3R

Rolling to rugged upland
with many rock outcrops;
slopes > 10%

3d

Undulating valley sides;
slopes 2-5%

3e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes 2-10%

50% irrigable subject to studies
of drainage and cultivation
problems'

Deep lithomorphic vertisols with varying amounts of stones on the surface — III A

Lithosols and shallow stony lithomorphic vertisols — I I ; III A

Shallow stony lithomorphic vertisols — III A
and deep topomorphic vertisols — H I B
Shallow stony lithomorphic vertisols — III A
Lithosols — II

Lithosols — 11

none

none

Moderately deep stony lithomorphic vertisols — 111 A

Deep topomorphic
vertisols — H I B

Less than 10% irrigable due to
excessive stoniness

Lithosols and shallow stony lithomorphic vertisols — I I ; III A

Deep topomorphic
vertisols - H I B

none

Rock Type 4 — Mixed schists, marble and quartzite; Messina System of the Basement Complex
4b

4h

4R

4d

Gently undulating upland;
slopes < 2 %

Lithosols — II
Shallow siallitic soils —
IVN1.2
IVP1.2

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%
Rolling to rugged upland
with many rock outcrops;
slopes >: 10% .
Undulating valley sides;
slopes 2-5%

4e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes 2-10%

4g

Dissected valley sides;
slopes 5-20%

, Moderately deep well drained red fersiallitic soils — V A 2-5

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils - I I ; IV N 1, 2; IV P 1, 2

,

" Lithosols — II

'

Lithosols and generally shallow siallitic soils — 11; IV N 1 , 2; IV P 1 , 2

as above

Lithosols — II

Deep fersiallitic soils
with impeded drainage
- VC1,2

Lithosols and moderately deep well drained
colluvial soils — I I ; IV A 2; IV B 2; IV D 2
Minor areas of siallitic soils with impeded drainage

as above
Moderately deep well drained siallitic colluvial
soils - IV A 2; IV B 2; IV D 2 Minor areas of
deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage
as above

Lithosols and moderately deep siallitic colluvial
soils - I I ; IV A 2; IV B 2; IV D 2
Minor areas of deep siallitic soils with impeded
drainage

At least 40% irrigable, mainly
soil series V A 2-5
About 5% irrigable, on pockets
of siallitic soils on lower
slopes

none
About 20% irrigable, mainly
siallitic colluvial soils, and soil
series IV N 2, IV P 2
About 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial siallitic
soil
Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial siallitic
soil

TABLE 38
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Crests

Upper slopes

Middle slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land)

Rock Type S - Central Gaberone granite; post-Dominion Reef System
5b

5q

5k

5h

5R

Gently undulating upland;
slopes < 2 %

Deep excessively drained sandy fersiallitic soils — V B
Moderately deep sandy fersiallitic soils over iron pans — V D 1, 2

Gently undulating upland
with Incised valleys;
slopes < 2 % on the interfluves
Undulating upland;
slopes < 5 %

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%
Rolling to rugged
upland with many rock
outcrops; slopes >10%

Moderately deep sandy fersiallitic soils with impeded
drainage over iron pans — V D 1-2

Lithosols and shallow sandy siallitic soils - II; IV P 1,3

Gently undulating
valley sides; slopes < 2 %

5d

Undulating valley
sides; slopes 2-5%

Be

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes
2-10%

as above

Dissected valley sides;
slopes 6-20%

Lithosols—II

Bg

Shallow sandy siallitic soils - IV P 1,3
Moderately deep sandy fersiallitic soils with iron
pans- V D 1,2

Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage IV E 2-4;
IV F 2-6; IV G Halomorphic soils - IV H

as above, and Lithosols - 11

as above

as above

5n

Deep siallitic soils with
impeded drainage —
IV E 2,4; IV F 2 , 4 , 5 ;
IV G
Halomorphic soils IV H

Lithosols and moderately deep siallitic soils with
impeded drainage - II; IV E 2-4; IV F 2; IV G
Halomorphic soils — IV H

as above

Lithosols, shallow sandy
siallitic soils, and moderately deep excessively
drained fersiallitic sandy
soils-ll;IVP1;VB

Deep siallitic soils with
impeded drainage —
IV E 3; IV F 3

Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage - IV E 2-4; IV F 2-4; IV G
Halomorphic soils — IV H

Lithosols and shallow sandy siallitic soils — 11, IV P 1, 3

Moderately deep siallitic soils with impeded
drainage IV E 2-4; IV F 2-4; IV G
Halomorphic soils — IV H

as above

as above, and Lithosols — 11

20-30% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage problems,
mainly on soil series IV E 3,
IV F 3

Less than 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial siallitic
soil

as above

none

none

Less than 20% irrigable, on
pockets of siallitic soil,
mainly IV E 3. IV F 3
Less than 10% irrigable on
small pockets of siallitic soil

none

none

TABLE 38
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Crests

Upper slopes

Middle slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottom»

Irrigation potential (% of
C less A and B irrigable land)

Rock Type 6 — Basalt; Karroo System
Bk

Undulating upland;
slopes < 6 %

5m

Moderately dissected
upland; slopes < 2 % on
ridge-crests, steep scarps,
and 2-10% on pediments

Shallow calcareous
siallitic soils - IV N 3
and lithomorphic
vertisols — 111 A, on
old land surface

Gently undulating
valley sides; slopes < 2 %

Lithosols and shallow
calcareous siallitic soils —
I I ; IV'N 3

Sn

3d

Undulating valley
sides; slopes 2-5%

5e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes
2-10%

sg

Dissected valley
sides; slopes 5-20%

3J

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes
<5%

Lithosols and shallow calcareous siallitic soils — I I ; IV N 3

Shallow lithomorphic vertisols — III A
Deep topomorphic vertisols — III B; III C
Deep colluvial sisllitic soils — IV L

20-30% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage and cultivation problems, on soils III A,
1MB, IV Land IV N 3

Moderately deep colluvial siallitic soils — 1V L
Topomorphic vertisols — III B; i l l C

Less than 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil

Lithosols—II

Shallow to moderately deep lithomorphic vertisols — III A

Lithosols and shallow calcareous siallitic soils — I I ; IV N 3

as above

Lithosols — 11

Deep topomorphic vertisols and colluvial siallitic soils — III B; III C; IV L

Deep topomorphic
vertisols- III B; i l l C
Coluvial siallitic soils —
IV L

Shallow lithomorphic vertisols — III A
Moderately deep topomorphic vertisols — III B;
III C Colluvial siallitic soils - IV L

as above

Lithosols and moderately deep colluvial siallitic
soils - I I ; IV L

50% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage and cultivation problems, on soils
IV N 3, III A, III Band IV L
20-30% irrigable as above

Less than 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvium and
vertisols
none
At least 50% irrigable subject
to studies of drainage and
cultivation, on soils H I B and
IV L

TABLE 36
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Upper slopes

Crests

Middle slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land)

Rock Type 7 — Quartz sands and sandstones; Waterberg, Karroo and Kalahari systems
7b

Gently undulating
upland; slopes < 2 %

7k

Undulating upland;
slopes <5%

7h

7R

7n

7d

7e

Deep regosols and sandy siallitic soils up to over 4 ft deep — I B; IV P 4
Lithosols and shallow
sandy siallitic soils —
ll;IVP4

Sandy siallitic soils
over calcrete — IV E 4

none

as above

none

Lithosols and shallow sandy siallitic soils — II; IV P 4 with pockets of deep siallitic soil

as above

none

Rolling to rugged
upland with many
rock outcrops;
slopes > 10%

Lithosols —II

as above

none

Gently undulating
valley sides; slopes
<2%

Moderately deep to deep regosols and sandy siallitic soils — 1 B; IV P 4

as above

none

as above

none

as above

none

as above

none

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%

Undulating valley
sides; slopes 2-5%

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes
2-10%

7g

Dissected valley
sides; slopes 5-20%

7j

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes
<5%

Lithosols and shallow
sandy siallitic soils —
II; IV P4

as above

'as above

Lithosols and shallow sandy siallitic soils — II; IV P 4 with pockets of moderately deep siallitic soil

Lithosols — 11

Deep, well-drained sandy colluvial siallitic soils, and moderately deep sandy siallitic soils over calcrete - IV C 4, IV D 4, IV E, 4

none

TABLE 36
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Crests

Upper slopes

Middle slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land.

RockT ype 8 — Miscellaneous sandstones, grits and shales; Karroo and other systems
8b

Gently undulating
upland; slopes < 2 %

8h

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils - I I ; IV P 4; IV P 5

Rolling to rugged
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
>10%

Lithosols — 11

8R

8n

Gently undulating
valley sides; slopes
<2%

8d

Undulating valley
sides; slopes 2-5%

8e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes
2-10%

8g

Dissected valley
sides; slopes 5-20%

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 4;
IVP5

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils —
ll;IVP4;IVP5

Deep fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage — V E
Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage - IV E 2, 3; IV F 2, 3; IV G; IV L
Deep topomorphic vertisols — III B, III C
Halomorphic soils — IV H (particularly on Ecca shales)

Lithosols and moderately deep siallitic soils with
impeded drainage I I ; IV E 2,3; IVF 2 , 3 ; IVG; IVL
Halomorphic soils — IVH

as above

Moderately deep fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage — V E, and siallitic soils
with impeded drainage - IV E 2, 3; IV F 2,3; IV G; IV L
Halomorphic soils — IV H (particularly on Ecca shales)

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils - I I ; IV P 4; IV P 5

as above

as above

as above

Lithosols- II

as above, and 1 lithosols — II

20-30% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage and
salinity problems, on soils
III B, IV E 3, IV F 3, I V L
and V E

none

none

20-30% irrigable, subject to
studies of drainage and
salinity problems; on soils
IV E 3, IV F 3, IV Lend V E
About 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil,
subject to studies of drainage
and salinity problems

none

none

TABLE 36
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Crests

Upper slopes

Middle slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land)

Complexes of Rock Type 2 — basic schists and gneisses; with Rock Types 1 and 7 — acid granites, gneisses, lavas and quartz sandstones
1&2b
2&7b

Gently undulating
upland; slopes < 2 %

1&2k
2&7k

Undulating upland;
slopes < 5 %

1&2c
2&7c

Undulating upland with
incised valleys; slopes
< 5 % on interfluves

1&2h
2&7h

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%

1&2R
2&7R

Rolling to rugged upland
with many rock outcrops; slopes >10%

l&2n
2&7n

Gently undulating
valley sides; slopes < 2 %

1&2d
2&7d

Undulating valley
sides; slopes 2-5%

1&2e
2&7d

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes 2-10%

1&2g
2&7g

Dissected valley sides;
slopes 5-20%

1&2j
2&7J

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes <3>%

Lithosols and shallow
siallitic soils — I I ;
IV P 1-3

Moderately deep well-drained red fersiallitic soils —
V A 1-5 Moderately deep well-drained sandy
fersiallitic soils, and sandy fersiallitic soils with
impeded drainage V B; V D

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 1-3

as above

Moderately deep to deep excessively drained sandy fersiallitic soils, and sandy
fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage - V B; V D 1-4 Pockets of shallow
red-brown siallitic soils and moderately deep well-drained fersiallitic soils
associated with outcrops of basic rocks — IV P 2; V A 1,2

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 1-3

Lithosols — 11

Lithosols and generally shallow siallitic soils —
II; IV P 1-3

Deep fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage —
V C 1 -3 Deep siallitic soils with impeded
drainage - IV E 1-3; IV F 1-5; IV G
Halomorphic soils — IV H
as above
Lithosols and moderately deep to deep
siallitic soils with impeded drainage — I I ;
IV E 1-3; IV F 1-5; IV G
Halomorphic soils — IV H

as above

as above

Moderately deep welldrained fersiallitic soils
V A 1-5; V B Shallow
to moderately deep
siallitic s o i l s - I V P 1-3

Lithosols and generally shallow siallitic soils — I I ; IV P 1-3

as above
Lithosols-II
Mainly deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage — IV E 1-3; IV F 1-3; IV G
IV A 2; IV B 2; IV D 2 Halomorphic soils - IV H

30% irrigable, mainly on soil
series V A 1-5

20% irrigable, mainly on soil
series V A 1 -5
Less than 20% irrigable, mainly
on soil series V A 1, 2

Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial siallitic
soils

none

Deep fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage,
mainly V C 1 Deep siallitic soils with
impeded drainage - IV E 1-3; IV F 1-5; IV G
Halomorphic soils — IV H

30% irrigable, mainly on soils
series V A 1-5, V C 1,and
IV P 2

Moderately deep to deep well-drained siallitic
colluvial soils - IV A2; IV B 2; IV D 2
Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage —
IV E 1-3; IV F 1-5; IV G
Halomorohic soils IV H

20% irrigable, mainly on soil
series IV A 2, IV B 2, and
IVD2

as above
as above, and lithosols — 11
Minor areas of deep well-drained siallitic soils —

About 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil
Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil
20-30% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage problems -

TABLE 36

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Land
Facet

Landform

3&1,
5or7k

Undulating upland;
slopes < 5 %

3&1,
5or7h

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%

3&1,
5or7n

Gently undulating
valley sides; slopes < 2 %

3&1,
5or7e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes 2-10%

3&1,
5or7J

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes < 5 %

Middle slopes
I
Lower slopes
I
Upper slopes
Crests
Complexes of Rock Type 3 — basic intrusive rocks; with Rock Types 1, 5 and 7 — acid granites, and gneisses, Gaberone Granite, and quartz sandstone
Lithosols and shallow
siailitic s o i l s - I I ; IV P 2

Shallow to moderately deep siailitic red clays — IV M
Moderately deep well-drained red fersiallitic soils —
V A 1 Scattered rock outcrops

Lithosols and shallow siailitic soils — I I , IV P 2

Lithosols and shallow
siailitic soils - I I ; IV P 2

Shallow to moderately deep siailitic red clays — IV M
Moderately deep well-drained red fersiallitic soils —
V A 1 Scattered rock outcrops

Lithosols and shallow siailitic soils — I I , IV P 2

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (%of
Class A and B irrigable land)

Deep well-drained siailitic soils - IV A 3; IV D 2, 3
Topomorphic vertisols — III B; III C Colluvial
siailitic soils - IV L Halomorphic soils - IV H

30% irrigable, mainly on soils
I V A , IV D, IV Mand V A I

Lithosols and moderately deep well-drained
siailitic soils - I I , IV A 3, IV D 2, 3
Deep colluvial siailitic soils — IV L
Halomorphic soils — IV H

Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial siailitic
soils

Deep well-drained siailitic soils - IV A 3; IV D 2, 3
Topomorphic vertisols — III B; III C Colluvial
siailitic soils — IV L Halomorphic soils — IV H

30% irrigable, mainly on soils
I V A , IV D, IV Mand V A I

Moderately deep well-drained siailitic colluvial
soils - IV A 2, IV B 2; IV D 2 Deep siailitic soils
with impeded drainage, and halomorphic soils —
IV E 1-3; IV F 1-3; IV G; IV L; IV H

About 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil

Deep topomorphic vertisols, colluvial siailitic soils with impeded drainage, and halomorphic soils — III B, III C, IV L, IV H

20-30% irrigable subject to
drainage and salinity studies

Complexes of Rock Type 6 - basalt; with Rock Type 7 - quartz sands and sandstones
6&7b

Gently undulating
upland; slopes < 2 %

Moderately deep to deep sandy siailitic soils — 1V P 4
Lithosols, shallow
calcareous siailitic soils and lithomorphic vertisols — I I ; IV N 1-3; III A

6&7k

Undulating upland;
slopes < 5 %

Lithosols and shallow calcareous siailitic soils — I I ; IV N 1-3
soils up to over 4 ft deep — IV P 4

6&7R

Rolling to rugged upland
with many rock outcrops;
slopes > 1 0 %

6&7d

Undulating valley sides;
slopes 2-5%

6&7e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes
2-10%

Deep colluvial siailitic soils — IV'C 4, 5; IV D 4,
IV L Deep topomorphic vertisols — H I B

Sandy siailitic

20-30% subject to studies of
drainage and cultivation
problems, on soils III A, III B,
IV C, IV D and IV L
Less than 20% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil

as above
Moderately deep soils as above, and lithosols — II

none

Lithosols-II

Lithosols and shallow calcareous siailitic soils — I I , IV N 1-3
deep to deep sandy siailitic soils — IV P 4

Moderately
i

as above

Moderately deep to deep colluvial siailitic soils
IV C A\ 5; IV D 4, 5; IV L Topomorphic
vertisols- III B

Less than 20% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil •

Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil

as above
I

TABLE 36
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

, Landform
Crests

Upper slopes

Middle slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land)

Complexes of Rock Type 7 — quartz sands and sandstones; with Rock Types 1 and 5 — acid granitss, lavas, gneisses, and Gaberone granite
7&1b
7&5b

Gently undulating upland;
slopes < 2 %

7&1R
7&5R

Rolling to rugged upland
with many rock outcrops;
slopes >10%

7&1n
7&5n

Gently undulating valley
sides; slopes < 2 %

Shallow sandy siallitic soils, with pockets of
moderately deep to deep regosols and sandy
siallitic soils - 1 B; IV P 1, 4 Sandy fersiallitic
soils - V B

7&1d
7&5d

Undulating valley sides;
slopes 2-5%

Shallow sandy siallitic soils, with pockets of moderately deep to deep regosols
and sandy siallitic soils — 1 B; IV P 1, 4

7&1j
7&5j

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes < 5 %

Deep excessively drained regosols, sandy siallitic soils anr' *ersiallitic
soils-1 B ; I V P 1 , 4 ; V B

Deep sandy siallitic soils with impeded drainage —
IV F 4; Halomorphic soils; IV H

Lithosols and moderately deep sandy siallitic soils
with impeded drainage — I I ; IV F 4
Halomorphic soils — IV H

Lithosols- II

Deep sandy regosols and
siallitic soils — 1 B;
IVP1.4

Deep sandy siallitic soils with impeded drainage —
IV F 4 Halomorphic soils - IV H

Deep sandy siallitic soils with impeded drainage — IV F 4

as above

Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial siallitic
s o i l s - I V E 3; IV F 3

none

Less than 5% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial siallitic
spils-IVE3;IVF3

none
none

TABLE 36
Land
Facet

(continued)
Slope divisions and associated soil series

Landform
Crests

Upper slopes

Middle slopes

Lower slopes

Valley bottoms

Irrigation potential (% of
Class A and B irrigable land)

Complexes of Rock Type 8 — miscellaneous sandstones, grits and shales; with Rock Types 1 and 7 — acid granites, gneisses and quartz sandstones
8&1b
8&7b

Gently undulating upland;
slopes < 2 %

Lithosols and shallow to deep siallitic soils - II;
1V P 1,4, 5 Deep, excessively drained sandy
fersiallitic soils, and moderately deep fersiallitic
soils with impeded drainage over iron pan —
VB1,2;VD1,2;VE

8&1k
8&7k

Undulating upland;
slopes <5%

Lithosols and shallow to deep siallitic soils — II; IV P 1,4, 5 Moderately
deep excessively drained fersiallitic soils, and fersiallitic soils with impeded
drainage over iron pan — V B 1, 2; V D 1, 2; V E

8&1h
8&7h

Undulating to rolling
upland with scattered
rock outcrops; slopes
<10%

8&1R
88t7R

Rolling to rugged upland
with many rock outcrops;
slopes > 10%

8&1n
8&7n

Gently undulating
valley sides; slopes < 2 %

8&1d
8&7d

Undulating valley
sides; slopes 2-5%

8&1e
8&7e

Moderately dissected
valley sides; slopes
2-10%

8&1j
B&7J

Piedmonts; depositional
surfaces with slopes < 5 %

Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage - IV E 2, 3; IV F 2, 3; IV G; IV L
Halomorphic soils — IV H Deep fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage — V E

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — II; IV P 1,4, 5

as above

none

as above

none

Deep fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage — V E
impeded drainage - IV E 2, 3; IV F 2,3; IV G; IV L
Halomorphic soils — IV H

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — II; IV P 1, 4, 5

as above
Deep colluvial siallitic soils with impeded drainage - IV E 2, 3; IV F 2, 3; IV G; IV L
Halomorphic soils — IV H

About 10% irrigable, on
pockets of colluvial soil,
subject to studies of drainage
and salinity problems

Lithosols and siallitic soils with impeded drainage —
IV E 2, 3; IV F 2, 3 ; I V G ; I V L
Halomorphic soils — IV H

Lithosols — 11

Lithosols and shallow siallitic soils — II;
1V P 1, 4, 5 Moderately deep sandy
fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage over
iron pan - V D 1, 2; V E

20-30% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage and
salinity problems, on soils
IV E 3, IV F 3, IV Land V E

Deep siallitic soils with

20-30% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage and
salinity problems on soils
IV E 3, IV F 3, IV Land V E

Deep siallitic soils with impeded drainage — IV E 2, 3; About 10% irrigable on
pockets of colluvial soil,
IV F 2,3; IV G; IV L
subject to studies of drainage
Halomorphic soils — IV H
and salinity problems

as above

Fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage - V E

none
20-30% irrigable subject to
studies of drainage and
salinity problems, on soils
IV E 3, IV F 3, IV L, V E

TABLE 36

(continued)

Land
Facet

Landform

Pans and alluvial terraces
Pans; shallow depressions subject to
P
prolonged seasonal flooding

Irrigation potential (% of Class A and B
irrigable land)

Associated soils
Deep clayey regosols and topomorphic vertisols — I A 4; III B 2; III C 2

none

TA

Old terraces, derived from mixed
igneous and metamorphic rocks;
slopes < 2 %

Deep well-drained medium-textured siallitic soils — IV C 2, 3; 1 V D 2, 3
Minor areas of welldrained sandy siallitic soils, siallitic soils with impeded drainage, and halomorphic soils — IV C 1;
IV D 1; IV € 1-3; IV F 1-3; IV G; IV H

At least 50% irrigable, mainly on soils
IV C 2, 3, and IV D 2, 3

TB

Old terraces derived from mixed
igneous and metamorphic rocks
and quartz sands and sandstones;
slopes < 2 %

Deep well-drained sandy and medium textured siallitic soils — IV C 1, 2,4; IV D 1, 2, 4
Minor areas of siallitic soils with impeded drainage and halomorphic soils — IV E 1-4; IV F 1-3;
IVG;IVH

30% irrigable, mainly on soils IV C 2
and IV D 2

TC

Old terraces derived mainly from
quartz sands and sandstones;
slopes < 2 %

Deep well-drained siallitic soils, predominantly sandy IV D 1, 2 4

20% irrigable on soils IV D 2

TD

Old terraces derived from quartz
sands and sandstones; slopes <5%

Deep regosols and well-drained, sandy siallitic soils; I B; IV D 4
siallitic soils - IV D 2

TE

Old terraces derived from mixed
predominately sedimentary rocks;
slopes < 2 %

Deep medium textured fersiallitic soils with impeded drainage — V E 1

50% irrigable subject to studies of
salinity and drainage problems

Minor areas of medium textured

Pockets of irrigable soil, series IV D 2.
Less than 20%

TF

Old and recent terraces formed under
still or slowly moving water; slopes
less than 1 %

Deep clayey siallitic soils — IV L
Topomorphic vertisols — III B 1, 3 4; III C 1, 3,4

50% irrigable subject to studies of
salinity and drainage problems

TG

Recent terraces derived from mixed
igneous and metamorphic rocks;
slopes <2%

Deep well-drained medium textured siallitic soils — IV A 2, 3; IV B 2, 3
Minor areas of welldrained sandy siallitic soils, siallitic soils with impeded drainage, and halomorphic soils — IV A 1;
IV B 1; IV E 2, 3; IV F 2, 3; IV G; IV H

At least 50% irrigable, mainly on soils
IV A 2, 3 and IVB 2, 3

TH

Recent terraces derived mainly
from basalt and sedimentary
rocks; slopes < 2 %

Deep well-drained medium textured siallitic soils with strongly alkaline subsoils (pH >8.5) but not
sodic or saline — IV A 2, 3 Minor areas of siallitic soils with impeded drainage, and halomorphic
soils-IV E 2, 3 ; I V G ; I V H

50% irrigable subject to further studies
of the strongly alkaline types of soil
series IV A 2 and 3

TJ

Recent terraces derived mainly
from basalt and sedimentary rocks;
predominately sandy soils; slopes
<2%

Deep well-drained predominantly sandy siallitic soils with strongly alkaline subsoils (pH >8.5) but
not sodic or saline — IV A 1, 2
Minor areas of siallitic soils with impeded drainage, and
halomorphic soils - IV E 2, 3; IV G; IV H

20-30% irrigable subject to further studies
of the strongly alkaline types of soil
series IV A 2

For descriptions of soil series see Table 14
Soil depths are defined as follows: deep, over 120 cm (4 ft); moderately deep, 60-120 cm (2-4 ft); shallow, 30-60 cm (1-2 ft)
Lithosols are defined as soils less than 30 cm (1 f t ) deep

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF IRRIGABLE LAND
The total estimated acreage of irrigable land on uplands, valley sides, alluvial terraces and
piedmonts in the survey area is shown in Tables 37 and 38 in this section. Some land
facets have been mapped beyond the survey-area boundary, but the acreages of irrigable
land in these have not been estimated. The irrigation potential of the floodplains is discussed later in this section. The location of the areas described in Table 37 below is
shown in Text Map 7.
TABLE 37

Acreages of irrigable land: geographical distribution

Land
facet 1

Area

Class A and B
irrigable land
ha

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

137

The headwaters of the Shashi Catchment north
of a line from Kalakamati to Ramaquabane
Siding

The Shashi, Vukwe and Tati Rivers between
Kalakamati, Sebinas and Masungas

The Shashi and Vukwe Rivers from Sebinas to
the Tati Junction

The Tati and Inchwe Rivers from opposite
Tsamaea Siding to the Shashi

The Ramaquabane River from Ramaquabane
Siding to the Shashi

The Shashi River from the Tati Junction to the
Tuli Circle

The Maclautsi River upstream óf Madinare

The Maclautsi River from Madinare to Tobane

ac

2c

850

2 100

2k

160

400

Total

1 010

2500

1+2d
1+2k
1+2b
2k
2b
2a

910
1 300
1 150
360
1 020

2 250
3 200
2 850
880
2 530

Total

4 740

11 710

1+2d
1+2b
1+2k
2k
3b
4b

2 820
130
100
80

6 960
320
250
200

20

40

Total

3 150

7 770

TA
1+2d
1+2b
1+2j
2k
2a+b
3b

200
100
70

500
250
180

40
140

100
350

Total

550

1 380

Irrigable land
subject to
further studies
ha
ac

3 120

7 700

3 120

7 700.

140

340

140

340

60

160

400
1 t30

1 000
2 800

1 590

3 960

2j
2a+b

50
200

130
500

Total

250

630

TA
TG
TGx

20
80
10

50
190
20

Total

110

260

TA
4d
4b

200
210
340

500
520
850

Total

750

1870

TA
1+2d
4d

290
80
780

720
190
1 920

Total

1 150

2 830

LEGEND
(Text Map 7)

1.

The headwaters of the Shashi catchment north of a line from Kalakamati to Ramaquabane siding.

2.

The Shashi, Vukwe and Tati rivers between Kalakamati, Sebinas and Masungas.

3.

The Shashi and Vukwe rivers from Sebinas to the Tati junction.

4.

The Tati and Inchwe rivers from opposite Tsamaea siding to the Shashi.

5.

The Ramaquabane river from Ramaquabane siding to the Shashi.

6.

The Shashi river from the Tati junction to the Tuli circle.

7.

The Maclautsi river upstream of Madinare.

8.

The Maclautsi river from Madinare to Tobane.

9.

The Maclautsi river from Tobane to Bobonong.

10.

The Maclautsi river from Bobonong to the Tuni junction.

11.

The Tuni river west of longitude 28° 15' E

12.

The Tuni river between longitude 28° 15'E and 28° 3 0 ' E .

13.

The Tuni river east of longitude 28° 30' E.

14.

The lower Maclautsi, Limpopo and Shashi rivers, downstream of the Tuni junction, Bechuanaiand
hill and the Tuli circle respectively.

15.

The Limpopo river from the Lotsani junction to Bechuanaiand hill.

16.

The Lotsani river upstream of Maunatlala.

17.

The Lotsani river downstream of Maunatlala.

18.

The Limpopo river from the Mahalapshwe junction to the Lotsani junction.

19.

The Mahalapshwe river.

20.

The Bonapitse river.

21.

The Limpopo river from the Notwani junction to the Mahalapshwe junction.

22.

The Limpopo river from the Marico junction to the Notwani junction.

23.

The Marico river.

24.

The Notwani river from the Metsemotlhaba junction to the Limpopo.

25.

The Notwani river from Gaborone dam to the Metsemotlhaba junction.

26.

The Notwani and Taung rivers upstream of Gaborone dam.

27.

The Metsemotlhaba catchment.

28.

The Manyana-Mankgodi area on the Kolobeng river.
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TABLE 37

(continued)

Land
facet*

Area

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

The Maclautsi River from Tobane to Bobonong

The Maclautsi River from Bobonong to the Tuni
Junction

The Tuni River west of 28° 15' E

The Tuni River between 28° 15' and 28° 3C E

The Tuni River east of 28° 30' E

ha

ac

TA
1+2d
1+2i
6i
6n
6d

510
1 470

1 260
3640

Total

1 980

4 900

TA
TAx
TH
TJ
6j
6n
6d

50
30

130
80

Total

80

210

1+2b
1+2d
4b
4d

360
360
450
1 050

900
880
1 100
2 600

Total

2 220

5 480

TA
1+2d
6+7b

70
230

180
580

Total

300

760

TA
TJ
1+2d
6j
6d
7+8)

360

900

420

1 040

15.

16.

17.

The lower Maclautsi, Limpopo and Shashi rivers,
downstream of the Tuni Junction, Bechuanaland
Hill and the Tuli Circle respectively

The Limpopo River from the Lotsani Junction
to Bechuanaland Hill

The Lotsani River upstream of Maunatlala

The Lotsani River downstream of Maunatlala

Irrigable land
subject to
further studies
ha
ac

20
40
100
150

40
100
240
380

310

760

70
90
60
80
310

180
210
140
190
770

610

1 490

1 030

2540

1 030

2540

30

70

30
360
10

80
900
20

430

1070

780
200

1 930
500

660
400
1 790
40
1 170
570

1 620
980
4 420
100
2 900
1 400

5610

13 850

30

80

30

80

8n

770

1900

Total

770

1900

Total
14.

Class A and B
irrigable land

TF
TFx
TG
TH
TJ
6j
6jx
6d
7+8n

780

1 100

1940

2 710

Total

1 100

2 710

1+2j
1+2d
4d

570
140

1400
350

Total

710

1 750

TA
1+2b
1+2d

40
7 210
6 330

90
17 830
15 650

Total

13 580

33 570

TABLE 37

(continued)

' Land
facet*

Area

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

The Limpopo River from the Mahalapshwe
Junction to the Lotsani Junction

The Mahalapshwe River

The Bonapitse River

The Limpopo River from the Notwani Junction
to the Mahalapshwe Junction
The Limpopo River from the Marico Junction
to the Notwani Junction

The Marico River

24.

25.

26.

27.

142

The Notwani River from the Metsemotlhaba
Junction to the Limpopo

The Notwani River from Gaborone dam to the
Metsemotlhaba Junction

The Notwani and Taung rivers upstream of
Gaborone dam

The Metsemotlhaba Catchment

ha

ac

TA
TB
TF
1+2d
1+2n
1+2b

2 460
3840

6 090
9500

1 420
400
15 100

3 500
1 000
37 000

Total

23 220

57 290

TA
1+2d
1+2n
1+2b

2 220
2 350
1 360
8 980

Total

14 910

36 840

TA
1+2b
7+8b

360
1 340

890
3 300

Total

1 700

4 190

TC

400

980

Total

400

980

TA
TAx
TB
TF
2+7d
2+7n

660
60
120

1 630
160
300

360
400

900
1 000

Total

1 600

3 990

TA
5 200
2+7d
1 210
140
2+7n
3b .,

12 860
3000
350

6 550

16 210

Total

5
5
3
22

1 210

2 980

1 210

2 980

i

480
810
350
200

TA
TB
TC
3+7n

1 760
1 210
1 090
240

4 350
2 980
2 700
600

Total

4 300

10 630

TA
TAx
3b
5b

1980
120

4 890
300

Total

2 100

5 190

260

650

TE
1+3n
5b
7+8b")
1+8b(
7+8j

Irrigable land
subject to
further studies
ha
ac

Class A and B
irrigable land

Total

260

650

TB
TC
3+5n
5b

2 380
30
280

5 890
80
690

Total

2 690

6660

320

800

320

800

220

550

220

550

_ 850

2 100

850

2100

.

•

670
1 500

1 650
3 700

2 170

5 350

2 510

6 200

80

200

970

2 400

110

280

•3 670

9 080

2 410

5 950

2 410

5 950

TABLE 37

(continued)

Land
facet*

Area

28.

The Manyana-Mankgodi area on the Kolobeng
River

Class A and B
irrigable land
ha

ac

3+5n
3+5k
3b
3+7j

10
240

30
600

Total

250

630

Irrigable land
subject to
further studies
ha
ac

360
40

900
100

400

1 000

* The letter x, following any land facet symbol, indicates an exceptionally eroded landform

TABLE 38

Land
facet*

The estimated acreage of irrigable land (Classes A and B) in the survey area: distribution by land
facets
Class A and B irrigable
land
ac
ha

TA
TAx
TB
TC
TG
TGx
2b
2c
2k
4b
4d
1+2b
1+2k
1+2n
1+2d
2+7n
2+7d
3+7")
1+3Cn
3+5)
3+5k

16 380
210
7 560
1 520
1 190
10
1 160
850
640
810
2 180
34 340
1 400
1 760
17 050
540
1 570

40 520
540
18 670
3 760
2 900
20
2 880
2 100
1 580
1 990
5 390
84 780
3 450
4 350
42 156
1 350
3 900

790

1 970

240

600

Total

90 200

222 900

Land
facet*

Irrigable land subject
to further studies
ha
ac

TE
TF
TFx
TH
TJ
2a
2a+b
2j
3b
5b
6n
6d
6j
6jx
8n
1+2j
3+7j
6+7b
7+8n
7+8j

2 510
2 210
200
730
520
3 120
600
50
3 150
3 990
180
1990
1 920
40
770
110
40
1 030
570
120

6 200
5 460
500
1 800
1 260
7 700
1 500
130
7 790
9 850
430
4 950
4 740
100
1 900
280
100
2540
1 400
300

1+8
) K
7+8) b

1 290

3 200

25 140

62 130

Total

* x indicates an exceptionally eroded landform

IRRIGATION POTENTIAL OF THE FLOODPLAINS
The distribution, topography and soils of six types of floodplains have been described
earlier and their locations are shown in Text Map 8. The irrigation potential of each
of these types of floodplain is discussed below.
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Type 1
Poorly drained areas of colluvial or alluvial soils along the upper reaches of most rivers
flowing over granites and gneisses. These floodplains, which have impeded drainage and
a high proportion of halomorphic soils, have little or no irrigation potential. It may be
possible to site small irrigated plots on the sandy soils on levées where they occur, but
these are usually too narrow for a plot of more than a few hundred square yards to be
developed.
Type 2
Narrow well-drained floodplains along the middle and lower reaches of most rivers
flowing over granite, schists and gneisses. In the Tuli Block and around Francistown,
irrigation is being used on a number of small plots on the narrow levées which form
the main feature of the floodplains, and have well-drained sandy soils. Although these
soils are usually sandier than would be preferred for irrigation, a variety of vegetable
crops, citrus, and particularly lucerne, are grown very successfully. Irrigation is usually
confined to the levées, as drainage and salinity problems are likely to arise on the
lower-lying areas. While flooding is an occasional hazard, this is confined mainly to the
lower-lying parts of the floodplains and on the rare occasions when water does cover
the levées it is usually only for a matter of hours. The levées are particularly suited to
the development of small irrigation schemes as they are normally associated with 'sand'
rivers from which water can be extracted throughout the year, and being less than 90 m
(100 yd) wide, are usually too narrow for convenient management of schemes larger
than 2-4 ha (5-10 ac).
Type 3
Broad, well drained, predominantly sandy floodplains on the lower reaches of certain
rivers, mainly flowing over granites, schists, gneisses and basalts. The irrigation potential
of these floodplains varies. On the Maclautsi, Ramaquabane and Tuni rivers particularly,
some of the levée soils consist of very coarse sand or gravel with no irrigation potential.
Other sandy levée soils would be suitable for citrus and lucerne, and the mediumtextured soils between the levées and the depressions are suitable for all types of crops
grown under irrigation. If blocks of land larger than a few acres were irrigated, it would
be difficult to avoid cultivating areas of less suitable land because of the complexity of
LEGEND
(Text Map 8)

1.

Poorly drained colluvial or alluvial soils along the upper reaches of rivers flowing over granite or
gneiss.

2.

Narrow well drained floodplains along the middle and lower reaches of rivers flowing over
igneous and metamorphic rocks.

3.

Broad well drained predominantly sandy floodplains on the lower reaches of certain rivers
flowing over igneous and metamorphic rocks.

4.

Broad floodplains with medium-to fine-grained soils and variable drainage formed along rivers
with gentle gradients.

5.

Broad clay floodplains formed along rivers with very gentle gradients.

6.

Narrow clay floodplains formed along rivers with ge'ntle gradients flowing mainly over quartz
sands and sandstones.
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the soil pattern and the uneven topography. If surface irrigation were adopted, considerable levelling or the use of short furrows would also be required; sprinkler irrigation
would probably be easier to manage.
Type 4
Broad floodplains with medium- to fine-grained soils and variable drainage, along rivers
with gentle gradients. They are subject to flooding and, before irrigated plots could be
established on the areas with suitable soils, some form of flood control would be
required. The construction of dams, for example the Gaborone dam on the Notwani
river, might well eliminate this flood hazard except in years of exceptionally heavy rain.
Type 5
Broad clay floodplains along rivers with very gentle gradients. The irrigation potential
of these flood-plains is limited owing to the flood hazard. This is particularly so on the
Taung River where watertables are close to the surface sometimes throughout the year.
The Marico and Limpopo rivers are less likely to flood, and during the photo interpretation it was noticed that citrus was being grown under irrigation in a small plot on the
South African side, of the Marico floodplain. Some irrigation is also practiced on these
soils in the Tuli Block, as for example on the Stewart Estates, where the lower part of
the irrigated cotton crop was flooded in 1966-67. With adequate flood control, which
would be difficult but may become unnecessary if the flow of these rivers is stabilised
by the construction of dams, the soils of these floodplains should prove very fertile,
although they are difficult to cultivate, and drainage and salinity problems are likely to
occur. They appear to be particularly suitable for rice.
Type 6
Narrow clay floodplains on rivers with gentle gradients flowing mainly over quartz
sands and sandstones. The irrigation potential of these floodplains is low, as they are
particularly liable to flooding. The best prospective use for them appears to be as
pastures, watered during the summer by flooding from low weirs across the river
channels. Grass species such as Paspalum dilatatum, Chlorisgayana (Rhodes grass)
and Digitaria swazilandensis, could be sown in these pastures, which could either be
cut for hay or grazed during the winter. The damming of water by the weirs would
tend to raise the watertable under the floodplains, and this may help to maintain the
growth of grass during the winter; this is a feature of the Taung valley floodplain near
Mogobane. The presence of such a watertable, however, can lead to salinity problems.
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Part 6
An appraisal of the irrigation prospects

In many parts of Eastern Botswana the most important factor limiting irrigation is the
availability of water. Often the total flow of a river is not sufficient to utilise all the
irrigable soil commandable from a particular dam site. Alternatively there may be no
suitable dam sites and storage is limited to small weirs or to the water retained in the
sand in the river bed. In addition there are conflicting demands for available water, and
domestic and industrial uses usually have priority over irrigation. A second important
factor is expense. The cost of building storage dams on most rivers is very high, owing
to the flatness of the land and the large spillways needed to accommodate the periodic
floods. In addition, many of the larger areas of irrigable soil are on uplands some distance from the river banks, and could be commanded only by long canals or by pumping. When these factors are borne in mind, it will be seen that of the total estimated
area of over 90 000 ha (220 000 ac) of irrigable land (Table 51) only a small part can
be said to have any prospects of actual irrigation development.
In this part of the report, certain areas with definite prospects for irrigation are described, and the irrigation potential of the whole of the survey area is discussed in relation to possible sources of irrigationwater. The possibilities of irrigating a number of
different crops in Botswana are considered and, in view of the serious shortage of
water, possible water economies are also considered.
AREAS OF HIGH IRRIGATION POTENTIAL
Seventeen areas amounting to some 10 000 ha (25 000 ac) have been selected as having
high irrigation potential (Text Map 9). These are areas where there is some practical
prospect of irrigation development in the foreseeable future, either because there is
land suitable for irrigation and there are prospects for water storage or, in two areas,
because dams either have been built or are planned and, although the soils are unsuitable, water is likely to be made available and used for irrigation. Supplementary data
on the population and communications of these areas can be found in Appendix 6.
These seventeen areas are described below.
1. The Headwaters of the Shashi and Ramaquabane Catchment Associated with the
east-west dykes of basic rocks (Rock Type 2) in this region are numerous small areas
of potentially irrigable dark red fersiallitic soils, mainly confined to the upper slopes of
the interfluves. The size of the irrigable areas varies from a few acres to about 25 ha
(60 ac). There appear to be numerous possible sites for small storage dams, and it
should be possible at a few sites for a dam to be used for both stock watering and the
irrigation of a small plot, watered either from a canal or by pumping. Although the
irrigable areas are on the interfluves, the steepness of the river gradients, about 5.5
m/km (30 ft/mi) in this region (Lund, 1965b), suggest that they could be commanded
by canals 3-5 km (2-3 mi) long.
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2. The Vukwe Hills area on the Shashi and Vukwe Rivers. The extensive outcrops of
Bulawayan schists and gneisses in this region give rise to numerous pockets of potentially irrigable dark red fersiallitic soils on the more dissected land in the north, and
more extensive areas of these soils around the Vukwe Hills and further south. Surveys
of sample areas on gently undulating upland over basic rocks (Land Facet 2b) confirmed that there are several blocks of irrigable land of up to 200 ha (500 ac). Lund
(1965a) mentions no specific dam sites in this area, but there should be possibilities
for small schemes irrigated from stock dams in the north of the area, and the feasibility
of irrigating larger areas around and downstream of the Vukwe Hills merits investigation.

LEGEND
(Text Map 9)

1.

The headwaters of the Shashi-Ramaquabane catchment.

2.

The Vukwe hills area.

3.

Shashi siding and Tonota.

4.

Tsamaea.

5.

Tobane.

6.

Bobonong.

7.

The upper Tuni River.

8.

The lower Tuni River.

9.

The lower Limpopo, Maclautsi and Shashi Rivers.

10.

Palapye.

11.

The Lotsani River downstream of Maunatlala.

12.

The Limpopo River between the Mahalapshwe junction and the Lotsani junction.

13.

Mahalapye.

14.

The Notwani River at Gaborone.

15.

The Limpopo River from the Marico junction to the Notwani junction.

16.

The Marico River.

17.

The Metsemotlhaba River.
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3. Shashi Siding on the Shashi River. On outcrops of intermediate and basic schists
and gneisses (Rock Types 2 and 4) around Shashi Siding and Tonota there are blocks
of irrigable land with reddish brown siallitic soils of up to about 80 ha (200 ac) on the
valley sides, and larger blocks of land of up to 250 ha (600 ac) or more with dark red
fersiallitic soils on gently undulating uplands south of the river. Lund (1965a) suggested
that about 1 200 ha (3 000 ac) of land could be irrigated from a dam site upstream of
Shashi Siding. A semi-detailed survey was made of about 6 000 ha (15 000 ac) of land
on the south bank of the Shashi River, which extended southwards to the interfluve
between the Shashi and Maclautsi catchments. The map of this survey accompanies the
report as a separate map. In this area, a total of about 570 ha (1 400 ac) of irrigable
land (Classes A and B) were mapped on the valley sides, about 400 ha (1 000 ac) of
which could be commanded by gravity from the proposed dam.
The land becomes more dissected further downstream, and a total of about 600 ha
(1 500 ac) would be commandable within 26 km (16 mi) downstream of the dam, on
the south bank; the canal would be about 50 km (30 mi) long. There are also areas
of irrigable land on the north bank, but the bulk of these appear to be between 16 km
(10 mi) and 26 km (16 mi) downstream of the dam. The larger blocks of irrigable land
on uplands are well above the command line, but there may be possibilities of sharing
the expense of pumping with the mining companies who are to be the primary users
of the dam.
4. Madabe Weir, on the Ramaquabane River opposite Tsamaea Siding. Lund (1965a)
mentions a dam site on the Ramaquabane River east of Tsamaea with potential water
supplies for 480 ha (1 200 ac) of irrigated land. The Government of Rhodesia has
since built a dam in this area and has offered a supply of 0.11 ha/m (240 000 gal) per
day to Botswana—sufficient t o irrigate about 20 ha (50 ac). In this instance the location of the water supply was based on factors other than the suitability of the soil; it
was required for stock watering by Rhodesia, and on thé Botswana side the initial
intention was to pump the water to Tsamaea Siding for use by the railway. Owing to
the conversion by the railways to diesel engines this water is no longer required and it
is now to be used for irrigation. The least unsuitable soils in this area are the leached
sandy fersiallitic soils on the interfluves (Soil Series VB1), which should not suffer
from waterlogging, but there will be problems of acidity, leaching of nutrients, rapid
drying out of the soil and excessive permeability which will make surface irrigation
impracticable. In addition, seepage from the irrigated land on the interfluves may well
result in the salinisation of other land lower down the slopes.
5. Near Tobane Village on the Maclautsi River. A possible dam site has been surveyed
about 3 km (2 mi) upstream of Tobane, for the purpose of supplying water to the
copper-mining industry. A t present so little is known of the flow of the Maclautsi River
that no predictions of available water can be made, but it is possible that some water
might be available for irrigation. In view of this, a semi-detailed survey was made of the
old alluvial terraces around Tobane where the acreage of irrigable land had been
estimated in the reconnaissance survey to be about 280 ha (700 ac). The map of this
survey accompanies the report as a separate map. A total of 330 ha (815 ac) of land
was mapped as irrigable, Classes A and B. Of this, 240 ha (590 ac) are on the terraces,
35 ha (87 ac) on the flood plains of the Maclautsi River and 56 ha (138 ac) are on
colluvial soils on the valley sides or in tributary valleys. Since no command line has
been established, it is not known how much of this land would be commandable by
gravity from the proposed dam.
6. Near Bobonong Village on the Maclautsi River. No possible dam sites have been
surveyed in this area, but there appear to be good prospects for irrigation by extracting
water from the sand of the river bed. The bed of the Maclautsi River is up to 180 m
(200 yd) wide at Bobonong, and it was noticed during the survey that the level of
water remained close to the surface of the sand throughout the winter. The depth of
the sand and its potential water storage capacity have yet to be investigated; in addition,
it is not known what effect a dam sited at Tobane would have on the annual replenishment of water, but the contribution of several sizeable tributaries joining the Maclautsi
downstream of Tobane may be sufficient. There are a number of irrigation schemes on
the Rhodesian bank of the lower Shashi River, based on water pumped from the sandy
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river-bed (sand extraction)*, and each well-point sunk into the river bed is capable of
providing a continuous supply of water throughout the year, sufficient to irrigate 40 ha
(100 ac). The map of a semi-detailed soil survey of terraces around Bobonong accompanies the report as a separate map. The following areas of Class A and Class B irrigable
land were mapped: floodplains (including recent terraces), 151 ha (374 ac); old
alluvial terraces, 252 ha (623 ac); valley sides and piedmonts, 108 ha (267 ac).
There are four areas in particular which appear to be suitable for irrigation by sand
extraction. These are blocks of land óf 70 ha (180 ac), 50 ha (120 ac), 40 ha (100 ac),
and 24 ha (60 ac) respectively on well drained alluvial siallitic soils, that could be
commanded from points within 360 m (400 yd) of the river bank. The extraction
points would be spaced evenly about 1.6 - 2.4 km (1.0 -1.5 mi) apart down the river.
7. Near Masia-dieme on the upper Tuni River. During the photo-interpretation of the
reconnaissance survey it seemed that there might be a possible dam site on the Tuni
River at about longitude 28° 15', downstream of which three alluvial terraces were
mapped, with an estimated 70 ha (180 ac) of irrigable land. A semi-detailed survey
was made of these terraces and the associated flood plains, in the area known as Masiadieme, and the map accompanies the report as a separate map. The following areas of
Class A and Class B irrigable land were mapped: floodplains and recent terraces,
49 ha (120 ac); old alluvial terraces, 143 ha (354 ac); valley sides and piedmonts 8 ha
(19 ac).
No information is available on the annual flow of the Tuni River, which may be very
unreliable as its catchment lies mainly in a region with an annual rainfall of less than
400 mm (16 in). A dam on this river would inevitably be a costly undertaking and such
a development may prove uneconomic in view of the small total area of irrigable land.
The river bed is sandy and it was noticed that the water level within the sand remained
close to the surface, but as the river is only about 30 m (33 yd) wide in this area it
would probably not be possible to use sand extraction for irrigating plots of more than
0.5 - 1 ha (1 - 2 ac). The chief advantage of the Tuni River for irrigation is that at
present there are no other domestic or industrial projects which would make conflicting demands on the available water. Another advantage is the closeness of the proposed
copper-mining complex, with its potential market for vegetables and other produce.
8. Near Mmaikowane on the lower Tuni River. An area of high irrigation potential on
the lower Tuni River is below a possible dam site at about longitude 28° 30' which was
noted during the photo-interpretation of the reconnaissance. Terraces with an estimated
374 ha (925 ac) of irrigable land, and a number of broad floodplains (Type 3 floodplains)
were mapped during the reconnaissance, along some 19 km (12 mi) of the river downstream of this dam site. The map of a semi-detailed survey of this area, known as
Mmaikowane, accompanies the report as a separate map. The following acreages of
Class A and Class B irrigable land were mapped:floodplains and alluvial terraces, 837 ha
(2 690 ac); piedmonts and valley sides, 32 ha (78 ac).
The advantage of this part of the Tuni River as an alternative to Masia-dieme, described
above, is that while the cost of the dam would probably not be very much greater,
there is a much larger acreage of irrigable land, so the development cost per acre would
be considerably lower. There are no possibilities for sand extraction of irrigation water,
as it was found during the semi-detailed survey, done towards the end of the dry season
that water was extremely scarce. There were only a few wells used for watering stock,
and the water level in these was about 3 m (10 ft) below the surface of the sandy river
bed.
9. The area from near the confluence of the Maclautsi and Limpopo Rivers to the
Limpopo-Shashi Junction. In this area, the Maclautsi, Limpopo and Shashi Rivers all
have wide sandy beds with large reserves of water which are being used for irrigation
by a number of farmers both in Botswana and on the South African and Rhodesian
banks of the Limpopo and Shashi Rivers. Water is extracted from the river beds and
from boreholes sunk into old river sands below the floodplains. Some of these boreholes go down through over 30 m (100 ft) of sand, of which 18 m (60 ft) are beneath
the level of the water, and this is recharged annually from the river.
•See Appendix 4 - Definition of Terms Used.
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The alluvial terraces on the lower Maclautsi River, derived mainly from basalt, sandstones and shales (Rock Types 6, 7 and 8), have soils in which high pH levels were
measured during the field work, both by colorimetric methods and on a suspension
of soil in distilled water using a pocket pH meter. Subsequent chemical analyses, however, indicate only moderate levels of alkalinity (Profile 150). The question of high
alkalinity and possible salinity of these soils requires further investigation before
development takes place. Similar soils which have been irrigated on Gesond Farm
near the Maclautsi-Limpopo Junction show no harmful accumulations of salts or
damage t o crops due to high alkalinity. The soils of the Limpopo terraces, which are
derived mainly from igneous and metamorphic rocks (Rock Types 1, 2 and 4) do not
have the same high levels of alkalinity.
There appear to be two possible ways of developing this area. The first is by increasing
the number of sand extraction points either as a series of individual irrigation schemes
or as part of a larger integrated project. The second is the construction of a dam at a
site on the Limpopo River, where it flows through a gorge just below the Maclautsi
junction. A dam here would flood large areas of irrigable land at Gesond Farm, but it
would make possible the command of large terraces lower down the Limpopo, as well
as some areas of colluvium derived from basalt. This latter type of soil is being irrigated
at Merryhill Farm and produces good crops. The total commandable area of irrigable
land would be over 1 600 ha (4 000 ac) on the Botswana side of the Limpopo. Since
the Limpopo is an international river, such a dam would require the co-operation of
the South African Government, and would involve the sharing of water between users
in Botswana and South Africa.
10. Near Palapye on the Lotsani River. A dam site has been surveyed near Palapye,
primarily for industrial and domestic water supplies, and it has been suggested that
0.455 ha/m/day (1 000 000 gal/d), sufficient to irrigate about 80 ha (200 ac), might
be available for irrigation (Lund, 1967), at least during times when there is no drought.
There is no suitable irrigable land near the dam, and the area suggested as being least
unsuitable is an alluvial terrace a short way downstream, with sandy, excessively
permeable soils; irrigable Class S. These soils require careful management and are best
suited to sprinkler irrigation.
11. The Lotsani River downstream of Maunatlala Village. Downstream from
Maunatlala, the Lotsani flows over metamorphic rocks with about 20% irrigable land
in blocks of up to 80 ha (200 ac) on the valley sides, and more extensive blocks on the
uplands 1.6-3.2 km (1-2 mi) from the river. Although the Lotsani is a sandy river in
this area, its bed is only 20-30 m (22-33 yd) wide, and there would be only sufficient
water for irrigation of small plots of 0.5-1 ha (1-2 ac). No data is available on the flow
of the Lotsani, and with the construction of a dam at Palapye this may be substantially
reduced. If there is sufficient water it may be possible to develop an irrigation scheme
based on a storage dam. No specific dam sites have been mentioned in this area, but
the valley sides are moderately dissected in parts, and it may be possible to find a
suitable site. The cost of a dam would be high; Lund (1967) quotes a figure of
S. African R.600 000 for a dam at Palapye and similar costs would presumably be
applicable in this area.
12. The Limpopo River between the Mahalapshwe Junction and the Lotsani Junction.
This section of the Limpopo has very large areas of irrigable land, both on terraces and
on the gently undulating valley sides. Owing to the flatness of the valley there seems
to be little prospect of the construction of dams. The alternative source of water is
from weirs across the river channel, and blocks of land of up t o over 120 ha (300 ac)
are irrigated from these, mainly on old alluvial terraces though some, including part
of Oxenham Ranch, are on siallitic soils on the valley sides. In some drought years
when the Limpopo may not flow until February there is not sufficient water in the
weirs t o irrigate the full acreage of the summer crop. A possible way of remedying this,
and of enabling larger acreages to be irrigated from weirs, would be to build a storage
dam farther upstream, from which water could be released periodically to recharge the
weirs. There is a possible site for such a dam just downsteam of Oliphant's Drift at the
junction of the Limpopo and Marico Rivers.
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13. Near Mahalapye on the Mahalapshwe River. A dam site has been surveyed at
Mahalapye, where the catchment area is 850 k m 2 (330 mi 2 ) and the estimated yield
of water is 86.5 ha/m (190 000 000 gal) per year. This is only enough for about 40 ha
(100 ac) of irrigated land, but since the primary purpose of the dam is for domestic
supplies there may well be no water for irrigation. A semi-detailed survey was made of
the alluvial terraces downstream of Mahalapye, on which 570 ha (1 400 ac) of Class A
irrigable land were mapped. Large areas of Class B land were also mapped on the
alluvial terraces and on the valley sides. If sufficient water is available, the most suitable area is a block of 80 ha (200 ac) of Class A irrigable land on a terrace about 3 km
(2 mi) downstream of Mahalapye.
14. Below the Gaborone dam on the Notwani River. The primary purpose of this
dam is to supply the domestic and industrial requirements of Gaborone, the capital of
Botswana. This water is not yet fully utilised and there is a surplus available for
irrigation. The amount of this surplus will depend on the increase in demand from
domestic and industrial users, but it is thought that sufficient water to irrigate about
160 ha (400 ac) will be available for the next 10-15 years. This area could easily be
found on the large alluvial terraces on the right bank of the Notwani River a short
way downstream of the dam. These terraces have deep, well-drained medium-textured
soils, suitable for the irrigation of most types of crops.
15. The Limpopo River from the Marico Junction to the Notwani Junction. The
Limpopo in this region has incised its valley slightly through a belt of basement complex gneisses (Rock Types 1 and 2), Lund (1965a) mentions the possible site of a
large storage dam below the Marico Junction, with a storage capacity of 60 000 ha/m
(500 000 ac/ft) of water. This could be used to supplement the water stored in weirs
further down the river and would also help to control the periodic floods, enabling the
floodplains to be cultivated. There are several alluvial terraces in this region that could
be irrigated by pumping from weirs, and if a canal were taken off about 13 km (8 mi)
downstream of the Marico Junction, it would be possible to command about 1 200 ha
(3 000 ac) of irrigable land over a distance of 19 km (12 mi). Farther studies of drainage and salinity will be needed on about 200 ha (500 ac) of this land.
16. The Marico River. Lund (1965a) discusses the possibility of building a dam at
Derdepoort, where the Botswana border meets the Marico River. The estimated annual
runnoff is 5 400 ha/m (45 000 ac/ft), after allowing for water taken by dams further
upstream. This dam would be used for flood control and to supplement weirs further
downstream. At present there are a few weirs used for irrigation of small plots by
farmers on the South African side. As the channel is smaller than that of the Limpopo,
it has less storage capacity, and this may be the reason why the plots are small - up to
12 ha (30 ac). It should be possible to establish several schemes of this type on the
floodplain in the upper reaches of the river that are less susceptible to flooding than
those in the lower reaches. Extension of the irrigation on to the very large alluvial
terraces bordering the Marico River would only be worthwhile if the storage capacity
of the weirs could be supplemented by a dam at Derdepoort, from which it may also
be possible to command all or part of the estimated 1 500 ha (3 800 ac) of irrigable
land on an alluvial terrace just downstream from Derdepoort.
Lund's estimated 5 400 ha/m (45 000 ac/ft), if it were all available, would be sufficient
to irrigate 4 450 ha (11 000 ac), allowing 120 cm (4 ft) of water per annum. In practice there would be considerable losses through evaporation and seepage and also, since
the Marico is an international river. South Africa would require a share of the water.
Therefore, it seem to be unlikely that water would be available for more than about
1 200-1 600 ha (3 000-4 000 ac) of irrigated land.
17. Near Moshupa in the Metsemotlhaba Catchment, and at the junction of the
Kolobeng and Metsemotlhaba Rivers. There are numerous possible sites for small dams
in the upper reaches of the Metsemotlhaba and its tributaries, and the two areas mentioned appear to have particularly good development prospects. There are two possible
irrigable areas near Moshupa; one is at Lotlakane, about 10 km (6 mi) upstream of the
village, and the other is just downstream of Moshupa. The maps of the semi-detailed
surveys carried out in these areas accompany the report as separate maps. At Lotlakane
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a total of 80 ha (200 ac) of Class A and Class B irrigable land were mapped, of which
three blocks totalling about 45 ha (110 ac) are within 3 km (2 mi) downstream of a
possible dam site. Downstream from Moshupa about 110 ha (270 ac) of Class A and B
irrigable land were mapped within about two miles of the village; about 80 ha (200 ac)
are in a single unit on the south bank. Alternative dam sites from which this land could
be commanded are in Moshupa village and short way upstream.
A second area of high irrigation potential in the Metsemotlhaba Catchment is at the
junction of the Kolobeng and Metsemotlhaba Rivers. A semi-detailed survey was made
of this area, and the map accompanies the report as a separate map. A total of 195 ha
(480 ac) of Class A and B irrigable land were mapped in this area, of which 75 ha
(180 ac) are in two units on the south bank, and which could be commanded by a canal
3-5 km (2-3 mi) long from a possible dam site on the Kolobeng River. The other 120 ha
(300 ac) mapped are on the north bank of the Metsemotlhaba and could not be commanded except by pumping.

OTHER POTENTIALLY IRRIGABLE AREAS
In this discussion of the prospects of irrigation in the remainder of eastern Botswana,
the main rivers are sub-divided into the areas which are listed in Table 37 and whose
distribution is shown in Map 7.
1.
The headwaters of the Shashi Catchment north of a line from Kalakamati to
Ramaquabane Siding. Apart from the areas of irrigable land associated with basic rocks
described previously, there is little or no irrigation potential in this area. The floodplains are mostly of Type 1, with poorly drained, often sodic, soils.
2.
The Shashi, Vukwe and Tati rivers between Kalakamati, Sebinas and Masungas.
The areas of irrigable land associated with basic rocks around the Vukwe Hills have
already been described. In addition to these areas, there is a large area of vertisols
south of the Vukwe Hills that could also be considered, but it is likely to be difficult
to cultivate these under irrigation. Development is therefore likely to be confined to
the areas of suitable land already described, that present no cultivation problems.
3.
The Shashi and Vukwe rivers from Sebinas to the Tati Junction. From Sebinas to
about 8 km (5 mi) upstream of Shashi Siding, these rivers flow over acid granites and
gneisses with little or no irrigation potential. Narrow dolerite dykes cutting across these
gneisses in an east-west direction give rise to a few small pockets of irrigable land. The
best prospects for irrigation in this area are on the floodplains. These are of Type 2
with narrow well drained sandy levées where small plots could be irrigated by pumping
water from the sand. The beds of these rivers are narrow, up t o about 50 m (50 yd)
across, and their water storage capacity is therefore restricted, but it should be possible
to provide water for the irrigation of plots of a few acres.
The irrigation potential of land below the proposed dam at Shashi Siding has already
been described. Further downstream there is little irrigation potential apart from the
possibility of small plots on the levées, irrigated by pumping from the sand, and an area
of about 30 ha (70 ac) of colluvial siallitic soils on the valley side about 3 km (2 mi)
upstream of the Tati Junction. If a dam is built at Shashi Siding the water supplies to
this area will be limited and erratic.
4.
The Tati and Inchwe rivers from opposite Tsamaea Siding to the Shashi. Lund
(1965a) mentions a good dam site on the Tati River near Timbale, west of Tsamaea,
that could be used to irrigate about 400 ha (1 000 ac). About 16 km (10 mi) downstream is an old alluvial terrace on the west bank, with about 200 ha (500 ac) of
irrigable land consisting of reddish brown alluvial siallitic soils, and there are a further
40 ha (100 ac) of land requiring further investigation consisting of colluvial soils with
impeded drainage. In addition to this, water from the dam could be used to supplement the supplies available to irrigators on the floodplains around Francistown who
are dependent on water extracted from the sand of the rivers, and this often dries up
towards the end of the winter. However, since the bed of the river consists of sand all
the way from the dam site to Francistown, water released from the dam would
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probably all be absorbed within a few miles. The cost of a canal or pipeline may make
the water too expensive for irrigation.
A possible dam site also exists on the Inchwe River west of Tsamaea, that would provide sufficient water to irrigate about 400 ha (1 000 ac) (Lund, 1965a). Just downstream is an area on the valley side (Land Facet 1 & 2d) with about 100 ha (250 ac)
of irrigable land on shallow siallitic colluvial soils, and a further area of colluvium
(Land Facet 2j) with about 24 ha (60 ac) of irrigable land requiring further studies of
drainage and salinity. A large area of vertisols on uplands just north of Francistown
could also be considered for irrigation, but the difficulty of cultivating these soils and
likely drainage problems will have to be investigated.
Downstream of Francistown there is little or no irrigation potential apart from the
narrow Type 2 floodplains where there are already several small plots of citrus,
vegetables and lucerne under irrigation. The large areas of irrigable land on the uplands
between the Tati and Ramaquabane rivers south-east of Francistown are mostly over
three miles from the Tati River, and could be commanded only by pumping.
5. The Ramaquabane River from Ramaquabane Siding to the Shashi. North of
Matsiloje there is little or no irrigation potential, apart from the narrow Type 2 flood
plains south of Tsamaea. The possibilities for irrigation from a dam east of Tsamaea
have already been discussed.
From Matsiloje to the Shashi, the river is flanked by several broad floodplains (Type 3)
with sandy soils predominating. There are, however, some blocks of up to 16 ha
(40 ac) of Class A irrigable land on medium-textured alluvium. The river in this area is
up to 200 m (200 yd) wide with a sandy bed and there appears to be a considerable
amount of available water in the sand. Next to one of these floodplains near Matsiloje
is an area of vertisols formed on colluvium (Land Facet 2j) with about 50 ha (125 ac)
of irrigable land subject to further studies of salinity and cultivation problems. Analyses
of profile pits on these soils indicate high levels of exchangeable sodium (Profile 75)
that are likely to damage crops, although they do not appear to affect the soil structure.
These soils are used at present for growing rainfed sorghum and the local farmers
claim that they produce higher yields than other soils in the vicinity.
6. The Shashi River from the Tati Junction to the Tuli Circle. The Shashi Valley
becomes increasingly dissected downstream of the Tati Junction, and there is little or
no irrigation potential apart from occasional narrow Type 2 floodplains with sandy
levées and a number of small alluvial terraces, in particular three terraces (Land Facet
TG) a few miles upstream of the Tuli Circle with a total of about 80 ha (200 ac) of
irrigable land on medium-textured siallitic alluvial soils. On the Rhodesian side, just
downstream from the most westerly of these three terraces is Rustler's Gorge,about
40 ha (100 ac) of land on a similar terrace irrigated by pumping from the sand. There
appear to be good reserves of water in this part of the Shashi, although further upstream the bed is steep and rocky with little storage capacity. The large areas of
irrigable land on the watershed north of Bobonong are over 6 km (4 mi) from the
river and about 90m (300 ft) above it; the cost of irrigation would be prohibitive.
7. The Maclautsi River upstream of Madinare. Upstream of Foley, there is a large
area of irrigable land on the watershed between the Seswe and Maclautsi rivers. However, both of these rivers are small and their flow is very erratic, so there appears to be
little scope for development. A number of old alluvial terraces (Land Facet TA)
scattered over about 16 km (10 mi) of the river from Madinare upstream have a total
of 200 ha (500 ac) of potentially irrigable land on medium-textured siallitic alluvial
soils. This section of the river appears to have little scope for sand storage as the
gradient is steep and the river channel is narrow. The only irrigation prospects, therefore, would be from a dam. Larger areas of irrigable land on the valley sides about
26 km (16 mi) upstream of Madinare are too far from the river to be easily commanded.
8. The Maclautsi River from Madinare to Tobane. The irrigation potential of the
terraces around Tobane, where a possible dam site has been surveyed, have already
been described. In addition to these terraces there is an almost continuous broad floodplain between Madinare and Tobane, on which the soils are mainly sandy, where plots
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could be irrigated by pumping from the sand of the riverbed. If the dam were to be
built at Tobane it would be likely that there would be restrictions on water use in this
area. The large areas of irrigable land on the valley sides are some distance from the
river, and there seems little prospect of development of these.
9.
The Maclautsi River from Tobane to Bobonong. The irrigation potential of a
number of alluvial terraces around Bobonong has already been described. In addition
to these, there is a broad floodplain (Type 3) extending all the way from Tobane t o
Bobonong, as well as several older alluvial terraces. Numerous irrigation schemes could
be sited on these, based on sand-extraction, but if a dam were to be built at Tobane
water supplies would be limited throughout this area. Since pumping is the only likely
source of irrigation water, closeness to the river is important and the large areas of
irrigable land on the valley sides are not likely to be developed.
10. The Maclautsi River from Bobonong to the Tuni Junction. Irrigation potential in
this area is confined mainly to the floodplains and to a number of small terraces just
downstream of Bobonong, where small pump schemes could be developed. In the
lower part of the region, upstream of theTuni Junction, there appears to be little or no
water stored in the sand of the river bed; during field work in July 1966 it was found
that the water level was about 3 m (10 ft) below the surface of the sand at several
places within 8 km (5 mi) of the Tuni Junction; the local people said that this was so
for a long way upstream.
11. The Tuni River west of long. 28° 15'. The headwaters of the Tuni River flow
through almost flat country with a moderate to high proportion of irrigable land. The
floodplains in this area are of Type 1; poorly drained areas of alluvium or colluvium.
Owing to the flatness of the terrain, which is unsuitable for dam building, and to the
uncertain flow of the river in this area, there appears to be little or no prospect of
irrigation development
12. The Tuni River between long. 2 8 ° 15' and 28° 30'. In this region, below the
junction of the Tuni and Sephophe rivers, there may be some possibility of irrigating
very small plots by sand extraction. The valley in this area is more incised than further
upstream, and appears to be more suitable for dam building. The irrigation potential of
a number of terraces below a possible dam site at Masia-dieme have already been described. Apart from these terraces, and the Type 2 floodplains with sandy levées along
the river there are limited areas of irrigable land on the valley sides (Land Facet 1 & 2d)
south of the river, that might be included in the command from a dam, but would
necessitate a very long canal in relation to the irrigable area.
13. The Tuni River east of long. 28° 30'. The irrigation potential of a number of
terraces (Land Facet TA) in this area have been described already. Apart from these
terraces there is a large area of land on the valley sides south of the river (Land Facet
1 & 2d), part of which might be commandable from the possible dam site mentioned
above. However, it is likely that all the available water from the dam would be taken
up by irrigation on the terraces.
14. The lower Maclautsi, Limpopo and Shashi rivers downstream of the Tuni Junctiorv
BechuanalandHill and the Tuli Circle respectively. The irrigation potential of most of
this area has already been described. In the remaining part, between Bechuanaland Hill
and the Maclautsi Junction, the Limpopo River flows over a steep, rocky bed with no
water-storage potential.
15. The Limpopo River from the Lotsani Junction to Bechuanaland Hill. Although
there are pockets of sand in the river bed in this region these have little or no waterstorage capacity. The main sources of water are occasional deep pools and a number of
low weirs which have been built across the river channel for watering stock or for
irrigating small plots of land along the flood plains. The irrigation potential of this
region is limited to the Type 2 flood plains along the river banks and to small areas of
colluvial soils on the lower slopes of the valley sides.
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16. Lotsani River upstream of Maunatlala. The possibilities for irrigation from a
proposed dam near Palapye have been discussed already . Alternative dam sites
suggested by Lund (1965) are on the tributaries of the Lotsani River in the Makhware
Hills south of Serowe. These are not included in the reconnaissance map, but a soil
survey was made of the land below the Kutchwe Pass, where there is a possible dam
site. There is a very large area of irrigable land, mostly Class A, on colluvial or alluvial
deposits immediately below the Pass (Plate 9), and easily commandable from a dam. A
similar pattern of soils may be expected to occur where the,other tributaries debouch
from the hills. Elsewhere in this region the irrigation potential is low. The floodplains
are mainly of Type 6 and are poorly drained with vertisols and halomorphic soils.
These are unsuitable for cultivation, but there may be some prospects for the establishment of pastures based on the spreading of floodwaters. There are large areas south
of the river with irrigable land subject to further studies of drainage and salinity (Land
Facet 8n), but water is unlikely to be available for their irrigation.
17. The Lotsani River downstream of Maunatlala. The irrigation potential of this area,
where the Lotsani River flows over Basement Complex rocks and where there may be
some possible dam sites, has been described already.
18. The Limpopo River from the Mahalapshwe Junction to the Lotsani Junction.
The irrigation potential of this area has been described already.
19. The Mahalapshwe River. The prospects for irrigation below a proposed dam at
Mahalapye have been described previously. Apart from this, there are possibilities of
irrigation by sand extraction of small plots on the Type 2 flood plains flanking the
river. There are also numerous terraces (Land Facet TA), but the reserves of water in
the sand may not be sufficient to irrigate more than a few acres of land. There are
good reserves of water in the sand which up to now have been the only source of
domestic water for Mahalapye, but it appears that in the lower reaches of the river
the water drains out of the sand, possibly into the porous underlying Karroo System
rocks. There are several alluvial terraces on the Taupse River, a tributary of the
Mahalapshwe, and these would be suitable for irrigation if water were available.
20. The Bonapitse River. Only the part of the river to the east of the railway line was
included in the reconnaissance survey and the total flow in this part of the Bonapitse
River is probably too small for any irrigation, except possibly of very small plots on the
alluvial terraces which could be watered from weirs across the river channel. The floodplains are of Type 6, with poorly drained soils, and are unsuitable for irrigation though
they may be used for pastures watered by flood spreading. Lund (1965a) comments on
the small flow in this region and notes that a small dam close t o the Bonapitse-Limpopo
Junction has survived in a situation where it would have been washed away even by a
moderate flood. Much runoff appears to be lost in the sandy plain between the
Shushong Hills and the railway. Lund mentions a number of small but good catchments in the Shushong Hills. A reconnaissance was made of one of the largest of these,
which is illustrated in Plate 10. Although the piedmont consists mainly of poorlydrained soils (Soil Series I V F 2 / I V H ; see Part 4 of this report), there are areas of slightly
higher ground with irrigable soils (Series IVB2, IVD2) which could be commanded by
gravity from dams a short distance upstream. The total runoff would probably be
sufficient only for a plot of 8-12 ha (20-30 ac), which could easily be found.
21. The Limpopo River from the Notwani Junction to the Mahalapshwe Junction.
The irrigable land in this region is confined mainly to sandy alluvial terraces and the
total estimated during the reconnaissance was 400 ha (1 000 ac). Two irrigation
schemes are located on these terraces, and part of one (Stewart Estate) extends on to
the Type 5 floodplain of the Limpopo which is subject t o occasional flooding. Water
for these two irrigation schemes is obtained from weirs across the Limpopo River. If
sufficient water were available, the possibility of rice cultivation on the Type 5 floodplains along the Limpopo could be considered. This would necessitate flood control
which might be achieved if a large storage dam were built at Oliphant's Drift. This
dam has already been discussed.
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22. The Limpopo River from the Marico Junction to the Nptwani Junction. The
irrigation potential of this area has already been described.
23.

The Marico River. The irrigation potential of this area has already been described.

24. The Notwani River from the Metsemotlhaba Junction to the Limpopo. Around
Mochudi there are large areas of irrigable land on alluvial terraces (Land Facet T A ) ,
which become progressively more sandy (Land Facet TB and TC) downstream. There
appear to be no good dam sites in this region and the only likely means of water
storage is in small weirs across the river channel. Since the channel is small compared
with those of the Limpopo and Marico rivers, the storage capacity of each weir would
be sufficient for the irrigation of only a few acres, and there do not appear to be good
prospects for supplementing the water supply in the weirs from dams further upstream,
since there will not be sufficient surplus water available from the Gaborone dam, and
all the potential dam sites on the Metsemotlhaba River are in the upper reaches where
their individual storage capacities are small. The Type 6 floodplains along this river
could be used for pastures, watered by flood spreading.
25. The Notwani River from Gaborone dam to the Metsemotlhaba Junction. The
possibility of using surplus water from the Gaborone dam for irrigation has been discussed already. Further downstream there are numerous alluvial terraces (Land Facet
TA) with a high proportion of irrigable land, and there are also areas of irrigable land
on the floodplains which are subject to occasional flooding. These could be irrigated
from small weirs across the river channel, but owing to the presence of the Gaborone
dam upstream the water in these weirs might not be replenished in dry years.
26. The Notwani and Taung rivers upstream of Gaborone dam. There are two storage
dams in this area, the Notwani and Mogobane dams. A small irrigation scheme has
recently been started next to the Notwani dam, on gently undulating valley sides with
fine textured red soils derived mainly from dolerite (Land Facet 1 & 3n). The water
is pumped up on to this land from the dam and there is scope for increasing the
amount of land under irrigation on this Land Facet, but there is little or no irrigable
land downstream of the dam.
The Mogobane dam, on the Taung River, was built during the second world war for the
purpose of irrigation, and the scheme which had become unproductive due to waterlogging was recently taken over by the Department of Agriculture. The waterlogging is
due to the presence of shale beneath the alluvium on the terraces (Land Facet TE). The
Type 5 floodplain of the Taung River has a permanent watertable within a few feet
of the surface, and owing to the gentle gradient of these terraces lateral seepage is not
sufficient to dispose of this watertable. Problems are also encountered due to the poor
structure of the soils, derived from sedimentary rocks, which are prone t o surface
capping and the formation of plough pans.
A possible dam site exists on the Tsiklane River, which joins the Taung River just downstream of the Mogobane dam, from which it may be possible t o irrigate 80 ha (200 ac)
or more on a similar terrace on the north-west bank of the Taung River. Since the drainage and structural problems on this terrace will be similar to those at Mogobane, any
future development will depend on the result of the reclamation now being started on
the Mogobane scheme.
27. The Metsemotlhaba Catchment. Although the total runoff from the Metsemotlhaba
Catchment is sufficient to irrigate 800-1 200 ha (2 000-3 000 ac) at the junction of the
Metsemotlhaba and Notwani rivers (Lund 1965a), the river in its lower reaches flows
through gently undulating country with very limited prospects for the building of
storage dams. There are possibly numeroussmaller dam sites in the upper reaches and
in the tributaries of the Metsemotlhaba, and the irrigation potential of t w o such areas
has been described above. Other areas where irrigation may be feasible in the
Metsemotlhaba Catchment include two blocks of land south of Molepolöle, of 80 ha
(200 ac) and 140 ha (350 ac) respectively, with medium-to-fine-textured red soils
derived mainly from dolerite(Land Facet 1 & 3n); There may be potential dam sites
in these areas. There may also be some prospect of irrigating very small plots of land
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Plate 9 Soil series and phases
•

Map symbol

Description

—

Irrigability
class

1 A1/I A2
iv

Gravelly and sandy alluvium, over
3 ft deep

S/D

II

Lithosols; soils less than 30 cm
(1 ft) deep

D

IV D2 iv

Dark reddish brown medium-textured
siallitic colluvial soils over
90 cm (3 ft) deep

A

IV F2/
IV H iv (e)

Dark greyish brown medium-textured
siallitic colluvial soils with
restricted permeability and impeded
drainage, and halomorphic soils,
over 90 cm (3 ft); moderately eroded

D

VAI/
V A2 iv

Dark red medium-to-fine-textured
fersiallitic soils, some with
restricted permeability, over 90 cm
(3 ft) deep

A/B
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PLATE 9

The Kutshwe Pass in the Makhware Hills, in the headwaters of the Lotsani River:
22° 40-42' South, 26° 37-40' East

Most of the piedmont, derived from dolerite and mixed Basement Complex gneisses, has well drained
medium-textured soils suitable for irrigation. A possible site for a storage dam exists (just off the map)
where the Kutshwe River debouches from the hills, from which water could be led by gravity on to the
piedmont

A stereoscopic image can be obtained using prints 2336 - 2338, Film 15, Contract 75 (1964),
Fairey Surveys Ltd.
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Plate 10 Soil series and phases
Map symbol

Description

Irrigability
class

II

Lithosols; soils less than 30 cm (1 ft)
deep

D

III B/lll C i v

Topomorphic vertisols with varying amounts
of exchangeable sodium, over 90 cm (3 ft)
deep

C

IV B2 iv

Dark brown medium-textured young
siallitic colluvial soils, over 90 cm
(3 ft) deep

A

IV D1 iv

Dark reddish brown sandy siallitic
colluvial soils, over 90 cm (3 ft) deep

S

IV D2 iv

Dark reddish brown medium-textured
siallitic colluvial soils, over 90 cm
(3 ft) deep

A

IV E1 iv

Dark reddish brown calcareous medium t o
fine-textured siallitic colluvial soils
with restricted permeability, over 90 cm
(3 ft) deep

C

IV F2/IV H iv

Dark greyish brown compact non-calcareous
medium-to-fine-textured colluvial soils
with restricted permeability and impeded
drainage, and halomorphic soils, over
90 cm (3 ft) deep

C/D
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PLATE 10 The headwaters of the Bonapitse River in the Shushong Hills: 22° 58' to 23° 00' South,
26° 25-28' East

Blocks of irrigable land of up to 146ha (360ac) occur on the piedmont, which consists of colluvium derived
from dolerite and predominantly acid Basement Complex gneisses. Possible sites for storage dams exist where
the streams debouch from the hills, from which water could be led by gravity on to the piedmont

A stereoscopic image can be obtained using prints 3157 - 3159, Film 20, Contract 75 (1964),
Fairey Surveys Ltd.
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on the floodplains and terraces downstream of Thamaga, by sand extraction. The
floodplains between Thamaga and the Koiobeng Junction are of Type 3, predominantly
sandy but with areas of well-drained medium-textured soils suitable for irrigation.
The river bed is sandy but narrow, about 30 m (30 yd) wide, and the reserves of water
available for sand extraction will be limited.
28. The Koiobeng River between Manyana and Mmankgodi. A possible irrigation
scheme at the junction of the Koiobeng and Metsemotlhaba rivers, which would
derive its water from the Koiobeng River, has been described above.
There are alternative dam sites further upstream on the Koiobeng River, between
Manyana and Mmankgodi that could be used for irrigating blocks of land with
vertisols and medium-to-fine textured red soils derived mainly from dolerites. The map
of a semi-detailed survey of this area accompanies the report as a separate map. In
this survey, an area of 120 ha (300 ac) of Class A and B irrigable land was mapped.
This land with medium to fine textured red soils derived mainly from dolerites could
be commanded from a possible dam site upstream of Manyana, by using a canal about
5 km (3 mi) long flowing mainly over vertisols. The vertisols are classed as marginally
irrigable, Class C, with problems of cultivation and drainage; some areas of vertisol
are excessively stony and have been mapped as land unsuitable for irrigation, Class D.

CROPS SUITABLE FOR IRRIGATION
The climatic, soil and moisture requirements of a number of crops which might be
grown under irrigation in Botswana are considered. The data on which this discussion
is based are taken from de Geus (1967), Jacob and von Uexkull (1963), Salter and
Goode (1967), Molnar (1966), and Ignatieff and Page (1962). For the purpose of this
discussion, the crops are divided into cereals, seed and oil-seed crops, fibre crops,
fodder crops and miscellaneous crops.
The question of marketing crops is not considered here. Potential and actual markets
for many crops are discussed further on. Possible markets for other crops would have
t o be studied before their introduction on a commercial scale.
Cereals
The cereals which can be grown under irrigation in Botswana include maize, wheat,
barley, sorghum and rice. Of these crops, wheat, barley, sorghum and rice are susceptible
to attack by quelea birds (Quelea quelea) and it may not be possible t o grow them in
certain parts of Botswana where this pest occurs in large numbers.
Maize
Maize is grown as a summer crop and is frost-sensitive. It grows well on most soils
except heavy clays and light sandy or gravelly soils. Deep, well aerated loam soils with
an adequate water-holding capacity are best. The rapid early growth of maize plants
necessitates a liberal dressing of readily available nutrients at sowing time. A plentiful
supply of water is essential at the flowering stage to ensure good crops; water shortage
in the earlier stages reduces vegetative growth but has less effect on the grade and yield.
In Botswana, early crops planted in September can be grown for sale as green crops,
but crops for normal harvesting should be planted later, to ripen in April when there
is less likelihood of rain damage.
Wheat
Wheat can be grown as a winter crop in Botswana. It grows best on moderately heavy
to heavy soils rich in calcium and organic matter and does not thrive on sandy and acid
soils. On soils with a high water-holding capacity it can be grown on the residual moisture after the summer rains, at least in the south of the survey area, where the cool
winter with relatively low evaporation losses means that the crop will have adequate
water available for the shooting and flowering stages in the early spring. Water shortage
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at the shooting and flowering stages will drastically reduce the yields of wheat; at this
time the transpiration rate is very high and root development slows down or ceases.
Yields may also be reduced by water shortage at the tillering stage when the number
of tillers may be reduced.
Barley
Barley can be grown as a winter crop in Botswana and its moisture requirements are
similar to those of wheat. Owing to its weak rooting system it does not thrive on heavy,
impermeable soils or on acid, sandy soils.
Sorghum
Sorghum is the chief grain crop grown under natural rainfall in Botswana. Crop failures
are frequent owing to the late start of the rains in some years, when the crop has
insufficient time to ripen, and to drought during the rainy season in other years.
Irrigation would ensure consistent yields of this' crop, but its payment capacity as an
irrigated crop may not be sufficient to justify the cost. When grown under irrigation,
sorghum is an exhausting crop, and after it a fallow and heavy manuring are often
necessary to give satisfactory yields of the following crop.
Rice
Rice is a summer annual which thrives in hot conditions. Wet paddy, owing to its
aquatic habits, is best grown on slowly permeable soils. Paddy requires continuous
flooding from the transplanting stage until after flowering. The water can then be
drawn off gradually until the field is dry at harvest time. It is preferable that the soil
should be dried out and well aerated between crops of rice. This is particularly
important in the vertisols, which may not contain sufficient free iron to neutralise
the hydrogen sulphide formed under waterlogged conditions (Dudal ed: 1965). The
drying out can be achieved by growing winter wheat or legumes on the residual moisture
from the rice crop.
Seed and oil seed crops
These include field peas, soya beans, groundnuts, safflower, linseed and sunflowers.
Field peas
Field peas are slightly frost-sensitive, and grow best in a temperate climate. They could
be grown as a winter crop in much of the survey area, but in the south, where there is
a high incidence of frost, they grow best in the spring and summer. For maximum
yield of peas adequate water is essential at the flowering stage. Dry conditions during
the pod-formation and swelling stages will also reduce yields; before the flowering
stage dry conditions reduce vegetative growth but have little or no effect on the
ultimate yields.
Soya beans
Soya beans are frost-susceptible and require a warm climate. They grow best on deep,
fertile loam to sandy loam soils and will flourish on light soils if they are rich enough
in nutrients, particularly calcium. The optimum soil reaction is slightly acid (pH 5.7-6.2).
As with field peas, the period of maximum water requirement, when dry conditions
will cause the maximum loss in yield, is at the flowering and fruiting stages.
Groundnuts
Groundnuts are grown as a summer annual with a growing period of 4-5 months. They
are best grown on light-textured, well-drained soils with adequate available waterholding capacity, and well supplied with lime. The optimum soil reaction is neutral to
slightly acid. Fine-textured soils and those particularly liable to surface capping are to
be avoided as they affect the penetration of the fruit stalks into the soil, and it is also
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difficult t o separate the crop from clods of earth when harvesting. Adequate water
supplies are essential during flowering and seed formation; drought during the earlier
stages of growth has less effect on the final yield.
Safflower
Safflower is a frost-tolerant oil-seed crop, which can be grown as a winter crop under
the climatic conditions found in Botswana. It tolerates a wide range of soil textures
and an alkaline soil reaction, but prefers loams with fair to good drainage and a neutral
reaction. The growing time in 61/2-81/2 months in warm temperate climates and 4y2-5
months in the tropics (Molnar, 1966). It is drought-tolerant between emergence and
rosette formation, but any water shortage between the rosette formation and flowering
periods lowers yields and prolongs the growing season. Water shortage between the
flowering and ripening periods reduces both the yield and oil content of the seed, and
tends to shorten the growing season.
Linseed
Linseed is grown as a summer annual and is fairly frost resistant. It thrives on a wide
range of soils except dry sands, highly calcareous soils and badly drained heavy clays.
It prefers a neutral to slightly acid soil. Drought in the early, vegetative stages of
growth has little effect on the yield of seed, but adequate water is essential during and
after flowering.
Sunflowers
Sunflowers are grown as a summer crop and the seedlings are moderately frost-tolerant
They are best grown on medium-to-heavy-textured soils, but tolerate a wide range of
textures. The optimum soil reaction is neutral to slightly acid, but moderate alkalinity
is tolerated. Sunflowers are moderately drought-tolerant in the early stages, but water
shortage at the flowering and seed-ripening periods will seriously affect the yield.
Fibre crops
Cotton is already grown under irrigation in Botswana. Another fibre crop for which
the climate would appear to be suitable is kenaf (Hibiscus cannabinus).
Cotton
Cotton is normally grown as a summer annual, though on some farms in the Tuli Block
it has been grown as a perennial for several seasons and has produced good crops. It
grows best on deep, well-drained medium-textured soils with a good available waterholding capacity, but can also be grown successfully on fine-textured soils including
vertisols. Cotton is very susceptible to acidity, and the optimum soil reaction is about
neutral (pH 6.5-7.5). In the early stages of growth adequate water is necessary to
ensure that cotton plants grow large enough to produce a satisfactory number of
flowers. The period of highest water demand is at flowering and during the period of
boll development. Water shortage at this time will cause boll shedding. Rain during the
flowering and boll-ripening periods is undesirable as the young capsules are knocked
off and the old ones open badly.
Kenaf
Kenaf produces a fibre which is a good alternative to jute. It has a growing season of
130-150 days and is light-sensitive, ceasing t o grow and starting to flower when the
daylength drops below about 12Vz hours. It is important, therefore, to sow it early in
the spring. It grows best on well-drained medium-textured soil with a neutral to slightly
acid reaction (pH 6.0-6.8), a good available water-holding capacity, and a high organicmatter content. Kenaf is moderately drought-tolerant and cannot stand waterlogging.
Maximum yields of fibre would be obtained by maintaining adequate water supplies
throughout the growing season.
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Fodder crops
Lucerne
Lucerne is a perennial crop and thrives under irrigation in semi-arid areas. It requires
a soil with unimpeded drainage and grows best on calcareous medium-textured soils.
It will not tolerate acid conditions. Although lucerne requires large quantities of water
it will withstand periods of drought as it can obtain much of its water from deep in the
subsoil.
Lespedeza and Kudzu
Lespedeza (Lespedeza sericea) and Kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana) can be grown as
alternatives to lucerne on acid soils deficient in lime. They grow best in soils with a
neutral reaction, but will tolerate a soil pH between 4.5 and 7.5. They cannot stand
waterlogging.
Miscellaneous crops
A number of other crops can be grown under irrigation in Botswana, including
potatoes, onions, tobacco, citrus and a variety of vegetable crops.
Potatoes
Potatoes are frost-sensitive but require a cool or temperate climate, the optimum
temperature being below 20°C (68°F). High temperatures result in the growth of the
aerial parts of the plant at the expense of the tubers. Potatoes are grown successfully
as a winter crop in parts of the Tuli Block where frost is rare, and they could probably
be grown as a summer crop in the south of the survey area which is slightly cooler.
Summer-grown potatoes would not fetch such high prices, however, as they would
compete with the crop grown in the Highveld areas of South Africa. Potatoes are best
grown on well-aerated sandy loams and the optimum soil reaction is acid (pH4.8-6.0).
They are sensitive to alkaline soil conditions. Potatoes grown on heavy-textured soils are
uneven in shape and difficult to clean, and so are of low market value. The water
requirements of potatoes are high throughout the growing season, especially after the
start of tuber formation. Water shortage before this is less serious but can reduce the
number of tubers formed. If water supply is interrupted at any time after tuber initiation, tuber growth stops, and subsequent irrigation results in knobby secondary growth
and cracked tubers of low market value. Withholding irrigation water near maturity
improves the quality and flavour of the potatoes.
Onions
Onions are grown successfully as a winter crop in the Tuli Block, particularly on
medium-to-fine-textured siallitic alluvial soils (Series IVA2, IVL). Onions may be sown
either in seed beds where they are watered frequently until large enough to transplant,
or they may be sown directly where they are to grow and irrigated by means of
sprinklers. In the latter case they require frequent watering, as much as twice daily,
until the seedlings are established. Any water shortage during the growing season will
reduce the final yield of onions, though this effect will not be so serious during the
early stages as during the later stages of growth.
Tobacco
Tobacco is a summer crop requiring a frost-free season of at least five months. It grows
well on a wide variety of soil types, but individual varieties require specific soil conditions, generally ranging from light to moderately heavy textures. The soil must be welldrained, as tobacco cannot stand waterlogging. The optimum soil reaction is medium
acid (pH 5-5.6). At a soil pH of above 6.0, tobacco is susceptible to'black root rot', and
below a pH of 4.5 it may be liable t o manganese toxicity. It is important that the plant
establishes an extensive root system, and this is best achieved by irrigating only sparingly
during the first 4-5 weeks of growth to encourage the roots to grow downwards in
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search of water. Frequent irrigation is necessary during the subsequent period of rapid
growth; withholding water near harvest time improves the quality of the leaf.
Citrus
Citrus grows best on deep, loose, well-aerated soils with a watertable not above 2 m
(6 ft) and no impermeable layers. As the roots have a high oxygen requirement, heavy
soils and those with surfaces liable to capping are not suitable. Some humus improves
the soil structure and available water-holding capacity. The optimum soil reaction is
slightly acid, but citrus will tolerate a range of pH from 4.0-7.8. Citrus trees, particularly
lemons, are fairly frost-tolerant but frost at the flowering time in late spring can
seriously affect yields. A period of dormancy is required for flowering to be initiated.
The coldness of the winter in the south of the survey area, where frost normally occurs,
may be sufficient, but in the warmer parts of the survey area it may be necessary to
induce this dormancy by withholding water for a period of two months. Flowering is
then initiated by restarting irrigation. Plentiful irrigation water is required throughout
the flower-bud development and fruiting stages.
Vegetables
Vegetables are particularly suited to cultivation in small plots, where intensive methods
of cultivation can be used. These can be sited on a wide range of soil types, including
sandy or shallow soils; the structure and available water-holding capacity of the soil
can be built up by applications of manure. Soils with moderately impeded drainage
can also be used, provided that the plot is not sited in a low-lying area where seepage
water may accumulate, leading to a build-up of salinity. Most vegetables prefer a
slightly acid soil reaction, though cabbages thrive on calcareous soils. Water requirements for most vegetables are high and continuous throughout the growing season and
the maximum profit will be obtained by using water at the optimum rate.
POSSIBLE SIZES OF IRRIGATION SCHEMES
Relatively large schemes (> 200 ha (500 ac))
Conditions in Botswana rarely favour the establishment of large irrigation schemes. The
three main factors affecting these are the cost of water storage, the small size of most
blocks of irrigable land, and the lack of knowledge of irrigation among the local people.
The cost of water storage
The only practical method of storing water for a scheme of over 200 ha (500 ac) is in a
dam, which is usually expensive in relation to the amount of water stored. Most rivers
in Botswana flow for only short periods in the year; in some the entire annual flow of
the river occurs in a few flash floods of only a few days' duration. The maximum flow
of the river is thus very high, and if a dam is constructed its spillway must be able to
accommodate this flow. The cost of the spillway is consequently a major component
to the total cost of the dam. A second factor in the high cost of dam construction in
Botswana is the comparatively flat cross-section of most river valleys. Lund (1965c)
gives the following specifications for a proposed dam at Shashi Siding.
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TABLE 39

The costs and storage capacity of a proposed dam at Shashi Siding
Specification

Embankment:

Length
Height

Cost (S.African Rands)
2 360m (7 750 ft)
24m ( 78 ft)

Storage capacity 6 000
(50 000 ac/ft)
Spillway:

Length
Capacity

6 000 ha/m
560 000

305m (1000 ft)
3

3 500m /s

(120 000ft 3 /s)

180 000
40 000

Outlet works

170 000

Drilling and grouting foundations
Total
15% Contingencies

950 000
142 500

Total
10% Fees and supervision

1 092 500
109 250

Total

1 201 750

The total water supply from the dam is estimated by Lund at about 2 120 ha/m
(17 700 ac/ft) per annum. If all this were available for irrigation, it would be sufficient
for about 1 780 ha (4 400 ac) allowing a consumptive use of 1.2 m (4 ft) per annum
(this could be achieved only by extremely efficient management). The cost of this
dam would be about R670/ha (R270/ac). This is a high cost to bear before the other
factors such as the main canal, distribution system and land preparation charges are
considered. A further disadvantage of the construction of dams across most rivers in
Botswana is that the rivers carry a large silt load, and the life of the dam is consequently
shortened, or else dredging operations would be required to maintain its capacity
(Lund, 1965c).
Similar costs in relation to the amount of water stored must be expected for most dams
built in Botswana. An exception mentioned by Lund (1965a) is a possible dam site on
the Limpopo River just below the Marico Junction. This has been described earlier.
Here the total possible storage capacity is 60 000 ha/m (500 000 ac/ft) and the cost
per unit of water stored can be expected to be relatively low.
77?e dissected nature of the land
Throughout most of the survey area irrigable land occurs in comparatively small blocks,
usually of not more than 200 ha (500 ac) on terraces and valley sides, separated by
small valleys or ridges with unsuitable soils. Thus, a large irrigation scheme would
mostly consist of a series of small units connected by a canal. Lund (1965c) gives a
specification for a canal 50 km (31 mi) long from the proposed dam at Shashi Siding,
and a total of 1 600 ha (4 000 ac) to be irrigated from this canal would be in at least
ten separate units. The cost of development would obviously be very much lower in
areas where the irrigated land could be developed as a single unit. Large units of
irrigable land occur on alluvial terraces and gently undulating valley sides on the
Limpopo and Marico Rivers. The dam described earlier on the Limpopo could be used
for the irrigation of these.
7??e lack of knowledge of irrigation
Until a few years ago virtually no irrigation was practised in Botswana. A few small
gardens may have been watered from stock dams and boreholes, but the traditional
agriculture has always been grazing, with the cultivation of rainfed sorghum, maize,
beans and melons as a less reliable secondary activity. Recently, however, farmers in
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the freehold blocks found that irrigation could be very profitable and numerous
schemes have developed, first based on the water retained by weirs built originally for
domestic and stock supplies, and later based on water pumped from the sand in the
river beds or beneath the floodplains. The knowledge built up by these farmers has
not yet spread to the tribal areas, where there is still very little irrigation practised,
although a.few of the more progressive farmers in these areas are developing small
schemes with water pumped either from boreholes or from the sand in river beds. The
settlement of an irrigation scheme of 1 600 ha (4 000 ac) would require one thousand
farmers assuming that each has a plot of 1.6 ha (4 ac). This would involve considerable
recruitment and training problems in an area where the advantages of irrigation
farming have not yet been demonstrated.
Medium-sized schemes (20-200 ha (50-500 ac))
Low weirs built across the beds of suitable rivers, and utilisation of the water-storage
capacity in the sand of certain river beds are alternative and cheaper sources of water
to the large storage dam described above. It is also possible to build up the level of the
sand in river beds by means of a low retaining wall which is raised a few inches at a
time as the level of the sand rises (if the wall is raised too fast a layer of poorly
permeable silt may be deposited over the sand). These sources can provide only a
limited amount of water; the largest scheme irrigated from a weir across the Limpopo
is at Basinghall Estate with a total of 151 ha (375 ac) under irrigation (Butler, 1967).
Individual points for extraction from sand can supply sufficient water to irrigate up to
60 ha (150 ac), but these points may be sited less than 1.6 km (1 mi) apart in a river
with good storage potential, such as the lower Maclautsi, Limpopo and Shashi Rivers.
Butler (1967) quotes capital costs of about S.African R120-200/ha (R50-80 ac) for
surface irrigation with water pumped from weirs across the Limpopo River. A weir
generally costs about R2 000, or about R33/ha (R13/ac) for a scheme of 60 ha
(150 ac), which must be added to the above costs. The total capital cost of plant and
equipment for sprinkler irrigation with water pumped from the sand of the lower
Maclautsi and Limpopo Rivers is about R300-360/ha (R125-150/ac). These costs are
for privately owned schemes and certain elements such as the labour cost of installing
the equipment are not included. They compare very favourably, however, with the
costs of the proposed dam at Shashi Siding. Further advantages of these smaller
schemes are that it is usually possible to find areas of irrigable land large enough for a
scheme of up to 200 ha (500 ac) to be set out in a single block, and that the settlement
of smaller schemes would involve the recruitment and training of only a few farmers
at a time.
Small schemes ( < 20 ha (50 ac))
There are numerous areas where small irrigation schemes could be established. Many
rivers have sand storage sufficient to irrigate only a few acres of land; on some rivers
dams intended for watering stock could be enlarged at a low cost to provide water for
irrigation, or low weirs could be built across suitable river channels; in many areas there
are boreholes which could supply sufficient water both for their primary purpose of
watering stock and for irrigation. In all these areas sufficient water for the requirements
of a single farmer or of a small group of farmers can be provided at comparatively low
cost. Some farmers have already set up schemes of this sort on their own initiative and
are producing vegetables for the local markets. Such schemes could also be used to grow
lucerne or other fodder crops which would help to maintain the condition of the cattle
through the winter, either for beef or for dairy production. Farmers wishing to set up
such schemes should be encouraged as much as possible. They require sound advice
particularly in regard to the size of scheme which they can effectively manage. In
schemes irrigated from boreholes, it is important to establish first whether the borehole water is replenished annually or not; if not, the future water supplies for the stock
could be endangered. The salinity of the water must also be checked; irrigation with
water containing a high proportion of sodium salt can lead to deterioration of the soil.
The success of these small farmers will encourage others to think or irrigation; their
failure could be a serious setback to the future of irrigation farming in Botswana.
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WATER USAGE
In all parts of Eastern Botswana the most important limiting factor to irrigation
development is the shortage of water; in many parts the expense of storing and
distributing water are likely to be higher per unit of water supplied than in many other
parts of the world. Conversely, potentially irrigable land is available in plenty. In view
of this, ways must be considered of making the best possible use of water. The following suggestions aim at combining economy of water use, or use of water which would
otherwise be lost, with reasonable cash inputs.
Careful control of water in irrigation
Surface irrigation
Considerable water losses are normal in surface irrigation, but with careful control
these can be reduced. Firstly, canals should be lined to prevent seepage losses which
can also result in serious waterlogging and salinity problems. Secondly, strict control
must be exercised on the amount of water applied to the land; only sufficient water
should be applied to bring the soil to field capacity. Any water applied above this
amount will be lost as drainage water, and will contribute to waterlogging and salinity
problems. The easiest method of surface irrigation t o ensure water economy is in
furrows between the rows of crop plants. The gradient of the furrows must be even t o
prevent the ponding of water at different places along them and the flow of water in
the furrows must be controlled to ensure that a minimum amount runs out at the end
of the furrows into the drainage lines.
Sprinkler

irrigation

The possible saving of water by the use of sprinkler irrigation is considerable. There are
no seepage losses in transmission, and control both of the amount of water applied and
of its distribution are greatly simplified. Losses of water by runoff and seepage are
considerably reduced or eliminated, although there is an increase in the loss of water by evaporation. It is estimated that with sprinkler irrigation 60-80% of the water applied to
the land is used by the crop; the remainder is lost mainly by evaporation. On the other
hand, with surface irrigation the figure ranges from 25% to 70% (Strong, 1961).
The disadvantages of sprinkler irrigation are that the capital cost of its installation is
higher than for surface irrigation, and that the pumping costs are higher per unit of
water applied, but since the amount of water applied is generally lower than with
surface irrigation, it may well be that the pumping costs per unit of land irrigated or
crop produced are lower. A further disadvantage is that a certain level of management
is required; unless there is adequate maintenance of the equipment and supervision of
its operation, the system may break down with the possibility of a complete crop
failure. In view of this, it is vital that adequate servicing facilities for the equipment
should be readily available in all parts of the country, if the development of sprinkler
irrigation is t o be encouraged in Botswana.
Irrigation to produce maximum yields per unit of water applied
The most common criterion in assessing the productivity of an irrigated plot is yield
per acre, and irrigation water is often applied liberally throughout the season in order
to maximise this. It is true that if irrigation water is withheld yields will be lower, but
for many crops there are times during the growing season when water availability below
the optimum has only a slight effect on the final yield. These differential water requirements of crops have been discussed above.
With cereals and cotton the stage when the reproductive organs are developing and
flowering is the critical period when the crops are most sensitive to moisture stress. A t
this stage the development of the root systems of the plants slow down, transpiration
increases sharply and, if water is not readily available flowering is curtailed and bollshedding takes place in cotton.
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The principle of applying differing amounts of water is clearly demonstrated in
Table 40, adapted from Rijtema (1966, page 69 ), that shows the effects of different
amounts and timings of irrigation on oats. Although the trials described in this table
were done in Holland, under different climatic conditions from those found in
Botswana, the principles are still applicable. The crops described were sown in March
1959. The shooting period started in the first 10-day period in June and flowering was
during the second and third 10-day periods in June.

TABLE 40

The amount and timing of irrigations, and the yield of oats in Holland 1959.
Grain yield (kg/ha)

Irrigations
Amount of
water
applied
(mm)

No. of
applications

Time
(10-day
periods)

Total

50

2

May I I I , June I

2 470

1 150

1 150

50

2

July I.July II

1 290

None

None

80

2

June I I , June III

2 240

920

570

Increase

I ncrease/50 mm
water

1 320*

None

100

2

May I I I , June II

3 150

1 830

915

110

3

Junel, I I , III

2 940

1 620

740
750
690

200

5

May I I , June III

4 330

3 010

230

5

May III, July I

4 510

3 190

'Average, two plots

The natural rainfall in this period was 89 mm, of which 34 mm fell between the 20
April and the 20 May and 50 mm in the third 10-day period in June and the first
10-day period in July.
This table clearly illustrates the importance of timing; 80 mm of water applied when
the crop was flowering produced a lower yield than 50 mm applied before and during
shooting. The diminishing returns of larger applications of water are also shown.

Russell (1961, p. 416) gives the following data for crop yields obtained in Utah.

TABLE 41

Yield of crops for a given quantity of water used over different areas.
Greenville Farm, Utah

Crop

Yield from 30 acre-inches of
irrigation water given over
0.4 ha (1 ac)

1.6 ha (4 ac)

Wheat, grain (bushels)

47.5

166

Maize (bushels)

97

317

Lucerne, hay (long tons)
Sugar beet, roots (long tons)

3.6

14.3

20.8

64.8

In the above table, the yield per acre for each crop was lower where the same
irrigation water was spread over 1.6 ha (4 ac), but in each case the yield per unit of
irrigation water was over three times as great. Obviously the cost of cultivating,
planting and distributing water over the larger area will be greater, and a balance must
be struck between the two extremes.
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Another aspect of water economy is the storage capacity of the soil. Immediately after
irrigation, water is lost rapidly by evaporation until the soil surface dries out, particularly before the crop is fully established. If 1.3 cm (0.5 in) is lost this will represent
50% of an application of 2.5 cm (1 in) but only 12.5% of an application of 10 cm
(4 in). Only a comparatively deep soil of high water-holding capacity will be able to
retain 10 cm (4 in) of available water without losing a part t o drainage. Therefore, it
will be in the interest of water economy to confine irrigation, where possible, to soils
with an available water-holding capacity of at least 10 cm (4 in), preferably more,
within 120 cm (4 ft) of the surface.
In certain of the deeper soils it may be possible to supply the entire water requirement of a crop in one or two irrigations. Rijks (1965) analysed the effect of a single
irrigation on the growth of cotton on deep alluvial soils in South Arabia; his findings
are summarised in the following table.
TABLE 42

The yield of cotton from different irrigation treatments in the Abyan Delta,
South Arabia

Amount of irrigation water

Depth of penetration

cm

in

cm

ft

15

6

100

3.3

Yield of seed cotton
kg/ha

Ib/ac

459

410

45

18

195

6.4

1 268

1 131

60

24

300

9.8

2 064

1 841

90

35

300

9.8

3 012

2 688

>

The yields shown in the above table were obtained solely from one irrigation with no
subsequent irrigations or rainfall. Rijks concluded that the most efficient irrigation in
order to maximise yield per unit of water applied was about 50 cm (20 in). This trial
was done in an area where rain is extremely rare and a single flash flood is likely to be
the only source of water for a growing crop. In an irrigation scheme with an assured
water supply, greater economy of water should be obtainable by applying the water
in two irrigations, one at planting time and one just before the crop flowers.
The diversion of runoff water
The concept of the diversion of runoff water from a catchment area and ponding it in
fields which are then planted is not new. A flourishing and stable agriculture based on
this concept existed in the Negev Desert on a rainfall of 100 mm (4 in) a year, as far
back as the eighth t o tenth centuries B.C. (Tadmor et.al., 1960). Similar though less
sophisticated systems exist today in the Sudan and the Middle East.
Although there are problems, a similar system could represent a far cheaper and less
labour-demanding use of water than irrigation as it is normally understood. The
advantages are that no water storage is required other than the soil itself, and distribution is confined to a channel leading from a runoff area on to the field. Very often the
first rains in Botswana, in October and November, are in the form of showers of high
intensity and short duration, when most of a fall of 12-25 mm (0.5-1 in) may be lost
as runoff. Trapping this runoff will mean that a crop might be planted up to a month
earlier than is usually possible in Botswana, with a good reserve of moisture stored in
the soil. In a year of heavy rains it may subsequently be necessary to breach the
diversion channel in order to prevent waterlogging of the crop.
Similar flood-spreading techniques may sometimes also be used for the establishment
of pastures and tree plantations, particularly on certain flood plains, where it may also
be possible to maintain winter growth by the construction of weirs which would
create a watertable within a few feet of the surface.
The system of 'Keyline' farming, a concept recently developed in Australia, is based
on the same principle of the conservation and spreading of runoff water from small
catchments. The water is stored in carefully sited small dams from which it is led on to
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pastures and tree plantations. Derelict farms in low rainfall areas have been transformed
using this system (Yeomans, 1958).
Micro-irrigation from catchment tanks
Recent.developments of plastic sheeting have made possible a cheap method of storing
water in tanks excavated from the ground, to which water can be led from small
catchment areas. In order to prevent silting up of the tanks the catchments may be
surfaced with concrete or asphalt, or the water may be led in through a series of silt
traps. The cost per unit of water-storage capacity compares unfavourably with that of
dams, as each cubic yard of soil excavated will produce only one cubic yard of water
storage. On the credit side, however, no water is lost by evaporation or seepage. The
catchment tank can be used to provide domestic water as well as irrigation; the water
is drawn up by hand as it is required.
lonides (1967) cites the following advantages of a micro-irrigation system:
1.

Micro-irrigation by hand is highly efficient in terms of water usage per unit crop
production. There are no transmission losses between the reservoir and the crop;
the wetted soil surface extends only a short way from the stem of the plant,
reducing evaporation loss; and there is little or no loss to drainage. Further water
economy can be obtained by using an impervious mulch, such as very thin polythene sheeting

2.

The effectiveness of the natural rainfall is enhanced when used in combination
with supplementary water added by hand. In addition t o the timing of irrigation
during the rainy season, part of the plot can be left uncropped, to act as a soil
moisture trap for cropping during the winter or to enable an early crop to be
planted during the following rainy season

3.

The crop is produced at the point of consumption. There are no losses or costs
of transport and marketing

4.

The labour involved in the installation and operation of these systems causes no
subtraction of resources from the community or nation; the only cost to the
peasant is his own time, on which there are comparatively few other demands.
There is practically no cost to the nation in terms of cash

SOIL CONSERVATION
There are hazards in the agricultural development of certain poorly structured soils
derived mainly from sedimentary rocks. Any development of the medium-and finetextured soils prone to surface capping or the sandy soils susceptible to wind erosion
must be accompanied by soil conservation to preserve the soil structure and prevent
serious deterioration and erosion.
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Appendixes 1-6

Appendix 1
Vegetation classification and checklist

THE VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION USED IN SITE DESCRIPTION OF AUGERHOLES A N D PROFILE PITS
(after A D Mac Kay)
Tree density
0
1
2
3
4
5

No trees
< 2.5/ha (1/ac)
2.5-12.5/ha (1-5/ac)
12.5-250/ha (5-100/ac)
250-1 250/ha (100-500/ac)
> 1 250/ha (500/ac)

or trees > 63m (70 yd) apart
or trees 27-63m (30-70 yd) apart
or trees 7-27m (7-30 yd) apart
or trees 3-7m (3-7 yd) apart
or trees < 3m (3 yd) apart

Shrub density
0
1
2
3
4
5

No shrubs
Occasional shrubs, not more than about ten in a square
20m x 20m (22yd x 22yd); easily counted
Light density; walking slightly impeded; shrubs difficult to count
Moderate density; walking considerably impeded
Dense; walking very difficult
Very dense; continuous shrub layer, impenetrable except for occasional
game or cattle trails

Grass and herb density
0
1

None, or very few plants
Very sparse — 1 to 6 recognisable plants in a 5m (5 yd) square

4

Pg.
Moderate

5

Continuous sward

3

J
)

a subjective estimate
based on experience

Height of trees, shrubs, and grasses or herbs
The average height of each category is estimated and the minimum and maximum
height of individual plants is included in brackets — e.g. trees, height 8m (4-12m)
(25ft (12-40ft)). The height of the grass and herb cover is usually measured in inches.
Grazing condition
This is an estimate of the value of the grass cover, and is divided as follows:
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0
1
2
3
4
5

No grazing
Light grazing
Moderate grazing
Heavy grazing
Capable of sustaining continuous heavy grazing
Excessive grazing

CHECK LIST OF SPECIES NOTED AT AUGERHOLES AND PROFILE PITS
(Miller, 1948; Meredith, 1955; White, 1962; Brenan, 1970)
Vernacular

Botanical name
s and shrubs
Acacia albida Del.
A. campylacantha Höchst, ex A. Rich
A. erubescens Welw. ex Oliv.
A. gerrardii Benth.
A. luederitzii var. retinens (Sim) J. Ross and Brenan
A. giraf fae Burch.
A. grandicornuta Gerstner
A. karroo Hayne
A. mellifera (Vahl) Benth. subsp. detinens
(burch) Brenan
A. nigrescens Oliv.
A. rehmanniana Schinz
A. sieberana DC
A. tortilis (Forsk.) Hayne, subsp. heteracantha
(Burch) Brenan
Acacia sp.
n

II

Si

ii

Adansonia digitata L.
Albizia anthelmintica Brongn.
A. harveyi Fourn.
Aloe spp.
Asparagus sp.
Azanza garckeana (F. Hoffm.) Exall & Hilkoat
Boscia albitrunca (Burch) Gilg & Benedict
B. rehmanniana Pest.
Bridelia mollis Hutch.
Burkea africana Hook
Byrsocarpus orientalis (Baill.) Baker
Cadaba sp. ? aphylla (Thunb.) Wild
Cassia abbreviata Oliv.
Cassine sp.
Clerodendrum sp.
Colophospermum mopane (Kirk ex Benth.)
(Kirk ex J. Leon
Combretum apiculatum Sond.
C. hereroense Schinz.
C. imberbe Wawra
ICombretum sp.
Commiphora sp.
II

it

it
II

'

•

Dichrostachys cinerea (L) Wright & A r n .
IDiospyros sp.
Ehretia sp.
lEIephantorrhiza elephantina (Burch) Skeels
Euclea spp.
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'

' Mokosha
Morutare
Moloto
Mokhi
Mokgwelekgwele
Mohoto, Mokgotlo
Moshaoka
Mooka
Mungana
Mokoba
Mooka
Morimosetha
Moshu
Majanare
Mungana kutswana
Mokala
Monoga
Mmola
Letakau
Mhalatsamaru
Morojwa
Motopi
Mopipi
Mokopakopa
Monato
Monwana
Maho-o Nsasanyama
Nlungu
Legonnyanne
Mopane
Mohudiri
Mokabi
Motswiri
Moduba
Mokomoto
Moroka
Seroka
Moselesele
Letajwa
Morobe
Mosetsane
Motakola

Botanical name
Euphorbia sp..
Gardenia spatulifolia Stapf. & Hutch.
Grewia bicolor Juss.
G. f/avescens Juss.
Grewia sp.
Heeria sp.
Hyphaene crinita
Kirkia acuminata Oliv.
Lonchocarpus capassa Rolfe
Maytenussenegalensis (Lam) Exell
IMeliaazedarach L.
Mundulea sericea
Ochna sp.
Olea africana Mill.
Pappea capensis Eckl. & Zeyh.
Peltophorum africanum Sond.
Piliostigma thonningii (Schumach.) Milne-Redhead
IPIumbago zeylanica L.
Pseudocadia zambesiaca (Baker) Harms.
Pterocarpus angolensis DC
/?/?(/«lancea Linn, f.
/?/jt/s sp.

Salvadora persica L.
Sclerocarya caffra Sond.
Securinega sp.
ISenecio sp.
Strychnos spinosa Lam.
Termina/ia prunioides Laws.
7*. sericea Burch ex DC.
Vangueria sp.
Ximenia sp.
Ziziphus mucronata Wil Id.

Vernacular

Morala
Mokgwana
Moretwa, Moretlwa
Mokgompatha
Monokane
Molala
Modumela
Mohata
Motono
Morolwane
Musokapala
Monyelenyele
Mothware
Mopenweeng
Mosetha
Nsekesa, Mokopakopa
Masokomabi
Motha, Moshato
Mokgwa
Nsasangwe, Mosilabele
Mogolore
Mothamoka
Marula
Monwana
Mosimama
Tamba
Motsiara
Mogonono
Motwane
Morotologa
Mokgalo

M A *

»ScS

Aristida spp. L.
Cynodon dactyl on (L.) Pers.
Digitaria sp. Heist.
/i

fj

/#

##

Eragrostis sp. Beaur.
Panicum maximum Jacq.
Setaria sp. Beaur
Uroch/oa sp. Beaur (?)
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Seloka
Motwa
Moseka
Namele
Tswang
Rathathe
Mhaha
Mabele
Poka

Appendix 2
Soil permeability determinations

FIELD INFILTRATION AND PERMEABILITY TESTS
Soil permeability was measured in the field by the pour-in method in augerholes in
the subsoil, and by the double-ring infiltrometer method on the surface
The pour-in method of measuring soil permeability
This method is developed from the shallow-well test described in the Bureau of
Reclamation Manual, Vol. 5 part 2, section 2.10.8G (United States Department of
the Interior, 1953; see also Williams, 1968). The permeability ismeasured by
maintaining a constant head of water in an augerhole in dry soil. The water diffuses
outwards, rapidly at first, but the rate decreases until the soil around the augerhole
is saturated and water diffuses outwards at a constant rate, representing the ability of
the saturated soil to transmit water. The following materials are required:
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

soil auger, preferably 6.5-9 cm (2.5-3.5 in) diameter
wire brush
mirror
length of rigid piping, 2 cm (% in) diameter, 90 cm (3 ft) long
clean fine gravel
tin of 18-22 1 (4-5 gal) capacity, fitted with a tap capable of fine
adjustments to the water flow
spare containers of similar capacity
graduated cylinders, of 25 ml and 250 ml capacity
stopwatch
notebook and pencil

The soil horizon to be tested is selected after examination of a soil profile. As the
purpose of the test is normally t o determine the permeability of a specific soil horizon,
that horizon must be thick enough to take the full depth of the augerhole, bearing in
mind that for the formula to give a valid result the depth of the augerhole must be at
least 5 times its diameter.
The pit face is cut back to give a horizontal surface at the top of the horizon to be
tested, and an augerhole is then dug to the desired depth. The sides of the hole are
then scraped to remove compacted material, and any loose soil is removed. Using
light reflected from the mirror, the hole is then inspected for cracks, large pores etc.
which might upset the result. Then fine gravel is put in the hole to a depth of about
5 cm (2 in), the piping is placed upright on the gravel, and more gravel is packed
round it to about 2V2 cm (1 in) below the top of the augerhole; this is to prevent the
soil collapsing during the test.
The tin fitted with a tap is filled with water and placed above the top of the length
of piping on a suitable framework, so that water from the tap will pour down the
pipe. The tap is turned on and the augerhole filled t o the top of the gravel, and the
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time noted. The flow of water is carefully maintained so that the water level in the
augerhole is kept constant, and at intervals of 5 minutes the water flowing from the
tap is collected in a measuring cylinder for up to 1 minute, depending on the rate of
flow. This is continued until a reasonably steady flow is achieved, usually after half
to three quarters of an hour.
The permeability is calculated according to the following formula:
K = 864 Q
Cu rh
or K = 1 418 Q
Cu rh

m/d

in/hr

where K =
Q =
r =
h =

coefficient of permeability of the soil
rate of steady inflow of water, ml/sec
radius of augerhole in cm
height of the test section (i.e. from the bottom of the
augerhole to the top of the gravel) in cm
Cu = coefficient of conductivity which varies according to the
ratio of depth to diameter of the augerhole, as in the
following chart:

h/r

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

12.5

13.0

13.5

Cu

32.0

32.9

33.7

34.5

35.3

36.1

36.9

37.8

h/r

14.0

14.5

15.0

16.0

17.0

18.0

19.0

20.0

Cu

38.6

39.4

40.2

41.9

43.5

45.2

46.8- 48.5

Notes on the pour-in

method:

1.

The temperature of the water should be higher than that of the soil, otherwise
air may come out of solution and block the soil pores, giving a low result

2.

The test was found to give low, variable results when attempted in moist soils.
This appears to be due to the effect of the auger compacting the soil around
the augerhole; as it is difficult to prevent this it is recommended that the test
should be done only in dry soil

3.

The ideal diameter of the augerhole is 9 cm (3V2 in), as a smaller hole is difficult
to clean out properly, and a larger one requires too much water, and also a very
thick horizon of uniform soil

Results
The results of the permeability tests are given in Table 1 below.
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TABLE 1

Soil permeability estimated in the field and measured by the pour-in method

Soil family series

Texture

Vertisols
III C

Clay

Well drained alluvial
or colluvial siallitic
soils
IV A, B. D

Siallitic soils with
restricted permeability
and impeded drainage
IV F l , 2, 4; Gl

Siallitic soils with
impeded drainage only
IV E3; F3; L

Site

Field
permeability*

Permeability reading
m/d

in/hr

81

2

0.02

0.03

Loamy sand

151
157

6
6

0.80
2.10

1.31
3.44

Sandy loam

58
153
161
206

5
5
6
6

1.83
1.50
1.50
1.30

3.01
2.40
2.50
2.20

Sandy clay loam

87
130
145
146a
b
162
199
203
209
210

5
' 4
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5

0.28
0.40
1.20

0.46
0.65
1.97

103)

0.85)
0.43
0.80
0.70
1.20
0.70

0a 94
a
*

169)

1.39)

154
1 M
0.71
1.30
1.20
1.97
1.10

Sandy clay loam

139
207
42

3
4
2

0.16
0.32
0.07

0.27
0.53
0.11

Sandy clay

135
205

2
2

0.00
0.02

0.00
0.04

Sandy clay loam

41
56
94
132
147a
b
156

3
3
4
3
4
4
4

0.10
0.15
0.41
0.12

0.16
0.25
0.67
0.20

.

° - 2 7 ) 0 33
0.38) ° ' 3 3
0.27

045)

0.63)

0U 54
5 4
0.44

Clay loam

159

3

0.21

0.34

Loamy sand

137

2

0.07

0.12

Sandy loam

55

5

0.12

0.20

Sandy clay loam

71
200

2
4

0.00
0.02

0.00
0.03

Upland siallitic soils
IV N, P

Sandy clay loam

112
138

5
3

1.76
0.10

2.88
0.17

Fersiallitic soils with
restricted permeability
V A1

Sandy clay loam

176

4

0.32

0.53

Clay

134

3

0.09

0.14

Well drained
fersiallitic soils
V A2, 4

Sandy clay

40
44
165

4
5
5

0.25
0.85
0.83

0.41
1.39
1.34

Fersiallitic soils
with impeded drainage
VC. D

Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay

173
97
148a
b
169

5
5
4
4
3

0.57
0.41
0.20)
0.24
0.27)
0.22

0.93
0.67

Halomorphic soils
IV H

Iron pan

0.33)
0.44)

* Field assessment based on visible soil characteristics; symbols 1 (impermeable) to 7 (excessively
permeable) described in Part 5 section 3 of the report
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00 J39
9
0.36

The double-ring infiltrometer method
The equipment used was based on that described by Haise etal (1956) and consists
of two cylinders, 30 cm (12 in) and 53 cm (21 in) in diameter, placed concentrically
in the soil. The inner cylinder is 30-35 cm (12-14 in) long, and is hammered into the
soil to a. depth of about 15 cm (6 in). Care must be taken when hammering in the
cylinder to make suie that it remains upright, otherwise there will be a gap between
the cylinder wall and the soil. The outer cylinder is hammered in to a depth of about
5 cm (2 in).Two marks are then made inside the inner cylinder, 5 cm (2 in) and
7.5 cm (3 in) above the soil surface, then a piece of sacking is placed on the soil to
prevent puddling, water is poured in up to the upper mark, and the time is noted.
The outer ring is then filled to a depth of about 5 cm (2 in) and this level is maintained
approximately throughout the test. The time taken for the water level to fall to the
lower mark is noted, and the water is made up to the upper mark; this is continued for
eight hours, and the test is continued for a second day, after which time the soil has
had time t o swell, and readings representative of normal irrigation are obtained. The
infiltration rate is recorded directly in m/d (in/hr).
Notes on the infiltrometer

method

1.

The readings are subject to very considerable variation due to insect holes,
root channels and other factors, and at least 3 replicates, preferably 5, should
be done

2.

The diameter of the cylinders is not critical, but that of the inner ring should
be at least 23 cm (9 in), or the effect of soil disturbance around the cylinder
walls will be too great. The outer ring merely serves to contain water around
the inner ring to prevent excessive lateral seepage if the infiltration rate is likely •
to be restricted by a subsurface layer. It is not always effective in this (see the
result at profile 200, where the soil is impermeable below 20 cm), and in such
instances more reliable results are likely to be obtained by excavating away the
more permeable topsoil and doing the test directly on the upper subsoil.

3.

If the infiltration rate is low, the measuring technique may be refined either
by using a ruler sharpened to a point, to measure the precise amount by which
the water level has dropped, or the volume of water added can be measured, and
converted to depth if the cross-sectional area of the cylinder is known

Results
The results of the infiltration tests are given in Table 2 below.
TABLE 2

Infiltration rates measured by double-ring infiltrometers
Average infiltration rate

Soil Family/Series

Texture of
upper subsoil

Profile No.

No. of
replicates

Final

Initial
M/d

in/hr m/d

in/hr

III A ; C
(Vertisols)

Clay

155
192

3
3

0.8
0.4

1.3
0.7

0.1
0.06

0.2
0.1

IV A,B,D
(well-drained
siallitic soils)

Loamy sand or
sandy loam

144
146
153
157
161
185
188
191
206
210

5
5
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

2.4
3.2
2.6
1.7
3.6
5.6
2.0
1.7
3.5
2.6

4.0
5.3
4.4
2.8
6.0
9.3
3.3
2.8
5.8
4.4

1.3
1.1
1.4
1.1
1.7
1.7
0.8
0.7
2.5
1.5

2.1
1.9
2.4
1.9
2.9
2.8
1.3
1.2
4.2
2.5

145
164
193
203
204

5
5
3
3
3

2.6
2.0
1.9
1.8
2.3

4.4
3.3
3.1
2.9
3.8

1.4
0.6
0.7
0.4
1.0

2.4
1.0
1.2
0.7
1.6

Sandy clay loam
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Average infiltration rate
Soil Family/Series

Texture of
upper subsoil

Profile No.

No. of
replicates

Initial

Final

M/d

in/hr

m/d

in/hr

Sandy loam

207

3

2.0

3.3

1.0

1.7

Sandy clay loam

147
156

5
3

2.8
1.7

4.7
2.9

1.1
1.0

1.9
1.6

Clay loam

149

3

1.6

2.7

0.5

0.9

Sandy loam

187

3

1.6

2.6

0.25

0.4

Sandy clay loam

200

3

1.3

2.1

0.7

1.1

VA
(well drained
fersiallitic soils)

Sandy loam

211

5

5.4

8.8

1.8

2.9

VC
(Fersiallitic soils
with impeded
drainage)

Sandy clay

148

5

3.0

5.0

0.7

1.1

IV E,F
(Siallitic soils
with impeded
drainage)
IV L
(Fine textured
siallitic soils)
IV H
(Halomorphic
soils)

LABORATORY DETERMINATIONS OF SOIL PERMEABILITY
Soil permeability was measured in the laboratory on disturbed samples dried and ground
to pass a 2 mm sieve, and on undisturbed samples consisting of soil cores of 5 cm
(2 in) and 10 cm (4 in) diameter. The purpose of these tests was t o compare the
measurements with those obtained in the field, and t o assess the reliability of the
disturbed-sample test which is the most convenient t o use.
Determinations on disturbed soil samples
The following description of the technique for permeability determinations is quoted
from the Bureau of Reclamation Manual, Vol. 5 part 2, section 2.10.8C (United
States Department of the Interior, 1953).
'Since the determination of permeability on undisturbed samples takes more time than is available
on a routine basis, it becomes necessary to use disturbed samples in an effort to find some clue
as to the physical condition of the soil. Attempts have been made to correlate the disturbed
permeability with undisturbed permeability, but the correlation is not good except for soils with
poor physical condition. Isolating areas of soils which have very slow permeability and drainage
characteristics is the primary aim of using the disturbed permeability test.
The permeability of an undisturbed soil is a function of its combined chemical and physical
characteristics. The characteristics of a soil that have most to do with permeability include
texture, size and shape of sand particles, degree of aggregation, exchangeable base status,
structure, density, pore size distribution, andorganic matter.
In crushing a soil to pass a 2 mm sieve, the structure, natural density and pore size distribution
are altered. The natural aggregation is also considerably altered. The texture, size and shape of
sand particles, organic matter, and exchangeable base status remain the same. Laboratory results
have shown that the exchangeable base status is one of the most important items in permeability,
but that density and pore size distribution are nearly as important.
It becomes apparent that, with the many variables responsible for the permeability of a soil,
it would be unreasonable to expect the disturbed permeability to give a very reliable figure.
Nevertheless, the test frequently ferrets out the soils in which permeability is restricted and
inadequate, whereas it also distinguishes those which are readily permeable.'
The equipment necessary for the procedure includes:
1.
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Water supply similar to that being used or anticipated for use

2.

Pyrex test tubes, 200 x 29 mm (O.D.) without lip, having a small hole
approximately 6 mm in diameter at the bottom. It will be necessary to
blow this hole with a torch

3.

Suitable wooden rack to hold desired quantity of permeability tubes

4.

50 ml. Erlenmeyer flasks for constant head (need one for each test tube).
(Or other suitable constant head water supply: Author)

5.

150 ml. beakers or 6 oz wax cups to catch water passing through soil

6.

100 ml and 10 ml graduates to measure leachate

7.

Absorbent cotton

8.

Clean coarse sand (1-2 mm. size)

9.

Powder funnel with large glass tubing connected to the bottom by means
of rubber tubing

10. Wax pencil
11.

Large rubber stopper

12. Small watch glass
The procedure follows:
1.

Place sufficient absorbent cotton in small hole in bottom of test tube to
prevent sand from passing through

2.

Add approximately % inch of clean coarse sand

3.

By means of the elongated powder funnel add air-dry 2 mm sieved soil to
the percolation tube, being careful that the larger aggregates do not
separate from the smaller aggregates. A mark should be made on the test
tube at about 31/2 in from the bottom and soil added to about one-third
inch above this mark

4.

Remove the funnel and drop the bottom of the test tube onto the large
rubber stopper 10 times from a distance of 1 inch. The soil will be
compacted approximately down to the wax mark at this time

5.

Add Va inch coarse clean sand on top of the soil to prevent a clay surface
seal from forming

6.

Add water to near the top of the test tube and place in wooden rack.
A beaker should be placed below each test tube

7.

Note the time water begins to discharge from the soils and measure the
amount of leachate at the end of 1 hour. Continue for 2-6 hours. (The
test was continued for 8 hours: Author)

8.

The calculation of the permeability involves the use of d'Arcy equation
where
P = Q_ L
At* h
P = permeability in cm/hr
Q = volume of water passed through the soil in ml
A = cross-sectional area in c m ^
T = time in hours
L = length of soil column in cm after becoming saturated
h = height of water level above base of soil column

An example of the calculation follows:
Q=
A =
t =
L =
h =
P =

10 ml
j r r 2 =4.91 c m 2
1 hour
3.5 in = 8.89 cm
2:1 head = 17.78 cm
(10) (8.89)
= 1.018 cm/hr
(4.91) (17.78)
P = 1.018 = 0.40 in/hr
2.54

Results
This test was carried out on 221 samples, 51 from the topsoil and 170 from the
subsoil, from 60 soil profiles. The results are summarised in Tables 3 and 3a where
the measured permeability value is related to the soil texture, the degree of weathering
(little-weathered calcimorphic soils are contrasted with more strongly weathered
kaolinitic soils; see page 58 of the report),and the soil permeability class, assessed
in the field (see pages 173-175 of the report). In addition, topsoil and subsoil samples
were separated.
TABLE 3
I

Permeability (metres/day) of disturbed soil samples related to field assessments of permeability,
soil texture, and the degree of weathering of the soil
Permeability class (based on field characteristics)

Soil
texture

Topsoil
Subsoil

2

4

3

5

6

Soil permeability; figures in brackets indicate the
number of samples
Calcimorphic!»oils
Sand

Top
Sub

Loamy sand

Top
Sub

1.0

(1)

Sandy loam

Top
Sub

1.0

(1)

Sandy clay
loam

Top
Sub

Sandy clay
Clay loam

Top
Sub

Clay

Top
Sub

r

2.1 (1)

0.03 (2)

1.5.(1)

. 2 . 0 (3)

2.7 (9)
5.2 (7)

1.6 (4)
3.7 (5)

2.0 (3)
4.2 (15)

1.5(2)
0.8 (2)

1.3 (4)
1.9 (23)

2.2 (3)
1.8 (5)

0.7 (2)

1.4(3)
1.0(16)

1.0 (1)
0.9 (27)

0.3 (1)
0.3 (1)

0.5 (3)
0.7 (5)

0.9 (3)
0.7 (1)

0.3 (1)
0.13(7)

Kaolinitic soils
Sand

Top
Sub

3.3 (2)

3.2 (1)

Loamy sand

Top
Sub

1.9 (2)
6.2 (1)

1.2 (2)
3.8 (4)

Sandy loam

Top
Sub

2.3 (9)

2.1 (8)

Sandy clay
loam

Top
Sub

Sandy clay
Clay loam

Top
Sub

Clay

Top
Sub
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1.8 (1)

0.7 (1)
0.5 (1)
0.8 (1)

0.5 (2)

1.3 (12)
0.8 (1)
1.3 (3)

1.5 (1)

0.8 (2)

TABLE 3a

Permeability (inches/hour) of disturbed soil samples related to field assessments of
permeability, soil texture, and the degree of weathering of the soil
(Permeability class (based on visual characteristics)

Soil
texture

Topsoil
Subsoil

2

3

4

5

6

Soil permeability; figures in brackets indicate the
number of samples

Calcimorphic soils
Sand

Top
Sub

3.2 (3)

4.5 (9)
8.5 (7)

Loamy sand

Top
Sub

1.7 (1)

2.7 (4)
6.0 (5)

3.3 (3) .
6.9 (15)

Sandy loam

Top
Sub

1.7 (1)

2.5 (2)
1.3 (2)

2.1 (4)
3.1 (23)

3.6 (3)
2.9 (5)

Sand clay
loam

Top
Sub

1.2 (2)

2.3 (3)
1.7 (15)

1.6 (1)
1.5 (27)

Sandy clay
Clay loam

Top
Sub

0.5 (1)
0.3 (1)

0.8 (3)
1.2 (5)

Clay

Top
Sub

2.1 (2)

2.5 (1)

.

3.4 (1)

0.05 (2)

1.2 (1)

0.5 (1)
0.2 (7)

Kaolinitic soils
Sand

Top
Sub

5.4 (2)

5.2 (1)

Loamy sand

Top
Sub

3.1 (2)
10.1 (1)

2.0 (2)
6.3 (4)

Sandy Loam

Top
Sub

3.8 (9)

3.4 (8)

Sandy clay
loam

Top
Sub

Sandy clay
Clay loam

Top
Sub

1.3 (1)

Clay

Top
Sub

0.8 (2)

3.0 (1)
1.1 (1)
0.8 (1)

2.2 (12)
1.3 (1)
2.2 (3)

1.3 (2)

2.5 (1)

The following observations can be made on this data:
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1.

There is a direct relationship between soil permeability and soil
texture, at least in the range from sand to sandy clay loam. More
data would be needed to clarify this relationship for the finer
textures

2.

The relationship between the measured values and field assessments
of permeability is less obvious; it can be seen that for any given soil
texture there is little or no difference in measured values between
the different field permeability grades. Wide discrepancies were noted
between field assessments and measured values in certain compact soils,
particularly some Vertisols, where the strong structure and stability
„
of the soil caused the fine particles of the ground sample to act like
sand, giving extremely high permeability readings. Samples from
profile 155 giving readings of 3 m/d (5 in/hF) or more, have been
excluded from the table as they would have rendered the averages
meaningless. Conversely, certain soils with moderate t o high exchangeable
sodium values, and given a good permeability rating in the field, had
extremely low measured permeability values. 4 strongly sodic samples
from profiles 187 and 200 were completely impermeable, and the
permeability of 3 marginally sodic samples from profile 205 averaged
0.1 in/hr. These sodic samples were excluded from the table

3.

It appears that the permeability of sand and loamy sand topsoils is lower
than that of subsoils of the same texture. A rather weaker similar trend can
be seen in sandy loam, but not in finer textures

4.

There is no clear difference in permeability between the calcimorphic soils
and the kaolinitic soils

The data from which Table 3 is made are very variable, and this variability is shown in
Table 4 which gives mean, modal and median values and standard deviations for those
averages which include a sufficient-number of samples.
TABLE 4

Mean, modal and median values and standard deviations of permeability values measured on disturbed
soil samples

Permeability
class

Soil texture

Soil order

No. of
samples

Soil permeability
Standard
deviation

Mean

Median

Modal

m/d

in/hr

m/d

in/hr

m/d

in/hr

m/d

in/hr

Calcimorphic

Loamy sand
Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam
Sandy clay loam

6
5
5
4

15
23
27
15

4.2
1.9
0.9
1.0

6.9
3.1
1.5
1.6

2.0
1.0
0.5
0.6

3.3
1.7
0.8
1.0

5.2
1.0
0.7
0.9

8.5
1.6
1.2
1.4

4.9
1.9
0.8
0.9

8.1
3.1
1.3
1.4

Kaolinitic

Sandy loam
Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam

6
5
5

8
9
12

2.1
2.3
1.3

3.4
3.8
2.2

0.7
1.3
0.9

1.2
2.1
1.4

2.1

3.5

0.9

1.5

2.2
2.5
1.1

3.6
4.1
1.8

t
The relationship between disturbed-sample permeability values and those obtained by
the pour-in method in the field are shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5

The relationship between disturbed-sample permeability values and values obtained by the pour-in
method in the field
Soil permeability

Soil texture

Permeability
class

No. of
tests

Disturbed
sample
m/d
in/hr

m/d

in/hr

Field test

Ratio of disturbed
sample to field
test (mean and range)
2.4 ( 2 . 3 , 2 . 4 )

Loamy sand

6

2

3.5

5.7

1.5

2.4

Sandy loam

6

2

2.0

3.2

1.5

2.4

1.3(0.6,2.2)

Sandy loam

5

2

2.4

3.9

1.0

1.7

2.3 (2.0, 3.4)

Sandy clay oam

5

5

0.7

1.2

0.7

1.1

1.1 ( 0 . 6 - 1 . 6 )

Sandy d a y loam

4

3

0.5

0.9

0.5

0.8

1.1 ( 1 . 0 - 1 . 6 )

Sandy clay

5

1

0.9

1.5

0.8

1.3

1.2

Clay loam

3

1

0.4

0.6

0.24

0.4

1.5

2-3

2

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.03

Various textures,
sodium-influenced *

1.0(0,2.0)

'These samples are from profile 2 0 0 (Halomorphic) and profile 205 (Series I V G 1 , w i t h 5—15%
exchangeable sodium)

The data are rather limited, but indicate a wide range of variability, with the disturbed
sample values tending t o be higher, particularly in the coarser textured soils. Such
variability means that the laboratory test could not reliably be used as a substitute for
the pour-in method in measuring soil permeability.
Table 6 shows the relationship between disturbed-sample permeability and infiltration
rates determined by a double-ring infiltrometer. The infiltration rates obtained in the
field appear to be related more to the texture of the upper subsoil than to that of the
topsoil and so the laboratory permeability values of both horizons are shown in the
table.
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TABLE 6

The relationship between disturbed-sample permeability and infiltration rates determined by a doublering infiltrometer
Infiltration rate

Soil texture

No. of
tests

Initial
in/hr
m/d

m/d

Final
in/hr

Disturbed
sample
permeability

Ratio of disturbed sample rate
to field rate (mean and range)

m/d

in/hr

Initial

Final

Topsoil
Sand
Loamy sand
Sandy loam
Sandy clay loam
Qay loam
Clay

3
5
4
2
2

3.8
1.8
2.1
1.9
0.7

6.2
3.0
3.5
3.1
1.2

1.4
0.8
1.0
0.5
0.3

2.3
1.3
1.7
0.9
0.5

1.8
1.8
1.3
1.8
0.2

2.9
2.9
2.1
2.9
0.3

0.5 ( 0 . 2 - 1 . 4 )
1.0(0.5-1.8)
0.6(0.3-1.0)
0.2,1.6
0.1,0.7

1.3(0.6-3.5)
2.2 ( 1 . 3 - 4 . 5 )
1.2(0.5-2.6)
0.9, 5.2
0.2,4.1

Upper subsoil
Loamy sand

3

3.7

6.0

1.5

2.5

2.8

4.6

0.8 ( 0 . 3 - 2 . 9 )

1.8 ( 0 . 7 - 4 . 3 )

Sandy loam

5

2.0

3.3

1.0

1.6

1.8

2.9

0.9(0.7-1.2)

1.8(1.2-3.6)

Sandy clay loam

6

1.8

2.9

0.7

1.2

1.3

2.1

0.7 ( 0 - 1 . 4 )

1.8 ( 0 - 4 . 5 )

Clay loam

2

0.7

1.2

0.3

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.2, 0.3

0.6,1.2

Clay

The data in this table demonstrate the great variability between the individual values.
However, a general relationship does emerge between the infiltration rate and the
permeability values for the upper subsoil, which are about equal to the initial infiltration rate and double the final rate except in t w o samples of clay soil, where the
laboratory value is about equal t o the final infiltration rate.
Permeability determinations on undisturbed soil samples
Two soil core samplers were used t o obtain undisturbed samples of 5 cm (2 in) and
10 cm (4 in) diameter respectively. The samples were taken in moist soil at approximately field capacity. Since the soils were naturally dry at the time of the survey the
samples were usually taken from the moist zone created by infiltration tests or pour-in
permeability tests. It was not possible t o take cores from dry soils without shattering
the soil structure, and so certain poorly-permeable soils were not sampled.
The method of permeability determination used was based on that described in the
Bureau of Reclamation Manual, Vol. 5 part 2, section 2.10.8E (United States Department of the Interior (1953), and is summarised below ; The method is described more
fully in Reclamation Instructions, Series 510 part 517, chapter 7 (United States
Department of the Interior, 1967).
The 5 cm (2 in) core sampler consists of a steel cylinder with a sharp cutting edge,
containing a removable aluminium liner of 5 cm (2 in) diameter and 3.8 cm (1.5 in)
depth. The 10 cm (4 in) core sampler consists of a similar steel cylinder, with a tinned
iron liner of 10 cm (4 in) diameter and 15 cm (6 in) depth.
The method of operation of both samplers is similar. The sampler is driven or forced
gently into the moist soil to slightly more than the depth of the liner. The soil around
the cylinder is then excavated, and cut away flush with the cutting edge. The liner
containing the soil is then removed, and the soil carefully pared away flush with the
ends of the liner, which is then capped, sealed and transported to the laboratory.
At the laboratory the caps are removed from the. liner, and a perforated cap lined with
a wire gauze and a disc of filter paper (a fast grade such as Whatman No. 4 is suitable)
is fitted to the bottom, while an extension cylinder is fitted t o the top by means of a
rubber sleeve. A watertight seal is essential. The assembly is then placed upright in a
tray containing about 2.5 cm (1 in) of water and left overnight to become completely
saturated. This causes the soil to swell sufficiently t o prevent any seepage of water
down the walls of the container during the test.
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The following morning the containers are removed from the water and placed on moist
towelling for 15 minutes for the surplus water to drain out. Then they are placed on
Büchner funnels, and a constant head of 2.5 cm (1 in) of water is applied to the soil
surface. The water passing through the soil is collected and measured hourly for 8
hours, and the permeability is then calculated using d'Arcy's equation
P=(Q/At)x(L/h)
where

P = permeability of the soil
Q = volume of water collected
A = cross-sectional area of the soil core
t = time
L = length of saturated soil column
h = height of water level above the base of the soil column

It was found during the tests that the tinned iron containers of the 10 cm (4 in) soil
cores were somewhat flexible, and as a result the seal between the saturated soil and
the container was broken during handling, causing very high permeability readings to
be obtained. This was overcome by placing the container in a tight-fitting case made
of asbestos piping.
Useful additional information on the soil structure, as well as a check on sources of
error such as termite holes or large root channels, can be made by pouring a very dilute
solution of black endorsing ink onto the soil after the test is completed, and allowing
this to drain through overnight. The soil pores or cracks transmitting the most water
will then be stained black by the endorsing ink.
Results
17 tests were done using 5 cm (2 in) cores, and 9 tests using 10 cm (4 in) cores. 10 and
5 respectively were replicated, and the repeatability of the technique is shown in Table
7 in which all of the results are given.
In 8 of the 10 replicated tests using 5 cm (2 in) cores the replicates vary less than 20%
from the mean, but very much wider variations occurred using the 10 cm (4 in) cores.
Study of the dye stains after the tests indicated that high permeability rates were most
often due to the seepage of water down pores and cracks in one replicate but not the
other. It is not clear why the variability should have been greater in the large cores
than the small ones, unless it is that in the larger containers it is more difficult to avoid
including large pores and cracks or old infilled pores.
Relationship between laboratory and field methods
The relationship between the permeability values obtained using the undisturbed cores,
disturbed samples, and the pour-in method in the field, is shown in Tables 8 and 8a.
The values for the 5 cm (2 in) cores range from less than half to double those for the
disturbed samples and the pour-in method. On average, however, they are
nearly equal to the values obtained by the pour-in method. The values for the 10 cm
(4 in) cores are lower in 4 of the tests. The very much higher value obtained in profile
187 is surprising, since this horison was sodic with 36% exchangeable sodium. The distribution of dye following the test showed that the water had flowed uniformly
through the soil.
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TABLE 7

Profile
no.

Permeability values obtained using undisturbed soil cores
Permeability of 5 cm (2 in ) cores
Mean
Variation*
Replicates
%
m/d
in/hr
m/d
in/hr

Permeability of 10 cm (4 in I cores
Replicates
Mean
Variation *
%
m/d
in/hr
m/d
in/hr

149

.0.06

0.10

-

-

-

151

0.34
0.56

0.56
0.92

0.4

0.7

24

153

0.42
0.84

0.69
1.38

0.6

1.0

34

156

0.24

0.39

-

-

-

157

3.84
4.76

6.30
7.82

4.3

7.1

11

159

0.10
0.16

0.18
0.26

0.13

0.22

18

161

0.84
0.95

1.38
1.56

0.9

1.5

6

164

0.35

0.57

-

-

165

1.43
1.22

2.34
2.00

1.3

2.2

173

0.88

1.45

-

-

-

176

0.40

0.65

-

-

-

183

0.32
0.41

0.53
0.68

0.4

0.6

12

0.06
0.24

0.10
0.39

0.15

0.25

58

187

0.07
0.10

0.12
0.16

0.08

0.14

14

0.32
0.97

0.52
1.60

0.7

1.1

51

188

0.51

0.83

-

-

-

0.19
0.28

0.31
0.46

0.24

0.4

18

190

0.88
1.08

1.44
1.77

1.0

1.6

10

0.86

1.41

-

-

-

191

0.76
0.55

1.24
0.90

0.7

1.1

16

0.61
0.32

1.00
0.52

0.5

0.8

32

193

0.33

0.54

-

-

-

0.33
0.39

0.54
0.64

0.4

0.6

8

180

0.17

0.28

-

-

-

194

0.13

0.21

-

-

-

199

0.26

0.43

-

-

-

8

*Thev ariation of the replicates about the> mean is expressed as a percentage of the mean
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TABLE 8

Permeability values obtained using undisturbed soil cores in relation to values obtained using disturbed
samples and the pour-in method in the field
Soil permeability
Permeability
class

Profile
no.

Loamy sand

6

151
157

0.4
4.3

Sandy loam

6

161

5

Soil texture

Sandy clay loam

5

4

Sandy clay

Clay

5

3

5 c m (2 in)
core
m/d
in/hr

10 c m (4 in)
core
m/d
in/hr

Disturbed
sample
m/d
in/hr

Pour-in
method
in/hr
m/d

0.7
7.1

0.9
5.1

1.5
8.4

0.8
2.1

1.3
3.4

0.9

1.5

1.0

1.6

1.5

2.5

153
173
190

0.6
0.9
1.0

1.0
1.5
1.6

2.4
0.9

1.4

4.7
3.1
4.9

1.5
0.5

0.9

2.9
1.9
3.0

176
183
188
191

0.4
0.4
0.5
0.7

0.7
0:6
0.8
1.1

0.4

0.5

0.25
0.4
0.8

0.6
1.0
0.7

0.7
1.0
1.7

0.3

0.15
0.24
0.5

156
187
193
199

0.24
0.09
0.3

0.4
0.14
0.5

0.6
0
3.4
1.3

0.4

1.1
0.6
0.4

0.4
0
2.1
0.8

0.24

0.7
0.4
0.24

0.8

1.3

164
165

0.4
1.3

0.6
2.2

1.5
0.9

2.5
1.5

0.8

1.3

149
159
194

0.06
0.13

0.10
0.22

0.12
0.13
1.5

0.19
0.22
2.5

0.21

0.34

0.13

0.21

1.1

The usefulness of the laboratory determinations of soil permeability
The most convenient laboratory method is that using disturbed soil samples. It can be
used on a small part of samples which have been dried and ground for routine
laboratory analysis, its chief shortcoming is that the soil structure is completely
destroyed, and the permeability is therefore more closely related t o the fineness and
stability of the ground soil particles. This is demonstrated in the close correlation
between the permeability readings and soil texture, and the poor correlation between
the permeability readings and the field assessment of soil permeability based upon
observation of the soil structure and porosity. Any tendency for the soil aggregates t o
break down on wetting, a feature of sodium-influenced soils, is immediately shown up
by the very low permeability values obtained.
The main use for the disturbed-sample permeability test is, then, in monitoring soils
where sodium deflocculation or other structural deterioration is suspected. A second
use which requires further investigation is as a possible substitute for the very cumbersome double-ring infiltration test.
The determinations on 5 cm (2 in) soil cores give values roughly equivalent to those of
the field tests, but considerable errors are introduced in both these and 10 cm (4 in)
cores by pores and cracks which may not be obvious at the time of sampling. As it
takes nearly as long t o collect the cores as to carry out the pour-in test in the field,
they do not merit consideration as a substitute. However, valuable information on the
role of pores, cracks and lines of weakness in allowing the flow of water through the
soil can be obtained by including a dye with the water used in the permeability test.
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Appendix 3
Soil analysis methods

ANALYSES CARRIED OUT AT THE LABORATORY OF THE GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY, BOTSWANA (Joy, 1967)
Mechanical analysis The samples were ground to pass a 2 mm sieve to separate the
gravel fraction. The fine earth was then dispersed with sodium hexametaphosphate and
sodium carbonate solution and wet-sieved to remove the coarse sand. The very fine
sand, silt and clay fractions were estimated with a hydrometer, and the clay fraction
was estimated by the pipette method on a number of samples as a check on accuracy.
Finally the fine-sand fraction was estimated by decantation. The sizes of the separates
are:
Gravel
Coarse sand
Fine sand
Very fine sand
Silt
Clay

> 2 mm
2 . 0 - 0 . 2 mm
0.2 - 0.05 mm
0.05-0.02 mm
0.02 - 0.002 mm
< 0.002 mm

diameter
diameter
diameter
diameter
diameter
diameter

So/7 reaction (pH) This was measured with a glass electrode pH meter on a 1:1
suspension of soil in 0.01 N CaCl2 solution, and on a 1:5 suspension of soil in water,
after standing for VA hours.
Saturation extract This was prepared by vacuum filtration of a saturated soil paste.
The moisture saturation % was calculated from the weight of water added to thé soil.
Electrical conductivity EC This was measured on the saturation extract using a
conductivity bridge and the results were reported in mmhos/cm.
Soluble cations These were estimated on the saturation extract of all soils whose EC
exceeded 1 mmho/cm. Sodium and potassium were estimated using a flame photometer. Calcium was determined by titration with EDTA using Patton & Reeder's
indicator, and calcium plus magnesium by titration with EDTA in the presence of
ammonia-ammonium chloride buffer solution using eriochrome black indicator.
Exchangeable cations 5 g of soil was leached with 100 ml of normal KC1 solution,
and sodium, calcium and magnesium were determined in the leachate using the same
methods as for soluble cations. Potassium was determined by leaching 5g of soil with
100 ml of N.CaCl2 in triethanolamine, and estimation in the leachate using a flame
photometer.
Exchangeable acidity This was determined by titrating the CaC1o - triethanolamine
leachate with 0.05 N hydrochloric acid and with 0.05 N oxalic acid.
Cation exchange capacity (CEC) After leaching with CaCIo - triethanolamine
solution the soil was leached with 250 ml of N.NaC1 2 solution to remove the calcium
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which had replaced the other cations quantitatively. The calcium was then estimated by
titration with EDTA using eriochrome black indicator.
Organic carbon

This was estimated by the Walkley - Black wet oxidation method.

Total nitrogen This was estimated by Kjeldahl,digestion; selenium was not used, and
0.6 g K2SO4 were used per 1ml of cone. H2SO4.
Extractable phosphorus
soils.

This was determined by dilute acid-fluoride extraction on all

ANALYSES CARRIED OUT AT THE TROPICAL SOILS ANALYSIS UNIT,
READING (Varley, 1969)
The samples were dried and ground to pass a 2 mm sieve prior to despatch from
Botswana to Reading.
Mechanical analysis 10g of soil was treated with hydrogen peroxide to remove organic
matter, then centrifuged t o remove dissolved salts. Then sodium hexametaphosphate
and sodium carbonate solution was added, and the soil was dispersed for 10 minutes in
an ultrasonic tank. The coarse-and fine-sand fractions were removed by wet sieving,
dried and sieved again to separate them. The coarse silt (= very fine sand), fine silt
and clay fractions were estimated by the pipette method.
The sizes of the separates are:
Coarse and
Fine sand
Coarse silt
(= very fine sand)
Fine silt
Clay

2.0 - 0.2 mm
0.2 -0.05 mm
0.05 - 0.02 mm
0.02 - 0.002 mm
< 0.002 mm

So/7 reaction (pH) This was measured on a 1:2.5 or 1:5 suspension of soil in water,
after continuous shaking for half an hour.
Electrical conductivity (EC) This was measured on a 1:5 suspension of soil in water
after continuous shaking for half an hour and was recorded in mmhos/cm.
Test for free carbonates The soil was reacted with 30% v/v hydrochloric acid, and any
effervescence was recorded visually as very slight (vs), slight (s), moderate (+), strong
(++), or very strong (+++).
Organic carbon The Walkley - Black wet oxidation process was used with potassium
dichromate and sulphuric acid. The oxidation was done at the natural heat of the
sulphuric-acid reaction, about 130°C; and no further heating was used; this ensured
that only the finely divided carbon was measured and coarse material such as plant root
fragments was excluded.
Total nitrogen This was estimated by Kjeldahl digestion using a selenium catalyst and
an acid to salt ratio of 2:1 v/w. The ammonia in the final digest was determined as
indophenol blue on the auto analyser.
Exchangeable bases The soil was leached with neutral (pH7) normal ammonium
acetate, Potassium and sodium were determined on the auto analyser by flame emission
spectroscopy, using a lithium internal standard. Magnesium and calcium were determined, after suitable dilution, by atomic absorption spectroscopy, using strontium to
prevent interference of phosphorus in the flame.
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The ammonium acetate extractant removes both the exchangeable and any free calcium
and magnesium that may be present, giving unduly high figures in calcareous soils. The
figures for sodium and potassium, and for cation-exchange capacity, are not affected.
Cation-exchange capacity (CEC) After leaching the soil, excess ammonium acetate was
removed by washing 4 times with 80% alcohol. The absorbed ammonia was then
removed using normal KCl solution at pH2.5, and was determined on the auto analyser
as indophenol blue.
Total elements The soil was ground to pass a 60 mesh (0.25 mm) sieve, and digested
with concentrated perchloric acid. Phosphorus and potassium were determined at the
same time on the auto analyser, phosphorus by molybdenum blue using ascorbic acid
as a reducing agent, and potassium by flame emission spectroscopy using a lithium
internal standard. Magnesium was determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy.
Available phosphorus This was determined by Olsen's method in soils with free
carbonate or where the pH is over 7, and by Bray's method in soils with no free carbonate and pH less than 7. In Olsen's method the extractant used was 0.5N sodium bicarbonate at pH 8.5, and the extraction time was half an hour at a constant temperature
of 20°C. In Bray's method the extractant used was 0.3N ammonium fluoride plus
0.1 N hydrochloric acid, and an extraction time of 2 minutes was used. In both methods
the final determination was colorimetric, based on molybdenum blue using ascorbic
acid as a reducing agent. In Olsen's method the bicarbonate was destroyed before the
colorimetric determination.
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Appendix 4
Definitions of terms used in the report

Alluvium Deposits resulting from the action of flowing water. The deposits are
usually well graded, with coarse material laid down by fast-flowing water and fine
material laid down by slow-flowing or still water. Recently deposited alluvium is
often stratified with layers of contrasting textures.
Amplitude of relief The difference in height between the crests of the interfluves and
the valley bottoms in a particular land form.
Available phosphorus That part of the phosphorus in the soil which can be readily
absorbed and assimilated by growing plants. The amount indicated in soil analyses
varies according to the method used. The methods used in this survey can be interpreted as follows:
Availability of
phosphorus

01 sen's method
(Method A)

Very low
Low
Medium
Good

< 5 ppm
5 -10 ppm
>10ppm

Dilute acidfluoride method
(Method B)
< 3 ppm
3 - 7 ppm
7 - 20 ppm
> 20 ppm

Available potassium That part of the potassium in the soil which can be readily
absorbed and assimilated by growing plants. The level of available potassium in the soil
has been correlated with exchangeable potassium in Malawi (Young and Brown, 1962)
to give the following interpretation:
Availability of
potassium
Low
Medium
High

Exchangeable potassium
me % soil
0.03 - 0.20
0.20 - 0.40
0.40 - 0.80

Base saturation percentage The extent to which the absorption complex of a soil is
occupied by exchangeable cations other than hydrogen. It is expressed as a percentage
of the total cation-exchange capacity.
Calcrete A layer in the subsoil, or sometimes at the surface when exposed by erosion,
cemented by secondary calcium carbonate precipitated from the soil solution.
Cation exchange capacity (CEC) The sum total of exchangeable cations that a soil can
absorb, expressed in milliequivalents per 100 gm soil (or of other absorbing material
such as clay).
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Colluvium Poorly graded deposits that have accumulated as a result of the transporting action of gravity. This takes the form of soil creep down slopes, and the accumulation of material on lower slopes and piedmonts as a result of sheet erosion or rainwash.
Concretion A local concentration of a chemical compound, such as calcium carbonate
or iron oxide, in the form of a grain or nodule of varying size, shape, hardness and
colour.
E/C The cation-exchange capacity of the clay fraction. In the subsoil, where the
influence of organic matter is negligible, the entire cation-exchange capacity of the soil
can be regarded as being contained in the clay fraction, and the figure is obtained as
follows:E/c

_ Cation-exchange capacity of the soil x 100
% clay

Electrical conductivity (EC) A means of estimating the salt content of a soil extract
or suspension. See saline soil.
Exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) The extent to which the absorption complex
of a soil is occupied by sodium. It is expressed as a percentage of the total cationexchange capacity.
Fersiallitic soils Relatively old soils, or soils formed under a relatively moist climate,
with a cation-exchange capacity between 15 and 40 me % clay in the subsoil.
Halomorphic soils Saline and sodic soils formed under imperfect drainage conditions;
their morphology is influenced by the presence of excessive amounts of sodium.
Iron pan
agent.

An indurated soil horizon in which iron oxide is the principal cementing

Lime mycelia Fine thread-like aggregates of lime in pores and root channels, in the
subsoils of young siallitic soils.
Lithosols
pH

Shallow soils less than 30 cm (1 ft) deep over gravel or weathered rock.

See soil reaction.

Regosols Soils on recently-formed deposits or on old sands, with little or no visible
horizon differentiation.
Saline soil A soil containing sufficient soluble salts to impair its productivity; the
electrical conductivity (EC) of the saturation extract is 4 mmhos/cm or more. In the
survey area, soils with an EC of 2 mmhos or more are regarded as slightly saline soils
in which irrigation may lead to a build-up of salinity.
Sand-extraction
The extraction of water from beneath the surface of a sandy river
bed. Many rivers in eastern Botswana have a considerable depth of sand in their beds,
and this acts as a reservoir of water throughout the dry season.
Siallitic soils Relatively young soils, or soils formed under a relatively dry climate,
with a cation-exchange capacity of over 40 me % clay in the subsoil.
Slickensides Polished and grooved surfaces produced in clay soils, particularly
vertisols, by the sliding of one soil mass against another, usually due to pressures
caused by expansion and contraction of the clay on wetting and drying.
Sodic soil

A soil in which the exchangeable-sodium percentage is 15 or more.

So/7 Colour The soil colours used in this report are those defined in the Munsell Soil
Colour Charts (Munsell Colour Company, 1954).
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Soil reaction The degree of acidity or alkalinity of the soil, measured as pH (the
negative log of the hydrogen ion concentration). The terms used to denote different pH
ranges, measured on a 1:5 suspension of soil in water, are as follows (United States
Department of Agriculture, Soil Survey Staff, 1951):

Extremely acid
Very strongly acid
Strongly acid
Medium acid
Slightly acid

pH

Term

Below 4.5
4.5 - 5.0
5.1 -5.5
5.6 - 6.0
6.1 - 6.5

Neutral
Mildly alkaline
Moderately alkaline
Strongly alkaline
Very strongly alkaline

pH
6.6 - 7.3
7.4-7.8
7.9 - 8.4
8.5-9.0
9.1 & over

Soil structure The combination or arrangement of primary soil particles into secondary particles, units or peds. The secondary units are characterised and classified into
classes according to their size, grades according to distinctness, and types according to
shape. The following definitions are based on the Soil Survey Manual (United States
Department of Agriculture, Soil Survey Staff, 1951).
The grades of structure are:
Structureless: No observable aggregation or no definite and orderly arrangement of
natural line of weakness; massive if coherent, single grain if noncoherent
Weak: Poorly formed indistinct peds, barely observable in place
Moderate: Well-formed distinct peds, moderately durable and evident, but not distinct
in undisturbed soil
Strong: Durable peds that are quite evident in undisturbed soil, adhere to one another,
withstand displacement, and become separated when the soil is disturbed.
The types of structure are:
Platy: Platelike aggregates with the faces mostly horizontal
Prismatic: Prismlike aggregates with well-defined vertical faces and weakly-defined
horizontal faces
Columnar: Similar to prismatic but with rounded caps
Angular blocky: Blocklike or spheroidal aggregates with both vertical and horizontal
structures equally defined and plane ór curved faces that are casts of the moulds
formed by the faces of the surrounding peds; the faces are flattened and most edges
are sharply angular
Subangular blocky: Similar to above, but with mixed rounded and flattened faces and
with many rounded edges
Granular: Spheroidal or polyhedral aggregates with plane or rounded faces having
slight or no accommodation to the faces of surrounding peds; relatively non-porous
Crumb: Similar to granular but porous
So/7 texture The relative proportions of primary particles of different sizes in a soil.
The soil separates are:
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Gravel
Coarse Sand
Fine Sand
Very fine sand
Silt
Clay

> 2 mm diameter.
0.2 - 2 mm diameter.
0.05 - 0.2 mm diameter.
0.02 - 0.05 mm diameter.
0.0002 - 0.02 mm diameter.
< 0.002 mm diameter.

The proportions of silt, clay and sand in the textural classes are shown in the diagram
below, taken from the Soil Survey Manual (United States Department of Agriculture,
Soil Survey Staff, 1951).
100.

Subsoil The soil underlying the surface horizon. In general, the term 'upper subsoil'
refers to the soil above a depth of 60 cm (2 ft) and 'lower subsoil' refers to the soil
below 60 cm (2 f t ) .
Surface horizon The uppermost part of the soil normally moved in cultivation, and its
equivalent in uncultivated soils. It is normally darker or less red in colour than the
underlying soil due to staining by organic matter. It ranges in depth from about
10 cm (4 in) t o 25 cm (10 in).
Total exchangeable bases (TEB)
absorption complex of a soil.

The sum of the metallic cations held by the

Vertisols Heavy clay soils which crack widely in the dry season, and whose surface
usually breaks into a fine granular mulch which partly or wholly infills the cracks.
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Appendix 5
The semi-detailed and detailed
soil surveys

Eleven soil survey maps, ten semi-detailed.and one detailed, are included as separate
maps with this report. Their locations are shown in Text Map 10.
The soil maps are based on the soil series, described in the report, along with the
principles underlying the irrigability classification. In order to obtain the necessary
detail for a proper assessment of the irrigation potential the soil series have been subdivided further into soil types and soil phases.
Soil types
The soil series are subdivided into soil types where soil textural or other variations
within a soil series are significant to the land-capability or irrigability criteria used in
the survey. Soil types mapped in the semi-detailed and detailed surveys are as follows:
Within soil series IA4
Type a

Consists of shallow fine-textured layers
30-60 cm (12-24 in) deep over sand
consists of fine-textured soils more than
60 cm (24 in) deep

Type b

Within soil series IVD1
Type a

Within soil series IVA2,
IVB2, IVC2, IVD2
Type a
Type b

Fine textured immature alluvial soils
(Kolobeng soil survey)

Sandy old siallitic soils
consists of soils more than usually
acid for the series

Medium-textured siallitic soils
soils have less than 30 cm (12 in) of sand
or loamy sand in the topsoil
soils have 30-45 cm (12-18 in) of sand
or loamy sand in the topsoil

Soil phases
Soil phases are standardised to give depth classes, and indicate cultivation hazards
significant t o the land-capability or irrigability assessment. The following soil phases
have been defined:
Depth classes
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

< 30 cm
30-60 cm
60-90 cm
> 90 cm

(12 in)
(12-24
(24-36
(36 in)

deep to gravel or weathered rock
in) deep
in) deep
deep

Cultivation hazards
(e)

moderate erosion

e

severe erosion

(f)

moderate flood hazard

f

severe flood hazard

(r)

moderate rockiness (less than 5% of the surface covered)

r

severe rockiness (more than 5% of the surface covered)

(st)

moderate stoniness (less than 5% of the surface covered)

st

severe stoniness (more than 5% of the surface covered)

Appendix 6
Supplementary data on areas of high
irrigation potential

POPULATION
The regions suggested as having high irrigation potential (see Parts 1 and 6 of this
report) have the following populations living in them or in villages close by:
1. The headwaters of the Shashi-Ramaquabane catchment: about 12 000
people of the Kalanga Tribe, scattered in small villages
2. Shashi siding: about 10 000 people of the Bamangwato Tribe at Shashi
siding and To nota village
3. Tsamaea: about 700 people of the Kalanga Tribe, in small villages near
Tsamaea siding
4.

Tobane: about 1 700 people of the Bamangwato Tribe, at Tobane village

5. Bobonong: about 7 500 people of the Bamangwato Tribe, at Bobonong
village
6.
Upper Tuni River: this region lies between Bobonong (population 7 500)
and Sefhophe (population 2 800)
7.

Lower Tuni River: this region lies between Molalatau (population 1 000)
and Matatan (population 750)

8.

The lower Limpopo, Maclautsi and Shashi Rivers: about 1 300 people
in scattered communities on the mainly European-owned farms

9.

Palapye: about 5 000 people of the Bamangwato Tribe

10.

The Lotsani River downstream of Maunatlala: about 2 500 people of
the Bamangwato Tribe at Maunatlala village

11.

The Limpopo River between the Mahalapshwe Junction and the Lotsani
Junction: about 3 000 people in scattered communities on the mainly
European-owned farms

12.

Mahalapye: about 1 300 people of the Bamangwato Tribe

13.

The Notwani River at Gaborone: about 8 500 people of the Batlokwa
and other tribes

14.

The Limpopo River from the Marico Junction to the Notwani Junction:
470 people, mostly living at Oliphant's Drift
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15. The Marico River: about 5 500 people of the Bakgatla Tribe, mostly in
villages near Derdepoort
16. The Metsemotlhaba River: about 13 000 people of the Bangwaketse Tribe
at Moshupa, and about 1 150 people of the Bakwena Tribe at Kumakwane,
near Kolobeng

COMMUNICATIONS
Of the regions suggested as having high irrigation potential (see Parts 1 and 6 of this
report), four, Tonota, Mahalapye, Palapye and Gaborone, are on the railway. The
dam near Tsamaea is only a few miles from the railway, but there was no permanent
road to the actual site. Part of the area in the headwaters of the Shashi-Ramaquabane
catchment also lies close the the railway. Good permanent roads exist from the railway
to the following areas: The Limpopo downstream of the Notwani Junction. This lies
within the freehold Tuli Block, with permanent roads to Mahalapye and Palapye, the
main trading centres for the central part of the survey area. Moshupa, on the
Metsemotlhaba River, is connected by road to Kanye and Lobatsi. The Marico River at
Derdepoort is connected by road t o Mochudi, and Pilane station on the railway.
The remaining area of high irrigation potential are connected to the railway or to the
main centres only by tracks, and may be cut off completely at times during the rainy
season. The remotest areas are Bobonong on the Maclautsi River, the Tuni River, the
greater part of the Marico and Limpopo Rivers upstream of the Notwani Junction, and
the Limpopo River downstream of the Maclautsi Junction.
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KEY TO SOILS

IRRIGABILITY OF SOIL TYPES AND PHASES
LOCATION MAP

Soil Ty
I A3
IB1

Cla

Description
Medium textured immature alluvial soils.

A

None: All the land will develop a water table within 6 feet
of the surface under irrigation.

B

VEIaiv:

C

IA3/IIIB1iv:

D

IV H I ;

Black topomorphic vertisols with a granular surface mulch.

IV E2

Dark greyish brown compact calcareous fine textured siallitic
soils with restricted permeability and impeded drainage.

IV HI

Halomorphic soils with exchangeable sodium percentage
15% or more within 2ft of the surface.

IV H2

Halomorphic soils with exchangeable sodium percentage
15% or more at a depth of 2 to 4 feet.

VE1

Brown to reddish brown medium to fine textured fersiallitic
soils derived mainly from sedimentary rocks; overlying
weathered shale or iron concretions.

Soil Types/Phases

V Elb iv:
IVE2iv:

VEIciv;
IV H2:

VEIiii
VEImiv:

VE1ii.ii-.ii

V E1 i

SALINITY AND SODIUM STATUS OF GROUNDWATER
(NN)

Non-saline (ec. less thanlmmho)

low sodium status

VE1a

As V E1: sandy loam topsoil merging to sandy clay loam subsoi'

(SN)

Slightly saline (e.c. 1-4mmho)

low sodium status

V Elb

As V El: sandy clay loam topsoil merging to sandy clay subsoil.

(NS)

Non-saline

medium sodium status

V E 1c

Similar to V El. but dark reddish brown in colour.

(NH)

Non-saline

high sodium status

V Eld

Similar to V E 1c. but overlain by a dark greyish brown layer
of recently deposited alluvium.

(SS)

Slightly saline

medium sodium status

(SH)

Slightly saline

high sodium status

(HH)

Saline (e.c. more than 4mmho)

high sodium status

VEIm

Soils similar to V E1. but with pronounced mottling or grey
colours indicating impeded drainage at less than 3 feet.

SOIL PHASES
0 - 12 in

i

24 " 3 6 in

Auger hole ( 4 f t )

•

Profile pit ( 6 f t )

A |

Depth
12 - 2 4 in

36in and over

iv

30 • ( NS) Depth to groundwater table (inches) and salinity and sodium status
( no water table depths are recorded in Section 1 ( upstream) as the
depth to groundwater was more than 48in. at all Sites)

S

